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1 INTRODUCTION
EVE is a revolutionary computer software program designed to assist the dive professional in today’s competitive
market. EVE provides an end-to-end solution for dive centers and resorts, which allows you to maximize profit
and save valuable time by keeping an up to date record of business transactions. Once the records are in place,
EVE can start her magic through reporting on and analyzing your business operations. This program really does
bring profit to your fingertips. Integrated Scuba Systems (ISSYS / EVE Diving) designed this program specifically
for the diving industry.
The information stored in the comprehensive EVE database can be exported to other programs within the
Microsoft framework.
The application is modular – you can choose to display and use modules that are relevant to your business –
making EVE easy to learn and easy to use.
EVE will grow with you. You can start by running EVE on a single computer. Later, you can run EVE on multiple
computers connected by a Local Area Network in the store. When you expand to take on more than one store,
you can run EVE in the cloud in multi-store mode.

1.1 Getting Help
While the EVE system is designed to be both intuitive and easy to use, we recognize that everyone needs a little
help once in a while. We’ve made it easy for you to get the help you need.

1.1.1 EVE Manual
This manual is available as a resource for you to reference both during system set up and for ongoing use. Print
in out or access it in EVE by clicking on the Help menu to open this file at the contents page.

1.1.2 Support
For help in using this product, or for more information about Integrated Scuba Systems software and other
products, we invite you to contact Integrated Scuba Systems technical support. You can contact us at:
Email: support@evediving.com
Web:

(preferred method of contact)

https://evediving.com
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2 GETTING STARTED
2.1 System Requirements
EVE is a ‘Client/Server’ program. I.e. there are 2 components to the program:
1/ the server: this controls your database and will be installed on one computer only.
2/ the client: this is the EVE program itself that you can use on multiple computers. Each client component
needs to have a permanent connection to the server – i.e. using a wired or wireless network to connect the
computers together.
Computers running the client must meet at least the following minimum requirements to run EVE:
Component

Specification

Processor

Pentium 1GHZ

RAM (RandomAccess Memory)

1GB

Windows

Windows 10

Computers running the server must meet at least the following minimum requirements to run EVE:
Component

Specification

Processor

Pentium 1GHZ

RAM (RandomAccess Memory)

1GB

EVE can import data from the following:
❖ EVE 4.2 and 4.3
❖ PADI customer and certification data files (these can be downloaded from the PADI Pros website by clicking
Resort and Retailer on the Toolbox menu and then using the EVE Data link in the ISSYS/EVE section)
❖ Microsoft Excel
EVE can export data to the following:
❖ QuickBooks from Intuit
❖ Microsoft Word
❖ Microsoft Excel
❖ Microsoft Outlook
❖ ASCII text file
❖ MailChimp

2.2 Installing EVE
EVE comes delivered with an easy to use installation process. To install EVE:
❖ Make sure all other programs are shut down
❖ Download EVE from our web site (https://evediving.com/page/downloads ), run the setup program that you
downloaded.
❖ A setup form will be displayed with 2 main buttons: Install EVE Server and Install EVE Client.
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As mentioned earlier, EVE is a Client/Server program, which means there are 2 distinct parts to the program –
the Client and the Server.
The Server is where all of your data will be held. This component is only included in the setup for historical
reasons. If you are installing EVE today, your database will be hosted on our servers in the cloud and there is no
need to install the server component.
The Client is the EVE program you will use on a day-to-day basis. You can install the Client on the same PC as
the Server if you wish. Alternatively, if you have a network, you can install the Client on several computers on
the network.

2.2.1 Installing the EVE Server Components
NOTE: as mentioned above, the EVE Server component is not required for new installations as
your database will be hosted on our servers in the cloud. This section is only present for
special cases where long-time users of EVE have a local database.
To install the server component you need to be logged on to Windows as an Administrator. This is only while
installing – you do not need to be an Administrator to run EVE.
The first thing you need to do is decide which computer to install the Server component on. If you want to
install it on the computer you are currently using, click the Install EVE Server button and then follow the onscreen instructions. The setup program will check your computer for shared components that might already be
installed (e.g. common files from Microsoft, etc. that might already be present on your computer). If it finds
you do not have them it will install these ‘pre-requisites’ for you; if it finds they are already installed it will just
continue. These pre-requisites include Microsoft SQL Server Express and Microsoft .Net Framework 4.5.2.
Once all the pre-requisites are in place, the setup will install the EVE specific components: EVE Database
Utilities (a program that administrators can use to backup the database and perform other system tasks) and 2
EVE databases – the ‘live’ eve database that you will use on a day-to-day basis and a second database called
eveTraining that contains pre-loaded test data you can use for staff training and familiarization with the
program.
The setup may take some time depending on whether the pre-requisites need to be installed or not. Please be
aware that a reboot may be necessary.

2.2.2 Installing the EVE Client Components
Once the Server setup is complete, you are ready to install the Client. If you intend to install it on the same PC
as the Server, you can click the Install EVE Client button now and follow the on-screen instructions. If you plan
to install the Client on computers other than the Server, you have 2 options:
1. Take your CD or downloaded setup program to the first PC and run it. Click on Install EVE Client and
follow the on-screen instructions. Repeat on each PC.
2. Advanced users: when you installed the EVE Server earlier, it installed the Client Setup program onto the
server PC in the following folder:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVEServer\Client
It also created a Network Share to that folder. On client PCs, you can use that Share to run the client
setup program over the network.
When the installation is complete, you will see an EVE icon on your desktop and another one in the ISSYS folder
on your Programs menu on the Windows Start button. Or, on Windows 8, you will see an EVE tile on your Start
screen.
Note to users of previous versions of EVE: if EVE4 was installed on the computer, the EVE5 setup program will
rename your old icons from Eve to EVE4, and the new icons will be called EVE.

2.2.3 Firewalls
This section is only relevant if you are using EVE on a local network.
installations where the database is hosted on EVE cloud servers.

It is not appropriate for new EVE
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Microsoft SQL Server is a powerful database program that has strong security features in place to help protect
your data from hackers. If you have a Firewall in operation on the computer where the Server is installed and
you are using EVE on a network, you need to take the following steps to inform your system that it is OK for the
EVE Clients to access data on the Server:
Note: If you first installed the EVE Server component using EVE version 5.7 or earlier (i.e. you are using Microsoft
SQL Server 2005) – follow the instructions in part b) below. If you installed EVE 5.8 or later (i.e. you are using
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2) – follow the instructions in part a) below
a)

Instructions when using Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2

Click Start | All Programs | Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 | Configuration Tools | SQL Server Configuration
Manager
Expand the SQL Server Network Configuration (3bit) section and click on Protocols for EVE
Right click on TCP/IP and click Properties
Click on the IP Addresses tab and scroll down the list to the bottom
In the IPAll section, remove the value from TCP Dynamic Port and enter 1433 in the TCP Port
Click OK

Click on the SQL Server Services entry in the list on the left.
Right click on SQL Server (EVE) and then Restart
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In Windows Control Panel open Windows Firewall.
Click "Allow a program through Windows Firewall"
Click the Exceptions tab
Click Add port
In the Name box enter SQL Server Browser. In the Port number box enter 1434. Choose UDP. Click OK.
Click Add port again
In the Name box enter SQL Server. In the Port number box enter 1433. Choose TCP. Click OK.
Click OK again
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If the Add Port option is not present, go into Advanced Settings and create 2 Inbound Rules as above
For more detailed instructions please see: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc646023(v=sql.105).aspx
b) Instructions when using Microsoft SQL Server 2005
1/ Open your Firewall program. If you use Windows Firewall on XP, you can do this by opening your Windows
Control Panel and then double clicking on the Security Center. Click the Windows Firewall link. If you use
Norton Firewall, you can open it by clicking Start then All Programs then Norton Personal Firewall then Norton
Personal Firewall.
2/ Once your Firewall program is open, you need to inform it that other computers on your network can safely
use the following 2 programs:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\90\Shared\sqlbrowser.exe
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Binn\sqlservr.exe
In Windows Firewall, do you can do this as follows: Click on the Exceptions tab and then click Add Program.
Click Browse and then go and find the first program. Double click on it or select it and click Open. Click Browse
again and repeat for the second program. Click OK twice to save changes and quit the Firewall.
In Norton Person Firewall, you can do it as follows: In the Status & Settings section, make sure Person Firewall is
selected and click Configure. Click on the Programs tab, click Add and go and find the first program. Double
click on it or select it and click Open. Click Add again and repeat for the second program. Click OK to save
changes.

2.2.4 EVE in the Cloud
EVE can be installed so that the database is stored in the Cloud so you can use it from multiple locations – e.g.
from multiple stores and/or from home or on the road. EVE Diving can host the database for you or you can
organize to have it hosted yourself. This is a powerful option and you may want to consider it even if you have
only one store. If you want us to host your database for you, we will take daily backups for you and perform
other system management tasks. It also has advantages in the area of support since, at your request (and only if
you grant us permission by giving us a valid user name and password), we can connect to your database and sort
out any issues you may have with your data.
Please contact EVE Diving for more information.
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2.3 Starting EVE
2.3.1 Choosing a Database
Select Database

When you start EVE, the form shown above will be displayed. This lists Databases that you can use. By default,
there are 2 databases in the list: eve and eveTraining. eve is initially empty of data except for some pre-defined
pick-lists, for example, Course Types, Contact Methods, etc. This is the database you will use to populate with
your own data by manually entering information or by importing your data from an external source. eveTraining
is pre-populated with example data. You can use this database to get familiar with EVE and when training new
employees. You can enter whatever test data you want into this database without affecting your ‘live’ data.
Select the database you want to use and click OK. Alternatively, if the database you want is not listed, click on
the “Choose Different Database” link to load the Data Source form shown below:

Data Source

Select or type the name of the Data Source you wish to use. The Data Source
identifies the computer where your database is located. It may be the same PC
you are using, or another PC on your network or a remote server on the
Internet.
If the database is on the PC you are using, you can specify (local)\EVE as the
Data Source or, simply .\EVE
If the database is on the server computer on your network, you can specify
ServerName\EVE where you should replace ‘ServerName’ with the actual name
or IP address of your server computer. You can find the name of the server
computer by right clicking on My Computer, clicking Properties and then clicking
on the Computer Name tab. The name is shown in the ‘Full computer name’
box and you do not need the full stop / period on the end.
If EVE Diving host the database for you, you will use one of our pre-defined
names depending on where you are located:
us.evecloudhost.net, uk.evecloudhost.net, au.evecloudhost.net
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Database

Select or type the name of the Database you want to use. You will usually use
eve or eveTraining

Use Integrated
Security

Integrated Security gives you the best security. It means that the security you
have set up for users on your PC and/or network (if you have one) will be used
to access the database – i.e. a user on a PC that does not have login privileges
on your PC and/or network will not be able to gain access to your database.

Username

If you remove the check mark from the Use Integrated Security checkbox, SQL
Server security will be used instead. This means that a Username and Password
will need to be entered. One database user called EVEUser is defined by
default in each database. If you choose to use SQL Server security, you may
need to set up a new User first using EVEDBUtils or SQL Server Management
Studio. Please contact EVE Diving if you need help with this.

Password

If you want to change the connection details for an existing database, click on the Edit Settings link. This will
open the Data Source form so you can change the details.
If there are database entries in the list that you no longer want, you can right click on them and then click
Remove. This simply removes them from the list and does not delete the database files.

2.3.2 Entering Company Details
The first time you start up EVE, you will be asked to enter your company details. Enter details for your dive
center or resort. Items marked with an asterisk (*) are required fields. The more information you enter, the
more effectively EVE will work.

Introduction

Preferred Language
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EVE is currently available in English, Spanish and Italian. Choose which
language you prefer by clicking on the button with the magnifying glass. Note:

you can switch between English, Spanish and Italian at any time in EVE using the
Options form see section 4.3.1.
PADI Territory

Choose the PADI Territory responsible for your facility. Click on the button with
the magnifying glass to see a pop up list of territories to choose from.

PADI Center #

Be careful to type the PADI Center # (i.e. IRRA number) accurately. This is used
when interacting with PADI.

Confirm PADI Center
#

Confirm your PADI Center # by entering it again.

Company Details

Company Name

Enter your Company Name. If you run multiple companies, choose the top level
or primary organization that represents your dive center.
This is the
organization under which your EVE licensing agreement should be held.
A Cost Center record and a Store record will be created based on the
information you just entered.

Company #

Enter your business number as the Company Number. You can leave this blank
if it is not relevant to your location.

Tax Reg. #

Enter your Tax Registration Number. Make sure you enter this correctly as by
default it will appear on your printed sales receipts. Again, you can leave it
blank if you choose.

Last Day of this Tax
Year

Enter in the Last Day of this Tax Year. EVE uses this information when
downloading data to QuickBooks. The default is December 31 of the current
year. You may enter any date you choose.
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Country

Enter your company address information.

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City
Region
Postcode
Telephone #1

Enter your company contact details.

Telephone #2
Fax
Email
Web
Facebook

Your Details

First Name

Enter your full name.

Middle Initial
Last Name
Username
Password
Confirm Password
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Enter your EVE log on name and password. This information will be used to
create an EVE user. You can use your full name, your initials or any text you
choose as the Username. If you plan to use Employee swipe cards to speed up
the login process, you are advised to use initials to reduce the amount of
information held on the magnetic stripe.

Renewal Code

If you have been given a Renewal Code, enter it in the box. If you are trying EVE for a trial period, click the
Generate Trial Period Renewal Code link. This will generate a code that lets you use EVE for 2 months.

Complete

Once you are comfortable with your data entry, click the Finish button to complete the set up process. If you
do not remember your username and password, check this information on the Your Details tab.
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2.3.3 Logging On
Users will be asked to log on to EVE each time EVE is started. Only one employee can be logged on to EVE on a
single computer at one time. If you have a network with several computers running EVE, a different user can be
logged in to EVE on each computer. Different users can log in at any time while EVE is running.

Login

Swipe Employee
Card

If your employees are using a swipe card system to log on and off EVE, ensure
the Swipe Employee Card checkbox is checked. When employees swipe their
card, they will be automatically logged on. Use the Options form (section 4.3.1)
to indicate whether you want the Swipe Employee Card box to be checked by
default.

Swipe

If an employee swipes on, the Swipe field will display employee specific log on
information. Contact EVE Diving if you want us to create employee swipe cards
for you. The cards can contain employee information including a magnetic
stripe and/or barcode containing the login information.

Username

If you are manually logging on to EVE, enter your Username or select it from the
pop up list box.

Password

Enter your Password exactly as it was set up.

Click the OK button to log on to EVE.
Before you allow employees to begin entering data into EVE, you will
want to set up privileges for each user (See Section 21.1.User Privileges). Privileges define what each user is
able to do in EVE. Once a user logs on, those privileges come into effect.
You can bring up the Login form from anywhere in EVE by pressing the F7 key or by selecting the Switch User
option from the File menu.

2.4 General Navigation
The Main form offers you general access to all modules of EVE. From this form you can start up any of EVE’s
modules, for example, from the Main form you could create a new Customer or a new Invoice, etc.
One feature of EVE is that you can configure the system to include only the modules that you will be working
with. You can change the look and feel of the user interface to suit your business needs. You can choose the
User Interface by clicking the UI button at the top right of EVE.
Two of the commonly used interfaces are shown in the graphics below. The first shows the Touch Advanced
interface and the second shows the Advanced Data Entry interface. Apart from the different look, the main
difference is that, in the Advanced Data Entry interface, the EVE ‘modules’ are displayed down the left hand
side and you can click one to view information relevant to that module on the right - while, in the Touch
Advanced interface, the modules appear as big buttons that fill the screen. When you click one, those buttons
are replaced by the same information relevant to that module that is shown in the Advanced Data Entry
interface.
Throughout this document, we have assumed the Advanced User Interface is selected and will describe how to
access processes and features based on that interface.
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The screenshot below shows the Touch Advanced Interface.

The screenshot below shows the Advanced Data Entry Interface
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Advanced Data Entry User Interface
This interface includes the following navigation features: Menu’s, Open Forms, EVE Icon, Hierarchy, Button Bar,
Status Bar and the Button Array
Not shown on this interface are Module Buttons, Detail Window and the Cool Bar. To access Module Buttons and
the Detail Window you will need to switch to the Administrator User Interface by clicking on the UI button at the
top of EVE. The Cool Bar is displayed on forms throughout the system (for example, the Invoice and Purchase
Order forms, etc.). Alternatively, you can change the displayed navigation features using Toolbars on the View
menu.
You can switch interfaces by clicking the UI button at the top right of the main screen.
will be displayed.

All available interfaces

2.4.1 Menus
A number of menu items across the top of the form provide you access to some of the most common functions
within EVE. These drop down lists can be accessed from anywhere within EVE. Below you will find descriptions
of some of the menu items that are specific to EVE.

File Menu
New

New brings up a listing of each of the EVE modules and their corresponding data
entry forms. This is a quick way to access a particular data entry form without
moving through the modules. Using this option will always bring up a blank data
entry form ready for you to enter data.

Open

Open is only available if you have the Detail window turned on (See Section
4.4.34.User Interface Configurations) and you have one or more records
selected in the Detail window. Clicking Open at that point will open the Detail
window for each record, for example, if 2 customer records are selected, both
records will be opened.

Recent Records

Recent Records gives you access to the most recent records you have been
working on. Records will be sorted by the EVE module in which they are
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contained. E.g. if you recently worked on 3 invoices, 2 customers and 4 rental
bookings, an item will be listed for each and you can click on it to open the data
entry form again.
Print

Print is only available if you have the Detail windows turned on (See Section
4.4.34.User Interface Configurations) and you have one or more records
selected in the Detail window. Clicking Print at that point will cause the Print
dialog to be opened so you can choose how the selected records should be
printed.

Import

Import allows you to import data from EVE4.2 or EVE4.3, Microsoft Excel or
PADI. (See Section 3.Importing Data).
This option should be used very carefully as importing data may write over
existing data in EVE. Access to this option may be limited by setting user
privileges (See Section 21.1.User Privileges).

Start Of Day Tasks

These are the tasks that you will want your employees to initiate at the
beginning of each day. EVE comes pre-configured with one start up task:

If you want to keep a close watch on the cash in your cash drawer(s) you can
inform EVE of the number and denomination of all bills and coins in the
drawer(s) at the start of day. The data is written to the Till Reconciliation
Report (See Section 18.2.Reports). You can enter cash drawer data for the PCs
that have a cash drawer attached.
You can indicate which PCs have cash
drawers attached using the PC form (See Section 4.4.27.PCs).
Set Starting Cash Drawer Balances

Type in the number of bills of each denomination that are in the draw attached
to the PC in question. If you have $3.50 (or equivalent currency) in coins, type
350 into the coins box.
End Of Day Tasks

These are the tasks that you will want your employees to complete at the end
of each day. EVE comes pre-configured with the closing tasks shown in the
screenshot below:
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Set Ending Cash Drawer Balances

At the end of the day, you can count the cash drawer(s) and inform EVE of the
values. Enter cash drawer data for each PC that has a cash drawer attached.
Perform Closing
At the end of each day, you will want to run the closing reports that are
important for your business. You can configure reports to meet your specific
needs (See Section 18.2.Reports).
The closing process also includes the Set Ending Cash Drawer process described
above. This action does not need to be completed twice.
Re-Run Closing Reports
Use this option if you want to re-print the closing reports from a previous
closing. You may want to do this for instance, if a paper jam caused the reports
to print incorrectly, or if your accountant wants to view the figures again.
Select the closing you wish to re-print and click the OK button.
It is recommended that this be done by an employee that has exclusive access
to the database during this time (i.e. no other users are using EVE).
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Perform Commission Closing
Use this option to run a closing on commission payments and print the
accompanying report(s). See section (See Section 18.2.Reports).
Re-run Commission Closing Reports
Use this option if you want to re-print the commission closing reports from a
previous closing. Select the commission closing you want to re-print and click
the OK button.
Backup Database
A full backup of the database is completed and saved (See Section
21.2.Backups).
Reports

A full list of reports by module can be accessed through Reports (See Section
18.2.Reports).

Report Groups

You can run specific Report Groups to meet your needs (See Section
18.2.Reports). For example, you could set up report groups containing different
types of report for the end of the week or end of the month and then print
them off at the end of each period.

Wizards

Six Wizards are available to speed data entry and give you quick access to
commonly used information.
The four search wizards (See Section 18.4.Search Wizards) are available to help
you find specific sets of data and help with your marketing campaigns:
❖ Customer search wizard
❖ Sales search wizard
❖ Purchases search wizard
❖ Inventory search wizard
You could use these, for instance, to find a targeted list of customers and then
send them all an email or letter.
Two additional wizards are available to help you manage your purchasing tasks
(See Section 8.3.Purchasing Wizards):
❖ Pricing Wizard
❖ Purchase Order Top Up/Restock Wizard

Open Cash Drawer

This option is only visible if you have indicated on the Options (section 4.3.11)
form that a cash drawer is attached. If you have the required privilege, you can
open the cash drawer using this option.

Renew

Your licensing agreement with EVE Diving needs to be renewed annually. You
will use the Renew process to update your licensing data.
Contact EVE Diving support to obtain a renewal code. You will be automatically
prompted 30 days prior to your license expiration date to renew EVE.

Switch User

Choose Switch User to display the login form; this is the same box that appears
when the application is started. Choose a user name and password. When you
click OK, EVE checks that the username/password combination is valid. If so, a
list of user privileges is built so that access to certain features of the
application can be authorized (See Section 21.1.User Privileges). If you click on
the Cancel button you will be returned to the previously loaded module with
the previous user privileges.
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Lock System

This acts the same as Switch User described above except that, if the Cancel
button is clicked, EVE closes. This forces a valid login to be entered before EVE
can be used again.

Clock On

This option is used to create a clock-on record for an employee (See Section
14.3.Clock On/Off). This can be used in conjunction with the Attendance
Record Report to track hours worked.

Clock Off

At the end of the day, a user can use this option to create a clock-off record
(See Section 14.3.Clock On/Off).
Note: users are not clocked-off when EVE closes. Users need to manually clockoff.

Switch Database

EVE comes pre-installed with 2 databases (eve and eveTraining). You can
switch between databases using this option. When you switch, the previous
database is closed and the new one is opened.

Reconnect

If you are using EVE on a network and your network connection is broken (e.g.
because a cable was unplugged) you can use this option to reconnect to the
database. Alternatively, you can close EVE and re-start it.

Exit

Select this to close EVE.

Edit Menu
Select All

The Select All option is only available if you have the Detail window turned on
(See Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations). Use it to select all records
in the Detail window.

Find

The Find option brings up a listing of each of the EVE modules and their
corresponding Search boxes. This is a quick way to access a particular Search
box without moving through the modules. Using this option will always bring up
a search box for the data element you select.

Copy

These options are only available if you have the Detail window turned on (See
Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations). Use them to Copy/Paste/Delete
selected records.

Paste
Delete

View Menu
Tiles
Icons

These options are only available if you have the Detail window turned on (See
Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations). Use them to change the way in
which records are displayed in the Detail window.

List

❖ Tiles will show each record with a large icon indicating the type of record.

Details

❖ Icons will show each record with a smaller icon allowing more records to be
displayed on screen at one time.
❖ List will show records in a list format.
❖ Details will show each record in a list format with some detail about each
record. This is the default.

Calendar
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Calendar will quickly bring up the current month’s calendar. Look for the
Calendar button,
throughout EVE to bring up the current calendar (See
Section 15.Calendar).

Event Planner

The Event Planner allows you to quickly sell places on course and trips by
dragging and dropping customers onto them. You can also use it to move
customers from trip to trip or course to course. (See Section Error! Reference
source not found..Error! Reference source not found.).

Room Availability

Use Room Availability to review resort reservations. Hotels are listed and you
can review which rooms are taken on which dates. (See Section 13.Resort
Reservations).

Audit Log

An Audit Log is maintained. When records are added, updated or deleted, a log
entry is made. Privileged users can view the log which indicates the date/time
and the identity of who performed the action (See Section 21.5. Audit Logs).

Reminders

You can set up Task reminders in EVE so a prompt is shown when an employee
task is due to start. If you don’t want to wait to see what tasks are due, use
this option.

Staff Desktop

Each Staff Member registered in EVE has their own ‘desktop’ – i.e. an area they
can use to view their tasks, messages, sales completed, etc. A privileged user
can view other employees’ desktops. Non privileged users can only view their
own desktop.

Tool Bars

You can use tool bars to customize the current view and navigation options in
EVE. You can set up standard navigation views in User Interface Configurations
(See Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations).

User Interface

You can switch between User Interfaces using this option.

Refresh

Refresh is only available if the Detail window is turned on (See Section
4.4.34.User Interface Configurations). If you are using EVE on a network, data
may have been updated on a different PC. You can use the Refresh option to
tell EVE to reload the data from the database.

Tools Menu
Labels

You can use Labels to print and view labels containing e.g. stock item details
and barcode, as well as to configure your label printers (See Section 0.
If you choose Genius, there are additional options.
Merchant Name,
Merchant Key,
Merchant Site ID

All of these will be assigned to you when you sign up for an account with Ca

Genius Device IP

You can find the IP address of the Genius device as follows:
1/ press the 0 button 3 times on the device.
2/ at the prompt, enter the admin password (supplied to you by Cayan).
The IP Address is shown at the top of the display.

Display Items on
Genius device

Put a tick in the box if you want items added to the shopping basket in EV
show on the Genius device so the customer can see the price and
description.

Labels Options).
Print Layouts

Print Layouts are used to customize EVE reports and printed forms throughout
EVE (See Section 18.1.Print Layouts). Use this to customize your printed
invoices, reports, gift certificates etc. You can change fonts, add logos, etc.
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Word Templates

Word Templates are used to customize EVE word templates used throughout
EVE. (See Section 18.3.Word Templates). Use this to customize your word
templates. Templates are used to print certain types of documents.

QuickBooks

You can quickly access your QuickBooks wizard and export processes (See
Section 19.QuickBooks).

Calculators

Three calculators come pre-installed with EVE to make it easy for you to
calculate figures and convert currencies.
Windows Calculator

A full description of the Windows Calculator is described in the Windows
Calculator Help option.
Tax Calculator

The Tax Calculator allows you to enter the gross, net or tax amount and have
the other two figures calculated based on the tax band identified in the pop up
list box.
Currency Calculator

Select the Currency you wish to convert from/to. If the currency you need is
not displayed, you can click the New Currency button to add a new currency
(See Section 4.4.9.Currencies).
The last exchange rate is automatically
displayed. You can change the rate if you need. Note: this does not
permanently change the exchange rate associated with the currency. To do
this, go to Currencies (See Section 4.4.9.Currencies). Enter the amount you
need to apply it against. EVE will automatically display the converted amount.
You can reverse the process by checking the Reverse checkbox.
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Raw Data

It is strongly recommended that only the most privileged and trained users be
granted access to this option. It lets you view and change the raw data in the
database. Unless you are very careful updating data here, it is possible to
irreparably damage your database.

Refresh Lookups

When EVE is started, it loads various data into memory so pick lists can be
shown quickly when required – e.g. the list of employees and stock types, etc.
If you are using EVE on a network and pick list data is changed on a different
PC, you can use this option to refresh the data in memory on this PC. You will
not usually need to use this option as EVE does an auto-refresh periodically.

EVE Agent

The EVE Agent is a powerful tool that lets you automate the sending of emails
and text messages and automatically run tasks and commands. The EVE Agent
should be left running at all times and it checks every minute to see which tasks
you have configured for it to run.
E.g. you could configure the Agent to automatically send Happy Birthday emails
at 10am every day to everyone whose birthday is today. Or you could configure
it to send a text message to everyone whose course is due to start in 2 hours to
remind them to show up on time. Another email could go to all people that
completed their OW course 6 months ago but have not yet enrolled on an AOW
course, etc.

Options

One of the first activities you will undertake is Setting Options (See Section
4.3.Setting Options). These options determine how EVE will react and can help
you speed up data entry as well as customize EVE to meet your organizations
operational procedures.
You can set these options to work on all PCs in your dive center, all PCs on the
database (i.e. if you have multiple stores) or just the PC you are working on.
This is particularly useful if you have a number of locations that have different
operational procedures. Options that access or commit data to the central
database are only valid when All PCs is chosen. Other actions, which impact the
hardware tied to the specific PC you are working on, are valid only when This
PC is chosen.
Items that only apply to All PCs are grayed out if you open the form in “This PC”
mode. Items that only apply to This PC are grayed out if you open the form in
“All PCs” mode.

EVE Folders

EVE uses various files in its operation – for example, grid layout files that
determine which columns appear in which grids. EVE needs to know which
folders contain these files. Use the EVE folders option to view or change which
folders are used. The only time you are likely to need this option is if you are
using EVE on a network and you want to share files between different PCs on
the network, for example, you may want customer image files to be visible from
all PCs. In this case, you will need to change the location of the Images entry
on each PC to point at the folder containing the image files on the network (See
Section 23.2.EVE Folders).

PADI Menu
On-Line PICs
Dive Check
Pro Check

Use the On-Line PICs feature to process PADI customer certifications (See
Section 9.2.4.PIC).
These menu items give you quick access to PADI website features. The
icon on the Main form also gives you access to this menu.

PADI Travel Network
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DSAT Gas Blender
PADI.com
Add Link

You can add your own items to the PADI menu. Click the Add Link menu to
show the form below.

Type some text into Link Text to identify the new item. Leave the Parent Menu
set to PADI – this indicates the new item will appear on the PADI menu. Select
from the pick list what action will be taken when you click the new link.
Available options are: Open Web Page, Run Program, Open File. If Open Web
Page is chosen, enter the URL (i.e. web page) that will be opened when you
click the link. If Run Program is chosen, enter the name of the program that
will be run when you click the link. If Open File is chosen, enter the name of
the file that will be opened when you click the link.

Help Menu
View Manual (PDF
Format)

Loads this document in Adobe Acrobat Reader or Microsoft Word for Windows.

View Manual (Word
Format)
Visit
EVE
Website

Diving

About …

Loads the Integrated Scuba Systems web site in your web browser
Shows information about the version of EVE you are using.

2.4.2 EVE Icon
The EVE icon,

at the top right of the program gives you quick access to EVE Diving options.

Backup Now

A full backup of the database is completed and saved (See Section
21.2.Backups).

Visit
EVE
Diving
Website
(www.evediving.com)

This option opens the EVE Diving website giving you up to date access to
system information.

Upload File to EVE

Sometimes you may want to upload a file to us from your computer. Use this
option if your computer is connected to the Internet to upload a copy of the
file onto the EVE Diving web site so we can gain access to it.

Renew License

Your licensing agreement with EVE Diving needs to be renewed annually. See
the File menu above for more information.
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View Manual (PDF
Format)

Loads this document in Adobe Acrobat Reader or Microsoft Word for Windows.

View Manual (Word
Format)
View Log File Folder

The log file is used to trouble shoot system problems within EVE. You can use
this option to view the log file (this option is only recommended for IT and
technical support personnel).

Email Log File To EVE

Occasionally, EVE Diving may request that you email a copy of your log file to
us in order to provide trouble-shooting support for system issues. This option
provides an easy way for you to email the file.

Open SQL Server
Ports 1433 and 1434

If you plan to use EVE on a network you need to change the Firewall settings
on the computer where the database is located to allow other computers to
connect to the database. Use this command if you use the Windows Firewall.
It will open TCP Port 1433 and UDP Port 1434.

2.4.3 Module Buttons

Module buttons provide a way to move through the modules. By clicking on any of the Module buttons, you move
immediately to the module identified.
Module buttons are not displayed in the Advanced Data Entry User Interface. To access Module Buttons, switch
to the Administrator User Interface or select Toolbars from the View menu and choose Module buttons.
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2.4.4 Hierarchy

If the Detail Window is not open, the Hierarchy provides a quick way to access the modules of EVE.
If the Detail Window is open, the Hierarchy works much the same as Windows Explorer in terms of moving
through modules. Click on the
symbol to expand a selection. Alternatively, you can double-click on the file
icons in the Detail Window which will have the same effect. As the selection expands, additional processing or
information options will become available. When you have reached the final level, you will be able to open
tables or reports in the Detail Window. Click on the symbol to close a selection.
The Hierarchy is displayed in the Advanced Data Entry User Interface. You can choose whether or not to display
the Hierarchy in User Interface Configurations or by deselecting it from the Toolbar option in the View menu.

2.4.5 Detail Window

The Detail Window displays the results of your search through EVE’s Hierarchy window. You can double-click on
the file icons in the Detail Window to move through modules and data elements. As the selection expands,
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additional processing or information options will become available. When you have reached the final level, you
will be able to open tables or reports in the Detail Window.
The Detail Window is not displayed in the Advanced Data Entry User Interface. To access the Detail Window,
switch to the Administrator User Interface or select Toolbars from the View menu and choose Detail Window. It
is recommended that you display the Button Bar and the Status Bar if you display the Detail Window.

2.4.6 Button Bar

The Button Bar gives you access to some of the commonly used Navigation buttons and tasks in EVE. When the
Detail Window is open the Button Bar gives you access to the New and Find functions.
The Button Bar is displayed in the Advanced Data Entry User Interface. You can choose whether or not to display
the Button Bar in User Interface Configurations or deselect it using the Toolbar option in the View menu. If you
select Detail Window, you should also select Button Bar.
Back One Level: this is most useful when you are using the Administrator User Interface and it takes you
back a level in the Hierarchy window on the left. I.e. in the image above, clicking the button when Sales is
selected would take you to the [Compound Store] level.
Refresh: again, this is most useful when you are using the Administrator User Interface and it refreshes
the data that is displayed in the Detail window. You will only usually need to do this if you are using EVE on a
network and another user on the network changes the information you are currently viewing.
Home: again, this is most useful when you are using the Administrator User Interface and it takes you to
the top level in the Hierarchy
Calendar: this opens the Calendar so you can view all of the activity at the dive center for the month.
Staff Desktop: the opens the Staff Desktop so your staff members can see their activities for the day and
see other information relevant to them.
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Event Planner: the opens the Event Planner so you can drag and drop customers onto trips and courses.
Links: Click this to show the Links menu, which gives you quick access to useful information like
frequently used web sites, programs and documents, etc.

Click the ‘Add Link’ option to add your own websites, programs and documents to the menu.

2.4.7 Status Bar

The Status Bar is most useful when combined with the Detail Window. The Status Bar displays today’s date, a
count of the number of items displayed in the Detail Window and when you are viewing a cross section of data
through the instant click-reports, for example, all discounted items sold yesterday (found by Sales / Invoices /
By Date / Yesterdays / Discounted Items in the Hierarchy) the Status Bar will include subtotals and totals
relevant to the data selection.
At the bottom right of the Status bar is the Store View link. This is useful if EVE is being used in multi-store
mode. Use it to change which data is being viewed as described below:
[Compound Store]: this indicates that all data will be shown when you do a search regardless of which store the
data was entered at.
[This Store]: this indicates that only data entered at the active store will be shown when you do a search.
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[Default Store]: this option gives you fine-tuning over which data is found when you do a search. For instance, if
one store sells diving equipment but not kayaking equipment, whilst a second store sells both, you can record
that information in the Stock Types section of EVE and then, in Default Store mode, only information relevant to
the active store will be shown. I.e. at store 1, kayaking stock items will not be visible.

2.4.8 Button Array

You may choose to move through modules and tables using the Button Array. This is often used in place of the
Detail Window. As you select a module in the Button Array (e.g. Sales in the Hierarchy on the left as shown
above), new options to access different data types are shown as buttons on the right (i.e. in the diagram above:
Invoices, Quotes, Gift Certificates, Gift Cards and Accounts).
When you have selected Button Array, you will also have access to some of the key instant reports at the bottom
of the form (i.e. in the diagram above: Today’s Invoices, Last 7 days’ Invoices, Sales Search Wizard).
The Button Array is displayed in the Advanced Data Entry User Interface. You can choose whether or not to
display the Button Array in User Interface Configurations (See Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations) or by
deselecting it from the Toolbar option in the View menu.
You can also choose which instant reports (links) to display on the form through the User Interface Configuration
(See Section 4.4.34.User Interface Configurations)

2.4.9 Open Forms
One of the features in EVE is that you can have multiple windows and forms (Data Entry forms, Search forms,
etc.) open from multiple modules. This allows you to complete several related tasks at once, for example, if
you have a customer signing up for a course, you can review the course details, complete a rental booking and
sell products related to the course all at the same time. If another customer comes into the store while you are
completing the first set of tasks, you can open an invoice for the new customer without closing any of the forms
for the first customer. The Open Forms button allows you to quickly navigate through Open Forms. This option
is displayed on top of all EVE windows at all times and allows you to minimize all forms, close all forms or select
a specific form for a task you are completing.
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2.4.10

Cool Bar

The Cool Bar is most often used on individual Data Entry forms. The Cool Bar is designed to give you quick
access to commonly used data. E.g. in the graphic above, when the Stock Items Cool bar section is opened,
items that you commonly sell are listed – in this case Courses, Trips and Gift Cards.
You can add buttons to a Cool Bar by right clicking on its background and selecting Add. For example, if you sell
a lot of Trips at your store you could add the Trips stock type to the Stock Items section of the Invoice Cool Bar.
Later, to sell a Trip, click on the item to list all ongoing Trips that are available.
You can further configure the toolbar layout by right clicking on its background and selecting Configure. Using
this option you can re-order the Cool Bar buttons (for example, so the most commonly used are at the top) and
remove unwanted buttons. If you have a touch screen and there are too many buttons to all be shown at once
on the Coolbar, you can use your finger to swipe the buttons up and down.

2.4.11

Navigation Assistance Buttons

Throughout EVE you will see a number of buttons that can be used for navigation purposes. These buttons are
described below:

Open
When a specific record has been chosen, the Open button
opens the record for you to view the details.
Within the Hierarchy, the Open button allows you to drill down through records to reach a specific piece of data
(much the same as the open function within Windows Explorer.)

Delete
When a specific record has been chosen, the Delete button,
gives you the option to permanently delete or,
in some cases, void a record. EVE will issue a warning or error message if you try to delete a record that has
links within the relational database. If you void a record, you must enter a reason for doing so.
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View Tiles
The View Tiles button
is available when the Detail Window has been selected. It allows you to view data in
tile format (much the same as the tiles function within Windows Explorer)

View List
The View List button
is available when the Detail Window has been selected. It allows you to view data in
list format (much the same as the list function within Windows Explorer.)

View Details
The View Details button
is available when the Detail Window has been selected. It allows you to view data
including related details (much the same as the details function within Windows Explorer.)

PADI Options
These PADI Options button
discussed in PADI menu.

gives you quick access to PADI website features. These are the same features

Options
The Options button

is found on most search boxes and forms. The following options are common to all forms.

Clone

This option opens a new data item and clones/duplicates the information on the
existing data item. For example, if you open an existing Stock Item and then
Clone it, the supplier, manufacturer, price, location, etc will be cloned based
on the original stock item. This lets you quickly create new items that are
similar to the original.

Save Form Position
& Size

This option allows you change the default size and position of a form and save
that default on the computer you are working on or on all computers.

Action When New
Clicked

This option allows you to determine whether or not the save prompt is shown
when the New button is clicked if an existing unsaved record is currently being
viewed.

Action When Saved
Clicked

This option allows you to determine whether or not a new record is opened
when the Save button is clicked. For instance, by default when you click Save
on the Invoice form, the form is cleared ready for you to enter details of the
next Invoice. However, when you click Save on the Customer form, the existing
record remains on display so you can modify it again if necessary. You can
change these default behaviors using the Action When Save Clicked options.

Action When Delete
Clicked

This option allows you to determine whether or not the delete prompt is shown
when the Delete button is selected.

Action When Move
Clicked

This option allows you to determine whether or not the save prompt is shown
when a Move (Next Record or Previous Record) button

is selected.
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Printing

Look for the Print button
throughout EVE to print reports and other useful
information. You will be able to print information to your printer, screen,
email, file or Microsoft Excel.

Audit Log

An audit log is maintained. Each time a record is added, updated or deleted, a
log entry is made. Privileged users can view the log which indicates the
date/time and the identity of who performed the action (See Section 21.5.
Audit Logs).

Linked Files

Sometimes you may want to link documents to a particular record on the
database. E.g. you may want to scan a signed waiver form and link it to a
customer. Use the Linked Files option to view files that have been linked to the
current record and add/remove other files.

In addition to the above options, several special options may be displayed when the Options button is selected.
Play Video

This option is available on invoices and quotes. If you have identified a video
file with the selected Stock Items on an invoice or a quote, you can play the
video with this option. For example, you could link a video of last year’s trip to
the Cayman Islands to a trip’s stock item.

New Special Order

This option is available on invoices.
customer by using this option.

View Related
Invoice(s)

This option is available on invoices. You can use it to view linked invoices if
there are any. For instance, you could use it when a Refund is on display to
view details of the original invoice that was refunded.

Change Serial
Number

This option is available on invoices. If you have assigned a serial number for a
stock item, you can use this option to change the serial number if a mistake was
made. This is especially useful when you sell an item requiring a serial number
that is out of stock. You will create a temporary serial number for the item and
then create a special order for it. When the item arrives in the store you can
use this option to assign the actual serial number.

View EVE Online
Shipping Address

This option is available on invoices. EVE OnLine is an eCommerce program that
you can use in conjunction with EVE to sell your products and services on-line.
If a customer purchases an item on-line that needs to be shipped, you can open
their Invoice in EVE and use this option to see what shipping address they
specified.

Show Invoice Profit

This option is available on invoices. Click it to show how much profit you have
made on the invoice.

Show Line Item(s)
Profit

This option is available on invoices. Click it when one or more line items are
selected to see how much profit you have made on those line item(s)

Email

This option is available for customers and on employees. You can use this
option to create an email to a specific customer or employee. You can choose
to email using Microsoft Outlook, MailChimp or, in some cases, the default email
client installed on your computer.

Copy Contact Details
From Customer

This option is available when creating a new customer. Click it to show a list of
recently added customers. Click one of those to copy their details onto the new
Customer record. This is useful if you’re adding details for a number of family
members. A Search option is also shown so you can search for a customer
whose details you want to copy.

Save Image Size

This option is available for customers. You can use it to save the size of the
customer image box just on this computer or on all computers.
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You can create a special order for a

Image Viewer

This option is available for customers. Use it to show a small image of the
customer (if you have associated one with the customer record). The image
appears in its own windows so it is visible regardless of which customer
information you’re looking at.

Reservation Form

This option is available when creating a new customer. You can also access this
form using the F9 key.
Resort owners will find it useful to define the most important customer fields to
capture at the first point of contact and then build these into a checklist for a
sales person to use. By clicking on each checklist item, EVE will take you to the
correct data entry field.

Configure Image
Acquisition

This option is available for customers. You can attach a suitable camera to your
computer and then use EVE to capture a picture and link it to the customer
record. EVE supports 3 methods of capturing images and you can choose which
one to use on the Configure Image Acquisition dialog box:
1. Microsoft Expression Encoder. This is the recommended method. Note:
the first time you use this option, you will be prompted to install the
Expression Encoder files. You will need to do that in order to use this
option. When using Expression Encoder, you need to install the
appropriate driver that came with your camera (note: if you computer
has a built-in web cam that driver is probably already installed) and
then choose it on the dialog box.
2.

Microsoft WIA Lib (WIA = Windows Image Acquisition). This applies only
to Windows XP.

3. Microsoft WIA Aut. This applies to Windows Vista and later
Add to Loyalty
Program

This option is available for customers. If you have specified on the Options form
that you want to choose which customers are in the Loyalty program (rather
than allowing all customers to be members) then you can click this option to
add the customer to the program.

Add Auto-email Job

This option is available for customers. The EVE Agent is a tool that lets you
automate jobs – e.g. sending Happy birthday emails or text messages. This
option lets you schedule an email to go out to the customer at a specified time
in the future.

Add to Group

This option is available for customers. Click it to add the customer to a Group.
E.g. you could have a group for all members of a family or for a group of friends
that often dive together.

B2B

This option is available on Purchase Orders. Once a Purchase Order has been
created you can use this option to send the Purchase Order directly to the
supplier in a format that is suitable for automatic processing by that supplier. It
is only available for select suppliers.

Calculate Employee
Module Costs

This option is available when tracking expenses in courses. It can be used to
quickly calculate employee costs (the amount you will pay the employee) for a
single course module or all course modules.

Add To Invoice

This option is available on rental bookings and service bookings.
automatically add the rental booking or service booking to an invoice.

Seed Barcode #

This option is available on Stock Items. You will use it to identify the starting
number for barcodes to be automatically generated from.

It will

Once you have set the initial value, EVE will add one to this each time you ask it
to assign a barcode number to a stock item (you will only need to use this form
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once (or not at all)).

Customize Columns

This option is available when searching for data. If there are additional fields
that you can view in the Search results, the Customize Columns option will
allow you to add these fields to the results grid. You can click the Select All
button or Deselect All button to quickly change options.

Export

You can use the Export option to quickly access the Export function. This lets
you export data in the search results grid to Microsoft Word (for mail merge or
emailing purposes), Excel or text file (See Section 18.5.Exports).
Since Search forms only retrieve a limited number of columns to show in the
results grid for speed reasons, when you export, EVE runs a command to fetch
additional columns before showing the Export form. If you don’t want that to
happen – i.e. you only want to export the information that is currently displayed
in the search results, hold down the Shift key on your keyboard when you click
Export.

Update Multiple
Rows

You can use the Update Multiple Rows option to quickly make changes to
multiple records of data (See Section 20.1.Update Multiple Rows).

Select All
The Select All button
is available on Search forms. Once you have completed a search for data elements you
can click this button to quickly select all the records in the results grid.

Deselect All
The Deselect All button
is available on Search boxes. Once you have completed a search you can click this
button to quickly deselect all the records in the results grid.

Views
The Views button
is available on Search boxes. Once you have completed a search for data you can click this
button to view the results in tile format, icon format, list format or details format. A fifth format called
Thumbnails is available on the Stock Item search form. If you have assigned product images to your stock items,
you can use the Thumbnail format to tell EVE to show the image of each item in the search results. You may
find this option useful if you use a touch screen.

Print
Look for the Print button
throughout EVE to print reports and other useful information. You will be able to
print information to your printer, screen, email, file or Microsoft Excel.

Previous Record
The Previous Record button
is available on a Data Entry form after you have opened a record from the
Search box. Click it to open the record that is before the current one in the Search box’s results grid.
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Next Record
The Next Record button
is available on a Data Entry form after you have opened a record from the Search
box. Click it to open the record that is after the current one in the Search box’s results grid.

Default Values
The Defaults button
Retrieve Defaults
Save Defaults

Save Defaults As

provides alternatives to quickly initiate data entry on any form.
If you have previously defined default values for a data entry form, you can
click Retrieve Defaults to retrieve those defaults. For instance, if you are
entering new Aqualung wet suit stock items, you could open the Stock Item
form, choose Aqualung as the supplier, choose Wet Suits as the Stock Type and
click Save Defaults. Then, when you click New each time (or click Retrieve
Defaults), the default values are shown so you don’t need to pick the supplier
and stock type for each new wet suit you create.
If you want to save multiple default forms (for example, you may have different
defaults for Purchase Orders from different suppliers), you can use the Save
Defaults As option to uniquely name each default set.

Lock / Unlock
Some records are locked when you open them – i.e. their data cannot be changed until you unlock them. For
instance saved invoices work this way so you don’t accidentally make changes to them.
The Lock/Unlock button
is visible on these types of records. If you have the required privilege (See Section
21.1.User Privileges) you can unlock the record to edit the data.

Linked Documents
Sometimes you might want to link documents or images to a record in EVE. For instance, you might want to link
a scanned image of a waiver form that shows the customer’s signature to their customer record. Or you might
want to save a photograph of a regulator brought in for repair and link it the work order.
Use the Linked Documents button
to do this. The form below will be shown. This lists all documents
already linked to the record. Click the Acquire button if you have a camera, scanner or other device that can
be controlled from your computer and that can generate a file. Click the Add button if you already have the
document saved on your computer and you just want to link it to the record. Select a row in the grid and click
Email, Open or Print to perform the appropriate action on it.
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2.5 Entering Required Data
Items marked with an asterisk (*) on data entry forms are required fields. The more information you enter, the
more effectively EVE will work. EVE will return an error symbol
and the message Please Resolve the
Following Validation Errors and Try Again if you attempt to save data without the required information being
completed. Sometimes you may want to make other fields mandatory – e.g. you may want to make sure your
staff always capture an email address for new customers. To make a field mandatory, right click on its caption
and then click the Mandatory option.

2.6 Searching for Data
Searching for data is easy in EVE. Use the Find function anywhere in EVE to search for a specific piece of data
within a data type. For example, if you want to find a customer, click the Find button within the Customer
Module. Looking for a specific Purchase Order, click the Find button within the Purchase Order module. Each
time you use the find function, a Search box will open.

Key fields related to the data type can be found in the top section of the form. These fields act as filters to
limit the data and narrow your search. You can search by typing data into any of the filter fields.
Some fields require an exact match before the data will be found. Other fields will allow you to search on close
data matches. These fields have a small box to the right of them called the Match Type box, marked as follows:
❖ A* – Match start of field. E.g. if you enter ‘sa’ into the First Name box when its Match Type is A*, customers
called e.g. Sam, Samantha, Sarah, etc will be found.
❖ *A – Match end of field. E.g. if you enter ‘son’ into the Last Name box when its Match Type is *A, customers
called e.g. Johnson, Davison, Jamison, etc will be found
❖ *A* – Match any part of field. E.g. if you enter ‘so’ into the Last Name box when its Match Type is *A*,
customers called e.g. Soper, Jason, Lasso, etc will be found
❖ A – Exact Match. E.g. if you enter ‘Smith’ into the Last Name box when its Match Type is A, only people with
a last name of Smith will be found.
You can click on the Match Type box to change the type of matching that will be performed. Searches in EVE are
not case sensitive. So, for example, if you type ‘sa’ into the First Name box, Sarah, sarah, sAraH, etc will all be
found.
Fields that are marked with a magnifying glass

, allow you to filter data by using a pop up list box.

As you enter data into the search fields, that data field will turn bright yellow. If you have checked the Perform
Immediate Search when Criteria are Entered on Search Forms checkbox when setting EVE Options (See Section
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4.3.1.EVE Options), the search process is automatic and the data that matches your search criteria will be
displayed in the Search results grid at the bottom of the box. Alternatively, you can initiate the search process
by clicking the Search button.
Note: when you see the magnifying glass icon next to a text box, you can double click on the text box to bring up
the associated data entry form. E.g. if you double click on the Customer name box on the Invoice form, the
Customer form will open for that customer in question. Alternatively, if you double click on the Stock Type text
box when you’re viewing a Stock Item, the Stock Type will open.
Some data types in EVE can be marked as Unavailable. This means that they remain on the database but are not
for general use. For example, if you used to stock a particular item for sale but no longer do, you could mark it
as Unavailable so it can no longer be added to new invoices. However, the record is still on the database so it
will appear in your end of year sales figures. Usually you will not want to include Unavailable items in your
search results. At the bottom right of some search forms is a link that lets you choose whether to include them
or not. By default, the link is set to Do Not Show Unavailable. Click on the link if you want to Only Show
Available or Show All.
When there is a large amount of data, the search process may take a few moments. If you have not selected any
search criteria, you may see a message that asks you to confirm you want to search the full database without
restriction. The message will read “You have not entered any search criteria. Do you want to see all entries on
the database?” Click OK if you want to continue or Cancel to enter some search criteria before searching.
In some cases, multiple tabs may be available in the Search box. For example, when searching for an invoice,
you can search by general data and/or by payment data. Often you will be able to restrict your search by date
categories.

You can select data creation dates, update dates or specialized date categories such as last purchase date in
case of the Customer Search box.
In all cases, when you use filters and search for data, EVE will remember your data results the next time you
open the Search box. If you want to search for new results, click the Clear button or enter new search criteria.
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3 IMPORTING DATA
If you have the Can Import Data privilege set in User Privileges (See Section 21.1.User Privileges), you will be
able to import data from a number of sources into EVE. Select Import from the File menu. The following box
will appear:

Once you have imported data, you cannot undo the import. We therefore recommend taking a backup of your
database before importing data. Click the blue link at the top of the form to take a backup.

3.1 Importing from a Version 4 (i.e. really old!) database
If you are an existing EVE 4 user, you can import your data into this version of EVE. When you click the Import
button, you will be requested to select your existing database. You should choose the EVE4.2 or EVE4.3 Back
End database – i.e. the file called EveBE.mdb. By default, this is located in c:\Program Files\ISSYS\User. If you
have a version of EVE older than 4.2, please contact EVE Diving and we will import your data into an EVE5
database for you. Once you have selected the database, EVE will show a prompt so you can confirm you want to
import the data. Only do this if you are sure you want to continue because the import process will first delete
all existing data in EVE5. Next, EVE will show a login form that lists all users of EVE4. You need to login using
your EVE4 username and password as a user that has Import privileges on EVE4. This is a security measure to
ensure untrusted employees cannot import your data into their own EVE5 database. Click OK to initiate the
import. This will potentially take several hours to complete depending on the amount of data you entered into
EVE4.

3.2 Importing Microsoft Excel Data
You can import data from Microsoft Excel into EVE. The following types of data may be imported:
Profit Centers, Stock Types, Suppliers, Discount Bands, Tax Bands, Colors, Stock Items, Customers, Rental
Equipment, Course Types, Courses, Destinations, Boats, Trips, Hotels, Postcode Lookups, Invoices.
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You must ensure that the data in your Microsoft Excel spreadsheet is in the correct format before attempting to
import it. A Microsoft Excel template (containing some example data) for each data type is provided in the EVE
import folder (c:\program files\Integrated Scuba Systems\Import). You can view the template by clicking the
Show Template button.
The first row of each template contains column headers. For example, the customer’s template contains the
following headers: First Name, Last Name, Middle Initial, Occupation, Date of Birth, etc. Your file does not
need to include all columns listed in the template. However, if your file does include a listed column, the
column header in your file must exactly match the column header in the template (for example, if you are
importing customer data, your column containing first names must have the text ‘First Name’ in the first row).
Columns in your file do not need to be in the same position as in the template. Before importing, EVE scans your
file and locates the positions of each column based on the text in the first row. Some columns are mandatory
and these columns are identified with a red header name. For instance, the customer import will fail if you do
not provide columns called First Name and Last Name. Any row containing data in the first name and last name
columns will be imported into EVE, regardless of whether there is any data in any of the other columns.
Each row (after the header row) in your Microsoft Excel spreadsheet corresponds to one record to be imported
(for example, one customer, one stock item, etc.). Each column in your Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
corresponds to one attribute of the record (for example, First Name, Last Name, etc.).
Note: once it has successfully imported a row, EVE writes an X to the first column of that row. This is so that if
the import process is interrupted, it can be resumed at a later date from where it left off. All rows containing
an X in the first column are skipped so the same data is not imported more than once. Be careful to ensure that
the first column is blank before you start the process. It does not matter what the column header is.
The Invoice import works slightly differently that the other types, because each invoice contains one record for
the invoice itself and then potentially multiple line item records and multiple payment records. For this reason,
when importing invoices, your Excel workbook must contain 3 sheets, one for the invoice record, one for the line
items and one for payments.
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3.2.1 Handling Duplicates
You may encounter duplicates when importing data. Some types of data in EVE require that each record has one
or more unique fields. For example, Stock Items must have a unique stock number and a unique barcode number
– the stock number of an item must be different than the stock number of all other items, and the barcode
number must be different than the barcode number of all other items. If you try to import a record into EVE
that would violate the uniqueness requirements, EVE will prompt you how you want to continue.
In the figure below, a stock item record is being imported that has the same stock number as an existing item.
You must tell EVE how to continue by choosing an option in the action section and optionally changing the value
in one or more of the white fields. You can scroll down to see all fields on the original and import row.

Click Overwrite if you want to overwrite the existing record with data on the import record. You must decide
what you want to happen if there is no data in a particular column on the import row. You can choose to update
the corresponding column on the existing record to be blank or you can choose to leave the existing column
alone. The decision you make may depend on the circumstances: for instance, if you are importing a supplier
stock list to update prices on Stock Items from that supplier, you will probably leave the No In Stock column
blank on all rows in the import file. In this case you will not want to update the No In Stock on all existing
records as this would wipe out all your stock levels. However, if you are importing a list of suppliers because
addresses have changed, you will probably want to update existing data to blank if say the Address2 column is
blank on the import record. Not all columns have the option of being handled this way. For instance, columns
that are mandatory can never have a blank value on the import record. EVE will put an icon next to column
names for which this handling is valid beneath the query symbol. By default, the icon will be implying that the
existing value will be left unchanged if the import value is blank. Click on the tick to change it if you want the
existing value to be blanked out if the import value is blank.
When doing a stock item import it is possible that the record being imported has the same Stock No as one
existing record and the same Barcode No as a different existing record. In this case, EVE will report that
duplication errors have occurred on both stock # and barcode # and it will present both existing records to you as
well as the import record (there will be two icons next to the existing item text showing a one and a two. Click
on each icon to show the corresponding existing record). Be careful when handling this case – you will need to
choose carefully whether you want to update the existing record(s) and/or the import record before resolving
the duplicates.
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Click Retry if you want to instruct EVE to try again to import the same record. There is no point in doing this
unless you have made a change to the data in one of the white text boxes of the import item. For example, you
could change the stock # so that it is no longer the same as any existing stock #s.
Click New if you want to instruct EVE to create a new record. Again, there is no point in doing this unless you
have made a change to the data in one of the white text boxes of the import item – otherwise you will simply get
another duplication error.
Click Abort to abandon the import process. All data already imported will remain on the database.

3.3 Importing PADI Data
In the past, if you have notified PADI of customer certifications, you can import details of all those customers
and their certifications directly into EVE. This feature is only available once you have purchased EVE. Note: this
is a one-time-only download.
You can request your data at www.padi.com by logging in with your Store’s PADI Pros details and then by
clicking on the Toolbox menu and then the Resort and Retailer link. Then click the EVE data link in the ISSYS/EVE
section. Then click the Extract and Email EVE data button. An email will be sent with a Zip file attachment
containing your data to the email address that PADI have on file for your store. Save the attachment to your
computer and then Unzip it by right clicking on it and then clicking Extract All. You will be asked for a password
– this is the same password you used to login at www.padi.com. It works best if you extract the file into EVE’s
Import folder - i.e. C:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVE\Import or C:\Program Files (x86)\Integrated
Scuba Systems\EVE\Import. After extracting the data, you will see one file with a ‘PDI’ extension.
Start EVE. Once you have logged on, the data will automatically be imported. Alternatively, if the files are
located elsewhere on your computer disk, you can click the File menu and then Import and then Import PADI
Student and Certification data and manually choose the file to import.
PADI holds address data in a different format to EVE. So, after importing your data you may want to tidy-up
addresses by moving information between fields (for example, move data from the city field into the
postcode/zip field). You can do this by cutting and pasting.
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4 SETTING UP A NEW COMPANY
The Data Module is used to define all ‘static’ data in EVE – i.e. data that you will need to set up once and then
only change infrequently thereafter – e.g. the types of courses you teach, the payment methods you accept, etc.
Some data has been preloaded into the database. Other data, that is specific to your store, will need to be
added.

4.1 Creating New Data

Select the Data Module in the Hierarchy on the Main form. A list of all data types available will be shown in the
Button Array. Click New from any data type to add a new data element. A form will open allowing you to enter
information into the system.

4.2 Modifying Data
If you have converted your data from a previous version of EVE or another system, you may need to modify the
data to make use of the full functionality of EVE. In addition, EVE comes pre-loaded with a number of common
data elements (for example, PADI Course Types, Enrollment States, Enquiry Sources, etc.) that you may wish to
review for applicability to your business.
Choose the Data Module from the Hierarchy on the Main form. Select the specific type of data you would like to
modify and click the Find button. A Search box will appear allowing you to filter the data elements and narrow
your selection.

4.3 Setting Options
One of the first activities you will undertake is setting the options for your operation. Options determine how
EVE will react and can help you speed up data entry as well as to customize EVE to meet your organizations
operational procedures. To access Options, choose Options from the Tools menu.
You can set options to work on All PCs in your dive center or just This PC. A third option is available if you use
EVE in a multi-store enterprise that lets you set options for All PCs at This Store. This is particularly useful if
you have a number of locations, which have different operational procedures. Options that affect all PCs are
only valid when All PCs is chosen. Other options, e.g. those which impact the hardware tied to the specific PC
you are working on, are valid only when This PC is chosen. Options are disabled if they are not applicable.
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4.3.1 EVE Options
Use the EVE tab to set general behavior and start up options.

Show Database
Selector

Show Database Selector determines whether or not the Database Selector form
will display on start-up allowing you to select the database you want to work
with. If you are in the training process, you may wish to have access to your
live database and the training database. When you are familiar with EVE, you
may want to turn off the database selector and always use the live database.
This option is only available if you are setting Options for this PC (as opposed to
All PCs).

Synchronize Date
and Time with
Server

If you want to ensure that EVE’s time and date stamps are aligned with your
server date and time, ensure this checkbox is checked. You may find this useful
so all PCs on the network write the same date and time to new invoice records.
If you are running EVE on a single PC, the checkbox has no effect.
The option is only available on Windows XP

The Server is X
hours ahead of this
Time Zone

If your database is hosted in a different time zone, you may want to specify a
time offset for the synchronization. E.g. if your database is hosted on a server
on US Eastern time, and you are located in the US Pacific time zone, you could
specify the value 3 so your local PCs are synchronized to exactly 3 hours behind
the time on the server.
The option is only available on Windows XP

Check For
Reminders

You can set up reminders for employees to complete specific tasks. If you want
EVE to Check for Reminders and display them, you can set the checking period.
This is especially useful if you have remote access to EVE as you can send a
reminder to the central database from any location and have each of your
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locations pick up the reminders on a regular basis.
Send Reminders
received on this PC
as SMS Text
Messages

Check this box if you want EVE to send a Text Message to the employee’s cell
phone when a task reminder is shown.

Only Show
Reminders for User
that is logged on

When Reminders are shown, you can either choose to have all reminders shown
regardless of who is currently logged on to EVE, or you can choose to only show
those Reminders for the currently logged on person (and those that are for ALL
employees).

Perform Immediate
Search When
Criteria Are Entered
On Search Forms

If you want EVE to begin searching for data as soon as you enter criteria on any
search form, check this checkbox.

Show Notification
when incoming
phone call detected

If you connect a phone line to your computer’s modem and then put a check
mark in this box, EVE will show a notification message when an incoming phone
call occurs. When you click on the notification message EVE will use the Caller
ID to perform a lookup of the customer’s details – much like what happens when
you call your local pizzeria and they know instantly what you ordered last time.

Otherwise, EVE will wait until you have completed your data entry and have
clicked the Search button to begin the search.

This service is applicable in certain regions only.
Prefix to Strip

Enter the prefix to strip from the phone number before performing the search in
EVE for the matching customer record. E.g. if you have entered US phone
numbers on all of your customer records without the leading ‘1’ then enter 1
into the Prefix to Strip so EVE removes that from the Caller ID number before
searching. Otherwise no match will be found.

New PCs must be
pre-registered
before gaining
access to EVE

If this box is not checked, when a PC is used to access EVE that has not been
used before, EVE will show a list of Stores on the database so you can indicate
which Store the PC is in (if there is only one store on the database the prompt is
not shown – EVE just assigns the PC to the Store).
However, if the box is checked, EVE will only allow PCs access to the system if
the name of the PC is pre-registered on the database. You can do this in the
Data section by clicking New PC.

Change UI Language
when Employee
Logs In

Leave the box unchecked if you want EVE to display text in a particular
language regardless of who is logged in. And then choose the language in the
pick list. Choose ‘Use Regional Settings Language’ to use the language that is
defined in the Regional settings of your Windows control panel (if available).
Put a tick in the box if you want EVE to change language when employees log in.
The language will be that defined in the ‘First Language’ text box on the
employee’s Customer record (if available).
EVE is currently available in English, Spanish and Italian.

4.3.2 Sales Options
Use the Sales tab to define how the Sales Module behaves. There are 3 sub-tabs: General, Accounts Receivables
and Print Action.
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General

Auto Generate Gift
Certificate Numbers

By default, gift certificate numbers are automatically generated by EVE. If
you have pre-printed certificates, you may want to change this behavior so
you can enter the number manually. When you are Selling Gift Certificates
(See Section 6.1.2.Selling Gift Certificates), the certificate number will
uniquely identify the certificate.

Auto Generate
Loyalty Card Numbers

By default, loyalty card numbers are automatically generated by EVE. If you
have pre-printed cards, you may want to change this behavior so you can enter
the number manually.

Show ‘Source’ on
Invoice form

Put a tick in this box if you want a picklist to appear on the Invoice form
called (Enquiry) “Source” so you can choose the reason that the customer
entered your store today – e.g. Passed the Shop, Yellow Pages, etc. The value
chosen is saved to the Invoice record. This is not to be confused with the
Enquiry Source box on the Customer form which lets you indicate how the
customer heard about your store.

Use Sale Prices

This option is no longer available by default and has been replaced by the
Store Sale section on this tab (described below). If you prefer the ‘Use Sale
Prices’ method it can be re-instated. Please contact EVE Diving to do that.
Periodically you may want to have a sale at your store where you offer
discount prices on certain items. In advance you can define the appropriate
Discount Band (See Section 4.4.11.Discounts) that will apply to each item
during the sale (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items). Then, on the day of the sale,
put a check mark in this box to activate those discounts. Remember to
remove the check mark when the sale is finished.

Show Tax
Components On
Invoice

In some countries it is a requirement to show a breakdown of the different
taxes incurred on the printed invoice. If you want to show the breakdown (as
opposed to showing a single figure which is the sum of all taxes), check this
checkbox.
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When Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items), the total
amount of the tax will show on the EVE form but individual taxes will display
on the printed invoice.
Show Customer
Orders Prompt

Check this checkbox if you want EVE to prompt you about creating a special
order for the customer when Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling
Stock Items). If you add an item to the shopping basket that has no items in
stock, a prompt will appear to set up a special order. If you leave this box
unchecked, you can still create a Special Order using the Options button at the
bottom left of the Invoice form.

Can Edit Existing Line
Items on Saved
Quotes

If this checkbox is checked, you will be able to modify the line items on a
Quote even after it has been saved.

Perform Rounding Of
Line Items

If the checkbox is checked, EVE will round the tax and total on every
individual line item when it is added to the shopping basket. For example, if
the net price of an item is $97.50 and the tax rate is 17.5% then:
❖ If the option is checked, $17.06 will be written to the tax column and
$114.56 will be written to the line item total column.
❖ If the option is not checked, no rounding will take place and $17.0625 will
be written to the tax column and $114.5625 will be written to the total
column. (EVE will round the figures on the form so it will still show $17.06
and $114.56 on the form, but on the database it will save the additional
decimal places.) Rounding does not occur in this option until everything
on the invoice has been totaled.
If the checkbox is unchecked, EVE calculates the total invoice tax using
unrounded figures. Note: due to rounding, it is possible that the total tax on
an invoice may differ from the sum of the line items by a cent or two.

Round Price Before
Calculating Tax

This checkbox is only available if you have already checked the Perform
Rounding of Line Items box. If checked, the Tax on line items is only
calculated after rounding has been performed on the Pre-Tax price. If not
checked, Tax is calculated on the pre-rounded price and then Pre-Tax and Tax
values are rounded.

Ignore Cost Center
Restrictions

By default, EVE keeps transactions relating to different Cost Centers separate.
This is because a Cost Center represents a Company, so good book-keeping
practices require transactions to be kept separate. However, in some
situations you may want to relax these restrictions. If so, put a check in the
box.

Gift
Certificates/Cards
Redeemable At Any
Cost Center

If your organization has multiple Cost Centers (See Section 4.4.7.Cost
Centers), you will need to decide whether Gift Certificates / Cards Can Be
Redeemed At Any Cost Center or only the cost center at which they were
purchased.

Include Tax in RP on
Stock Item Search

When the results of a stock item search are displayed, this box determines
whether the column that shows the Retail Price for each item includes Tax or
not.

Append Stock Item
Description #2 to Line
Item

Each Stock Item can have 2 descriptions. This is primarily for multi-lingual
locations that may have e.g. an English and a Spanish description. If you want
both descriptions to be appended together when an item is added to an
Invoice, put a check in the box.

Check Credit Card
Prefixes

Different credit cards have different allowed prefixes. E.g. MasterCard
numbers always start with 51,52,53,54 or 55; American Express numbers
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always start with 34 or 37, etc. On the Payment Methods form, you can
indicate which prefixes are allowed for each type of card (section 4.4.26). If
you want EVE to check prefixes each time a credit card number is entered in
the Sales module, put a check in the box.
Each Item appears on
its own Row in
Shopping Basket

By default, when you double click on an item to add it to the Shopping Basket
and then double click on it again, EVE simply increments the Qty value to 2. If
you hold down the Shift key when you double click for the second time, EVE
will add a second line to the Shopping Basket so both lines have a Qty of 1.
You can reverse this behavior by putting a check in the box. Then, by default,
each item will appear on its own row, and you can change the behavior back
so that the Qty is incremented by holding down the Shift key.

Show Prompt if no
match on Barcode
Search

If this option is ticked, when you scan a barcode on the Invoice form, a prompt
will be shown if there is no matching barcode found on file. If the option is
not ticked, no prompt will be shown.

Remember Customer
Credit Card Numbers

Check this checkbox if you want EVE to Remember Credit Card Numbers for
each customer. When you enter a credit card number into EVE, this data will
be stored in the Customers Module. If you choose to remember credit card
numbers they are encrypted on the database for security reasons. We do NOT
recommend you use this option.

Default Invoice Type

Use the Default Invoice Type to define the default invoice type when Selling
Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items). EVE is delivered with
Sales Receipt as the default. Some locations – e.g. Resorts – may want to
change this to e.g. ‘Ongoing Invoice’ if customers usually have a tab for the
duration of their stay and make one payment at the end to settle the tab.

Refund Invoice Type

By default, when you create a Refund, EVE creates a Sales Receipt with
negative quantities. It does this so you can sell other items to the customer
on the same invoice. In some locations, it is a requirement that a different
Invoice Type is used to differentiate between sales and refunds. In that case,
choose a different Invoice Type here for Refunds.

Gift Certificate
Duration

Enter a positive number of months to specify the default duration of gift
certificates. This will be used to calculate the expiry date when Selling Gift
Certificates (See Section 6.1.2.Selling Gift Certificates).

Quote Duration

Enter a positive number of months to specify the default duration of a
customer’s quote. This will be used to calculate the expiry date when
Creating a Quote (See Section 6.4.1.Creating a Quote).

Store Sale

If you plan to have a store sale, you can create a new pricing type/customer
type called e.g. Store Sale and assign Store Sale prices in advance for all items
that will be in the sale on the Prices tab of the Stock Item form. Then, choose
the Store Sale entry on the Options form to tell EVE that those are the prices
to use in the sale. And choose the start and end date of the sale.

Accounts Receivables
When Account
Balance Reaches Zero

Three alternatives are presented for account management:
❖ Automatically Close The Account
❖ Ask Me If The Account Should Be Closed
❖ Do Nothing
When a customer makes a payment on account (See Section 6.2.7.Making
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Payments on Accounts) that brings the customer’s account balance to zero,
the option you select will determine the action when a customer fully pays off
his or her account.
Default Credit Limit

Each account, when created, requires you to set a Credit Limit. EVE will warn
you when adding credit to the account if the credit limit is going to be
exceeded. You can set the default credit limit here. The default value is 999.

Print Action
Print Action When
Item Sold

The dropdown lists in this section indicate what should happen when an
invoice is saved that contains one of these items. The options in each
dropdown list are the same, i.e. Do Nothing, Print It and Show Print Prompt.
E.g. if you want EVE to ask if you want to print a Gift Certificate using EVE’s
template when the invoice is saved, choose Show Print Prompt in the Gift
Certificate list. If you want EVE to print the Gift Certificate immediately
without asking, choose Print It. If you have your own pre-printed gift
certificates, choose Do Nothing.
Note: the print options here do not affect whether the receipt is printed when
the invoice is saved. These options only determine whether a print out in
addition to the receipt is printed.
❖ Gift Certificate
❖ Gift Card
❖ Course
❖ Trip
❖ Resort Reservation
❖ Rental Booking
❖ Service Booking

4.3.3 Customers Options
Use the Customers tab to define how the Customer Module behaves. There are 3 sub-tabs: General, Popup Notes
and Club and Loyalty Program.
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General

General Tab
Search By Typing
First Name First

Check this checkbox if you wish to search for customers by first name rather
than last name whenever you use the Customer Search box, for example in the
Customers Module and when selling stock items.
When you start typing into a Customer name field, EVE will show the search
form automatically and, if you have put a checkmark in this box, the First Name
box will gain focus so the text you enter will go into the First Name search box.
Otherwise, the text will go into the Last name box.

Show Skype Options

Skype is an internet phone program that lets you make phone calls free of
charge to other Skype users. If you use Skype, put a check mark in this box to
turn on Skype features in EVE – e.g. you will see buttons on the Customer form
which you can use to automatically call the customer from EVE without having
to dial the number.

Auto-Generate EVE
OnLine Username
and Password

If you use (or plan to use) EVE OnLine (I.e. the e-Commerce companion product
to EVE), put a check mark in this box. Each time a new customer record is
created, EVE will auto-assign a username and password the customer can use to
log in to EVE OnLine. You can use this in conjunction with the ‘Auto Email when
New Customer is Saved’ option, to email the username and password
automatically to the new customer.

Show Customer
Number Fields

If you have imported customer data from another program, you may want to
turn on the Customer Number fields on the Customer and Customer Search
forms. Then you can see what Customer number was associated with each
customer in your old system. You may find this useful if you have memorized
customer numbers for your frequent customers.

Show Reservation
Form when
Customer form loads

You can use the Reservation form to indicate to EVE which are the most
important pieces of information you need to capture when new customers are
added. E.g. you may want to capture an email address and cell phone number
for everyone. You can have the Reservation form start up every time the
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Customer form opens using this option. Otherwise you can click F9 on the
Customer form to open the Reservation form.
Indicate when Max
Length exceeded for
PIC Online

EVE can upload student and certification information to PADI using EVE’s
interface to PIC Online. During the upload, PADI impose a restriction on the
lengths of some information (e.g. address fields) that can be uploaded. Put a
tick in this box if you want EVE to show a red exclamation mark symbol when
you have typed more information into a field than can be uploaded to PADI.
e.g. in the screen snippet below, the red exclamation mark is shown as PIC
Online can only accept 34 characters in the Address Line 1 field and the user has
typed more than 34 characters.

Auto-Email when
new customer is
saved

If you have the ability to send emails on the PC, you can configure EVE to
automatically send an email to a customer when a new customer record is
added. To do this, you must create an email as an HTML file and indicate here
the path of that file. A demo HTML file called NewCustomer.htm is included
with EVE in the following folder: c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba
Systems\EVE\User\Export
If you want, the email can contain the new customer’s EVE OnLine username
and password. To do this, add the following entries to the HTML file:
~EOLUserName~
~EOLPassword~
Note: you may want to use the EVE Agent instead (click Tools then EVE Agent)
to perform a similar task. The EVE Agent lets you automate any number of
emails – e.g. the sending of Happy Birthday, Congratulations on Course
Completion, etc., etc.

Subject Line

Enter the Subject line that will be used for the New customer email.

Default address tab
on Customer form

There are 5 tabs in the address section on the Customer form: Home Address,
Local, Work, Reservation and Linked Customers. Choose which one of those 5
tabs you want to be active by default when the Customer form opens. The
default is Home Address.
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Customer Swipe
Data

If your customers and/or employees carry cards (e.g. drivers license, employee
card, etc.) with a mag stripe or barcode number on it, you may want to turn on
the swipe feature. If you put a tick in the ‘Show Swipe Information’ box, a
Swipe text box will appear at the bottom of the Customer and Employee data
entry and search forms. You can set focus to that text box and swipe the card.
If you have put a tick in the ‘Extract info from Swipe data on Customer form’
box then, when you swipe a card on the Customer form that EVE ‘knows about’,
information from the mag stripe/barcode will be extracted into the appropriate
entries on the Customer form – e.g. some drivers licenses hold customer name,
date of birth etc in the mag stripe and that can be extracted into the First
Name, Last Name and Date of Birth fields when the card is swiped. For EVE to
‘know about’ the information contained in the mag stripe on the cards you
intend to swipe, EVE needs to be programmed with information about the mag
stripe format. EVE Diving will charge to set that up on your database. If you
have put a tick in the ‘Extract info from Swipe data on Cust Search form’ box
then, when you swipe the card on the Customer Search form, information from
the mag stripe will be extracted into the search criteria fields.
Save Customer Swipe Data: There are two ways you can use the swipe data.
The first is to extract the information from the mag stripe as described above.
The second is to use the mag stripe information itself to search on. I.e. in this
case, EVE does not need to extract the information contained in the mag stripe.
Instead, you can save the mag stripe information to the customer or employee
record and then use the Swipe box on the customer/employee search form to
search based on that swipe data later. In the case of employees, the swipe
data can also be used to login/logoff and/or clock in/clock off. You can choose
whether the full mag stripe information is saved to customer and/or employee
records using the ‘Employees Only’ and ‘Customers and Employees’ options.
NOTE: before turning on Swipe features, make sure it is legal to extract swipe
information and/or store swipe information in your location.

Popup Notes tab
Show Popup Notes
when Customer
Added to…

Popup notes can be added to customers if you wish. These notes will popup to
remind you when you add the customer to an invoice, rental booking, service
booking, course or trip. E.g. you could add a note to Peter Smith that he left
his wallet last time he was at the store. When Peter Smith is next added to an
invoice that note will pop up to remind the employee.
You can indicate whether you want this feature to be turned on by putting
check marks in the appropriate boxes:
Invoice/Quote: notes will appear when customer added to invoice or quote
Rental Booking: notes will appear when customer added to rental booking
Service Booking: notes will appear when customer added to service booking
Course: notes will appear when customer is manually added to a course (i.e. by
opening the Course form, clicking on the Customers tab and then clicking the
Add button).
Trip: notes will appear when customer is manually added to a trip or day/trip
(i.e. by opening the Trip form, clicking on the Customers tab and then clicking
the Add button).

Show Popup Notes
when a Record is
Opened

Sometimes you may want those popup notes to also appear when you open an
existing Rental or Service Booking. If so, put a tick in the Rental Booking and/or
Service Booking box.
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Popup Notes to
Show

Customer Birthday: if today is the customer’s birthday, a pop-up note will be
shown to remind you to congratulate them.
Customer has no email address on file: if the customer has not told you their
email address, EVE will inform you so you can add it to EVE.
Customer has an Outstanding A/R balance: if the customer owes you money, you
will be notified.
Customer is a Credit Risk: if you have marked the customer as a credit risk (on
the Details page of the Customer form), you will be notified.
Customer is a member of the Loyalty program: if you use the loyalty program
feature in EVE, EVE will inform you that the customer is a member.
Customer owns multi-sale items: if e.g. the customer has an Air Fill card with
fills outstanding, EVE will remind you.
Customer is Certified: the customer’s certification level will be shown if:
i)

the Completion Status of the certification is either ‘Certified’ or
‘Referred to another store’.
ii) the Course Type of the certification has a ‘Certification Priority’ > 0.
This lets you specify that a certification of e.g. Open Water Diver is
reported but Drift Diver is not.
Customer is NOT Certified: if the customer does not have a Certification on file,
EVE will let you know
Customer’s Club Membership will expire within X days: if the customer is a club
member and their membership is due to expire within the number of days you
specify, EVE will remind you.
Customer’s Quote will expire within X days: if the customer has a Quote that is
due to expire within the number of days you specify, EVE will remind you.
Customer’s Invoice is due to be paid within X days: If the customer has an
Invoice whose payment is due, EVE will remind you.
Customer owns invoices of the following type: indicate which types of invoices
you want to be notified about: e.g. Ongoing Invoices and Layaways.
Use Modal Popups

If this box is checked, the sales clerk will need to close the Popup Notes form
before they can proceed with other actions in EVE. If not checked, the user can
continue with other tasks – the Popup Notes form will remain open at the
bottom left of the screen.

Club and Loyalty Program tab
Automatically Set
Club Membership
Number

If you check the Automatically Set Club Membership Number checkbox, EVE will
assign a membership number to each new club member when you are adding
customer details (See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club Memberships).

Automatically Set
Club Membership
Card Dates

Check this option to instruct EVE to automatically assign valid dates for club
memberships when adding customer details (See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club
Memberships). The dates will be based on the renewal date alternatives you
choose in the next field.

Club Membership
Renewal Date

Four alternatives are provided for club membership renewal:
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❖ Renewal Date: A Year From Today

❖ Renewal Date: A Year From The End Of The Month
❖ Renewal Date: Start Of The Year
❖ Renewal Date: Day XX Of MONTH
Choose the option which best reflects your club membership rules and the Club
Membership Renewal Date will be automatically set when adding customer
details (See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club Memberships). You can manually change
the renewal date for an individual if you choose – this option only determines
the default date.
Loyalty Program

You can choose to run a loyalty program in EVE if you wish. Under this scheme
you can assign credit to members of the program based on their sales activity at
your store.
The credits are assigned to their loyalty card and that card can be used as a
payment method in EVE. See section 7.7 Loyalty Program for more information
on setting up and using the loyalty program.

Automatically Assign
Loyalty Credit when
Invoice Saved

Put a tick in this box if you want loyalty credit to be assigned as soon as each
invoice is saved. If you choose this option, you can show how much credit the
customer earned on the printed receipt. Leave the box unticked if you want to
manually assign credit to loyalty members – e.g. at the end of each day or each
week, etc.

Loyalty Program Gift
Cards Type

Loyalty cards in EVE are a special type of Gift Card. You can indicate using this
option whether you want loyalty cards to be kept separate from other gift cards
(i.e. by choosing ‘Loyalty Program’ as the gift card type) or whether you don’t
want to distinguish loyalty cards from other gift cards (i.e. by choosing
‘Standard’ as the gift card type). In the latter case, if a customer owns a
standard gift card and then becomes a loyalty member, their loyalty credit will
be added to their existing gift card.

Percentage of Net
Sales

Enter the percentage value to be used for the loyalty program. E.g. if you want
customers to get $10 loyalty credit for every $100 spent in the store enter 10.
Note: this option is only available if you have not ticked the ‘Automatically
Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice Saved’ option. If that box is ticked, the
amount of credit to assign is calculated using the Loyalty % value on each Stock
Item sold – see section 5.1.5

Gift Card Stock Item

If you have not ticked the ‘Automatically Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice
Saved’ option, when assigning credit to a customer’s gift card, EVE creates an
invoice in the background as a means of keeping a paper trail for accounting
purposes. The invoice has 2 line items on it – the Gift Card Stock Item

Loyalty Account
Stock Item
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represents a stock item that assigns credit to the card. The Loyalty Account
Stock Item represents a stock item to keep track of the loss your store is making
by giving these bonuses to your customers. I.e. if $5 of credit is assigned, the
invoice will have 2 line items: Gift Card Stock Item $5 and Loyalty Account
Stock Item -$5. The invoice has a balance of zero as a result. You are advised
to use different Profit Centers for both stock items: e.g. the Gift Card Stock
Item may have a stock type in the Gift Certificates Profit Center (or you could
create a new Profit Center called e.g. Gift Cards) and the Loyalty Account Stock
Item may have a stock type in the Loyalty Program Profit Center. When you run
your Profit Center report you will then be able to account for the credit being
assigned.
Use these 2 options to select the stock items you wish to use for the Gift Card
Stock Item and Loyalty Account Stock Item.
If the ‘Automatically Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice Saved’ option is ticked,
EVE saves the amount of credit to each line item as its paper trail and therefore
does not need to create the Invoice described above.
Loyalty Card Cost
Center

Pick the Cost Center that Loyalty Cards will be assigned to.

Loyalty Program
Membership

You can choose whether all new and existing customers are part of the loyalty
program or whether you want to manually select people to be part of the
program. In the latter case you can either use a Group – i.e. all members of the
Group are in the loyalty program or you can use a Club – i.e. all members of the
Club are in the loyalty program. Choose the appropriate Group/Club in this
section.

4.3.4 Inventory Options
Use the Inventory tab to define how Inventory behaves.

Stock Level Change
Action
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When you change the No. In Stock on the Stock Item form, EVE can prompt you
for a reason for the change – e.g. “Items were stolen”, etc. Choose the “Ask

user for a reason for the change” if you want users to be prompted. Choose
“Record who made the change but don’t ask for the reason” otherwise. You can
see who made changes by double-clicking on the gray column on the left of the
grid on the Stock Levels tab of the Stock Item form. Note: this feature was
added in EVE version 5.8, so if you see no information when you double-click
that probably means the item was added before version 5.8
Perform
Rounding
Of Line Items

If the checkbox is checked, EVE will round the tax and total on every individual
line item when it is added to a Purchase Order. For example, if the net price of
an item is $97.50 and the tax rate is 17.5% then:
❖ If the option is checked, $17.06 will be written to the tax column and
$114.56 will be written to the line item total column.
❖ If the option is not checked, no rounding will take place and $17.0625 will
be written to the tax column and $114.5625 will be written to the total
column. (EVE will round the figures on form so it will still show $17.06 and
$114.56 on form, but on the database it will save the additional decimal
places.) Rounding does not occur in this option until everything on the
Purchase Order has been totaled.
With the checkbox unchecked, EVE calculates the total Purchase Order tax using
un-rounded figures. Note: due to rounding, it is possible that the total tax on a
Purchase Order may differ from the sum of the line items by a cent or two.

Synchronize Retail
Prices across all
Cost Centers

If you have multiple Cost Centers defined, you can have different retail prices
for the same item in each Cost Center. Put a tick in this box if you want to
override that and keep the prices the same in each Cost Center. i.e. when you
update a price in one Cost Center it will be copied to the other Cost Centers for
the item.

When cloning stock
items, copy Retail
Price

If you’re creating a lot of similar stock items, you can create one and then clone
it – i.e. create a copy – and then make small changes such as the color and/or
size. You can choose whether retail prices are copied to the cloned stock item
or not using this checkbox

…and copy all hardcoded
customer
type prices

You can define multiple prices for each stock item based on the Customer Type.
You can either define discounts based on the customer type or you can hardcode prices on individual stock items. i.e. manually type a price into the price
grid. When you clone an item, if this checkbox is checked, those manually
typed prices will be copied to the cloned item.

When cloning stock
items copy Cost
Prices

If this box is checked, Cost prices will be copied to the cloned item.

Inventory
Method

Two alternatives are provided for inventory tracking

Tracking

❖ FIFO (First In First Out)
❖ LIFO (Last In First Out)
Choose the option that best represents your inventory costing needs.
The alternative you choose will determine which specific Stock Items are
removed from inventory when sold based on the date the stock items were
received. Using FIFO, the stock item with the oldest date will be sold first.
Using LIFO, the stock item with the newest date will be sold first.

4.3.5 Courses Options
Use the Courses tab to define how the Courses Module behaves.
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Course # Format

Set the Course # Format. The default is the course type prefix and the start
date.
This format is used when you are Creating a New Course (See Section
9.1.1.Creating a New Course) to automatically set the course number. For
example, if you use the default format, and create a new course starting on 1st
January 2008, EVE will set the course number to “OW 1/1/08”

Course # Date
Format

Choose the Date Format. The default is ‘short date’. You could change this to
e.g. “long date” or to your own specific format for example, dd/MMM/yy
This affects the format that the date is shown in the course number.

When Course
Rescheduled,
update Course #

Put a check mark in this box if, when the Start Date of a course is changed, the
Course number should change to reflect the new date. If not checked, the
original course number will be retained.

Add Interest on
Course Completion

On the Course Types form (section 4.4.8) you can indicate course types that are
pre-requisites of other course types. E.g OW is a pre-requisite of AOW. Put a
check in the ‘Add Interest on Course Completion’ box if you want EVE to
automatically add interest in follow-on courses when a customer completes
their course – e.g. if an interest in AOW should automatically be added when
OW is completed.

Enable Swimming
options

If this box is ticked, Course Location and Term pick lists will be shown on the
Course search form.

Insist On At Least
One Module Being
On The Course Start
Date

When this checkbox is checked, you will not be able to save a new course (See
Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course), unless this condition is met.

Insist On At Least
One Module Being
On The Course End
Date.

When this checkbox is checked, you will not be able to save a new course (See
Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course), unless this condition is met.
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Only Staff Allowed
To Teach The
Course Type Can Be
Added

Use this option to ensure only those employees authorized to teach this specific
course in Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees) are listed when Creating a
New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course). E.g. a particular
employee may be allowed to teach OW courses but not DiveMaster courses.
If the checkbox is not checked, all employees that are authorized to instruct
[i.e. the employee must be marked with a Customer Type (See Section
4.4.10.Customer Types) that has been defined as having a Course Role] will be
displayed when Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New
Course).

Show Booking
Wizard when
Customers added on
Course form

When you add a customer directly to a course (i.e. by not selling them a place
on an Invoice), you can choose whether they should just be added with no
further processing, or whether the booking wizard should be shown.

Show Prompt if no
Matching Stock
Items

When a new course is created, EVE looks at the rules defined on the Links tab of
stock items to determine if any of those stock items should be linked to the new
course – i.e. whether they can be used to sell places on the course. If no
matching stock items are found, EVE can show a prompt so you can quickly
create a stock item for the course. If you want that prompt to show, put a tick
in the “Show Prompt if no Matching Stock Items” box.

When Selling
Courses

Two alternatives are provided for handling course deposits when Selling Courses
(See Section 6.1.4.Selling Courses):
❖ Set default amount being paid to the full price of the course
❖ Set default amount being paid to the deposit amount
Choose the alternative that best meets your needs.
If you generally charge the client the full amount of the course on enrolment,
you will choose the full price default. If you generally charge only a deposit and
charge the balance at some later date, you will choose the deposit default.
This option will drive the amount being paid when Selling Courses (See Section
6.1.4.Selling Courses).
❖ Show course balance due in Invoice Line Item notes
Check this box if you want EVE to show on the printed receipt how much is still
due to be paid by the customer for their course if they initially made a down
payment.

When Courses are
Pasted on Calendar

Stock Items that are used to sell Courses can have ‘rules’ applied to them that
allow new courses to be automatically linked to them. E.g. an Open Water
stock item could have rules defined so that all new OW courses starting on a
weekday are automatically assigned to it. New OW courses starting at the
weekend may be linked to a different stock item. If you copy and paste a
weekday course to a weekend start date, EVE needs to know whether the stock
item(s) linked to the original course should be applied to the new course or
whether the weekend stock item should be used instead.
Link Stock Items from Course Being Created: copy the stock item(s) from the
original course to the new one regardless of whether the rules apply.
Link Stock Items based on Rules: ignore the stock items that are linked to the
original course and use stock item Rules to find any stock items that match and
link those to the new course.
If Original Items don’t match Rules, Ask: if stock item(s) linked to the original
course do not match those that are appropriate to the new course based on
stock item rules, ask the user how they want to proceed.
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PIC Status when
Certs are added
Manually

Usually EVE automatically tracks PIC status – i.e. it keeps track of which
students on which courses still need to be added to PICs OnLine. However, if
you manually enter a Certification record for a student, EVE needs to know
what PIC status to assign. In most cases, you will want the default PIC status in
this case to be ‘Do Not Upload’ or possibly ‘Notified by Post’. However, if you
do not use EVE’s Courses module and you just track certifications by adding
them directly in EVE, you may want to change the default to ‘Pending’ – i.e. the
certification still needs to be added to the PIC.

‘Return Card To’
option

Indicate the default destination of the
marked with this value by default.
certification and change the value – e.g.
could change a particular certification to

Update Pending
Certs

Click this button to update all certification records that have not yet been sent
to PADI to have the value defined in the “Return Card To” box.

Show a Prompt
when submitting PIC
if a Registration
Code is required but
none is present

On the Pending PIC form, if you try to submit a PIC for which a Registration
code is required but none is present (i.e. you have not entered one onto the PIC
OnLine tab of the Certification form), and this box is ticked, EVE will show a
prompt so you can enter a Registration Code. If the option is not ticked, EVE
will not show a prompt and the PIC will be submitted without a Registration
Code. In this latter case, you will be charged 1 PIC credit.

PIC card. New certifications will be
Note: you can open any individual
if the default is “return to store”, you
“return to student”.

4.3.6 Trips Options
Use the Trips tab to define how the Trips Module will behave.

Trip # Format

Set the Trip # Format. The default is the destination prefix (defined in
Destinations (See Section 4.4.13.Destinations)) and the start date.
This format is used when you are Creating a New Vacation Trip (See Section
10.1.1.Creating a New Vacation Trip) to automatically set the trip number. For
example, if you use the default format, and create a new trip to Cozumel
starting on 1st January 2008, EVE will set the trip number to “Coz 1/1/08”
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Day Trip # Format

Set the Day Trip # Format. The default is the boat prefix (defined in Boats (See
Section 4.4.1.Boats) and the start date.
This format is used when you are Creating a New Day Trip / Charter (See
Section 10.2.1.Creating a New Day Trip/Charter) to automatically set the trip
number. For example, if you use the default format, and create a new charter
on the Wave Rider boat starting on 1st January 2008, EVE will set the trip
number to “Wave Rider 1/1/08”

Pickup # Format

If you have left the “Use Classic Style Pickups” checkbox un-ticked, then you
can create Trip Pickup records that behave much like trips – i.e. you can create
a Pickup on a particular date and time and assign a bus/van driver and assign
customers that will be picked up. Use this text box to set the Pickup # format.
The default is the Van prefix and the start date.

Trip # Date Format

Choose the Date Format. The default is ‘short date’. You could change this to
“long date” or to your own specific format for example, dd/MMM/yy
This affects the format that the date is shown in the both the Trip # and the Day
Trip #.

Trip # Time Format

Choose the Time format. The default is ‘h:mm tt’ e.g. 9:30 AM
This affects the format that the date is shown in the both the Trip # and the Day
Trip #. Other appropriate values are : t (i.e. short time pattern taken from the
computer’s Regional Settings) and T (i.e. long time pattern taken from the
computer’s Regional Settings)

When Trip
Rescheduled,
update Trip #

Put a check mark in this box if, when the Start Date of a trip is changed, the
Trip number should change to reflect the new date. If not checked, the original
trip number will be retained.

Show Booking
Wizard when
Customers added on
Trip form

When you add a customer directly to a trip (i.e. by not selling them a place on
an Invoice), you can choose whether they should just be added with no further
processing, or whether the booking wizard should be shown.

Trips: Show Prompt
if no Matching Stock
Items

Check this checkbox if you want to be prompted to create a stock item when
Creating a New Vacation Trip (See Section 10.1.1.Creating a New Vacation
Trip). To sell places on the trip, a stock item will need to be created.
However, if you run multiple trips to the same destination and the price is
always the same, you may choose to create one stock item linked to the
Destination rather than to each individual Trip.

Day Trips: Show
Prompt if no
Matching Stock
Items

Check this checkbox if you want to be prompted to create a stock item when
Creating a New Day Trip / Charter (See Section 10.2.1.Creating a New Day
Trip/Charter). If each day trip/charter has a unique price, you will check this
box and create a stock item for each unique day trip/charter. If, however, the
price of day trips/charters is the same for each destination and/or boat, you
will create a stock item for the Boat (See Section 4.4.1.Boats) or Destination
(See Section 4.4.13.Destinations) to which the charter relates rather than for
each individual charter.

Use ‘Classic’ Style
Pickups – i.e. linked
to individual trips

In EVE 5.8 and earlier, Trip pickups were linked to individual Trips. i.e. you
could indicate on the trip form which customers want to be picked up from their
hotel. In 5.9 and later, you can choose to use pickups that way or to create
Pickup records which are not linked to any particular trip. In this new way, you
can create a Pickup record, assign a driver, assign a date/time and assign
customers. Busy resorts may have multiple Pickups scheduled on the same day
that service different hotels. Put a tick in this box if you want to use the
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original way of doing pickups. Leave the box unticked to use the new way.
When Selling Trips

Two alternatives are provided for trip deposits:
❖ Set default amount being paid to the full price of the trip
❖ Set default amount being paid to the Deposit amount
Choose the alternative that best meets your needs.
If you generally charge the client the full amount of the trip when they reserve,
you will set the default to the full price of the trip. If you generally charge only
a deposit and charge the balance at some later date, you will set the default
amount to the deposit. This selection will drive the amount being paid in the
trip price when Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips).
❖ Show Trip balance due in Invoice Line Item notes
Check this box if you want EVE to show on the printed receipt how much is still
due to be paid by the customer for their trip if they initially made a down
payment.

When Trips are
Pasted on Calendar

Stock Items that are used to sell Trips can have ‘rules’ applied to them that
allow new trips to be automatically linked to them. E.g. a Trip to Cozumel
stock item could have rules defined so that all new trips between March and
October are automatically assigned to it.
New Cozumel trips between
November and February may be linked to a different stock item. If you copy
and paste a March-October trip to a start date in January, EVE needs to know
whether the stock item(s) linked to the original trip should be applied to the
new trip or whether the November-February stock item should be used instead.
Link Stock Items from Trip Being Created: copy the stock item(s) from the
original trip to the new one regardless of whether the rules apply.
Link Stock Items based on Rules: ignore the stock items that are linked to the
original trip and use stock item Rules to find any stock items that match and
link those to the new trip.
If Original Items don’t match Rules, Ask: if stock item(s) linked to the original
trip do not match those that are appropriate to the new trip based on stock
item rules, ask the user how they want to proceed.

Copy Customers?

Put a tick in the “Trips” check box if you want customers to be copied from the
original trip to the new trip when a Trip is copied and pasted on the Calendar.
Put a tick in the “Day Trips” check box if you want customers to be copied from
the original trip to the new trip when a Day Trip is copied and pasted on the
Calendar.
Put a tick in the “Simple Bookings” check box if you want customers to be
copied from the original to the new booking when a Simple Booking is copied
and pasted on the Calendar.

4.3.7 Rentals Options
Use the Rentals tab to define how the Rentals Module will behave.
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Period Of Grace
Before Items
Become Overdue

Enter a positive number in the text box. When customers are Returning Rental
Equipment (See Section 11.1.4.Returning Rental Equipment) within this amount
of time after they were due, the items will not be marked as overdue. i.e. they
will not be charged a penalty payment.

Stock Type To Use
When Rental Gear Is
Converted To Stock
Item

EVE offers the option to convert rental equipment to a Stock Item (See Section
5.1.5.Stock Items). When Selling Rental Equipment (See Section 6.1.7.Selling
Rental Equipment) you will sell the Stock Item and then adjust your rental gear
list. Select the Stock Type to use when converting your rental gear to Stock
Items.

ID of Owner of
Rental Equipment

This is the ID of the customer that ‘owns’ all rental equipment. When new
items of rental equipment are created, they are automatically assigned to this
customer. By default this is set to the value 2 – i.e. the .Rental. .Equipment.
customer.

Create a Rental Item
when a sale is made
to the Rental
Equipment Owner

Inventory items and Equipment (Rental) items are 2 different entities. E.g. you
may have a single inventory item called ‘Mk25’ and 10 ‘Mk25’ equipment items
numbered Mk25-1, Mk25-2, Mk25-3, etc. To sell an item, you need an inventory
item. To rent an item you need a equipment item.
If you sell an item to the special EVE customer called ‘Equipment Rental’, you
can instruct EVE to generate an item of equipment for you. To do that put a
tick in the ‘Create a Rental Item when a sale is made to the Rental Equipment
Owner’ box.

Only Include Items
Available Between
The Booking Dates

Check this checkbox if you want only those pieces of equipment that are not
already booked out to appear when using the equipment profile (See Section
11.1.1.Adding Gear to the Dive Bag).
i.e. when you click on e.g. the Large item on the Rental Profile form when
selecting Wet Suits, if this option is checked, only Large Wet Suits that are not
already booked out will be listed for you to choose from. If the option is not
checked, all Large Wet Suits will be listed regardless of whether they are
already booked.
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When A Profile Item
Is Clicked …

Three alternatives are provided for using the equipment profile (See Section
11.1.1.Adding Gear to the Dive Bag) to create a rental booking.
❖ Show A List Of Matching Items will display all items of the type and size
selected so you can choose which one to assign,
❖ Choose a Matching Item for Me will cause EVE to automatically assign an
item that matches the selected criteria.
❖ Indicate Any Item of This Type and Size Is Required causes EVE to indicate
an item of the type and size is required but not to assign an actual item at
that time.
This may be useful at establishments with large rental
departments where it is necessary to log customers’ needs quickly and then
to assign the actual items of equipment later at the rental desk.

Show Check-Out
Prompt

Check this checkbox if you want EVE to ask you whether rental items should be
checked out when a rental booking is added to an invoice (See Section
6.1.6.Selling Rental Bookings). Whether you check the box or not depends on
whether you want to check out equipment when the booking is first created or
when you charge for the booking.

Booking Will Be
Locked When
Opened

You can choose if the rental Booking will be Locked when Opened, by placing a
check this checkbox.
Put a check in the box if you want bookings to be finalized as soon as they are
paid for. Remove the check if bookings still need to be changed afterwards.
Which option you choose depends on whether you assign actual items of
equipment up front, or whether you charge first and then assign the actual
items later.

4.3.8 Services Options
Use the Services tab to define how the Services Module will behave.

Automatically Apply
Next Service Date
And Pickup Date

If you want the next service date to be automatically set based on the service
period you set up in Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types), check this
box. The checkbox will also automatically set the pick-up date to the invoice
date.
If the box is not checked, EVE will show a prompt when you save an invoice
containing a service booking so you can set the Next Service Date and Pickup
Date yourself.
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4.3.9 Data Entry Options
Use the Data Entry tab to define how Data Entry forms behave.

Enforce
Casing

Character

If this box is checked, EVE will automatically apply character casing
when you exit a textbox into which you have typed data. For instance,
if you type “JOHN” into the First Name field on the Customer form and
then exit the box, EVE will replace the text with “John”. Remove the
checkmark from this box if you want EVE to leave the text unchanged.
If you choose to use character casing, you can still override its
application in specific cases by right clicking on the label next to the
text box and choosing one of the following options:
UPPER CASE, lower case, Proper Case, As TyPed.

Note: character casing only applies to boxes into which you type your
own data; it does not apply to pick list boxes, as the text in those will
always appear exactly as entered in the Data Module.
Default Employee
On New Records

Use this option if you want the employee who is currently logged on, to
be automatically assigned to new records when they are created. If this
is not checked, the user will be forced to manually select an employee
on new records.
Note: If you deselect the Can Change Employee privilege in Admin
Privileges (i.e. The user cannot change the default employee) and also
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deselect Can Save Transactions with No Employees (i.e. The transaction
must have an employee selected) in Sales Privileges, EVE will demand
that an employee has been selected but will not allow the user to
change the default employee on an invoice. If, in addition, you
deselect the Default Employee on New Record option here, the user will
be unable to complete transactions. At least one of these three options
must be selected.
When New Store
Related Record Is
Added

EVE supports multiple stores – i.e. your database can be located on a
server on the internet and accessed by multiple locations (See Section
2.2.4.EVE ) Some types of data in EVE relate to specific stores – for
example, you may sell surf boards at one store near the coast but not at
a second store inland.
For these types of data, three alternatives are available when a new
record is created:
❖ Put A Checkmark Against All Stores
❖ Put A Checkmark Against All Stores except EVE OnLine Stores
❖ Put A Checkmark Only Against Active Store
When you create data items that can be assigned to stores, you can
select whether or not the data items are automatically assigned to all
stores or only the active store in which your PC is located.

4.3.10

Groups Options

Use the Groups tab to determine how Groups within the Customers Module, Courses Module & Trips Module will
be formatted. You may create groups, for instance, which include all family members or a group of friends, etc.
who are likely to book onto courses or trips together.

Group Name Format

Enter the default Group Name Format that you want EVE to use when creating a
group. By using a naming format, you can ensure groups are named consistently
and this will speed your data entry. Group names are used when creating a
block booking when Selling Courses (See Section 6.1.4.Selling Courses) or Selling
Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips).

Date Format

Enter the Date Format you want used in the above default.
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4.3.11

Point of Sale Options

The Point of Sale tab can be used to inform EVE of Point of Sale hardware that is attached to the computer you
are working on. E.g. you can indicate here that a cash drawer and customer pole display are attached.

Point Of Sale: Cash Drawer
Use the Point of Sale tab to define how your Point of Sale Cash Drawer hardware will behave.

Cash Drawer Type

Five alternatives are available for Cash Drawer Types
❖ No Cash Drawer Attached
❖ OPOS Cash Drawer Attached
❖ Serial Cash Drawer Attached
❖ Microsoft POS for .Net (recommended)
❖ Pass-Thru’ Drawer Attached
Choose the alternative which best represents your hardware. If you choose
OPOS Cash Drawer Attached, the OPOS cash drawer fields will become
available. If you choose Serial Cash Drawer Attached, the serial cash drawer
fields will become active. If you choose Microsoft POS for .Net, the MS POS for
.Net cash drawer fields will become active.
Some cash drawers operate in ‘pass-through’ mode – i.e. they attach to your
receipt printer and the drawer is opened when you print a receipt. Some
drawers of this type can be made to open by setting an option in the receipt
printer’s driver – you will need to read the instructions that came with your
printer/cash drawer to see if this applies. Others can be made to open by
adding some text to the receipt layout that uses a special font that the printer
recognizes (sometimes called ‘Control’). The text does not print on the receipt
but it informs the cash drawer it needs to open. Others can be made to open by
passing Pop-Text commands to the printer from EVE. These are a series of nonprintable characters that the printer passes on to the cash drawer. If your cash
drawer supports this option, choose ‘Pass Thru’ Drawer Attached’, choose ‘Send
Pop Text to Printer’, choose the name of the printer the drawer is attached to
and enter the Pop Text as a series of comma separated ASCII codes. You will
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need to read the documentation that came with your printer/cash drawer to
determine what commands are appropriate.
OPOS Cash Drawer
Driver

Type the name of the Driver that is appropriate for your Cash Drawer. This will
depend on the make and model and you will need to get the driver name from
the instructions that came with the device.

Timeout

When EVE communicates with your Cash Drawer, it will wait for feedback from
the device for a specified amount of time. If that time is exceeded, EVE will
show an error indicating the device is not working properly. Specify the amount
of time EVE will wait (in milliseconds – i.e. thousandths of a second) in this box.

Serial Cash Drawer
Port

If your cash drawer has a serial cable and is attached to a COM Port other than
COM1, change the Port to the appropriate value.

Handshaking

See the documentation that came with your cash drawer for values to enter for
Handshaking parameters.

Pop Text

Whenever an appropriate payment method has been used on an invoice or
refund, the cash drawer will open when the transaction is saved. To open the
drawer, EVE sends a character string to the serial port. Enter a value in the Pop
Text field for the characters to be sent to trigger it to open. Enter a commaseparated list of numbers that represent the ASCII characters to be sent. The
default value shown (i.e. 27, 112, 48, 32, and 32) will work for drawers that
comply with the ESC/POS standard. Some drawers may respond to the bell
character, in which case you should enter the value 7 for the Pop Text.

Settings

See the documentation that came with your cash drawer for values to enter for
Settings.

MS POS
Driver

for

.Net

Click the Browse button and choose the appropriate driver name from the
picklist. This assumes you have installed driver(s) using a disk from the cash
drawer manufacturer or you have downloaded the appropriate driver from the
internet.

Point Of Sale: Pole Display
Use the Pole Display tab to define how Point of Sale Customer Pole Display hardware will behave – i.e. the small
screen that points towards the customer and indicates which items have been added to the shopping basket.
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Pole Display Type

Four alternatives are available for Pole Display Types
❖ No Pole Display Attached
❖ OPOS Pole Display Attached
❖ Serial Pole Display Attached
❖ Microsoft POS for .Net (recommended)
Choose the alternative which best represents your hardware. If you choose
OPOS Pole Display Attached, the OPOS Pole Display fields will become available.
If you choose Serial Pole Display Attached, the serial Pole Display fields will
become active. If you choose Microsoft POS for .Net, the MS POS for .Net Pole
Display fields will become active.

OPOS Pole Display
Driver

Type the name of the Driver that is appropriate for your Pole Display. This will
depend on the make and model and you will need to get the driver name from
the instructions that came with the device.

Timeout

When EVE communicates with your Pole Display, it will wait for feedback from
the device for a specified amount of time. If that time is exceeded, EVE will
show an error indicating the device is not working properly. Specify the amount
of time EVE will wait (in milliseconds – i.e. thousandths of a second) in this box.

Serial Pole Display
Port

If your Pole Display has a serial cable and is attached to a COM Port other than
COM1, change the Port to the appropriate value.

Handshaking

See the documentation that came with your cash drawer for values to enter for
Handshaking parameters.

No. of Lines

This field is available when Serial Pole Display is selected above. EVE only
currently uses one line of the display. The # of Lines field is disabled at all
times.

Settings

See the documentation that came with your cash drawer for values to enter for
Settings.

MS POS for .Net

Click the Browse button and choose the appropriate driver name from the
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Driver

picklist. This assumes you have installed driver(s) using a disk from the pole
display manufacturer or you have downloaded the appropriate driver from the
internet.

Point Of Sale: Credit Cards
Use the Credit Cards tab to define how your Point of Sale Credit Card software will behave. If you have an
Internet connection, EVE can send credit card information down the wire to the credit company when an invoice
is saved. For this to work you need to use third party software. At time of writing this requires one of the
following pieces of software to be installed:
•

“Genius” from Cayan (formerly Merchant Warehouse) (www.cayan.com)

•

“Transport.WEB” from Cayan

•

“X-Charge” from OpenEdge (formerly Accelerated Payments) (www.OpenEdge.com)

For legacy reasons, EVE currently also supports “Transport” from Cayan but, if you currently use this, we
strongly recommend upgrading to Genius or Transport.WEB.
All work in North America.

If you choose TransPort, there are no additional options.
If you choose TransPort.WEB, there are additional options.
Merchant Name,
Merchant Key,
Merchant Site ID

All of these will be assigned to you when you sign up for an account with Cayan.

Credit Card Page

You can leave this set to the default value of transportweb.aspx

Default Entry Mode

Enter your preferred value:
1=Keyed. Use this if you will always type the credit card number, expiry date,
etc.
2=Swiped. Use this if you will usually swipe the credit card but may need to key
in the card details sometimes
3=KeyedSwiped. Use this if you will usually key in the card details but may
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need to swipe the credit card sometimes
Cardholder Name /
Address and Zip

When you key in card details (as opposed to swiping a card), you will be
prompted to enter Cardholder name, Street Address and Zip Code as well as the
card details. Put a tick in the Cardholder Name box if you want EVE to populate
the Cardholder field with the First and Last name of the customer in EVE.
Put a tick in the Address and Zip box if you want EVE to populate the Street
address and Zip code with the address details of the customer in EVE.

If you choose X-Charge there are additional options.
Merchant ID

This will be assigned to you when you sign up for an account with OpenEdge

File Folder

When a credit card transaction is processed, X-Charge saves the results of the
transaction into a file in the folder specified here. Both X-Charge and EVE need
to use the same folder.
The default folder is c:\Program Files\X-Charge\LocalTran

X-Charge Client

You need to specify the location of the X-Charge client program. By default this
is: C:\Program Files\X-Charge\XCharge.exe

User ID

You can choose which user ID to use when communicating with X-Charge. The
default is User1. The value must correspond to a userID defined in X-Charge.

Password

You can choose which password to use for the user specified above when
communicating with X-Charge. The value must correspond to a password
defined in X-Charge.

Timeout

When processing a credit card transaction, EVE will wait for a specified amount
of time before it decides there is a problem in communicating with X-Charge.
Indicate the amount of time you want to wait in seconds before EVE reports an
error. We recommend you set this value high – e.g. to 180 seconds or larger.
Otherwise there is a danger that EVE will timeout and report an error while XCharge continues to process the transaction to completion in the background.

If you choose Genius, there are additional options.
Merchant Name,
Merchant Key,
Merchant Site ID

All of these will be assigned to you when you sign up for an account with Cayan.

Genius Device IP

You can find the IP address of the Genius device as follows:
1/ press the 0 button 3 times on the device.
2/ at the prompt, enter the admin password (supplied to you by Cayan).
The IP Address is shown at the top of the display.

Display Items on
Genius device

4.3.12

Put a tick in the box if you want items added to the shopping basket in EVE to
show on the Genius device so the customer can see the price and item
description.

Labels Options

Use the Labels tab to define how your labels will print. You can print labels in one of 3 ways.
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❖ Using your regular desktop printer: You will need to have Microsoft Word installed and a suitable barcode
font (EVE installs a suitable selection of fonts for you courtesy of IDAutomation.com). You can print multiple
labels on a sheet of Avery (or equivalent) labels.
❖ Using a dedicated Zebra barcode label printer (we recommend Zebra LP2844 or Zebra TLP2844): EVE
communicates directly with the printer firmware so this is a fast option and prints the best quality barcodes.
If you choose this option, make sure you purchase a printer with a USB or Parallel cable. Also make sure you
purchase the model number exactly as indicated above since Zebra also sell models with a Z suffix – those
are not directly supported by EVE. E.g. LP2844 works well with EVE, LP2844-Z works less well (it will still
work but the best quality barcodes will not be printed).
❖ Using a different make of dedicated barcode label printer.

Print Method

Two alternatives are provided for printing labels:
❖ Print labels immediately (recommended if using a dedicated label printer)
❖ Add labels to queue for printing later (recommended if using Microsoft Word
for Windows)
Choose the alternative which best reflects your hardware.

Barcode Prefix
Barcode Suffix

Template File

Barcode numbers need to be printed with a character before and a character
after to indicate to the barcode scanner that all data has been detected –
without them the barcode will not be read successfully by your scanner. You
can specify the character to use – this will typically be the same for the prefix
and the suffix. Usually an asterisk (*) is used for both. If you are using a Zebra
printer, you should leave both entries blank since the printer will handle all
barcode processing for you.
If you are going to use Microsoft Word to print the labels you need to define
which Word document will be used as the template. The default is “Stock Item
Avery5160 Template.doc”. This, as the name suggests, is based on the Avery
5160 template. If you want to use a different label type, please use Microsoft
Word to create a new template.
NOTE: Avery5160.doc uses the IDAutomation.com barcode font to print the
barcode. This is a Code 39 True Type font.

Include Tax In The
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Put a check mark in this box if you want tax to be included in the price that is

Unit Price

shown on the label.

Labels: Label Layout(s)
If you have a Zebra printer that uses the EPL programming language, click on the EPL Label Layout(s) button at
the bottom of the Labels tab on the Options form to view the Zebra Label print layouts. See Section 18.1 for
information about Print Layouts.

4.3.13

Printers Options

Use the Printers tab to assign a default printer to each report type in EVE. You will not usually need to change
information on this tab as EVE automatically assigns a printer to a report type when you first print it (See Section
18.2.Reports). EVE lets you have different printers assigned to different report types so, for example, on the
same PC you could send invoices to the Receipt printer attached to the Serial port and Course Timetables to the
Desktop printer attached to the USB port, etc. EVE remembers which printer you want to use for each report
type and defaults to that printer each time. If you want to change which printer is used for a particular report
type by default, then you would need to use this tab. If the text in the Printer column reads ‘(Default)’ then the
default printer assigned in your Windows Control Panel will be used.
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Report Type

This is read-only and indicates the type of report – for example, Invoice or
Purchase Order, etc

Layout

This is read-only and indicates the report layout. For example you may have 2
layouts for the invoice report type, one that prints condensed receipts to a
small receipt printer, and one that prints extended receipts to a desktop
printer.

Printer

Pick the printer from the pop up list box that you want to use by default for the
report type. All printers that are accessible from the PC are listed – including
those installed on the PC and those shared printers on the network.

4.3.14

Staff Members

Staff Members on
Coolbars

Three alternatives are provided for Cool Bar display (Cool Bars are the vertical
bars that appear on the right hand side on certain data entry forms, for
example, Invoice, Purchase Order, etc.):
❖ Show All
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❖ Only Show Clocked On Staff Members
❖ User Defined
If you want all Staff Members to be displayed in the Employees section of the
Cool Bar, choose Show All. If you want only those Staff Members who are
currently clocked on to EVE to be displayed, choose Only Show Clocked on Staff
Members. Staff Members will be required to clock on in order to be shown on
the Cool Bars.
Alternatively, you can choose User Defined and then right click on the
background of the Cool Bar when the Employees section is active and click Add
to add other Staff Members to the bar.
Staff Desktop

The Staff Desktop is the form that shows information relating to each staff
member – e.g. their tasks, teaching schedule, scheduled contact calls, etc. It
can be loaded at any time by clicking on its icon on the main EVE toolbar. In
addition, you can choose to have it open automatically in certain
circumstances. Choose ‘Show Staff Desktop at First Logon’ if you want it to
show the first time each staff member logs on for the day. Choose ‘Show Staff
Desktop at First Clock On’ if you want it to show the first time a staff member
clocks on for the day.

Log On / Log Off
Options
Log On Using Swipe
Card/Barcode
Reader

You can purchase Staff Member cards from EVE Diving to allow Staff Members to
log on to EVE by swiping their card through a reader. Barcode or magnetic stripe
information on the card holds the login details. Put a check mark in this box if
you want the Login box to default to “swipe” mode rather than “typing” mode
when it is shown.

Staff Members can
Manually Logon

You may want Staff Members to be able to type their username and password in
addition to using their swipe card. Alternatively, you may want to insist that
they always use their swipe card.

Show Log On Form
When ~ Pressed

The Log On form is shown when you first start up EVE. You can also bring up the
Log On form by selecting Switch User from the File menu or by pressing the F7
key. If you also want this form to be displayed when you press the ~ key,
ensure this checkbox is checked. This can be used in conjunction with the
option above – the login information held in the barcode or magnetic stripe on
the Staff Member card may have a ~ prefix informing EVE that a user is logging
on so the Login box is opened automatically when a card is swiped.

Log Off When No
Data Entry Forms
Are Open

When a Staff Member is logged on, it is their privileges that determine what
actions can be performed in EVE. Therefore, if you have a high requirement for
security, you may consider having EVE log Staff Members off after every
transaction.
Check the Log Off When No Data Entry Forms Are Open checkbox if you want
EVE to show the Log On form when no data entry forms are open. This locks
EVE until a valid user logs on again.

Log Off When
Invoice Saved

Check the Log Off When Invoice Saved checkbox if you want EVE to show the
Log On form after each transaction is saved. This locks EVE until a valid user
logs on again.

Log Off After ___
Minutes If No User
Activity

If you want EVE to automatically log the user off after a period of inactivity,
enter in the number of minutes here. The default is 999.
Check this checkbox if you want EVE to show the Log On form after a set period
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of time. This locks EVE until a valid user logs on again.

4.3.15

Start/End of Day

If you always open the store with the same cash float in your cash drawer(s) you can use the ‘Set Default
Opening Cash Drawer Balances’ button to inform EVE of the number of bills of each denomination that will be in
each drawer.
If you are a large store with a large number of Staff Members, you may want to restrict the times that reports
can be run. Reports, by their very nature, may need to access a lot of data and that can slow down EVE. If this
is going to impact the speed of data entry by other Staff Members you can enter a time range in the two boxes to
indicate when reports can be run. The default is 12:00am to 11:59pm – i.e. reports can be run at any time of
day.

4.3.16

Appearance Options

Use the Appearance tab to define the look and feel of EVE.

Form Background
Color

By default, all Data Entry and Search forms, etc. in EVE have a gray
background. Use this option to choose a different color. Click on the button to
the right to choose a color from a popup dialog box or type the value 0 to
return the color to its default gray color.
You may find this a useful option if you intend to use both the live ‘eve’
database and the ‘eveTraining’ database. To avoid confusion as to which
database EVE is currently using, you could choose a different Form Background
Color for each database.

Default User
Interface For New
PCs

Choose which of the User Interface Configurations (See Section 4.4.34.User
Interface Configurations) will be used when a new PC is used to run EVE. If you
want to change the User Interface Configuration used by an existing PC, open
that PC in the Data Module.

Button Colors:

Choose the colors you want to use for the background and foreground of EVE
buttons.

OK Button
Cancel Button
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The Back Color is the background color of the button – i.e. in the screenshot

Other Button

above, the Back Color of the OK Button is green.

New Button

The Fore Color is the color of the text on the button – i.e. in the screenshot
above, the Fore Color of the OK button is yellow.

Find Button
Toolbar Graphic

By default, EVE has a green slate background on its toolbars on the main form.
You can change this by choosing a different bitmap file.

Background Graphic

By default, EVE does not have a graphic in the Button Array area. You may want
to display your store logo there, in which case you can choose the appropriate
graphic file.

Background HTML

Rather than using a graphic as the main background to EVE, you may choose to
use an HTML file instead. The HTML file could contain graphics and links of
your choice.

Coolbar Colors:
Section

Choose the colors you want to use for the background and foreground of those
buttons on Coolbars that act as section headers and those that represent Items
in each section.

Coolbar Colors: Item
New Button Style
Find Button Style
Array Button
Graphic

4.3.17

Buttons can appear in 4 styles: Flat, Popup, Standard and System. Choose
which you prefer from the popup list. Different versions of Windows render
different types differently so you may want to choose a different button type
on different PCs.
By default, buttons in the Button Array have a wavy blue background. You can
choose a different graphic file here or set to ‘[Default]’ to use the default
graphic.

Sound

Play Sounds

Different transactions in EVE have sounds associated with them (for example,
when an invoice is saved, a cash register bell is played). Check this checkbox if
you want to Play Sounds.

Reminders

Check this box if you want EVE to play a sound when the Reminders form is
shown.

Form Locked

Check this box if you want EVE to play a sound when the user attempts to make
a change to a record when the form is locked.

Invoice Saved

Check this box if you want EVE to play a sound when an invoice is saved.

EVE OnLine Sale

Check this box if you want EVE to play a sound when a sale is completed in EVE
OnLine.

EVE Speaks

EVE can talk to you in certain circumstances. Put a check in this box to turn on
this feature.

Reminders

Check this box if you want EVE to speak the name(s) of the staff member(s) for
whom the reminder is shown.

Form Locked

Check this box if you want EVE to tell you when you attempt to make a change
to a record when the form is locked.

Welcome

Check this box if you want EVE to welcome you when she starts
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Goodbye

Check this box if you want EVE to say goodbye when she closes

Item Added to
Shopping Basket

Check this box if you want EVE to read the description of an item when it is
added to the shopping basket

EVE OnLine Sale

Check this box if you want EVE to tell you when an EVE OnLine sale is made.

When a Course is
Sold

Check this box if you want EVE to read your specified text when a course is sold.
The default text is ‘Welcome to the World of Diving’

When an Invoice is
Saved

Check this box if you want EVE to read specified text when an invoice is saved.
The default test is ‘Thank you for shopping with us at <DiveStore>’

4.3.18

Backups

Use the Backups tab to define database backup options.
Perform
Backup
when EVE closes

Check this box if you want EVE to take a backup when EVE closes.

…if not done for _
hours

If you frequently open and close EVE, you may not want a backup to be taken
every time EVE closes. You can specify a number of hours here and EVE will
only start the backup if one has not previously been taken within that number
of hours. The default value is 7 hours.

Backup To

Specify the folder you want the backup created in. Note: when you ask EVE to
perform a backup, EVE passes on the request to SQL Server. SQL Server actually
performs the backup and so the backup file is created in a folder on the SQL
Server computer, NOT the computer you are using.
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4.3.19

Email

There are various ways you can send emails using EVE. In some cases, EVE communicates with Microsoft Outlook
or MailChimp – e.g. if you’re sending marketing emails. In other cases, EVE sends emails directly with no
interaction with Outlook – e.g. if you’re emailing a receipt to a customer. In the latter case, EVE needs to know
some information about your email setup. Outlook users can find this information by clicking Tools then
Accounts then Properties in Outlook.
Outgoing Mail Server
(SMTP)

Specifies your Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server for outgoing
messages. You can get this information from your Internet Service Provider
(ISP) or local area network administrator.

Server Port Number

Specifies the port number you connect to on your outgoing email server. The
port number is usually 25. Use -1 if your account does not require a port to be
defined.

From Address

The address your emails will come from. When the recipient clicks Reply to
your email, this is the address it will be returned to.

Use EVEMail for adhoc emails

Tick this box (recommended) if you want to use EVE’s email client when sending
emails from the Customer form. Leave the box unticked if you want EVE to use
the default email client on your PC.

Send EVEMails as
HTML by default

Emails can be sent as plain text or as HTML.
formatting and images, etc.

Server requires
secure connection
(SSL)

Specifies whether to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security protocol when
connecting to the email server. The administrator or ISP for the server will
indicate if the SSL requirement exists.

Server requires
authentication

Specifies whether a username and password are required for the email account.

SMTP Username

If your email server requires authentication, enter the Username here

SMTP Password

If your email server requires authentication, enter the Password here

HTML format lets you insert
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Newsletter From
Newsletter Reply
Address

Ticketing

If you use the NM Newsletter functionality (i.e. the ability to send Newsletters
and other pre-defined emails) enter here the email address the emails will be
From and Reply Address. Please confirm with EVE Diving what these should be
set to since EVE Diving will automatically handle any bounced (i.e.
undeliverable) emails and will also automatically handle customers unsubscribe
requests – provided the correct mailbox is specified.
If you use Microsoft Outlook you can manage emails sent to your store using
EVE. Emails will appear in EVE and will be automatically linked to the
appropriate customer record (provided they were sent from an email address
that is on an existing customer record in EVE). You can reply to emails straight
from EVE and use EVE reports to see which emails have been replied to, who
replied and what the reply was.
Contact EVE Diving for more information.

4.3.20

Text Messaging

If you choose the Skype option, you can send personalized text messages to your customers in bulk. To do this,
select multiple customers on the Customer Search form or Customer Search Wizard, right click on the selected
area and click Text Message. In the popup box, type your message and include [FirstName] in the text. EVE will
replace this with the first name of each customer.
In EVE, click on the yellow question mark symbol to get a description of each field on the form.

4.4 Defining Static Data
The next task to perform is to define your static data – this is the data that will appear in pop up list boxes
throughout the application.
Static data needs to be set up once when you install EVE and will then remain largely untouched.
To define your static data, load the Data Module if you have not already done so. A list of all data types
available will be shown in the Button Array. Click New from any data type to add a new data element. Click
Find to search for an existing data element.
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When you click New, a form will appear allowing you to create new information.
Some static data has been pre-loaded into the database. Other static data that is specific to your store will
need to be added. To review the static data that has already been loaded into EVE, select a data type and click
the Find button. A Search box will load. Click the Search button and all preloaded information will be listed in
the Search results.
Four fields are shown on most of the static data records. These fields are described below and not repeated in
each section.
ID

This is a system-generated number created by EVE when a new record is saved.
It remains unaltered for the lifetime of the record and uniquely identifies the
record.

Unavailable?

This is used to mark records so that they will no longer appear in pop up list
boxes elsewhere in EVE. It acts as a ‘logical deletion’. You may want to set
this value if, for instance, an instructor leaves your store. You should not
physically delete the instructor from the database as then all certification
records on which (s)he was the instructor would lose their instructor reference.
When the instructor is made Unavailable, all customer certifications remain
unchanged but the instructor’s name will no longer appear in the pop up list box
to add to new certifications.

Created

This is maintained by EVE and is not editable. It indicates the date and time
that the record was originally created.

Last Updated

This is maintained by EVE and is not editable. It indicates the date and time
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that the record was last updated.

4.4.1 Boats
You will use the Boats section to enter information about any boats on which you book day trips or charters (See
Section 10.2.1.Creating a New Day Trip/Charter). You may choose to enter boats that belong to your operation
or to enter information on all boats (even those owned by third parties) on which you book trips.

General

Boat Name

Enter the Boat Name.

Prefix

The Prefix is a quick reference code which you can use when Setting Trip
Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips Options) to auto-generate a trip number.

Min Number

Enter the minimum number of customers that the boat will go out with. When
creating trips/charters you may only want to go ahead with a particular trip if
the minimum number of passengers has been reached. The minimum number
you set here will automatically default for any day trip using this boat (See
Section 10.2.1.Creating a New Day Trip/Charter).

Max Number

Enter the maximum number of customers as a number. The Maximum Number
should reflect the total number of passengers (divers and non-divers) including
any staff that you wish to assign to the boat.
EVE will use the Max Number as the default maximum number of customers
allowed on a trip/charter when you are Creating a New Day Trip / Charter (See
Section 10.2.1.Creating a New Day Trip/Charter).

Call Sign

Enter the Call Sign for the boat.

Notes

Enter any Notes that are specific to the boat.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the boat. These colors will be used in the
Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities associated
with this boat. This is useful so you can quickly see in the Calendar, which
trips/charters relate to which boat.

URL

If you have a webpage with information about your boat you can enter the
appropriate URL. In the Calendar, you can export information to HTML so you
can show the trip timetable on your website. If you have specified a URL for
the boat, EVE will automatically create a link in the HTML file to the boat’s
page so web users can see information about the boat by clicking on a link.
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Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Boat. E.g. if store 1 can sell places on the boat but store 2 cannot, put
a check mark next to store 1 but not store 2. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option
when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise
only active Store for this PC is selected.

Seating Configuration
Use the Seating Configuration tab to provide a graphical representation of the seating on the boat. This will be
used when you’re using the Seating Planner to assign customers to seats on the boat.

Boat Graphic: Enter the location of a graphics file that contains a graphical representation of the boat seating
plan.
EVE will add the same number of pale blue boxes to the layout shown on the Seating Configuration page as you
have defined for the Max Number of places on the General tab. In the graphic above, Max Number is defined as
23 so EVE added boxes marked Seat #1, Seat #2, … Seat #23 to the layout. You can use your mouse to reposition
the boxes so they align correctly with your layout graphic. When you use the Seating Planner, EVE will show the
same representation of the boat so you can drag-drop customers onto the appropriate seat.
Boat Icon: Enter the location of a small graphics file that will be displayed on the boat in the Event Planner so
you can quickly distinguish one boat from another on the Planner.
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4.4.2 Certifying Agencies
General
Use this data type to maintain Certifying Agencies. EVE has one pre-defined item: PADI. You will use Certifying
Agencies when creating new Course Types (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types). If you run PADI swim lessons you
could add a Certifying Agency called e.g. PADI Swimming to help distinguish between diving and swimming
courses.

Cert Agency

Enter the name of the Certifying Agency.

Contact

Enter your primary Contact person at the agency – for example, the Regional
Manager.

Add Line 1

Enter the full Address details for the certification agency.

Add Line 2
Add Line 3
Add Line 4
Post Code
Country
Contact Details
Telephone
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Enter the full Contact Details for the certification agency.

Fax
Email
Web

Stores
Check those Stores that have access to this certifying agency. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All
Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.3 Clubs
If you run Clubs at your dive center, enter details here. You use clubs to track your customer participation in
one or more dive clubs (See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club Memberships).

General

Club Name

Enter the name of the club.

Next M/Ship #

Enter the next membership number for club members. This field will be used to
automatically generate membership numbers as club members are assigned. It
will update as new membership numbers are assigned.

Notes

Enter any comments that are relevant about the club

EVE OnLine Club

If you use the companion product to EVE, called EVE OnLine (EVE OnLine lets
you sell your products, courses and trips on-line) you can make the Club
available to EVE OnLine so that your customers can log in to the Club section
and view information about their course and trip enrollments, their equipment
and purchases.

Stores
Check those Stores that have access to this club. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option
when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise
only the active Store for this PC is selected.
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Members

The Members tab lists all customers who have been identified as members of this specific dive club. You can use
this page after members have been assigned to email all club members details of the next club night or to print
membership cards, etc. You can add Club Members in the Customers Module (See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club
Memberships) or by Selling Club Memberships (See Section 6.1.11.Selling Club Memberships) or by clicking the
Add… button.

4.4.4 Club Membership Types
If you run a club you may have different Club Membership Types (for example, Gold, Silver, Bronze, etc). Enter
the different types here. You will assign club members a specific membership type in the Customers Module
(See Section 7.2.2.Adding Club Memberships).

General

Membership Type

Enter a description of the Membership Type.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this membership type. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All
Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.5 Companies
You may wish to track the Companies that your customers work for (See Section 7.2.1.Adding General Customer
Details). This is particularly useful if you want to access your customer base to market to specific organizations.
You can identify which customers work for the company and ask for their assistance in marketing efforts. Please
note: this data element should not be used to track your organization’s companies (See Section 4.4.7.Cost
Centers) and should not be confused with Suppliers which represent those companies you purchase goods from.
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General

Company Name

Enter the full Company Name.

Add Line 1

Enter the full Address details for the company.

Add Line 2
Add Line 3
Add Line 4
Post Code
Country
Contact

Enter the name of the primary contact at the company

Telephone

Enter the Contact Details for the company.

Email
Web

4.4.6 Contact Methods
Enter standard Contact Methods that are used by you to contact customers. You use contact methods to
schedule and track customer calls (See Section 7.2.13.Scheduling Contact Calls). EVE comes preloaded with
several Contact Methods.
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Contact Method

Enter a description of the Contact Method.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the data element. These colors will be used in
the Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities associated
with this contact method. E.g. you could configure the calendar so all
scheduled contact calls appear in red while scheduled mailings appear in blue,
etc.

4.4.7 Cost Centers
Some dive centers run their business using more than one company or ‘cost center’. For instance, they may
have one company to handle shop sales and another to handle training or they may treat each store location as a
separate company. EVE supports this using Cost Centers. Set up one cost center for each company. Each can
have its own sales tax registration number.
When you set up your Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types) you must assign each to one or more cost
centers. When an invoice is created in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items), all Stock Items
added must belong to the same cost center.
If you have e.g. 2 stores that are in different States or Countries and are therefore subject to different sales
taxes, you will use a Cost Center for each. Associate the appropriate Tax Band with each Cost Center on each
Stock Type form.

General

Cost Center

Enter the name of the Cost Center (company).

Company #

Enter the Company #. This may be printed on invoices and purchases orders.
The number is that assigned when you first set up the company – it is not
applicable to some regions.

Tax Reg #

Enter the Sales Tax Registration #. This may be printed on invoices and Purchase
Orders.

Slogan

Enter a company Slogan you want to appear on invoices. This can be any text
you choose – for example, “Dive Safely” or “As Seen on TV”, etc.

QuickBooks File

If you export data to QuickBooks (See Section 19.QuickBooks), you need to
inform EVE which QuickBooks file will receive data relating to this cost center.
You may have different QuickBooks company files for each company.

Stores
If you have multiple stores defined and/or multiple cost centers you must indicate which cost center(s) are used
at which store. The same cost center can be used at more than one store, and the same store can have more
than one cost center.
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Check the Stores that have access to this cost center. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only the active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.8 Course Types
Define the Course Types taught at your center. EVE comes pre-installed with PADI courses. You may want to
add your own distinctive specialties or any courses you teach outside of the PADI system. Course Types are used
to categorize or group individual courses together (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

General

Course Type

Enter the Course Type, e.g. Open Water or Advanced Open Water, etc.

Prefix

Enter a Prefix to use in the course number (for example, OW for Open Water,
AOW for advanced Open Water, etc). The Prefix can be used to auto generate
a course number when setting up individual courses (See Section
9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Min. Number

Enter the minimum number of customers that are required before you will run
a course of this type.
Min Number defaults to this number when you are Creating a New Course (See
Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Max. Number

Enter the maximum number of customers that can be registered on a course.
EVE will issue a warning message if you try to enroll too many customers in a
course.
Max Number defaults when you are Creating a New Course (See Section
9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Certifying Agency

Pick the Certifying Agency. You could have one for PADI diving and one for
PADI Swimming.

Prerequisite Course

If customers must complete another course before being allowed to attend
courses of this type, pick the Prerequisite Course from the pop up list box.
When a customer has completed a course, you can then configure EVE to add
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interest in follow-on courses to customers completing the prerequisite.
Default Instructor

If you consistently use a specific instructor to run a particular course, enter
that instructor here.
When you are Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New
Course), this instructor will automatically be defaulted.

Video

If you have training videos in a compatible format (AVI or mpeg) that you want
to show to customers to tempt them onto a course, enter the filename here.
You can play the Video at a later date using the Play Video option in the
Courses Module or Sales module.

Certification
Priority

Put a number in this box if you want the course type to be included in those
that indicate a customer’s certification level once qualified. For instance,
Open Water has a certification priority but Drift diver does not. If a customer
has more than one certification, that with the highest Certification Priority
will be indicated in yellow in the Certifications section of the Customer form
(See Section 7.2.5.Adding Certifications).
The following course types have a Certification Priority pre-defined:
❖ DSD - DSD Course
❖ Open Water Diver
❖ Advanced Diver
❖ Rescue Diver
❖ Divemaster
❖ Instructor
❖ IDC Staff Instructor
❖ Course Director

Uploadable To PIC?

Whether certifications of this course type can be uploaded to PADI using OnLine PICs (See Section 9.2.4.PIC).

PIC Key

The PIC Key is required by PADI to process certifications using PIC Online. You
will not usually need to change this value. EVE comes preloaded with the PIC
Keys for PADI courses. If PADI introduce a new Course Type, you can click the
Search PADI for PIC Keys button to find the PIC Key to use.

PIC Type

The PIC Type indicates which ‘type’ each course type falls into. There are
currently 3 PIC Types – Standard, EFR and DSD. Different types have different
requirements for PIC Online – e.g. when uploading OW courses, a student
image is required but when uploading DSDs it is not. The PIC Type informs EVE
what information to check is in place before allowing a certification to be
uploaded. And it informs EVE which Temporary Card layout to use when
printing.

PIC Card

Choose the default PIC Card that the student will receive when they’re
certified. Currently there are 2 card types available – Standard and EFR.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the Course Type. These colors will be used in
the Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities
associated with this course type. E.g. you could show all Open Water courses
in red and all Advanced courses in blue.

URL

If you have a webpage with information about this course type, enter the
appropriate URL. In the Calendar, you can export information to HTML so you
can show the course timetable on your website. If you have specified a URL
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for the course type, EVE will automatically create a link in the HTML file to
the course type’s page so web users can see information about the course by
clicking on a link.

Details

Tabs

When you create a new course or open an existing course that has this Course
Type, the tabs shown on the Course form will be those that you have ticked in
this section.

Show Course Dates

Put a tick in this box if you want to be able to define a Start and End date on
courses of this type.

Show Swim Options

Put a tick in this box if you want swim options – i.e. Location and Term - to
appear on courses of this type.

Learning Guide?

Check the checkbox if you have purchased the lesson guide that relates to the
course type. This will make the course type visible in the Lesson Guides
Module so you can launch the lesson guide from EVE (See Section 16.Lesson
Guides).

Folder

Specify the default Folder where the lesson guide files are located.
lesson guide gets installed into a different folder.

Each

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this course type – e.g. you may teach Rescue courses at store 1 but not at
store 2. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See
Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise only the active Store for this PC is
selected.

Module Types
Course Module Types are the individual components of a course. For example, the modules of an Open Water
course may be Induction, Knowledge Development 1, Knowledge Development 2, Confined Water 1, Confined
Water 2, Open Water 1, Open Water 2, etc. These modules are the individual components of this course and will
be used for scheduling when Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).
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Module Name

Enter a Description of the module.

Display Order

Course modules usually take place in a set order, for example, Open Water
Knowledge Development 1 occurs before Knowledge Development 2. Use the
Display Order to set the order. Assign a unique number to each module in
ascending order.
The Display Order will be used to display modules when Creating a New Course
(See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Equipment
Required

Check the box if equipment is required for the course module (for example,
equipment is probably not required for a Knowledge Development module, but
is required for an Open Water module).

Auto Add To New
Course

If the Auto Add to New Course checkbox is checked, the module will be
automatically added to the assigned list when Creating a New Course (See
Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Default Duration
(Min)

Use the Default Duration (Mins) to set a module end time (equal to the module
start time plus the duration) when Creating a New Course (See Section
9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Default # of Days
after Start Date

If you enter a positive value into this box, the start date of the module will be
defaulted to that number of days after the courses’ Start Date when you’re
creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).
Leave it blank if you don’t want EVE to default the module date for you.

Default Start Time

The Default Start Time will be defaulted in the module start time when
Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

Default Location

The Default Location will be defaulted in the module location when Creating a
New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course). Leave blank if the
module does not take place at any fixed location.

Documents
Enter any Documents (See Section 4.4.14.Documents) which you want to print/email each time a customer
enrolls in a course of this type. For instance, you could link an equipment-sizing sheet to the Open Water course
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type. Later, when you are using the Courses Module to set up a new course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New
Course) or are selling a place on a course, you can print copies of each document.

To add items from the allocated document list, click the Add button and select the document. To remove
items, highlight the document and click the Remove button. Assigned documents may be viewed and printed
from the Courses module when a course of this type is on display. The documents assigned may be in any
document format you like – for example, Microsoft Word, PDF, JPEG, etc. You may include Release documents
here or a document giving directions to the local dive site, etc.

4.4.9 Currencies
Enter the Currencies your organization uses for sales or purchasing. You will be able to convert Currencies using
the Currency Calculator. Additionally, you can show the price in different currencies on receipts. Most locations
will not need to create any new currencies since there is one Default currency built into EVE. When the Default
currency is used, EVE will show the currency symbol on printed receipts and in EVE itself that is defined in the
Regional Settings of your Windows Control Panel.
Only enter new currencies if your store deals with multiple currencies such as Francs and Euros.

Currency

Enter the name of the Currency.

Exchange Rate

Enter the current exchange rate

4.4.10

Customer Types

You will create Customer Types for each customer group that you want to search on, provide a regular discount
to, or assign to a course or trip role, etc. For example, you may provide a standard discount on equipment
purchases to your store staff or you may give club members a 5% discount on trips. Customer Types are used to
identify discount eligibility in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and to identify course
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roles in the Courses Module (See Section 9.1.2.Adding Additional Course Data) and trip roles in the Trips Module
(See Section 10.1.2.Adding Additional Trip Data or Section 10.2.2.Adding Additional Day Trip/Charter Data).

General

Customer Type

The name of the Customer Type.

Allow Discounts?

Check this checkbox if this type of customer is eligible for regular discounts or
special pricing. If this checkbox is checked, EVE will display the customer type
on the Prices tab of the Stock Item form so you can e.g. type a special price for
customers of that type when they buy the particular stock item.

Can be assigned to
customers

If this checkbox is checked, EVE will display the customer type in the list at the
bottom right of the Customer form so you can assign it to customers (e.g. you
can mark the customer as being a club member).

Employee?

Check this box if this is a role potentially held by an Employee (See Section
4.4.15.Employees). When this box is selected, the Course Role and Trip Role
options will be available.

Course Role?

Check this checkbox if this type of employee will have a role on courses.

Trip Role?

Check this checkbox if this type of employee will have a role on trips.

Invoice Text

Information in that box will be printed on receipts if the invoice’s customer has
that customer type. A text box must be visible on the Receipt print layout
called ‘CustTypeNotes’

4.4.11

Discounts

Discounts may be applied for different Customer Types. For example, you may choose to offer all club members
a 5% discount on equipment purchases or you may sell PADI material to your instructional staff at member
pricing but to your general customers at MSRP (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items). You can use this section
to define discounts by stock type.
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Stock Type

Add a Stock Type by clicking the Add button and checking the appropriate Stock
Type(s) in the pop up list box.

You may select single or multiple stock types. Use the Select All button and
Deselect All button to quickly select/deselect items.
Pick a Cost Center and a Discount Band from the pick list and click Apply.
To remove a Stock Type, highlight it in the customer type box and click the
Remove button.
When an item of the Stock Type is added to the shopping basket in the Sales
Module for a customer who is defined as being eligible for a discount for that
Stock Type, EVE automatically applies the appropriate discount. You can
override the discount if you wish.
Discount Band

Select the Discount Band to apply to the selected Stock Types.
This Discount Band will be used when Selling Stock Items (See Section
6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) to a customer of this type.

4.4.12

Denominations

At the start and end of the day, you may count the cash drawer and enter the information into the Till
Reconciliation Report. To do this, you need to have defined the Denominations that are appropriate for your
country (for example, in the US there are one, five, ten and twenty dollar bills. In the UK there are one pound
coins and five and ten pound notes, etc). You need to enter a description and a value.
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General

Description

Enter the Description of the denomination.

Value

Enter the Value of the denomination.

Display Order

Enter the Display Order in which the denomination should display on the Till
Reconciliation and other reports.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this denomination. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.13

Destinations

If you organize diving vacations, the Destinations you visit can be defined here. You will use Destinations to
capture information about any destination to which you book day trips or charters (See Section 10.2.1.Creating a
New Day Trip/Charter) or longer vacation trips (See Section 10.1.1.Creating a New Vacation Trip).

General

Destination

Enter the name of the Destination.

Prefix

The Prefix is a quick reference code which you can use when Setting Trip
Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips Options) to auto generate a trip number.

Video

Enter the filename if you have Video footage of the vacation destination in
compatible format (AVI or mpeg). You can play this to potential customers in
the Trips and Sales modules.

Min Number

Enter the minimum number of customers that you require before you will book a
trip to this destination. When creating trips/charters you may only want to go
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ahead with a particular trip if the minimum number of passengers has been
reached. The minimum number you set here will automatically default for any
vacation trip using this destination (See Section 4.4.13.Destinations)
Max Number

The maximum number of places available on trips to this destination. This is
used as the default when new vacation trips are added to the destination (See
Section 4.4.13.Destinations) but you can override the figure for individual trips.
EVE will prompt you if you try to exceed the maximum number of customers on
a trip.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the Destination. These colors will be used in
the Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities associated
with this destination. This is useful so you can quickly see in the Calendar,
which trips/charters relate to which destination. E.g. all trips to Aruba could
be displayed in red, while those to Cozumel could be displayed in blue.

URL

If you have a webpage with information about your destination, note the
appropriate URL. In the Calendar, you can export information to HTML so you
can show the trip timetable on your website. If you have specified a URL for
the destination, EVE will automatically create a link in the HTML file to the
destination’s page so web users can see information about it by clicking on a
link.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this destination. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

Documents
Enter any Documents that you want to print or email each time a customer reserves a place on a trip to this
destination. For instance, you could link an orientation sheet and map to a specific location as well as release
forms. Later, when you are using the Trips Module to sign up a customer to a trip, you can print copies of each
document.

To add items from the allocated document list, click the Add button and select the document. To remove
items, highlight the document and click the Remove button. Documents can be in any format you choose, for
example, Microsoft Word, PDF, JPEG, etc

4.4.14

Documents

Documents can be identified in EVE and then linked to other records (for example, Course Types, Destinations or
Stock Items, etc). Once linked, you can view or print Documents when you are working with those records. For
instance, if you are setting up an Open Water course you could print copies of a standard disclaimer.
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General

Description

Enter a Description of the document

Filename

Enter the fully pathed Filename – i.e. filename and folder. It is advisable to
store all documents in the standard EVE folder c:\Program Files\Integrated
Scuba Systems\Program\Docs. If you do this, EVE will replace the full path with
a template name, for example, <DocDir>Release.pdf. If you want to share
documents between multiple PCs on your network, you can tell EVE on each PC
where is the location of <DocDir>. For example, on one PC <DocDir> may be
C:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\Program\Docs whilst on a different
PC it may be H:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\Program\Docs. You can
change the <DocDir> location by clicking Tools then EVE Folders (See Section
23.2.EVE Folders) on each PC.

Show in EVE?

Check this box if the document should be available in EVE

Show
OnLine?

in

Mandatory
OnLine?

in

EVE

Check this box if the document should be available in EVE OnLine

EVE

Check this box if the document should be mandatory in EVE OnLine. You may
require the customer to read and agree to certain documents (e.g. waivers, etc)
when signing up for a course or trip in EVE OnLine. These documents should be
marked as ‘Mandatory in EVE OnLine’.

Links

Links shows the static data that you have linked this document to. For example, if you have linked a release
document to the Advanced Open Water Diver course type, it will show here.
You make these links in the individual data elements – for example, on the Course Type form, Destination form,
Boat form, Stock Item form, etc. To review the links, highlight a document and click the Open button.
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4.4.15

Employees

When setting up EVE, one of your first tasks should be to create and define details of the employees at your
store along with their passwords and user privileges for those people that are authorized to use EVE. You can
create records for all employees here even if they will not use EVE – for example, instructors, divemasters,
service technicians, etc. Since employees are likely to be customers as well, much of the information located in
Employees is the same as that in the Customers Module (See Section 7.Customers). This section describes just
enough for you to create users and set their access privileges.

General

First Name

Enter the employee’s First Name

Middle Initial

Enter the employee’s Middle Initial if there is one

Last Name

Enter the employee’s Last Name

Customer Type

Put a check next to the ‘Employee’ item in the Customer Type list at the
bottom right. This will make 3 items become active in the list at the bottom
left – i.e. Employee, Teachable Course Types and Module Costs.

All other fields on this tab are described in the Customers Module. Described below are those details that are
specific to employees (rather than regular customers).
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Employee

User?

Put a check mark in the User? box if the employee is a User of EVE.

User ID

Enter a User ID for the individual. You may want to use the name of the
employee or their initials.

Password

If you want to secure the program from unauthorized use, type a Password for
the user. You will notice that the text you type is not shown. Instead,
asterisks (*) appear in the field so that onlookers cannot learn the password.
You may want to type a default password and then ask users to change this to
their own password when they first use EVE. If you do not want to set a
password, clear the asterisks.

UI

Some employees may prefer to use a different User Interface than others.
E.g. you may want a temporary worker that only occasionally works as a sales
clerk to use the Simple Data Entry user interface while more experienced staff
to use the Advanced Data Entry user interface. You may prefer the
Administrator user interface. Choose a UI here if you want that user interface
to be used when the employee logs in. Leave the entry blank if you don’t
want the user interface to change when the employee logs in.

Instructor?

Put a check mark in the Instructor? Box if the employee is an instructor. If the
Only Employees Allowed to Teach the Course Type can be Added checkbox is
checked in Setting Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses Options), then
all employees who have been identified as an instructor here will be displayed
when Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).
You will only be able to add Teachable Course Types (on the next tab) to
employees who have been identified as an instructor.
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Instructor #

If the employee is an instructor, enter their Instructor # here. This number
will be used when processing On-Line PICs (See Section 9.2.4.PIC).

Technician?

Put a check mark in the Technician? Box if this employee is a technician. Only
those employees who are identified as technicians will be assignable to work
on service records (See Section 12.1.Service Booking).

Technician #

If you assign ID numbers to your technicians, enter it here.

Stores

Check the Stores at which this is a valid employee. The employee will only be
able to log on at a store if they are marked as being valid at that store.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the employee. These colors will be used in
the Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities
associated with this employee. E.g. items relating to Peter Smith in the
calendar may appear in red, whilst those relating to Amanda Green may
appear in blue.

Bio URL

If you keep a biography of your employees on the web, you can link to it here.
In the Calendar, you can export information to HTML so you can show the
course and trip timetable on your website. If you have specified a URL for the
employee, EVE will automatically create a link in the HTML file to the
employee’s page so web users can see information about them by clicking on a
link.

Commission Rate

The commission that you pay to your staff members is calculated by one of the
following formulas:
❖ Net Price * Employee Commission Rate * Stock Item Commission Rate
❖ Net Profit * Employee Commission Rate * Stock Item Commission Rate
Values using both formulae are displayed in the commission report in the Sales
Module – you choose which one to use.
Each employee can be on a different commission rate. Enter the Employee
commission rate here.

Agent Commission
Rate

On the Details page of the Customer form, there is an entry for the Account
Manager. There you could choose e.g. a particular staff member that is
responsible for the customer or the name of a Travel Agency if they were
referred by that Agency. Later, you may want to calculate commission due to
the Account Manager based on sales to their customers. The commission will
be charged at the rate entered into the Agent Commission rate box.

Privileges
The bottom half of the form lists the security access the employee has to EVE. In this section you will identify
what privileges the employee has and therefore, what data they can add, change or delete from EVE.
Put a checkmark against those privileges you want to assign and click Save (See Section 21.1.User Privileges).
You can quickly assign privileges to users by clicking the Select All button or Deselect All button. You can also
duplicate privileges by using:
Copy Privs To Other
User(s)

When you click this button, a list of EVE users is shown and you can put a
check mark against those you want to copy the current set of privileges to. In
this way, you can set up one user’s privileges first and then copy them to all
other users who need the same access level.

Copy Privs From
User

When you click this button, EVE lets you pick an Employee that already has
privileges defined so you can copy their privileges to the current employee.
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Teachable Course Types
Use the Teachable Course Types form to identify which courses an employee is allowed to teach. A Customer
Type must be selected on the General tab that is marked as being a Course Role (see section 4.4.10) for this
page to be accessible.
If the Only Employees Allowed to Teach the Course Type can be Added checkbox is checked in Setting Course
Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses Options), only those employees authorized to teach this specific course on
this form will be listed when Creating a New Course (See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course).

You can quickly define and copy this information to another instructor using the Select All, Deselect All and
Copy to Other Employee(s) buttons.

Module Costs
You can configure EVE to calculate the amount you pay each instructor for teaching a module on a course.
Before doing this you need to enter data into this section to define how those amounts will be calculated. For
each module type and instructor you can define two figures:
❖ Base Cost (Pre Tax): the amount the instructor will get just for teaching the module.
❖ Additional Cost per Customer: an additional amount the instructor will get for each customer that attends
the module
If you just pay instructors for running course modules (irrespective of how many customers attend) enter a
positive figure for the Base Cost and zero for the Additional Cost Per Customer. Alternatively, if you pay
instructors based solely on the number of customers attending, enter zero for the Base Cost and a positive figure
for the Additional Cost Per Customer. Enter a positive figure for both values if you do a bit of both.
The specific module rates you define here will be defaulted when Creating a New Course (See Section
9.1.1.Creating a New Course).
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Module

Pick this from the pop up list box that appears when you click on the grid
column. The list only holds Modules applicable to the course type selected

Base Cost (Pre Tax)

Enter the amount (pre tax) you will pay the instructor for teaching the
module.

Additional Cost Per
Student

Enter the additional amount you will pay the instructor for each customer that
attends the module.

Once you have defined values for the first instructor, you can copy those values to other instructors if you pay
them the same amount. To do this, click on the Copy to Other Employee(s) button.
A list of instructors is shown. Put a checkmark against those to whom you want to copy the costs and click OK.
All costs are copied, not just those for the course type selected. If one of the destination instructors already has
values set, these are overwritten with the new values.

4.4.16

Equipment Items

Use this section to enter details of each rental Equipment Item. You will use equipment in the Rental Module.
You can also enter details of customer equipment here, although you will usually do that in the Servicing
module.
If the Owner is identified as .Rental Equipment., the item will be made available for rent in the Rentals module.
All items are serviceable (i.e. available to be added to a Service Booking) regardless of whether the Owner is
.Rental Equipment. or a customer.
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General

Stock Type

Choose the Stock Type of the piece of equipment from the pop up list box – e.g.
BCD, Regulator, etc. If the Owner is .Rental Equipment., only types marked as
For Rent in Stock Types are shown in the list (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types). If
the Owner is a customer, only types marked as For Service in Stock Types are
shown in the list. Sometimes there will be occasions when you want to create a
serviceable item for a type that is not usually serviceable – e.g. a customer may
bring in a snorkel with a broken mouthpiece. In cases like this, put a checkmark
in the box just above the Stock Type button before clicking the Stock Type
button. In this case, all Stock Types will be shown – not just those that are
marked For Service.

Manufacturer

Choose the Manufacturer of the equipment item from the pop up list box.

Description

You will probably want to give a description for some items of rental equipment
(for example, a particular computer, or regulator, etc.) while not others (for
example, snorkels, weights, etc.).
Enter text to identify the item, if
appropriate.

Ref #

If the item has a unique Reference Number you can enter the number here. You
may find the most efficient way to create rental bookings is to assign a unique
reference number to each item. E.g. BCDs may be numbered BC1, BC2, BC3,
etc. Regulators may be numbered R1, R2, R3, etc. You can attach the
reference number to each item and then quickly type the appropriate number
when creating the rental booking to assign it to the booking.

Bar Code #

If the item has a Barcode Number you can quickly book it out in the equipment
module. Enter the barcode number here.

Serial #

Enter the item’s Serial Number, if applicable

Primary Color

If applicable, choose the Primary Color from the pop up list box.

Secondary Color

If applicable, choose the Secondary Color from the pop up list box.

Size

If applicable, choose the Size from the pop up list box. Only sizes appropriate
to the stock type identified above will be listed. Where possible you should
enter the size since you can set up a rental profile for regular customers and
quickly show items that match their profile based on the size.
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Owner

If you create a new Equipment Item in the Servicing module, the Owner will be
defaulted to the name of the customer on the Service Booking. If you create a
new Equipment Item elsewhere, the Owner will be defaulted to .Rental
Equipment.

Date Manufactured

If applicable, enter the date the equipment item was manufactured.

Date Purchased

If applicable, enter the date the equipment item was purchased by the store.

Date Sold

When you sell Rental Equipment, you can enter the date the equipment was
sold.

Next Service

The date the equipment item next needs to be serviced. If you perform a
service on an item, when the work is completed, the Next Service date will be
set automatically based on the service period you set in Stock Types (See
Section 5.1.6.Stock Types).

Net Worth

The resale value (before tax) of the item.

Bypass
Double
Booking Check?

Use the Bypass Double Booking Check to identify whether or not you want EVE
to examine this item’s booked status when determining if it is available for rent
in the Rental Module (See Section 11.1.1.Adding Gear to the Dive Bag). This is
particularly useful if your dive centre books generic equipment for a customer
and does not worry about the specific piece booked until the customer picks it
up.
For example, when a customer calls up to make a rental booking, you may want
EVE to check specific availability of wetsuits by size on the dates the customer
is making the booking. You would leave this checkbox, unchecked. However,
for the weight belt, you may want to bypass the double booking check as you
can book any weight belt for the customer and then build a customer belt when
they show up. In this case, you would check the Bypass Double Booking Check
for weights.

You can click the Options button at the bottom left of the form and then Create Stock item to quickly create a
stock item for a piece of rental gear that is for sale. This is useful, for example, if you regularly sell off your
rental gear in order to make way for new makes and models (See Section 6.1.7.Selling Rental Equipment). You
will create a stock item using the steps described in Stock Items. EVE will automatically use the Stock Type you
defined when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options).
You can click the Send to New Service Booking button to create a new work order and automatically add the
item to it.

Stores
Check the Stores at which this item of equipment can be booked. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against
All Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be
selected. Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.
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History

This page will automatically populate over time as the piece of equipment is rented to customers or booked for
service. You can view either rental equipment or customer equipment history.

Package Items
If certain Equipment Items are always booked together, you can group them together into a package. You can
choose whether, when the package is added to the rental booking in the Rentals Module,
1/ the package is expanded and the constituent parts are added to the rental booking as well, or
2/ just the main item is added to the booking

Equipment Item is a
Package

If you have checked the Equipment Item is a Package? Checkbox, you will be
able to click the Add button or Remove button to package items together.

Add Package Items
to new Rental
Bookings

If the box is checked, all the constituent part of the package will be added to
rental bookings when the main item is added. This is useful when you’re
wanting to rent e.g. Wet Suit, Cylinder, Regulator, BCD, Mask, Fins, Snorkel – all
together. If the box is unchecked, none of the constituent parts of the package
will be added to the booking. This is useful for e.g. a Regulator + Octopus +
Gauge combination. You may want to service each item individually but rent it
as one item.
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Rental Prices
Use this to set Rental Prices for the individual piece of rental equipment. You can also set Rental Prices in Stock
Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types), and that is more effective if all of one type of equipment is rented at the
same rate. For example, if you rent all BCDs for $15 per day – set the Rental Prices at the Stock Type level.
However, if you rent BCD#1 for $15 per day and BCD#2 for $12 per day, you would set the Rental Prices here at
the equipment level. If a price is set both for the BCD’s stock type and for an individual BCD, the individual rate
will override the stock type rate.

Days

Enter the period of time in Days that the rental price covers.

Price

Enter the price for the number of days indicated above.

Late Return Penalty

If you want to charge a Late Return Penalty for those rentals that extend past
the rental period, enter the penalty here. Rentals that are returned within
the Grace Period you identified when Setting Rental Options (See Section
4.3.7.Rentals Options), will have the Late Return Penalty forgiven.

Rental Price Wizard

Click this to show the form below. It lets you quickly create rental prices to
fill the grid above provided you base your prices on a simple sliding scale. In
the example below it will generate a price of $4 for a rental lasting one day
and then apply a 50% discount for each following day. i.e. price for 2 days is:
4 + 4*50/10 = $6, etc.
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If the item of equipment is a Cylinder (or more specifically – if the item’s Stock Type has a tick in the ‘Show
Cylinder Info’ box), another tab will be visible called ‘Cylinder Specific Information’

Here, you can enter information that relates specifically to cylinders. All entries are optional.

4.4.17

Enquiry Sources

Define the means by which new customers can learn of your store. This may be, for example, by looking in the
yellow pages or seeing an advert in the local paper. In the Customers Module (See Section 7.1-New Customer)
you can indicate the source of a customer’s interest and then perform searches to see which source generates
most interest. EVE comes pre-installed with several records.
If you find that more people are becoming your customers as a result of an advert you ran in the local paper than
as a result of the yellow pages entry, you may want to consider paying for a larger entry in yellow pages.
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General

Enquiry Source

Description of the Enquiry Source

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this enquiry source. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.18

Enrolment States

Customers will enroll in both courses (See Section 9.2.1.Enrolling Customers) and trips (See Section
10.4.Customer Registration). You can set the Enrollment States for each customer on each course or trip. EVE
come pre-configured with several alternatives, e.g. Enrolled, Provisional, Waiting List, etc.

General

Enrolment Status

Enter the description of the Enrollment Status.

Applies To Courses?

If you want to use this Enrollment Status for course enrolments, check the
Applies To Courses checkbox.

Applies To Trips?

If you want to use this Enrollment Status for trip enrolments, check the Applies
To Trips checkbox.

Counts Towards
Places Taken?

For both courses and trips, you can set the maximum number of places you wish
to sell. If customers who have this Enrolment Status will Count Towards the
Places Taken, then check this checkbox. For example, customers that have a
status of Enrolled should count towards the number of places taken, whilst
those that have a status of Provisional perhaps should not.

4.4.19

Follow-Up Actions

Follow Up actions are used in managing contact calls to your customers (See Section 7.2.13.Scheduling Contact
Calls).
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General

Follow Up Action

4.4.20

Enter any Follow-Up Actions you will assign to employees or customers. These
actions are used in pop up notes to employees reminding them to contact
customers.

Hotels

If you run a resort, you can enter details of your hotel or of hotels in your area where your customers can stay.
You will use Hotels when booking rooms (See Section 13.1.1.Creating a New Resort Reservation).

General

Hotel

Enter the name of the Hotel.

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
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Enter the address of the hotel

Postcode
Country
Default
Times:
Check In/Check Out

If you run a hotel at your resort, you can set the usual Check In time and
Check Out time. New resort reservations will use these times by default.

Telephone #1

Enter the Contact Details for the hotel.

Telephone #2
Fax
Email
Web
Region

If you have not checked the ‘Use Classic Style Pickups’ box on the Trips tab of
the Options form (see section 4.3.6) – i.e. you’re using EVE’s method of
tracking people that need to be picked up that is not linked to individual trips
– then you can indicate which Region (or Route) the Hotel is on. E.g. if the
Hilton, Radisson and Marriot are close together, they could be in Route 1 and
serviced by one bus and the Best Western and Holiday Inn could be in Route 2
and serviced by a different bus. Choose the Region (or create new Regions) by
clicking this button.

Rates

Enter information of the nightly Rates (costs) for rooms at the hotel.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the data element. These colors will be used
in the Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities
associated with this data element.

Rooms

Predefined Rooms

If you book customers into specific rooms at the hotel, check the Pre-defined
Rooms? checkbox. If you want to use EVE’s Resort Reservation feature (See
Section 13.1.1.Creating a New Resort Reservation), you will need to put a
check mark in this box.
However, if the record just represents a hotel in the local area you probably
do not need to keep track of individual rooms so you should leave the box
unchecked.

Room #

Enter the Room # of the pre-defined room.
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Room Type

Enter the Room Type, for example, single, double, twin or other.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this hotel. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option
when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise
only the active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.21

Invoice Types

Invoice types are used in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items). EVE comes pre-configured
with several invoice types, described below.

Invoice Type

EVE comes pre-configured with six standard Invoice Types:
❖ Bank Deposits are used when money is taken out of the cash drawer to
deposit at the bank allowing for accurate tracking of cash amounts in your
drawer(s).
❖ Expenses are used when money is taken out of the cash drawer as petty
cash to purchase supply items for the store or when you “sell” inventory to
the store for internal use on a course or a trip. You can associate
expenses with a course or a trip and automatically create an expenses
invoice.
❖ Invoices are used to sell an item to a customer where payment is required
at some future date. For example, you may use an invoice when you sell
an item to a commercial vendor, where payment is due in 30 days. Or
alternatively, if you have a mail order business where invoices are sent
with the product for payment on receipt, an invoice can be used. No
payments can be added to an Invoice. Instead, when the customer sends
payment, the invoice should be opened and converted to a Sales Receipt
so payment line(s) can be added. By default, Invoices are not exported
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to QuickBooks.
❖ Layaways are used when a customer purchases an item and then makes
payment installments over a period of time. Layaway invoices can be
closed without the total tendered needing to match the total amount
due. When final payment is made, Layaway invoices should be converted
into Sales Receipts. By default, Layaways are not exported to QuickBooks.
❖ Ongoing Invoices will be most used by dive resorts that allow customers to
run a tab. With an Ongoing Invoice, customers can keep an invoice open
adding items over the duration of their stay in the resort. An Ongoing
Invoice can be used multiple times and items added/removed each time
without the requirement that the ongoing invoice be balanced. At the end
of the customer’s stay, the Ongoing Invoice will need to be converted into
a Sales Receipt and final payment taken to balance the total. By default,
Ongoing Invoices are not exported to QuickBooks.
❖ Sales Receipts are the most commonly used invoice type in EVE and are
the default type. When Sales Receipt is chosen, EVE will insist that the
amount tendered is equal to the sum of the items in the shopping basket.
Sales Reporting

The Sales Reporting options give you control about what counts as a ‘sale’.
Choose ‘Show as a Sale’ if you want invoices created with the Invoice Type to
be treated as a ‘sale’ when you run reports. Choose ‘Show as a Non-Sale’ if
you want invoices created with the Invoice Type to appear on sales reports in
the ‘Non-Sale’ section – see graphic below. Choose ‘Do Not Show’ if you don’t
want invoices created with the Invoice Type to appear on sales reports at all.
You will want the Sales Receipt invoice type to be marked as ‘Show as a Sale’
but it is your choice whether you want to consider Ongoing Invoices and
LayAways as sales or not. If not, mark these invoice types as ‘Show as a Non
Sale’. When you take the final payment on an invoice of this type, EVE will
prompt if you want to convert it to a Sales Receipt (provided the invoice type
has a tick in the ‘Show Convert to Sales Receipt prompt’ box) and EVE will
then consider the sale is made on that date.

Export To

If you export data to QuickBooks, you need to inform EVE which Invoice Types
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QuickBooks

should be exported by putting a tick in the box or not.

Update Stock Levels

You will want to have a tick in this
are adjusted when you sell goods.
tick in the box for LayAways etc.
when the LayAway is converted to
payment.

Locked on Load

Some types of invoice should be locked (i.e. not editable) when they are
opened to avoid accidental altering of data. E.g. Sales Receipts should be
locked, by default. Privileged users can unlock these records if changes are
necessary. You may want certain types of invoice to be unlocked when they
are opened. For instance, Ongoing Invoices are unlocked by default since you
will often want to make changes.

Invoice Must
Balance

This value is for information only and indicates whether invoices of this type
must balance before they can be saved – i.e. the amount tendered must
balance the value of goods in the shopping basket. E.g. Sales Receipts have a
tick in this box but LayAways do not since it is usual that you will take
payments in installments over a period of days or weeks.

Show ‘Convert to
Sales Receipt’
prompt

If there is a tick in this box, when you take final payment on an invoice with
this Invoice Type (i.e. when the total of the payments equals the value of
goods in the shopping basket), EVE will show a prompt asking if you want to
convert the invoice to a Sales Receipt (recommended).

Update Reporting
Dates when
Converted to Sales
Receipt

Every time you add an item to the shopping basket or payment grid on an
Invoice, the item is saved with the date/time. That is the date/time that is
used for reporting purposes. E.g. if you add items to an invoice on successive
days, the items will appear in the sales reports on the days they were added.
If you would prefer for e.g. Ongoing Invoice and LayAway sales to appear in
sales reports only when the final payment is taken, put a tick in the ‘Update
Reporting Dates when converted to Sales Receipt’ box.

Assign Loyalty
Credit

If there is a tick in this box, Loyalty Credit will be assigned to the customer
when Invoices of this type are saved provided, of course, the customer is a
member of the loyalty program.

Show
Change/Outstanding
on Printed Receipt

If there is a tick in this box and the customer has paid an amount that is
different than the value of goods on the Invoice (e.g. they have bought $90 of
goods and paid $100 cash), the difference in amount ($10 in this example) will
be shown on the printed receipt.

Change/Outstanding
Amount Text

You may want to show different text on the printed receipt when the
customer has paid an amount other than the invoice total depending on the
invoice type. E.g. On Sales Receipts, you may want the text to say “Change”,
whilst on Ongoing Invoices you may want the text to say “Outstanding
Amount”.

Invoice Type to use
when Refunded

By default, when you issue a refund, the Invoice Type on the refund is “Sales
Receipt”. EVE does this so you can sell other items on the same transaction.
However, you can choose a different Invoice Type if you prefer. E.g. you
could set this value to an Invoice Type called “Refund”.

Invoice Tabs

On the Invoice form there are 4 tabs (only 3 show at one time): Shopping
Basket, Unpaid Invoices, Paid Invoices, Payments. Use the check boxes in the
Invoice Tabs section to indicate which tabs are active for the invoice type on
new (unsaved) invoices of that type and on saved invoices of that type.
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box for Sales Receipts so inventory levels
It is up to you though whether to have a
If not, stock levels will be decremented
a Sales Receipt when you take the final

At this time, you can currently only edit existing Invoice Types. You cannot create new ones.

4.4.22

Languages

Languages are used to identify the first language for a customer (See Section 7.1.New Customer) and the
language in which a course will be taught (See Section 9.1.2.Adding Additional Course Data). Languages are also
used by EVE to allow you to switch between the languages that EVE can be displayed in (at time of writing
English, Spanish and Italian).

Language

Enter the name of the Language you will use to teach courses or that your
customers may speak.

Culture

Do not change this value.
language.

4.4.23

It is used by EVE when you switch the display

Locations

Each course module will occur at a specified location (for example, lecture hall one, pebble beach, etc.) You
will assign locations to courses in the Courses Module (See Section 9.1.2.Adding Additional Course Data). Enter
the location names here. Do not confuse Locations with Destinations which are places to which vacations are
organized.

General

Location

Name of the location.

Address

Address of the location if applicable

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the Location. These colors will be used in the
Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any bookings or activities associated
with this location. For example, you could configure the calendar so all
events happening in Classroom 1 appear in red, while those happening in
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Classroom 2 appear in blue.
Double Booking
Count

This is for future use. Currently you should enter the number 1.

URL

If you have a webpage with information about your location, enter the
appropriate URL.
In the Calendar, you can export information to HTML so you can show the
course timetable on your website. If you have specified a URL for the
location, EVE will automatically create a link in the HTML file to the location’s
page so web users can see information about it by clicking on a link.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this location. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option
when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise
only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.24

Mailing Lists

If you send regular newsletters or information packs to people, you may want to record which people will
receive which mail outs (See Section 7.1.New Customer). Define your different mailing lists here. You can add
people to mailing list(s) by putting a tick in the appropriate box(es) on the General tab of the Customer form.

General

Mailing-List Name

Name of the mailing list (for example, Student Newsletter, etc.)

Show in EVE OnLine

If you use the companion product to EVE, called EVE OnLine (EVE OnLine lets
you sell your products, courses and trips on-line) you can make the Mailing List
available to EVE OnLine by putting a tick in this box. This will make the
Mailing List show up on the Contact Information page in EVE OnLine so the
user can indicate they want to be on your mailing list to receive emails from
you.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this mailing list. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.25

PADI Territories

You should never have to edit the data in this section. It lists the existing PADI Territories. PADI Territories are
used in processing On-Line PICs (See Section 9.2.4.PIC).
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Territory

Name of the PADI Territory

Short Code

Shortened identifier for the territory. This code is used when processing OnLine PICs.

Contact

Name of the Contact person

Address Line 1

The Address details for the PADI head office.

Address Line 2
Address Line 3
State/Address Line 4
Post Code
Country
Telephone

The Contact Details for the PADI office.

Fax
Email
Web
PTN URL

4.4.26

Identifies the web site address of the PADI Travel Network in the territory

Payment Methods

Define the Payment Methods that you accept in your shop when selling goods and services (See Section
6.1.1.Selling Stock Items). EVE comes pre-installed with common Payment Methods.

General
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Payment Method

Enter the name of the Payment Method.

Credit/Debit Card

Indicate whether the payment method is a credit or debit card. The options
below will only become available when this item is checked.
When creating a new credit card for a customer in the Customers module, or
when choosing a credit card in the Sales module, only payment methods that
have this box checked will be listed.

Show Card Details
Prompt

Check this checkbox if the credit / debit card prompt should be shown when
this payment method is used in the Sales module.

Allow Credit Card
Transmission

If you are using automatic credit card processing with EVE, you need to put a
check mark in this box to make the Credit Card button appear on the Card form
when payment is taken in the Sales Module.

Invoice Text

Enter any Invoice Text you wish to be printed on the invoice each time this
payment method is used. For example you may wish to remind customers that
all accounts are due 30 days after purchase when the On Account payment
method is used.

Account

If you export data to QuickBooks, you need to inform EVE which QuickBooks
accounts will accept data from which payment methods. Choose an account
from the list of accounts you defined in QuickBooks accounts - section 4.4.28.

Graphic

If you want a Graphic (e.g. the MasterCard logo) to display next to the payment
method in the Invoice Cool Bar, enter the filename associated with the Graphic
here.

Additional Print
Copies

Some Payment Methods may require extra receipt copies to be printed. For
instance, when printing invoices paid with cash, one receipt may suffice. But
when printing invoices paid with a credit card, you may want to print an extra
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copy; i.e. one for the customer to keep and a store copy that the customer
signs. You can indicate here the number of copies in additional to the default
value set for the ‘Receipt’ Print Layout that should be printed. In the example
above, you would enter 0 for the value on the Cash payment method, and 1 for
the value on the Visa payment method.
Customer Required?

Check this checkbox if a customer must be selected by the employee making
the sale before the payment method can be used. This can be overridden for
specific employees when setting user privileges.

Customer ID
Required?

Check this checkbox if a customer must supply some sort of ID (for example, a
driver’s license, social security number, etc) before the payment method can be
used.

Authorization
Required?

Check this checkbox if an authorized staff member must validate the use of the
payment method in the Sales Module. Authorizations are granted when setting
user privileges.

Check # Prompt

Check this checkbox if the Check # Prompt should be shown when this payment
method is used.

Check # Mandatory

Check this checkbox if a Check # is Mandatory before allowing this payment
method.

Gift Certificate
Prompt

Check this checkbox if the Gift Certificate Prompt should be shown when this
payment method is used so a list of the customer’s existing Gift Certificates is
shown and the sales clerk can choose one.

Gift Card Prompt

Check this checkbox if the Gift Card Prompt should be shown when this payment
method is used so a list of the customer’s existing Gift Cards is shown and the
sales clerk can choose one.

Voucher Prompt

Check this checkbox if the Voucher Prompt should be shown when this payment
method is used so a list of the customer’s existing Vouchers is shown and one
can be chosen. Note Vouchers are no longer supported in EVE so this option is
only present for backward compatibility with previous versions of EVE.

Account Prompt

Check this checkbox if the Account Prompt should be shown when this payment
method is used so a list of the customer’s existing Accounts Receivable accounts
is shown and one can be chosen (or a new one created).

Open Cash Drawer

Check this checkbox if the cash drawer should open automatically when this
payment method is used. The cash drawer will open only when the transaction
has been saved.

Card Required On
File?

Check this checkbox if a credit card number must be kept on the customer file
to accept this payment method. For example, you might want to insist a credit
card number is held on file before accepting payments On Account.

Quick Pay?

Only one payment method (if any) should have a tick in this box. If one
payment method has a tick, a button called ”Quick Pay” will be shown at the
bottom of the Invoice form. When clicked, the associated payment method will
be assigned to the invoice and EVE will automatically take payment equal to the
invoice total. E.g. if most of your customers pay by credit card and you use one
of EVE’s supported credit card transmission utilities you could tick the Quick Pay
box on a payment method called Credit Card. Leave the “Show Card Details
Prompt” box unticked. Then, on the Invoice form, you can click the Quick Pay
button and EVE will run the credit card transaction with no more prompts (other
than the prompt asking to you swipe the card). For those odd occasions when
the customer wants to split payment between 2 credit cards, you can still do
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that using the standard payment method options on the Invoice coolbar.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Payment Method. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All
Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

4.4.27

PCs

This section lists all computers that are used to run EVE. You will not usually need to add new PC records since
EVE will automatically create them for you when new PCs are used with EVE for the first time. However, you
may want to change the options for an existing PC. EVE writes to each invoice record the name of the PC where
it was created so you can run reports to see which PCs are the most profitable or to lookup where an invoice was
created if there is a query about it.

PC Name

This uniquely identifies the PC. Each PC on a network has a unique name.
Every PC has a name even if it has never been used on a network. You can see
the name of your PC by right clicking on My Computer and clicking Properties
and then clicking on the Computer Name tab.

Alias

As described above, the PC Name is used by Windows and is used to identify the
computer on the network. In some cases, you may want to show a different,
‘friendly’ name for the PC – e.g. on reports. For example, rather than “DellDesktop” showing on the report you may want it to show instead “Main Point of
Sale”. To do that, enter the friendly name for the computer in the Alias box
and then use a TextBox called “PC.Alias” on the Print Layout.

Store

Choose the Store the PC is in. In a multi-store environment, EVE needs to know
which store the PC is in so it can keep track of which sales, customers, etc are
linked to which store.

User Interface

You can change the look and feel of EVE. At the top right of the main form is a
pick list that shows a number of pre-defined “User Interface Configurations”
(Touch Advanced, Administrator, Advanced Data Entry, etc.). If you pick one,
EVE will change its appearance to show different options. You might want
different PCs to have different options by default – for instance a PC on the
store’s front counter might be configured to show the Simple Data Entry
interface (which has fewer options and is the most simple to use), while the
computer in the back office might be configured to show the Administrator
interface (which shows all options). If you choose a User Interface here, the PC
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will start up showing that interface.
Default Store View

EVE supports different ‘Store Views’ – i.e. Compound Store, Default Store and
This Store Only – that determine which information is visible based on which
store it was entered at. Choose which Store View the PC should use. The
default is Compound Store which means all data can be viewed regardless of
where it was entered.

Station No.

If, for legal reasons in your location, you need to identify on reports each PC
using a unique number you can enter that number in the Station No. box and
then add a TextBox to your Print Layout called “PC.StationNo”

Cash Drawer
Attached?

Put a check mark in this box if the PC has a cash drawer attached to it. If you
do this, EVE will include the PC in the list of PCs that are shown in the Start of
Day and End of Day Cash Drawer lists (where you specify how much cash is in
each drawer).

Set Default Cash
Float

If you start each day with fixed amounts and denominations of money in your
cash drawer(s) you can click this button to indicate those denominations. At
the start of the day, you can then use the Start of Day Tasks to automatically
reset the cash drawers to their starting cash float values.

4.4.28

Postcode Lookups

In some locations it is possible to lookup parts of a customer’s address once you know their postcode/zip. In EVE
you can associate postcodes with e.g. the city, state/region and country and then, on the Customer form, you
can enter a customer’s postcode and tell EVE to lookup the other address information. E.g. you could enter
73003 into the postcode field and EVE would populate the City, State and Country to Edmond, Oklahoma, USA.

Note: some organizations provide lists of postcodes and their associated addresses. If you have such a list, you
can import it into EVE using EVE’s Import from Excel feature – see section 3.2

4.4.29

QuickBooks Accounts

If you plan to export data from EVE to QuickBooks, you need to create a link between your QuickBooks accounts
and your EVE accounts. Use QuickBooks Accounts to enter details of the account names you pre-defined in
QuickBooks. EVE will export data to these accounts using the Export to QuickBooks option on the Tools menu.
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You can either add account names by typing straight into the form (not recommended) or by using the
QuickBooks Setup Wizard - see section 19.1.2 - recommended.
To use the Wizard, first export your account names from QuickBooks. Do this as follows
❖ Start QuickBooks and load your company file.
❖ Click File and then Utilities and then Export
❖ Click Chart of Accounts and then OK
❖ Enter a filename and save the file
❖ Switch back to EVE
❖ Click Tools then QuickBooks then Setup Wizard
❖ Click onto the Accounts tab and click Import From File
❖ Click Import. Select the filename you used above and click Open.
Note: sub-accounts will show in the grid with their parent, separated by a colon. For example, if the Checking
account is a sub-account of Cash this will appear as Cash: Checking.
EVE does not need to know the type of each QuickBooks account – it will just export data to the accounts you
specify regardless of the type.
Account

4.4.30

Account name. Must correspond exactly to the name in QuickBooks.

Report Types

You cannot add new Report Types but you can change the attributes of existing ones. Each type of data that can
be printed in EVE is called a Report Type, for example, Invoices, Purchase Orders, Payment Details Report, etc.
Each Report Type will have one or more Layouts. For instance the “Invoice” Report Type has 2 layouts called
Receipt (for use on Desktop printers with A4/Letter sized paper) and Receipt #2 (for use on receipt printers that
use a narrow paper roll). You can create your own layouts by saving an existing layout with a different name
and then modifying it.

Report Type

The name of the report type – for example, Invoice, Purchase Order, etc

Default Layout

Pick the layout from the list of those that are appropriate for the report type.
This will be used by default when you print an item. For example, choose
Receipt #2 if you will usually print invoices to a receipt printer.

Auto-Save Image
When Print

Put a checkmark in this box if you want EVE to save a JPEG image each time
reports of this type are saved. The JPEG image will be an exact duplicate of
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Performed

what is printed.

Image Folder

This specifies the folder where the Images are saved. By default this is
c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\User\SavedPrintouts

Filename Suffix

When saving image files, you can instruct EVE to add a suffix to the filename.
For instance, if you want the date to be appended, use a Filename Suffix of
<Date>. If you want the date and time to be appended, use <DateTime>

SQL

This is for future use.

Email tab
Default Subject Line
Default Body Text
Text / HTML
Send A BCC (Blind
Copy) To

Some Reports can be emailed as well as printed. For these report types an
Email tab appears on the Print dialog box. You can enter a default email
Subject Line and email text here as well as specify which email address will be
sent a blind copy of each email.
For instance, for the Invoice Report Type, you could specify a Subject Line of
“Your invoice is attached” and a Body Text of “Dear Sir/Madam Please find
attached an invoice from your friendly dive store”
Simple MailMerge of form fields can be applied so the Subject and Body of the
email can include e.g. “Please find your %DataType% #%Invoice#% attached.“
which will appear as e.g. “Please find your Invoice #876 attached.“
The BCC line could be the store’s email address so you can confirm the email
was successfully sent and have a copy for your records.

Layouts tab: this lists all the Print Layouts that can be used to print information of the type identified by the
Report Type. E.g. if you view the “Invoice” Report Type, you’ll see a paper roll receipt layout and a letter/A4
receipt layout.

4.4.31

Special Interests

If you run events unrelated to diving, you may want to record customers’ outside interests in the Customers
Module. Define the types of special interests that you want to record, for example, skiing, biking, golf, etc.
Later, you can complete a search for, as an example, all people interested in golf and send out an invitation to
the next golf day.

General

Special Interest

Enter the description of the Special Interest

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this data special interest. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All
Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.
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4.4.32

Stores

Enter details about your Store(s). A store record was created when you first installed EVE and some of the data
entered during that process will be shown here. You can modify or add to the data here. You will not need to
create new Store records unless you open more Stores in different locations.

General

Store Name

Type the Store Name.

Pole Display Text

Type the message that you wish to display on the Customer Pole Display if you
have one. If you do not enter anything, the Store name will be displayed.

Country

Address details of the store

Line 1
Line 2
City
Region
Post Code
Store #

PADI IRRA number of your store or resort

Territory

The PADI territory in which your store is located, i.e. at time of writing one of
PADI Americas, PADI EMEA, PADI Asia Pacific, PADI Japan.

Cost Centers
Applicable At The
Store

Some dive Centers run their business using more than one company or ‘cost
center’. For instance, they may have one company to handle shop sales and
another to handle training or they may treat each store location as a separate
company. EVE supports this using Cost Centers. Set up one cost center for each
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company. Each can have its own tax registration number.
If you have multiple stores defined and/or multiple Cost Centers you must
indicate which cost center(s) are used at which store. The same cost center can
be used at more than one store, and the same store can have more than one
cost center.
Telephone #1

Contact details

Telephone #2
Fax
Email
Web
Account Name
Password

Enter your EVE Diving Account Name and Password. These are assigned to you
when you first purchase EVE. You will need these details if you want to renew
EVE on-line. The password is encrypted on the EVE database.

PADI Pros Account
Name + Password

If you don’t want to give out your PADI Pros login details to staff members just
so they can use PICs OnLine, you can save them here. Then, when you use PICs
OnLine, the values will be automatically defaulted for you on the PIC website.
The password is encrypted on the EVE database.

Store Hours

Enter the time your store opens in the morning and the time it closes at night.
If present, these are used as the default start and end time when you create
Staff Schedules (unless you override these with different values using Defaults o
the Staff Schedule form).

Rental Day

Enter the time you usually rent equipment from and to. EVE will use these as
the default times on new rental bookings.

Check In

If you run a resort where you have rooms on-site, enter the times you like to
have people check-in and check out. EVE will use these when you create room
reservations.

Details

Use the Seasons section to indicate when the Peak season starts and ends and when the Slow season starts and
ends. This is used to determine the ideal and minimum stock levels that you want to hold for each stock item
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(i.e. for a particular stock item you can indicate the number you want to hold during the slow season and the
number you want to hold in the peak season). When using the Top-Up feature in the Purchase Order module,
you can automatically create a Purchase Order to restock up to your ideal stock levels for the time of year.
Make sure you enter the months accurately so there is no gap between the end of the Slow Season and the start
of the Peak Season – EVE will not check this if you make a mistake.
User Defined 1, User Defined 2, User Defined 3: use these boxes to enter whatever information you want about
the store. You can right click on the “User Defined” text and click Translate to rename the box to indicate what
the data represents. E.g. you could translate “User Defined 1” to “Store Manager” and then enter the manager’s
name in the first box.

EVE OnLine
This tab is only applicable if you use the EVE OnLine companion product to EVE. EVE OnLine is a complete eCommerce package that can be linked to your web site. Your customers can use it to purchase goods and
services on the web and transaction records are saved to your EVE database. E.g. if you choose, you can sell
courses and trips on-line and customers will be automatically enrolled onto your EVE database. You can also sell
your regular inventory products online. EVE can be used to administer your EVE OnLine settings.
When using EVE OnLine, you will need to set up a new Store record. This can be called whatever you like, but
you may want to consider appending ‘OnLine’ as a suffix to the name of your ‘bricks and mortar’ store – e.g.
Emerald Island Divers OnLine. This new store record will be used to handle all transactions created in EVE
OnLine.
There are several sub-tabs where you can enter EVE OnLine configuration options.
Tax Exemptions

There are 3 list boxes that indicate how tax will be handled on line. Different tax laws apply in different
countries. For instance, in the States you may wish to add all tax bands to the top list so that if a customer
purchases goods using EVE OnLine and they live out of state, they will not be charged tax. Out of State tax
exemptions can only be defined (if applicable) at time of writing to United States, Australia, Canada, Mexico and
Brazil – i.e. those countries that PADI consider have ‘States’.
You may also wish to indicate that, in your location, customers should not be charged tax if they live abroad. In
that case, add the appropriate tax bands to the middle list.
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In some cases, you may wish to indicate that all on-line customers are exempt from tax. In that case enter the
appropriate tax bands in the third list.
In all cases, when a customer purchases goods or services online, EVE OnLine will examine the customer’s
shipping address and the appropriate tax exemptions will be applied at that time.
Options

Link EVE OnLine to
Store

You can link the EVE OnLine store to the ‘bricks and mortar’ (BAM) store for the
purposes of inventory handling. If you do this, each time an online sale is
made, EVE OnLine will create a Transfer of inventory from the BAM store to EVE
OnLine, and then the goods will be sold from EVE OnLine. In this way, you will
only need to be concerned with stock levels at your BAM store.

Cost Center

Choose which Cost Center will be used in EVE OnLine. This governs the amount
of tax to charge and the prices of online items. You can use the same Cost
Center as your BAM store (recommended), or you can set up a new Cost Center
specifically for EVE OnLine. Unless you want to charge different prices online,
we recommend you use your existing Cost Center here.

Employee

Choose an Employee that will be associated with all online sales. This employee
will be written to each Invoice record and is only used for reporting purposes.
By default, this will be set to an Employee called EVE OnLine.

PC

Choose a PC that will be associated with all online sales. This PC will be written
to each Invoice record and is only used for reporting purposes. By default, this
will be set to a PC called EVEOnLine.

Currency

Use this to indicate which currency EVE OnLine should use for credit card
payments.

Culture

Choose the culture appropriate for your location.

This determines what
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currency symbol to display in your online store.
Course Enrollment
Status
Trip Enrollment
Status

This option determines what enrollment status will be set when a customer
purchases a course / trip online. E.g. you could choose from Enrolled,
Provisional, Waiting List. Since at time of writing, customers are required to
pay the full price for courses and trip on line, we suggest you choose ‘Enrolled’
here.

Category Header
Text

This indicates the text that will be shown above the Category list in EVE OnLine.
You might want to type e.g. ‘Items’ or ‘Products’

The Server is X
hours ahead of this
Time Zone

If your database is hosted on our servers in the Eastern time zone of the USA,
you should indicate here the number of hours your location is ahead of the
server. This will result in the date/time that is written to invoices being in the
same time zone as your bricks and mortar store.

Pricing Types

Regular Price: If you want, you can have EVE Online show 2 prices for each stock
item – the “Regular Price” and then “Our Price” - see below. The Regular Price
will be crossed out to indicate that is not the price that will be charged. EVE
OnLine will only display the Regular Price on a stock item if it is greater than
Our Price.
Our Price: Choose the pricing type to be used that governs the price of items to
show in EVE OnLine. If you view the Prices page of a Stock Item, you’ll see a
number of rows in the Retail Price grid. You can enter a price into each of
those rows to set the price for the item. You could create a new row in the grid
(see Customer Types in section 4.4.10) called e.g. OnLine price and set a price
for the item there that will be used when your customers purchase the product
on-line. If you want to sell items at the same price on-line as in the store, then
choose ‘Retail’ in the box.
Minimum Price: Some manufacturers insist that their products are not sold online at less than a certain price. Choose the pricing type that indicates the
minimum price for the item – EVE OnLine will never allow the price to fall below
that value even if the customer gets specific discounts on certain items.
Note: EVE OnLine will display “Regular Price” and “Our Price” next to the
prices. If you prefer other text – e.g. “Usual Price” and “OnLine Price”, you can
click on the text and rename it.

EVE OnLine is ReadOnly

Put a check mark in this box if you want to advertise your goods and services on
line, but do not want your customers to be able to purchase on line.

Show number of
course places
available

If you want to indicate next to each course on line, how many places are still
available, put a check mark in this box.

Show number of trip
places available

If you want to indicate next to each trip on line, how many places are still
available, put a check mark in this box.

Show Medical
Statement

When a customer purchases a course or trip on line, you can choose to show a
Medical Statement that the customer must agree to having read. Put a check
mark in the box if you want the Medical Statement page to be displayed.

Show Family
Contact Details

When a customer purchases a course or trip on line, you can choose to show a
page where they enter Emergency contact details (referred to in EVE OnLine as
‘Family Contact Details’). Put a check mark in the box if you want the page to
be displayed.

Show Trip Pickups

When a customer purchases a trip on line, you can choose to show a page where
they enter a request to be picked up. Put a check mark in the box if you want
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the page to be displayed.
Include Tax in
Displayed Prices

If you want tax to be included in all prices shown in EVE OnLine, put a check
mark in the box

Stock Levels

Indicate how you want EVE OnLine to handle stock levels. Choose “Don’t show
No. In Stock” if you don’t want stock levels to be displayed at all. Choose
“Show No. In Stock” if you want EVE OnLine to display the number in stock for
each item. Choose “Show In Stock / Out of Stock” if you want EVE OnLine to
display the text rather than the actual numbers.
Choose “Don’t Show Items if out of stock” if you want items to be removed
from EVE OnLine if they’re out of stock. They will be added back automatically
once they are in stock again.

Shipping

Use the Shipping page to set up how you want EVE OnLine to handle shipping/freight. Customers using EVE
OnLine will be presented with a list of Shipping Methods that you define in EVE. These will be set up as Stock
Items in EVE and will all have the Stock Type you choose in the Shipping Stock Type pick list. i.e. what you need
to do is:
1/ create a new Stock Type called e.g. ‘Shipping Charges’, etc. (or use the one that is pre-installed with EVE).
2/ create one or more Stock Items with the Stock Type ‘Shipping Charges’. You could create stock items, e.g.
for ‘Pick Up From Store’, ‘FedEx’, ‘UPS’, etc. Leave the price of each stock item at 0.
3/ On the Shipping tab above, choose your ‘Shipping Charges’ stock type.
4/ Click ‘New Shipping Price’ and then create ‘price bands’ for each shipping method. E.g. in the graphic above,
the FedEx shipping price for a total item weight of between 0 and 12 lbs is $22. The price for a weight of
between 12 and 30lbs is $32, etc. The units here are not important. You can choose to use whatever units you
want – e.g. grams, kgs, lbs, ounces, etc. You just need to be consistent and use the same units when you specify
the weight of items on the Stock Item form.
There are 2 option buttons shown: Calculate Shipping Based on Weight and Calculate Shipping Based on Invoice
Total. You can choose how EVE OnLine calculates the shipping. If you choose the first option, you will need to
set the weight of each stock item that you sell on line on the Stock Item form. If you choose the second option,
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you do not need to define weights. EVE OnLine will use the total invoice price and lookup in your pricing bands
for the appropriate shipping price based on value not weight.

When you click New Shipping Price, the form above will be shown. Choose the Shipping Method to which the
price relates, choose the Zone. The Zone represents the list of countries / states that the price band refers to.
For instance, if your Store is in California you might charge one price to ship to an address in California and a
different price to ship to an address in Florida and a different price again to ship to an address in Hawaii. You
can setup multiple Zones if you want and define on the Zone form to which countries / states it relates.
Choose the Lower and Upper bounds and set the Price.

On the Zone form, put a check mark against all countries and states (if applicable) you want to allow shipping
to. Make sure the country that your EVE OnLine store is in (i.e. the Country on the General tab of the Store
form) is checked. In EVE OnLine, if the customer supplies a shipping address to a country or state that is not
checked, a message will indicate they need to choose a different shipping address.
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Product(s) of the Week

In EVE OnLine, a Product of the Week page will be shown when a customer logs in. You can indicate on this tab,
which product(s) will be displayed. The first item in the list will be displayed more prominently than the others.
Emails
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Email ‘From’ Address: specify your store’s email address or other email address that you want emails sent by
EVE OnLine to be from.
Store Email Recipients: specify a comma-separated list of email addresses that you want confirmation emails to
be sent to. E.g. your store email address and your personal email address.
Various emails are sent by EVE OnLine. The text of those emails is held in files on the EVE OnLine server. You
can use these default email texts or you can write your own and save them to a file on the EVE OnLine server.
Please contact EVE Diving if you want to do this.
Confirmation to Store of New OnLine Order: sent to you when a customer makes a purchase online.
Confirmation to Customer of New OnLine Order: sent to the customer when they make a purchase online.
Forgotten Password: sent to the customer if they indicate in EVE OnLine that they have forgotten their
password.
Customer Invitation to Course/Trip Booking: In EVE OnLine, customers can invite other customers onto course
and/or trip bookings. This email is sent to the customer being invited during that process.
Confirmation of new Customer Registration: sent to the customer when they sign up for an account on line.

Tags
One method by which Google ranks websites in searches is using Tags on web pages. You can enter Tags for EVE
OnLine’s ‘Home’ page, Product List page, Product Details page, Courses page and Trips page. E.g. on the
Courses page you might provide tags like “PADI,Scuba,Diving,Classes”

Data

The Data tab is used only if you have multiple stores. You can use it to indicate which types of data are visible
at which store. For instance, in the diagram above, we are viewing the store record for Ocean Pro Divers. The
selections indicate that all types of data entered at Ocean Pro Divers are visible at Ocean Pro Divers (all rows are
checked). However, Courses created at Ocean Pro Divers are not visible at Sea Lions or EVEOnLine. Neither are
Purchase Orders, Rental Bookings etc. Customers, Gift Cards, Gift Certificates and Invoices created at Ocean
Pro Divers are visible at all stores.
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Click the Select All button and Deselect All buttons to speed your data entry. You can ignore the following if
you only have one store.
If you have for example, 2 stores in New York and 1 in LA you may want to inform EVE which types of data should
be available to each store. NY1 could be set up so it can view data entered either at NY1 or at NY2 but not at
LA3. Likewise, NY2 could be set up so it can view data entered either at NY1 or NY2 but not LA3. LA3 could be
set up so it can only view data entered at LA3. There is not much point in the LA store being able to view data
entered in New York but there is good reason for both New York stores to share data so that customers at both
stores can be enrolled on the same course, customers can return goods entered at one store to the other, etc.

Data2

The Data2 section is only applicable if you have multiple stores.
Some types of data require more fine-tuning. For instance, particular Stock Types may be applicable at one
store but not others – Surf Boards may be sold at the store on the ocean but not at the store further inland. You
can use the Data2 section to indicate which records apply to which store.
In the diagram above, all course types are taught at all stores except the AWARE courses which are not taught at
Sea Lions.
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4.4.33

Task Types

General

Task Type

Enter types of task that you will assign to employees, for example, ‘Prepare
rental gear’, ‘Confirm course participants’, ‘Clean Store’ etc. You can assign
tasks to specific employees and they will see those tasks scheduled on their
calendars.

Course Role

When setting up Courses (see section 9), you can assign staff to each course
along with their role – e.g. instructor, Divemaster, etc. You can choose from a
picklist of Task Types that have a tick in the Course Role box. Periodically (e.g.
weekly, monthly) you can run reports to see how much each staff member
needs to be paid based on the tasks they have performed.

Trip Role

Similarly, you can assign staff members to Trips and Day Trips. The roles
applicable there comprise those Task Types that have a tick in the ‘Trip role’
box.

Commission
Item

Stock

You can run reports to calculate how much each staff member should be paid
for the tasks they have completed. If you want to use this feature, you must
assign a Stock Item to each applicable Task Type. The price set on the stock
item governs how much the staff member will be paid for performing the task.
For those stock items that relate to commissions, EVE will show a picklist at the
bottom of the Prices tab (see section 5.1.5) called Pricing Method. The picklist
contains items such as ‘One Off’, ‘Per Day’, ‘Per Hour’, ‘Per Month’, etc.
Which item you choose in the picklist determines whether the price on the stock
item is the price that will be paid for the task regardless of how long it takes
(i.e. choose the One Off entry) or whether the price is e.g. determined on the
number of hours, minutes, etc. that the staff members works on the task for.
E.g. if you choose ‘Per Hour’ and set a price on the stock item of $10 and the
staff member works on the task for 3 hours, then you’ll pay them $30.

Pay Commission on
Tasks marked as
Complete

Choose this option if you will only pay staff members for Tasks that are marked
as Complete (see section 14.2.1). Only complete tasks will be included when
you run the EVE report to calculate pay.

Pay Commission on

Choose this option if you will pay staff members for Tasks of this type regardless
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all Tasks regardless
of Status

of the status on the task (complete / incomplete / etc). Tasks will contribute
to the pay in this case provided the End Date on the task is in the past. You
may want to use this option on frequent tasks – e.g. ‘Manning the store’ – for
which it would be a lot of work to have to change the status on each
occurrence.

Calendar Colors

Choose your Calendar Colors for the task type. These colors will be used in the
Calendar (See Section 15.Calendar) for any tasks associated with this task type.
For instance, you could configure the calendar so all Pack Rental gear tasks
appear in red, while all Confirm Course Participants tasks appear in blue.

4.4.34

User Interface Configurations

EVE has a customizable User Interface that you can configure to meet the needs of your business operation. You
may use only one interface if your dive center has only a few employees or you may have multiple interfaces for
different employee groups (for example, Instructors may have access to only Customers, Rental Equipment and
Courses while store employees may have access to Sales, Trips, Courses and Customers, etc.). You can choose
which navigation items are displayed on the Main form for each interface. EVE comes preloaded with several
interfaces that you may want to use as the basis for customization. You can change the User Interface (if
authorized) by clicking the UI button at the top right of EVE.

General

Configuration Name

Enter the name of the User Interface. This will be available from the drop down
list box at the top right of the Main form.

Toolbars
Button Bar
Module Buttons

Check the checkbox for the navigation tools you want displayed on the Main
form when this User Interface is in effect. For more information on navigation,
see Navigating EVE.

Coolbar
Status Bar
Detail Window
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Button Array
Hierarchy

Menus
Put a tick next to each menu that you want to be available to users of the User Interface.

EVE Form Nodes
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EVE Form Nodes

Choose the Nodes you want displayed in the Hierarchy at the left of the main
EVE form when this User Interface is active. You can move through the Nodes in
much the same way as moving through Windows Explorer. Click on the + symbol
to expand a selection.
As the selection expands, additional processing or
instant reports will become available.

Buttons

Use Buttons to define which buttons will display in the Button Array (if it is
active) when you select a particular Node in the Hierarchy. When you click the
Add button, a full list of button alternatives will be displayed in a pop up list
box. To remove a button, highlight the button name and click the Remove
button. You can change the order of items by highlighting a button name and
pressing the up or down arrow.

Links

Use Links to define which instant reports will display underneath the Button
Array (if it is active) when you select a particular Node in the Hierarchy. When
you click the Add button, a full list of instant report alternatives will be
displayed in a pop up list box. To remove an instant report, highlight the report
name and click the Remove button. You can change the order of items by
highlighting an instant report name and pressing the up or down arrow.

Customer Form Nodes

Indicate which nodes you want to appear in the hierarchy at the left of the Customer form when this User
Interface is active.

Toolbar Buttons
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Put a tick in the appropriate boxes to indicate which of the toolbar buttons at the top left of the main EVE form
are visible in the User Interface.
‘Up One Level’ is the button that moves the user to the parent folder when the Hierarchy window is visible.
‘Refresh’ refreshes the contents of the Detail windows if that is turned on.
‘Home’ is the button that takes you back to the top level in the Hierarchy window.
‘Calendar’ is the button that displays the calendar in a new window.
‘Staff Desktop’ is the button that displays the staff desktop in a new window.
‘Event Planner’ is the button that displays the Event and Seating Planner in a new window.
‘Links’ is the button that shows website and program links that you have defined.

Options

Toolbar Buttons
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Set the width and height of the toolbar buttons that are shown at the top left of
the main EVE form and also the toolbar buttons at the bottom left of data entry
forms.

Module Buttons

The Module Buttons section governs how the module buttons look if the Button
Array is turned on – i.e. the Sales, Customers, Courses, Data, etc. buttons.
Set the width and height of the module buttons.
Horizontal Separation: If there are too many module buttons to fit in one
column on the screen, they will wrap to a 2nd and 3rd, etc. column. The
Horizontal Separation governs the horizontal distance between those columns.
Vertical Separation: this indicates how much vertical space there is between
module buttons.
Enhanced: if this is checked, EVE will show a graphic and a description on each
module button:

If not checked, a simpler style is used:

Array Buttons

The Array Buttons section governs how the data-type buttons look if the Button
Array is turned on – i.e. the Invoices, Quotes, Stock Items, etc buttons.

Coolbar

This section governs the appearance of the Coolbars that are shown on the right
of some data-entry forms e.g. Invoice, Quote, Rental Booking, etc.
Header Height: this is the height of each Coolbar section – e.g. in the graphic
below it is the height of the Customer and Stock Items buttons.
Button Height: this is the height of each button in a section – e.g. in the graphic
below it is the height of the Search and Items Awaiting Payment, etc. buttons
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Use Large Graphic in
Search Results

Put a tick in this box to use a large graphic at the left of the results list on all
Search forms – see screenshot below. You may find this useful if you use a
touch screen as, the effect of using a large graphic is that each line in the
results increases in height so fat fingers can touch the correct line.

Display Large Icons
in Detail Window

Put a tick in the box to use a large graphic when information is displayed in the
Detail window. You may find this useful if you use a touch screen.

Show breadcrumbs
on main EVE form

‘Breadcrumbs’ refers to the text at the top left of EVE underneath the toolbar
buttons. They indicate which folder you are currently viewing in the Detail
window (if that is turned on).
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Use Buttons on
Picklists

Put a tick in this box if you want pick-lists to be displayed with large buttons
rather than the usual listbox of entries. You may find this option useful if you
use a touch screen.

List Font Size

Set the size of the Font that is used when Lists are displayed. The default is 12.

List View Font Size

Set the size of the Font that is used when List Views are displayed (i.e. tables
such as on Search forms that display the results)

Grid row Height

Set the size of editable Grids – e.g. the Shopping Basket grid on the Invoice
form, or the Dive Bag grid on the Rental Booking form.

4.4.35

Vans

You will use Vans to organize pick-ups for customers at resorts.

General

Van

Enter the Van/Bus name or description (for example, make and model or license
number, etc.)

Prefix

Enter a short name for the Van that will be used to generate a unique identifier
for each Pickup record if you plan to pickup customers for trips. This is only
applicable if you have removed the tick from the “Use ‘Classic’ Style Pickups”
box on the Trips page of the Options form – see section 4.3.6

Capacity

Enter the Capacity of the van as a number. The Capacity should reflect the
total number of passengers (divers and non-divers) including any staff that you
wish to assign to the van.
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Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this van. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores option
when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected. Otherwise
only active Store for this PC is selected.

Seating Configuration
This is only applicable if you have removed the tick from the “Use ‘Classic’ Style Pickups” box on the Trips page
of the Options form – see section 4.3.6. Once you have defined the Capacity on the General tab of the Van
form, EVE will display the same number of light blue boxes on the Seating Configuration tab. You can drag these
about on the form using your mouse to match the seating configuration of your physical van/bus. Then, when
you use the Seating Planner to assign places to a Trip Pickup the same configuration will be displayed so you can
drag and drop customers onto the appropriate seat.

Pick Ups
This tab is only applicable if you have ticked the “Use ‘Classic’ Style Pickups” box on the Trips page of the
Options form – see section 4.3.6. The tab will display the pick-ups required for a specific day. When Selling
Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips), customers will let you know if they need pick up arrangements. You can
display and print the specific pick up details for each Van using this form.

Date

Select a calendar Date from the drop down calendar.

Trip #

The pick up details (as determined when Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling
Trips) will be displayed here.

Pickup
Requirements
Time
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Pickup Location
Customer
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5 INVENTORY DATA
You will also need to define the data specific to your inventory and stock. This is the data that will appear in
pop up list boxes throughout the application.
Inventory data needs to be set up when you install EVE and will then remain largely untouched unless you add
new inventory items or change prices, etc.
To define your inventory, load the Inventory Module if you have not already done so. A list of all data types
available will be shown in the Button Array. Choose New from any data type to add a new data element.
Choose Find to search for an existing data element.

When you select New, a form will appear allowing you to create new information.

5.1 Defining Inventory Data
5.1.1 Colors
Enter Colors that are appropriate to describe equipment and stock items. EVE comes pre-installed with a few
records.

General

Color
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Enter the name of the color.

5.1.2 Discount Bands
If you are planning to offer discount prices to privileged customers, you can pre-define the standard Discount
Bands to be used. Each discount band has an identifying name (for example, “10% off”), a formula to calculate
the price (for example, [RP] – 10% where [RP] represents the Retail Price), and a minimum formula, used to
calculate the minimum price below which the price will not be allowed to fall (for example, [CP] + 5% where
[CP] represents the Cost Price). The minimum formula is important as otherwise the standard formula may
calculate a price below the cost price for an item that has a small or no margin.

Discount Band

Description of the Discount Band (for example, 10% off).

Formula

Enter the Formula used to calculate the discounted price
Currently, only simple formulas are supported of the form:
❖ [RP] – 10%
❖ [RP] – 20%
❖ [CP] + 5%
Where [RP] is the retail price and [CP] is the cost price. Be careful to type the
format exactly.
You may want to use [RP] in the standard formula (for example, [RP] – 10%)
and [CP] in the minimum formula (for example, [CP] + 5%).
As well as percentage values you can apply a fixed amount off or over the
Retail or Cost Price. E.g.
[RP] – 2 would indicate the discount price is 2 units below retail price (where a
unit would be a dollar in the States, a pound in the UK, etc).
[CP] + 4 would indicate the discount price is 4 units above cost price.

Min. Formula

Enter the formula used to calculate the minimum discounted price on offer.

Privilege Level
Required for Manual
Use

Some discount bands will only be used by EVE if you have defined them to be
automatically assigned to particular types of customers (see section 4.4.10
Customer Types). If this is the case, choose ‘The discount band cannot be
manually assigned’. Other discount bands will be used by your employees to
manually assign a discount in the sales module (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock
Items). You can use up to 3 levels of discounts: Low Discount Bands (for use
by regular sales staff – e.g. 2% Off), Medium Discount Bands (for use by middle
management – e.g. 5% Off) and High Discount Bands (for use by you – the store
owner – and other trusted staff – e.g. 20% Off). Choose which level you want
the current discount band to be in. Then assign the necessary privilege to
each staff member – see section 4.4.15 – to indicate which level of discount
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band they can use.

5.1.3 Inventory Locations
Use Inventory Locations to identify where your Stock Items are located in the store or warehouse. You can set
Inventory Locations for the Locations that you use at your dive center. For example, for the Warehouse
location, you could specify Inventory Locations of Row 10 Top Shelf, Row 11 Second Shelf, etc. When you have
defined your Inventory Locations you can then assign them to individual stock items. In this way you can
indicate where the item is sold in the shop and where it is stored. Later, you can perform searches to find which
areas of the shop are most profitable.

General

Inventory Location

Enter the name of the Inventory Location.

Location

Choose the Location from the pop up list box.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Inventory Location. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All
Stores option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

5.1.4 Profit Centers
Profit Centers allow you to group together Stock Types for reporting purposes. For example, you may want to
create a Profit Center called Diving Equipment and then assign the following Stock Types to it: Wetsuits, Dry
Suits, Air Tanks, Masks, Fins, Snorkels, etc. Using the Sales Reports you can then report on sales of each Profit
Center.
Note: do not confuse Profit Centers with Cost Centers. Cost Centers are companies. Profit Centers are simply a
grouping of Stock Types for reporting purposes.
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General

Profit Center

Description of the Profit Center – e.g. Diving Equipment, Swimming Equipment,
Training, etc.

Sales Account

If you export data to QuickBooks, you need to inform EVE about which
QuickBooks Accounts will accept data from which Profit Center. Choose an
Account from the pop up list box.

COGS Account
Inventory Account
Appear In Profit
Center Breakdown
Reports Memo
Section

The Profit Center Breakdown Report summarizes cumulative sales, refunds and
Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) by profit center for a defined period of time. In
addition, you can list sales of items that don’t contribute to your profit (for
example, gift certificates and gift cards) but that you wish to track for business
purposes. Put a check mark in this box if the Profit Center does not contribute
to profit.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this profit center. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

5.1.5 Stock Items
In this section enter details of Stock Items that you sell in your shop. This is one of the key data elements for
dive centers and resorts. Rather than typing in details of each stock item, you may find it easier to import the
information. Stock Items can be imported from Microsoft Excel (see section 3.2). You may be able to obtain
product lists from your suppliers in electronic format and these can be modified to be in the correct Excel
format and then imported straight into EVE.
EVE uses some Stock Items internally for specific purposes. You can modify the attributes of these Stock Items if
you wish. For example, you could change the description of the Equipment Service Stock Item to Work Order,
but do not change it to e.g. Wetsuit. EVE uses the ID value to determine what functionality is associated with
certain Stock Items. For example, EVE knows that the stock ID with ID 3 represents a Labor charge, regardless of
the description. Below are listed these ’special’ stock items.
0. Imported

If you were a Scubaware user and you archived some of your Stock Items
before importing the data into EVE, the import process assigns a value of 0 for
the Stock Item ID on imported invoices where the associated Stock Item no
longer exists.

1. Equipment Rental

When an equipment rental booking is added to an invoice in the Sales Module,
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EVE uses the Equipment Rental Stock Item to represent the booking.
2. Equipment
Service

When an equipment service booking is added to an invoice in the Sales Module,
EVE uses the Equipment Service Stock Item to represent the booking.

3. Labor

When an equipment service booking that contains a labor charge is added to an
invoice in the Sales Module, EVE adds a labor line item to the invoice
automatically. EVE uses the Labor Stock Item to represent the labor charge.

4. Handling

When an equipment service booking that contains a handling charge is added
to an invoice in the Sales Module, EVE adds a handling line item automatically.
EVE uses the Handling Stock Item to represent the handling charge.

5. Gift Certificate

EVE comes with a default gift certificate Stock Item. You can change this (for
example, to change the denomination) or add further Gift Certificate Stock
Items yourself.

10. Expenses

Expenses are used when money is taken out of the cash drawer as petty cash to
purchase supply items for the store or when you “sell” inventory to the store
for internal use on a course or a trip. You can associate expenses with a
course or a trip and automatically create an expenses invoice. EVE comes with
a default Expenses Stock Item.

General
Use the General tab to define the primary information regarding each Stock Item. This is the information you
will use to search for stock when Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).

Description
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Enter the Description of the Stock Item that will appear on invoices

Stock #

Enter the unique Stock # (SKU) for the item. It is recommended that you assign
a unique number here where possible. EVE will allow you to create duplicates
but it will warn against it.

Barcode #

Enter the Barcode # for the item if there is one. This value must be unique. To
the right of the text box is a button marked with an exclamation mark. Click
this to instruct EVE to generate a barcode number for you. A sequential number
is used.
You can click on the Toolbox icon
and then click Seed Barcode # to set the
starting Barcode # which EVE will use when generating barcodes.
If the packaging for the stock item has a barcode on it already that was printed
by the Manufacturer, you can use this in EVE. The simplest way to enter this is
to set focus to the Barcode # field and scan the barcode. Otherwise, you can
just type the number.

Stock Type

Pick this from the list of pre-defined Stock Types. You will be able to search on
Stock Type when Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).
Only those Stock Types that have been marked ‘For Sale’ will be displayed.

Sub Stock Type

Pick this from the list of pre-defined Stock Types. You will be able to search on
Sub Stock Type when Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).
This may not be applicable for all stock items. However you may want to, for
example, set the Sub Stock Type to Accessories when the main Stock Type is
Regulators.

Manufacturer

Pick the Manufacturer from the list of pre-defined Suppliers. The supplier and
manufacturer will often be the same company, but you may purchase some
items from a distributor. In that case, pick the Manufacturer here and choose
the distributor on the Suppliers tab – see below.

Primary Color

Pick the Primary Color of the Stock Item from the list of pre-defined values.

Secondary Color

Pick the Secondary Color of the Stock Item, if applicable, from the list of predefined values.

Size

Pick the Size of the Stock Item, if applicable, from the list of pre-defined
values.

Commission %

The commission that you pay to your staff members is calculated by one of the
following formulas:
❖ Net Price * Employee Commission Rate * Stock Item Commission Rate
❖ Net Profit * Employee Commission Rate * Stock Item Commission Rate
Values using both formulae are displayed in the commission Reports (See
Section 18.2.Reports). You choose which one to use.
Each employee can be on a different commission rate and you can encourage
employees to sell specific items by increasing the commission rate on those
items.
Enter the Stock Item commission rate here.

Loyalty %

If you have ticked the “Automatically Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice Saved”
box on the Customers tab of the Options form (see section 4.3.3), then loyalty
credit is assigned to the customer’s loyalty card each time they purchase goods.
The amount of credit is calculated on each item purchased by: Qty * Net Price *
Loyalty % / 100. E.g. enter 5 to indicate the customer will earn $5 credit on a
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purchase of $100.
Description #2

You can choose to enter a second Description of the Stock Item. This could be
used to enter the description in a second language in multi-lingual locations.

Multi-Sale Item

Some dive stores sell Air Fill cards. The customer buys, for example, 20 air fills
and then has his card marked each time he uses one of the fills. EVE supports
‘virtual’ air fill cards. To set one of these up, check the Multi-Sale Item
checkbox. The Quantity box becomes enabled so you can enter the number of
items (i.e. fills).
In a similar way, you could put a check mark in the Multi-Sale item box to
indicate that multiple trips on the store’s dive boat are being purchased, etc.

Quantity

Enter the Quantity associate with the Multi-Sale Item. E.g. if they are buying 10
air-fills, enter 10.

Image

If the manufacturer has supplied you with an Image of the Stock Item, you can
enter the pathed filename (i.e. filename including the folder) of the image file.
The image can be shown at the point of sale if you want to show the customer
some detail of the item being sold. It can also be used in the companion
product to EVE: EVE OnLine.
Up to 5 images can be linked to the stock item.

Image Scale To Fit

If you have attached an image file of the stock item, you can select the Image
Scale to Fit checkbox to have the image resized to display on screen. This
selection will stretch or shrink the image display without affecting the original
file.

Auto-Show Image

If your images are stored on the same computer you are using or they are on a
computer on the same Local Area Network, you will probably want to put a
check mark in this box so the product image is displayed whenever you open the
stock item record. However, if your images are stored on the Internet or on a
different computer that is slow to access, you should remove the check mark so
the stock item form is not slow to load each time. In this case, EVE will show a
link in place of the image and you can click the link to display the image.

Video

If you have linked Videos and/or images to Stock Items, you can play/view those
that are associated with the selected Stock Item. For instance, you could
create a video of last year’s trip to Aruba and link it to a Stock Item relating to
this year’s trip. Alternatively, if you have a promotional video created by the
manufacturer of a Stock Item you could play it for the customer as part of your
sales pitch.

Suppliers
Use the Suppliers tab to identify all of the Suppliers from which you can purchase this Stock Item. One of the
Suppliers will be identified as the ‘preferred’ supplier.
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Supplier

The Supplier will default to be the same as the Manufacturer you selected on
the General tab. If you purchase the item from more than one supplier, you can
select additional Suppliers from the pre-defined list. Use the Add button to add
Suppliers. Highlight a Supplier and click the Remove button to remove
Suppliers.

Supplier Stock #

Enter the Supplier Stock #. This will usually be the same as the Stock # on the
General tab. It is recommended you use unique values for the Stock #
throughout EVE, while the Supplier Stock # is not necessarily unique. Thus, two
suppliers might use ‘A1’ as their identifier for two completely different items.
You could enter ‘A1’ for each as the Supplier Stock # but you may want to use a
unique Stock # for each.

Purchase Order
Description

Enter the description of the Stock Item that will appear on Purchase Orders.
This will usually be the same as the Description on the General tab, but you can
type a different description to help identify the item to the supplier, if you
wish.

Preferred

If this is the preferred supplier (often the supplier with the best pricing or
easiest shipping), check the Preferred checkbox. The preferred supplier is used
in some places in EVE to calculate the cost price for an item (as the cost price
may vary between suppliers).

Purchase Tax Band

Pick the Purchase Tax Band that will be used to calculate the tax on purchases
of the Stock Item (i.e. when you purchase items from your suppliers). This may
not be applicable in all locations – i.e. you may need to choose No Tax here.

If there is a check mark in the ‘Keep synchronized with General tab information’ box then, every time you make
a change to the Stock Item Description or Stock # values on the General tab, the PO Description and Supplier
Stock # values will be updated to match for each row in the Suppliers grid.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Stock Item. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

Prices
Enter both your retail pricing structure for this Stock Item and your purchasing/cost price structure. You can set
a retail pricing structure for each Cost Center at which this Stock Item is available. For example, if you run both
a store and a mail order company you could set up a Cost Center for each and, if you wish, have a different price
dependant on which company you sell the item through. You may have different retail prices for different
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Customer Types. For example, you may sell a particular item to club members for a different price than for
regular customers.
You may also have multiple cost pricing levels for each supplier of a particular Stock Item. For instance, if the
supplier considers you a valued customer based e.g. on the number of items you purchased from them last year,
you may benefit from their Level 2 pricing scheme rather than their Level 1 pricing scheme. You can import all
cost price levels into EVE and then indicate, for each Supplier, which pricing level applies.

Retail Prices
Enter your Retail Prices on the left hand side of the form. There will be a tab displayed for each Cost Center
you have created. You will need to set Retail Prices for each Cost Center (in the above example there are 2 Cost
Centers called Divercity Dive Emporium and Divercity Travel). You will only be able to enter prices for Stock
Items at a Cost Center if the item’s Stock Type is marked as applicable at the Cost Center. If the Cost Center
has not been marked applicable in Stock Types you will receive a message to Open the Stock Type Form and add
the Cost Center.
If this item is a package, you may enter the price for the entire package here (and then discount all items in the
package by 100%) or you may choose to discount each individual line item on the Packages tab. For more
information, see the Packages tab section below.
Sales Tax

The tax band used to calculate the tax on sales of the Stock Item is shown. It is
not editable here. It is set to the value defined for the Stock Type of the item,
the assumption being that if one e.g. BCD is subject to 10% sales tax then all
BCDs will be.

Price Type

A price type row will be added to the grid for each Customer Type you have
created in Customer Types that is marked as Discountable? In addition, a price
type of .Retail will be displayed. This is the standard price used on an invoice
when no Customer Type is identified. You can type a price into either the Unit
Price (i.e. before Tax) column or the Inc Tax column on each of the Price Type
rows. If you don’t enter a value for a particular Price Type, the .Retail. price
will be assumed.

Unit Price

You can enter the Retail Price either before (Unit Price) or after (Inc. Tax) tax.
As you type one value, EVE calculates the other using the Sales Tax Band
defined for the Stock Type.

Incl. Tax
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Status

In advance, you may have indicated on the Customer Types form (See Section
4.4.10.Customer Types) that, for example, Instructors will get a 5% discount on
trips. In that case, when you view a Trip stock item, the Status column on the
Club Member row will indicate the discount band in effect and the Unit Price
and the Unit Price Including Tax will be adjusted accordingly.
If you manually change the Unit Price or Unit Price Including Tax by typing a
value into that column, the Status will change to “Price Set”.
Otherwise the Status will display as Use Retail indicating no discount is
applicable for the customer type.

Deposit Pre Tax
Deposit Inc. Tax

The Deposit fields only are applicable to courses and trips. You can enter a
deposit value before (Deposit Pre Tax) or after (Deposit Inc. Tax) tax. The
other value will default based on the tax band for this Stock Type.
Deposit will be used to default the amount being paid when Selling Courses (See
Section 6.1.4.Selling Courses) or Selling Trips. You can decide which deposit
amount to set as the Default when Setting Course Options (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options) and Setting Trip Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips
Options).

Pricing Method

The Pricing Method pick-list is only applicable when the item’s Stock Type is
“Commissions”. The pick-list contains the following values: One-Off, Per Day,
Per Hour, Per Minute, etc. You can setup commission stock items and then link
them to Task Types. The price on the commission stock item determines how
much pay is due to an employee performing a particular task. The pricing
method determines if they’ll be paid an amount regardless of how long the task
takes (choose a pricing method of “One-Off”) or whether the duration of the
task factors into the amount. E.g. the commission stock item on a Task Type
called “Fill Cylinders” may have a price defined of $2 and may have a pricing
method of “Per minute”. If an employee takes 10 minutes to fill the cylinders
they’ll be paid $20.

Cost Prices
Enter your Cost Prices on the right hand side of the form. There will be a tab displayed for each Store on the
system and for each Supplier you have identified on the Suppliers tab. You will need to set Cost Prices for each
Supplier. Unless you have specified otherwise, the same Cost Prices will apply to all Stores. If you need to
change this behavior (i.e. if a different Cost Price needs to be set for the item at different stores) please contact
EVE Diving.
Cost Price Level

The Cost Price Level will default based on the level you set in Suppliers (see
section 5.1.7). It defines the cost basis for any purchases of this Stock Item
from this Supplier. E.g. the supplier may have different prices based on the
level you are on with them – perhaps based on the value of last year’s
purchases.
If you negotiate a level change with your supplier, you can change the price
level on Suppliers. Your cost basis on all future purchases from the supplier will
automatically be based on the new pricing level.
All pricing levels can be imported from the supplier’s product list (see section
3.2).

Purchase Tax

The Purchase Tax shown will be that value you chose for the Supplier on the
Suppliers tab. It is used to calculate the cost price including tax figure.

Cost Price

Some Suppliers will offer multiple pricing levels based on your purchase
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Incl. Tax
Level

amounts or commitment levels. You can enter (or import from a product list)
the cost prices for various levels before (Cost Price) or after (Inc. Tax). The
other value will default based on the Purchase Tax for this Supplier.

Stock Levels
Use Stock Levels to track your inventory levels and inventory cost basis. There will be a tab for each Store so
you can maintain Store specific Stock Levels. The data within the Stock Levels tab will be automatically
populated as you receive Deliveries in the Purchases Module. You can manually enter or adjust Stock Item levels
as you populate EVE for the first time or as you complete your periodic inventory count (see section 18.2.6).

Inventory Tracking
Method

The Inventory Tracking Method you selected when Setting Purchases Options
(See Section 4.3.4.Inventory Options). You have the choice of using FIFO (First
In, First Out) or LIFO (Last In, First Out) inventory management. If you use
FIFO, the Stock Item with the oldest date will be sold first. If you use LIFO, the
Stock Item with the newest date will be sold first.

Maintain Stock
Levels

Check the checkbox if you want EVE to automatically update stock levels for the
item as units are sold or received. Most physical items require a check mark
here as you want to track the physical stock level held in your store. Some
Stock Items such as courses, gift certificates, trips require no stock level
maintenance, as you do not need to track the inventory level.

Can Be Added To
Purchase Orders

If you want to be able to add this item to a Purchase Order, check this
checkbox.

Date Received

Each row in the grid indicates a Delivery of the item, a Transfer of the item
from another store or a manual override of stock levels on the item; i.e. it
indicates a change in stock level.
If the row represents a Delivery or Transfer, the Date Received is the date and
time the items on the delivery were received into inventory.
If the row represents a manual override of stock levels, the Date Received is the
date and time you made the adjustment. EVE will use this date stamp to
determine which items should be sold first based on the Inventory Tracking
Method you have selected.
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Purchase Order #

If the row represents item(s) that were delivered on a Purchase Order, the
Purchase Order number is displayed here. If you manually entered the item, or
the row represents a Transfer from another store, this field is blank.

Delivery #

If the row represents item(s) that were delivered on a Purchased Order, the
Delivery number is displayed here. If you manually entered the item, or the
row represents a Transfer from another store, this field is blank.

Transfer #

If the row represents item(s) that were received into inventory as a result of a
Transfer from another store, the Transfer number is displayed here. Otherwise
this field is blank.

Cost Price

The cost price of the Stock Item at the time the stock level was updated.
If you manually enter an item or the stock level update was due to a Transfer
from another store, the Cost Price is based on the Level and Cost Price you set
on the Prices tab.
If this item was received using the Purchases Module, the Cost Price is the Cost
Price identified on the Delivery.
This column is only displayed if the user who is logged-on has the necessary
privilege.

Quantity Received

This is the Quantity Received on the Delivery/Transfer/manual update

Quantity Unsold

EVE will choose which specific inventory item of this Stock Item to sell each
time you add this Stock Item to an invoice based on the Inventory Tracking
Method you identified. Quantity Unsold will tell you the remaining items you
have from each individual delivery.

Include Historic
Entries?

Use the Include Historic Entries checkbox to indicate if you want EVE to display
historical stock levels and cost prices even if the stock level is now zero on that
row. If this box is unchecked, only rows where the stock level is non-zero will
be displayed.

Number In Stock

The Number in Stock is the sum of the Quantity Unsold – i.e. the total number of
units you have in stock of the stock item. You can manually adjust stock levels
using the Up or Down button to increase or decrease numbers. A new Date
Received line will automatically be created.
If you manually adjust the Number in Stock on an existing Stock Item, EVE will
prompt you for a reason for the change – e.g. “2 items stolen”. You can view
the reasons for inventory changes by double clicking on the grey column on the
left of the Stock Level grid. Along with the reason, you’ll see who was logged in
to EVE and the date/time of the change.

Number On Order

The number of units of the Stock Item that are on order awaiting delivery across
all Purchase Orders. EVE automatically updates this figure when you create a
Purchase Order in the Purchases Module.

Min Level Peak
Season

Enter the Minimum Number of units of the item that you want in stock during
your busy season. You can define when your busy season starts and ends on the
Store form - see section 4.4.32

Min
Level
Season

Slow

Ideal Level Peak

Enter the Minimum Number of units of the item that you want in stock during
your slow season. This field is used in the same way as the Ideal Level Peak
Season but will be used if you use the Top Up function during the slow season.
You can define when your slow season starts and ends on the Store form - see
section 4.4.32
Enter the Ideal Number of units of the item that you want in stock during your
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Season

busy season. When using the Top-Up feature to auto create a Purchase Order,
EVE will examine this figure and will add a number of units to the PO that will
increase stock levels from their present level to this Ideal level.

Ideal Level Slow
Season

The Ideal Number of units of the item that you want in stock during your slow
season.

Location In Store

Select the Location of the Stock Item on the show room floor. When a sale is
made, EVE writes this value to the invoice. Later, you can perform searches
based on the Inventory location to determine which areas of the store are most
profitable when selling which types of items.

Location In Store
Room

Select the Location of the Stock Item in your storage area or warehouse. You
may find this useful later when you need to re-stock the store front.

Serial Numbers
Use Serial Numbers to enter the serial numbers of individual units of the currently selected Stock Item. You may
find this useful for insurance purposes or for warranty purposes.

Serial Numbers Are
Applicable For This
Stock Item

If you want to record serial numbers, check the checkbox. You can then add
serial numbers for existing units in stock by clicking the Add button. Usually
though, you will add Serial numbers when receiving items on a Purchase Order
Delivery (See Section 8.1.3.Deliveries/Back Orders).
When Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items), the list of predefined numbers is shown in the Sales Module so you can choose the appropriate
one being sold. When the Stock Item is added to the shopping basket in the
Sales Module you will be prompted to select one of the serial numbers from your
pre-defined list. That number will be saved with the invoice.
To delete an existing number, select it in the list and click the Delete button.

Packages
If certain Stock Items are always sold together, you can group them together into a package. When the package
is added to the shopping basket in the Sales Module, the package is expanded and the constituent parts are
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added to the basket as well. For instance, you may sell mask, fins, snorkel sets. You can mark a Stock Item as
being a package and add other Stock Items to that package. When the package is sold in the Sales Module, EVE
shows a list of all items in the package so you can pick which ones you want to add to the shopping basket along
with the package item itself. You could therefore add all colors and sizes of fins to a package and then pick the
appropriate one the customer wants at the point of sale.
You can create Groups within the package. E.g. in the example above, you could create 3 groups called ‘Masks’,
‘Fins’ and ‘Snorkels’. Add all the masks to the Masks group, all the fins to the Fins group, all the snorkels to the
Snorkels group. You can indicate how many items can be added from each group to the shopping basket for the
package to be valid – e.g. in the above example, you would want each group to have 1 item added from it.
Obviously the package price is not valid if 3 masks are added and no snorkel.

This Item Is a
Package?

Put a tick in the ‘This Item is a Package’ box to indicate this stock item is a
Package.

Show Package Page
in EVE OnLine

This check box is only appropriate if you use EVE OnLine – i.e. the eCommerce
companion product to EVE. Add a tick in the box if you want the package page
to be shown in EVE Online – leave it unticked if you do not want the page to be
shown - i.e. when your customers click Add to Cart you want all package items
to be automatically added to the cart. You might want to do this e.g. with OW
courses where the PIC and CrewPak are included in the price of the course and
you want them to be added to the shopping cart automatically.
If you want the package page to be shown, leave the box unchecked. Your
customers will then be able to choose which item(s) they want from the
package.

Use the Add button to add other Stock Items to the package. The Stock Item Search box will be displayed so you
find the items(s) to add. Highlight an item and click the Remove button to remove the Stock Item from the
package. Highlight an item in the grid and click Open to view that stock item.
To create a new Package Group, click the New Group button.
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Give a name for the Package Group and enter the Number of Items that must be added at the point of sale from
this group for the package to be valid. In most cases this will be 1.
You can use packages to define add-on items. For instance, you could mark all Mask Stock Items as being
packages and then add a mask de-fog Stock Item as a package item to each mask package. When you sell a
mask, EVE will show the package items list, so prompting the sales person to offer the mask de-fog to the
customer. In this case you could sell the mask at full price and you could give a small (or zero) discount on the
mask de-fog.
You can nest packages – i.e. add a package to another package. In this way you could set up a mask package to
facilitate add-on sales of mask de-fog and add the mask package to a mask/fins/snorkel package. If you wanted,
you could add the mask/fins/snorkel package to another package, and so on.
Stock #

The Stock # of the item in the package is listed.

Stock Item

The Stock Item Description is listed.

Discount Band

Enter the discount (if any) that applies to the item in the package. A list of
Discount Bands is shown for you to select from.
This discount will apply to the Stock Item only when the package is sold in the
Sales Module. If the item is sold outside of the package, the discount band here
has no effect.
The discounts only apply when the item is sold as part of this current package.
If you add the same item to a different package, you can choose a different
discount.

Stock Type

The Stock Type of the item is listed.

Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the item is listed.

Checked?

Use the Checked? checkbox to identify if you want the item to be chosen (i.e.
selected) by default when you sell the package. For example, if you are setting
up a Course as a package which always includes the course material, you would
check the Checked? checkbox. If you are setting up a mask package that has
mask defog as an optional add on, you would not select the Checked? checkbox
as there is a good chance the customer will not want it.

You can price packages in one of two ways:
❖ If the sum of the items in the package is $100 you could give a discount to people purchasing the package as
a whole, by setting a retail price on the package Stock Item of $90. You could then give all items in the
package a 100% discount when sold as part of the package. The total price for the package and all its
constituent parts will then be $90.
❖ You could set the retail price of the package Stock Item to be $0 and then give a discount on each
constituent item in the package when sold as part of the package. For example, item one in the package
might have a 10% discount on its standard retail price, item two might have a 5% discount and item 3 might
have a 15% discount.
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Method 2 is recommended, as otherwise, profits on sales of package items will appear skewed when you run your
end of year reports as the package items will appear to have been sold for 0 dollars (since they were discounted
by 100%).
If you wish, you can combine methods one and two, i.e. you can give a retail price on the package Stock Item
and also apply a discount on all constituent parts.
At the top right of the form is a link that reads ‘Click Here to see Packages this item is in’. Click it to see a list
of packages (if any) that the current stock item is in.

Links
Courses, Trips (both Vacation and Day Trips), Resort Reservations and Club Memberships all require special
processing in the Sales Module. Use the Links tab to instruct EVE to initiate the processing when the Stock Item
is sold.

This Stock Item Is
Used To Sell Courses

If the Stock Item is to be used to sell courses, select ‘Courses’ in the pick list.
Then click on the Add button in the Linked Courses section to add course dates
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that can be sold using the stock item.
If you want the stock item to be used to sell other courses in future (i.e. that
have yet to be created), put a tick in the ‘Use Rules’ checkbox. You can then
use the controls in the left section to define a set of rules that new courses
must match before they can be sold using this stock item. In the graphic above,
all new Open Water courses will be automatically linked to the stock item as
soon as they are created regardless of the day of the week they start and
regardless of the month of the year they start. If you charge a different amount
for OW courses starting during the week than for those at the weekend, you can
create 2 stock items. On the first, make sure the Monday -> Friday boxes are
checked. On the second, make sure the Saturday and Sunday boxes are
checked. All new OW courses will be automatically linked to either the
weekday stock item or the weekend stock item depending on their start day.
Similarly, you can create multiple stock items to represent the prices of OW
courses that take place in your slow season as opposed to those in the peak
season. To do that, choose the appropriate Start Date range.
When the Stock Item is added to the shopping basket in the Sales Module, the
Booking Wizard is displayed (see section 6.1.4) so you can enroll the customer
on a course date.
Note: the Rules section and the Linked Courses section are independent. I.e.
when the stock item is added to the shopping basket, all linked course dates
will be presented to the sales clerk regardless of whether they match the rules
or not. The Rules are only used as a means to automatically add new courses to
the appropriate stock item by EVE when courses are created.
This Stock Item Is
Used To Sell Trips
Vacations
Trips

or

Day

Boat
Destination
Trip

If the Stock Item is to be used to sell trips (i.e. vacations) or day trips (i.e.
charters), choose Trips or Day Trips in the pick list. Then click on the Add
button in the Linked Trips section to add trips that can be sold using the stock
item.
If you want the stock item to be used to sell other trips/charters in future, put
a tick in the ‘Use Rules’ checkbox. You can then use the controls in the left
section to define a set of rules that new courses must match before they can be
sold using this stock item. If you charge a different amount for e.g. charters
during the week than for those at the weekend, you can create 2 stock items.
On the first, make sure the Monday -> Friday boxes are checked. On the
second, make sure the Saturday and Sunday boxes are checked. All new
charters will be automatically linked to either the weekday stock item or the
weekend stock item depending on their start day.
Similarly, you can create multiple stock items to represent the prices of
trips/charters that take place in your slow season as opposed to those in the
peak season. To do that, choose the appropriate start date range.
When the Stock Item is added to the shopping basket in the Sales Module, the
Booking Wizard is displayed (see section 6.1.5) so you can enroll the customer
on a trip/charter.
Note: the Rules section and the Linked Trips section are independent. I.e. when
the stock item is added to the shopping basket, all linked trips will be presented
to the sales clerk regardless of whether they match the rules or not. The Rules
are only used as a means to automatically add new trips to the appropriate
stock item by EVE when trips are created. You can associate your trip with a
specific boat, a specific destination, a specific trip or a combination of these
factors.

This Stock Item Is
Used To Book Rooms
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If the Stock Item is to be used to sell Resort Reservations/Room Bookings,
choose Resort Reservations in the pick list and choose the Hotel and Room Type

Hotel
Room Type
This Stock Item Is
Used To Sell Club
Memberships
Club
M/Ship Type

(e.g. Single, Twin, Double, etc.) to which the Stock Item relates. When the
Stock Item is added to the shopping basket in the Sales Module, the Confirm
Resort Reservation form is displayed so you can add the customer to a resort
reservation of the type specified.
If the Stock Item is to be used to sell Club Memberships, choose Clubs in the
pick list and choose which club and membership type the stock item will be
used to sell. For example, if you sell a Gold and a Silver membership type, you
could set up a stock item for each with a different price for each.
When the stock item is added to the shopping basket in the Sales module, the
Confirm Club Membership form is displayed.

Documents
Use the Documents tab to allocate documents to a Stock Item. You can choose to print or email these
Documents when the Stock Item is sold in the Sales Module. For instance, you could link a Release document to
your Trips stock items for the customer to sign, or you could link a document showing directions to the open
water dive site to your courses stock items. Note: there is an equivalent tab on the Stock Types form where you
can link documents to a Stock Type. You should use that tab instead of this one if the documents relate to all
items of the stock type.

To add items from the allocated document list, click the Add button and select the document(s). To remove
items, highlight the document and click the Remove button.

EVE OnLine
The EVE OnLine tab is where you enter information specific to EVE OnLine – i.e. the e-Commerce companion
product to EVE. If you have purchased EVE OnLine, your customers can view and buy your EVE products on the
web. There are 4 tabs on the EVE OnLine page: Product Details, General, Links and Related Products

Product Details
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Product Details

Enter an extended product description. This will appear on the Details page
when your customers click on the item in EVE OnLine. You can use the HTML
view to add formatting to the text – e.g. changing colors and fonts, adding
hyperlinks to other web pages, adding graphics, etc. Or you use the Text view
if you want to copy some existing text from another website. Note: if you add
graphics here, you must make sure they are accessible from the Internet – e.g.
it is OK to use a graphic located on an internet server – e.g.
http://shop.emeraldislanddivers.com/Share/StoreFiles/ProductImages/SeaSea/dx1g.jpg

but it is not OK to use a graphic on your C: drive. A graphic on your C: drive will
be visible by you but not by anyone else using EVE OnLine as your C: drive is not
accessible on-line.

General
Display Order

By default, items in EVE OnLine will be displayed alphabetically. However, in
some cases you may want to choose your own display order – e.g. on the Courses
page in EVE OnLine you may want Open Water, Advanced Open Water and
Rescue courses to be shown at the top. Items with a lower Display Order will be
displayed first.

Shipping Period

This option is only applicable if the Stock Item is used as a shipping option in
EVE OnLine – i.e. if the Stock Item has the ‘Shipping’ Stock Type. It indicates
the number of days to allow for shipping. Online customers will see this when
they purchase goods.

Weight

This indicates (in whichever units you choose), the weight of the stock item. It
will be used when calculating the shipping cost for an online order. Whichever
units you choose to use for the weight must match the units you use when
setting up shipping charges on the Stores form.

Shipping Required?

Some items may require shipping when they’re bought on-line – e.g. a mask or a
regulator, while others do not – e.g. a course or trip. If one or items purchased
on-line have Shipping Required, EVE OnLine will show a page during checkout
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where the user can choose shipping method (including pickup from store) and
specify shipping address, etc.
The Shipping Required? checkbox is also used if the Stock Item is used as a
shipping option in EVE OnLine – i.e. if the Stock Item has the ‘Shipping’ Stock
Type. For most shipping method stock items (e.g. FedEx, UPS, DHL, etc) you
will put a tick in the Shipping Required box here. However, for shipping
methods such as ‘Pick Up From Store’ you should leave it un-ticked. EVE OnLine
will then calculate whether tax is due using the store’s address rather than the
shipping address supplied by the customer.

Links
Links

In EVE, if you stock the same item in different colors and sizes, you may wish to
create one stock item record for each color and size – e.g. if the same item
comes in 3 sizes and 2 colors, you would create 6 stock items. This works fine
in EVE, but in EVE OnLine most stores prefer to show only one item and allow
the customer to choose the color and size. The EVE OnLine Links section lets
you have the best of both worlds. You can create the 6 stock item records and
then link them together here to a ‘parent’ item. The parent is the only one
that is shown in EVE OnLine, and all linked ‘child’ items are made available in
color and size picklists. Click the Add button to link other stock items to the
one on display. Highlight one or more items in the grid and click the Remove
button to unlink those items from the parent. Highlight one or more items in
the grid and click the Open button to open those stock items

Related Products
Related Products

In EVE Online, you can choose to show items that are related to the one being
viewed as thumbnails at the bottom of the page.
Choose ‘There are no Related Products’ if you don’t want any related products
to be displayed.
Choose ‘Let EVE OnLine determine Related Products based on Stock Type and
Manufacturer’ if you want EVE OnLine to lookup items that have the same stock
type and manufacturer as the item being viewed and show those as related
products.
Choose ‘The following products are related’ if you want to choose your own
stock items to be shown as related products. If you choose this option, make
sure that the items you choose are applicable to EVE OnLine.

Chart
The Chart tab gives you a quick view of the sales associated with this particular Stock Item in different time
frames either as a bar chart or a pie chart.
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You can choose to display the chart for a number of Report Types including
❖ Gross Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Net Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Profit by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Qty Sold by Year / Month / Day / Hour

History
If you have made sales of the Stock Item, you can use this tab to see details of each sale – i.e. quantity sold,
price it was sold at, date of sale, etc.

5.1.6 Stock Types
In this section enter details of Stock Types (i.e. Categories) that you sell in your shop (for example, Wetsuit,
Snorkel, etc.).
EVE uses some Stock Types internally for specific purposes. You can modify the attributes of these Stock Types
if you wish. For example, you may need to change the Tax Band on some of them, depending on the tax laws in
your country. You can also change the Description (for example, you could change Equipment Servicing to Work
Orders) but be careful not to alter the meaning, (for example, do not change Equipment Servicing to Wetsuits).
EVE uses the ID value to determine what functionality is associated with some Stock Types (for example, if the
Stock Type with ID 1 is used in the Sales Module, EVE shows Equipment Rental Bookings). Here is a list of those
Stock Types that have a special purpose:
1.Equipment Rental
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When this item is selected in the Stock Type pop up list box in the Sales
Module, all unpaid Rental Bookings for the selected customer are shown so
they can be added to an invoice. In addition a New Rental Booking option is

shown so you can create a new rental booking directly from the invoice.
2.Gift Certificate

When a Stock Item that has Gift Certificate as its Stock Type is added to an
invoice in the Sales Module, the Gift Certificate form is shown so details of
the Gift Certificate can be entered (for example, amount, recipient, etc.).
You can define multiple Stock Items with the Gift Certificate Stock Type if
you want to create different Denominations of certificate (for example, $50,
$100, etc.)

3.Courses

When a Stock Item that has Courses as its Stock Type is added to an invoice
in the Sales Module, the Course Selection form is shown so you can add the
customer to a course of the type being purchased.

4. Late Return
Penalty

When rental gear is checked in after the due date/time and after the Grace
Period you selected when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals
Options), a late penalty may be applied. This Stock Type is used to process
the Late Return Penalty.

5.Equipment
Servicing

When this item is selected in the Stock Type pop up list box in the Sales
Module, all unpaid Service Bookings for the selected customer are shown so
they can be added to an invoice. In addition a New Service Booking option is
available so you can create a new service booking directly from the invoice.

6.Labor

When an Equipment Service Booking that contains a Labor charge is added to
an invoice in the Sales Module, EVE adds a labor line item automatically. The
line item has a Stock Type of Labor.

7.Handling

When an Equipment Service Booking that contains a Handling charge is added
to an invoice in the Sales Module, EVE adds a handling line item
automatically. The line item has a Stock Type of Handling.

8.Instruction

In the Courses Module you can instruct EVE to calculate the amount
instructors will be paid for running a particular course. The tax that is
chargeable on the amount instructors are paid when Creating a New Course
(See Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course) is based on the tax band you
define for the Instruction Stock Type.

10. Expenses

You may choose to track the expenses associated with courses and trips. For
example, the cost of pool rental or mail outs. This Stock Item is used to
create expenses that will be added in the Courses Module or Trips Module.

12. Trips

When a Stock Item that has Trips as its Stock Type is added to an invoice in
the Sales Module, the Trip Selection form is shown so you can add the
customer to the Trip being purchased.

13. Gift Cards

When a Stock Item that has Gift Card as its Stock Type is added to an invoice
in the Sales Module, the Gift Card form is shown so details of the Gift Card
can be entered (for example, amount, recipient, etc.). You can define
multiple Stock Items using the Gift Card Stock Type if you want to create
different Denominations of card (for example, $50, $100, etc.)

14.Rental Sell Off

If you want to sell off an item of rental equipment, you can convert it into a
Stock Item using the New Stock Item option on the Equipment form. By
default, the new stock item will have a stock type of Rental Sell Off
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General

Stock Type

Enter a description for the Stock Type.

Profit Center

Pick the Profit Center that this Stock Type will contribute to from the pop up
list box. Profit Centers allow you to group together Stock Types for reporting
purposes.

For Sale

Check the For Sale checkbox if the Stock Type is one that you sell. Only those
items marked For Sale will be available when Selling Stock Items (See Section
6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).

Cost Center

If you only have one Cost Center, pick it from the pick list.
If you have more than one Cost Center, use the Add button to add Cost Centers
at which this Stock Type is applicable. All Stock Items on an invoice must be
associated with Stock Types that are applicable at the Cost Center identified on
the invoice. Highlight a Cost Center and click the Remove button to delete it
from the list.

Sales Tax Band

Pick the Sales Tax Band from the pop up list box. This is the tax band that is
used when you sell items of this stock type to your customers. It is not used
when you purchase items. You can override the tax band at invoice level if you
are authorized.

Default Commission
Rate For New Stock
Items

Enter the rate at which Commission is earned by staff members for the sale of
items of this Stock Type. As new Stock Items with this Stock Type are created
they inherit this value by default, but you can override the value for individual
Stock Items if you wish.

Apply To Existing
Stock Items

Click this button to apply the commission rate you have set for the Stock Type
to all existing Stock Items of that type. If you adjust commission rates at a
later date, you can apply a universal change using this function or override the
value for existing Stock Items that have this Stock Type.
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Customer Required

Use the Customer Required checkbox to identify whether a customer name must
be entered when items of this type are sold. For example, you may not require
a customer name on the sale of sun screen, but you may require a customer
name for anything requiring warranty/service work such as Regulators.

Room Booking
Prompt

This is not currently used.

Gift Certificate
Prompt

Check the Gift Certificate Prompt if you want the Gift Certificate form to be
displayed when Stock Items with this Stock Type are added to the shopping
basket on an invoice. Usually this will be reserved for only the “Gift
Certificate” Stock Type.

Gift Card Prompt

Check the Gift Card Prompt if you want the Gift Card form to be displayed when
Stock Items with this Stock Type are added to the shopping basket on an
invoice. Usually this will be reserved for only the “Gift Card” Stock Type.

Allow Price Updates

When creating an invoice, the price of each item is set when it’s added to the
shopping basket. Users that have the “Can Manually Override All Invoice Prices”
privilege can override the price by typing a new value into the Unit Price, Price
or Total columns. Users that have the “Can Manually Override Invoice Prices on
items whose Stock Type has Allow Price Updates ticked” privilege can also
override the price but only on line items that have a Stock Type where the
“Allow Price Updates” box is ticked. In this way, you could allow staff members
to override prices on e.g. dive charters but not on regulators.

Invoice Text

If you want certain text to always appear on invoices when you sell this Stock
Type, type the text here. For example, for the Courses Stock Type you could
enter ‘No Refunds after the course has started.’

For Rent

Check this checkbox if the Stock Type is one that you rent. Only those items
that have the For Rent checkbox checked will be available when adding new
Rental Equipment Items.

For Rental Profile

Check the checkbox if the Stock Type is one that you want available on the
Rental Profile. Only those items that have the For Rental Profile checkbox
checked will be available when adding items to Rental Profiles. You can create
Rental Profiles for frequent customers to indicate the size they use for each
type of equipment – for example, John Smith may require a Large BCD and Extra
Large Wet Suit, etc.

For Service

Check the checkbox if the Stock Type is one that you want available on the
Service Booking. Only those items that have the For Service checkbox checked
will be available when adding items to Service Bookings. For example, you will
want to add a check mark for Regulators and Air tanks but not for Fins, etc.

Service Period
(Months)

If the Stock Type represents one that will be serviced, enter the period in
months between services (for example, if you service regulators annually, enter
12 here).

Technician Activity

You can use EVE to calculate the pay for service technicians based on the type
of work completed. For instance, you could set up Regulator Service, Cylinder
Service, VIP stock items, etc., add these to service bookings where appropriate
and then, at the end of the week, use the EVE Technician reports to calculate
for each technician, the quantity and type of work completed.
Items will contribute to the Technician reports if they have a check in the
Technician Activity box.

Trip/Course

Check the checkbox if the Stock Type is one that you want to appear in the
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Requirement

requirements list when a customer registers on a trip or course. When selling a
trip/course, you can indicate the customer requirements for the trip/course –
for example, a particular customer may require a wetsuit, regulator and
computer. Only those stock types that have a check mark in the Trip/Course
Requirement box will be shown on the Requirements form.

Show Cylinder Info

Check the checkbox if the Stock Type represents a Cylinder. This will have 2
effects:
1/ when you create new Equipment Items that have this Stock Type, a tab will
become visible on the Equipment form called ‘Cylinder Specific Information’
where you can enter information about the cylinder’s Material, Valve, etc.
2/ when you add Equipment Items that have this Stock Type to a new Service
Booking, a tab will become visible on the booking called ‘Cylinder Specific
Information’ where you can enter information about e.g. the Internal/External
Exam, Hydro, etc. carried out.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Stock Type. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

Rental Prices
Use the Rental Prices tab to enter information about the cost of renting items of this Stock Type. Note: there is
an equivalent Rental Prices tab on the Equipment form. If you have entered prices for the Stock Type and for a
particular item of that type, the item prices will override the stock type prices. Usually you will only enter
prices at the stock type level since, for example, the price of renting all fins is likely to be the same.

Days
Price

Late Return Penalty
Price
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You can enter the rental prices to be charged for each Stock Type based on the
number of days it is rented. For example, in the graphic above, air tanks will
cost $10 to rent for a day, $18 for 2 days, $50 for up to 7 days and $60 for up to
14 days. Since there is no number of Days after 14, $60 will be charged for any
rental period over 14 days as well.
Also, if the equipment is checked back in late, you will charge an additional $3
if it is brought back up to 1 day late, $4 if it is brought back between 1 and 2
days late, $5 if it is brought back up to 7 days late and $6 for 8 or more days
late. Enter 0 in this column if you are not interested in charging late return
fees.

Rental Price Wizard

Click this to show the form below. It lets you quickly create rental prices to
fill the grid above provided you base your prices on a simple sliding scale. In
the example below it will generate a price of $4 for a rental lasting one day
and then apply a 50% discount for each following day. i.e. the price for 2 days
is: 4 + 4*50/10 = $6, etc.

Documents
Use the Documents tab to allocate Documents to Stock Types. You can also add Documents to individual Stock
Items. When an item is sold in the Sales Module, EVE checks whether Documents are linked either to the item
itself or to its Stock Type and allows you to print or email any document that it finds.
For example, for the
Trips stock type, you may want to link Release and Waiver documents for the customer to sign.

To add items from the allocated document list, click the Add button and select the document. To remove
items, highlight the document and click the Remove button.
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Chart
The Charts tab gives you a quick view of the sales associated with this particular Stock Type for various time
frames either as a bar chart or a pie chart.

You can choose to display the chart for a number of Report Types including:
❖ Gross Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Net Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Profit by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Qty Sold by Year / Month / Day / Hour

Sizes
You can define Sizes for each Stock Type where applicable. Each Stock Type may have different formats for the
size; for example, air tanks could have 80cf or 100cf, while BCDs could have small, medium, large, etc.
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Size

Description of the Size

Display Order

If you want to change the display order of Sizes when they are displayed
elsewhere (e.g. in the Rentals module), enter the preferred Display Order. If no
order is entered, sizes will display in alphabetical order.

Profile?

Put a tick in the Profile column if you want the size to appear in the Customer
Profile (see section 7.2.8) and in the Course Requirements and Trip
Requirements (see section 10.1.2)

You can also add a new size by selecting New from the File menu and adding a size from inventory.

Stock Type

Select the Stock Type from the pop up list box.

Size

Description of the Size

Display Order

If you want to force the display order of Sizes, enter the preferred Display
Order. If no order is entered, sizes will display in alphabetical order.

Show in Profile?

Put a tick in the Show in Profile box if you want the size to appear in the
Customer Profile (see section 7.2.8) and in the Course Requirements and Trip
Requirements (see section 10.1.2)

EVE OnLine
The EVE OnLine tab is where you enter information specific to EVE OnLine – i.e. the e-Commerce companion
product to EVE. If you have purchased EVE OnLine your customers can view and buy your EVE products on the
Internet.
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Search Engine Tag

For use with EVE OnLine, the e-Commerce product that can be used in
conjunction with EVE. Text entered in the Search Engine Tag field will be added
to the EVE OnLine page so search engines will index it better.

Display Name

If your EVE OnLine is configured to use the Simple Category List (log in to EVE
OnLine using your EOLAdmin account, click Website Properties, choose the
Product Settings Category and then the Simple Category List property), you can
display a different name for the Stock Type in EVE OnLine than you use in EVE.
Enter the EVE OnLine name here. If there is no name defined here, EVE OnLine
will use the Stock Type name.

Header Name

If your EVE OnLine is configured to use the Simple Category List, you can group
similar Stock Types together within a section and give the section header a
name. Choose the Header here. You can also enter new Headers by clicking
New EOL Header on the picklist form.

Class Name

Advanced users only: if you want the Stock Type to have a different style than
the default, you can enter a CSS class name here that defines the appearance.

5.1.7 Suppliers
General
In this section enter details of all Suppliers (i.e. Distributors and Manufacturers) that you deal with.

Supplier

Enter the name of the Supplier

Salesman

Enter the name of the Salesperson responsible for your account.

Contact #1, #2, #3

Enter the name of your primary Contacts at the Supplier

Line 1

Enter the Address details of the Supplier
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Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Postcode
Country
Telephone #1

Enter the Contact details for the Supplier. If you enter an Email address, you

Telephone #2

will be able to send an email by clicking the

Fax

you will be able to jump directly to the website by clicking the
icon. A new
link will be added in Links for each supplier with web details you create.

icon. If you enter a Website,

Email
Web
B2B Email

Some suppliers may have an on-line ordering system – i.e. a means of ordering
products on their website. Some of these allow EVE to communicate with them
so a Purchase Order created in EVE can be uploaded directly to their ordering
system. For those that allow the link via email, enter the email address here.

B2B Fn

The Supplier will expect the email attachment to be in a specific format that
they understand. Click on the picklist button to the right of the Fn text box to
pick the name of the routine that will be used to generate the file. At time of
writing the options are B2BISSYS and B2Baqualung. The B2BISSYS format can be
used if you are a distributor for other stores that use EVE. Those other stores
can email you purchase orders that you can automatically import as Invoices
into EVE to make the processing quicker and more reliable.

Notes

Any notes relevant for the supplier

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Supplier. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.

Details
Use the Details tab to enter information about your relationship with the Supplier at each Store. If you have
multiple stores in your database, there will be a tab shown for each. In the diagram below there are 2 Stores:
North Store and South Store.
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Customer #

If applicable, enter the Customer # that was assigned to you by the supplier.
This will be used as a reference on all Purchase Orders.

Account #

If applicable, enter the Account # that was assigned to you by the supplier. This
will be used as a reference on all Purchase Orders.

Cost Price Level

If the Supplier offers multiple pricing levels you can enter the level at which you
purchase here.
For example, PADI offers multiple pricing levels based on last year’s purchase
amounts. You can enter the level at which you buy PADI products. When you
create Stock Items you can enter (or import) the price for the Stock Item at
each level. EVE will cross reference this data and apply the cost at your level to
any purchases you make from the Supplier. If you change levels for any reason,
you can make one change here and all future purchases will be made at the new
level.

Customer Suffix

Some suppliers may issue you with a Customer Suffix for use with the B2B
feature. If applicable, enter it here.

Default Purchase
Tax Band For New
Stock Items

If you pay tax on purchases from the Supplier, enter the Default Purchase Tax
Band. You can override this for individual Stock Items if you choose.

Apply Purchase Tax
Band To Existing
Stock Items

Click the Apply Purchase Tax band to Existing Stock Items button to apply the
purchase tax band you just entered, to all existing Stock Items you buy from the
selected Supplier.

Default Shipping
Instructions

Enter any Shipping Instructions you want to appear by default on Purchases
Orders to the Supplier. You can override this on individual Purchase Orders.

Default Payment
Terms

Enter any Payment Terms you want to appear by default on Purchases Orders to
the Supplier. You can override this on individual Purchase Orders.

Chart
The Chart tab gives you a quick view of the sales associated with this particular Supplier in various time frames
either as a bar chart or a pie chart.
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You can choose to display the chart for a number of Report Types including
❖ Gross Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Net Sales by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Profit by Year / Month / Day / Hour
❖ Qty Sold by Year / Month / Day / Hour

5.1.8 Tax Bands
Enter details about the Tax Bands that apply to either your sales or your purchases.
In some locations, tax must be paid on sales to more than one tax authority i.e. the sale of a single item will
incur two tax components. For instance, in some locations, city tax and state tax are both incurred. To support
this, EVE allows you to nest ‘child’ Tax Bands within ‘parent’ Tax Bands, in effect creating a tax group. In the
example given, you could create a composite tax band, called City+State and mark the pre-defined city tax and
state tax as being its components. When an item subject to City+State tax is sold in the Sales Module, the
invoice will show tax calculated using the composite rate (i.e. city tax and state tax will be charged). In the
background, EVE independently tracks the amount of city tax incurred and state tax incurred. You can see a
breakdown of the taxes using the sales reports.
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General

Tax Band

Enter the name of the Tax Band.

Tax Rate

Enter the Rate at which tax is calculated.

Account

If you plan to export data to QuickBooks, you need to inform EVE which
QuickBooks accounts will accept data from which Tax Bands. Choose an account
from the list of accounts you defined in the QuickBooks accounts (See Section
19.QuickBooks).

Tax Agency

If you plan to export data to QuickBooks, you need to inform EVE, which Tax
Agency is responsible for handling this type of tax. Enter the Tax Agency that
applies to this Tax Band. Tax Agencies are held in Suppliers (See Section
5.1.7.Suppliers) – i.e. you should set up your Tax Agencies to be Suppliers and
can then choose the appropriate one here.

Customer
Exemption Allowed

If some Customers might be exempt from this tax, you will want to check the
Customer Exemption Allowed checkbox. In the Customers module, the tax band
will then appear in the Tax Exemptions list and you can put a check mark
against it for particular customers to indicate they are exempt.

Child Tax Bands

If the tax band represents a Tax Group, use Child Tax Bands list to enter any
component taxes that comprise the Tax Group. Click the Add button to bring
up a list of all existing Tax Bands. Highlight a Tax Band and click the Remove
button to remove a Tax Band from the list.

Stores
Check the Stores that have access to this Tax Band. If you checked the Put a Check Mark against All Stores
option when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), all Stores will be selected.
Otherwise only active Store for this PC is selected.
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6 SALES
The Sales Module forms the core of your dive center’s point of sale system. Through the Sales Module, you can
issue invoices, refunds, gift cards, gift certificates, quotes and make account payments (all of which are
generically termed transactions).
Receipts and invoices can be printed on any windows based printer and most specialized receipt printers.
Connect a barcode scanner, barcode printer and cash-drawer to your PC to create the complete electronic point
of sale system. Maintain accounts receivable and default Discount Bands for privileged customers. A powerful
Search Wizard allows all transactions to be easily referenced. You can export your sales information to the
QuickBooks accounting program or to Microsoft Excel.
The EVE profit tracker allows you to analyze how much money you are making. Daily / weekly / monthly /
yearly sales reports can be produced in seconds.
The program is designed to be user friendly; staff training takes only a few minutes. Your customer and
employee of the month can be easily identified for possible awards and cross promotions with other businesses.
This encourages competition among staff members, making them more attentive to customers.

6.1 Sales
Select the Sales Module from the Hierarchy or the Module buttons. You can create or find an Invoice, Quote,
Gift Card, Gift Certificate, Gift Card or Customer Account.

Click New Invoice from the Button Array to initiate the sales process – i.e. open the Invoice form. You can tab
through the fields on the form or use the Cool Bar at the right of the form to speed your data entry.
You may also begin a sales transaction in the Customers Module. Select the Customers Module from the
Hierarchy or the Module buttons. Find the customer you wish to sell to by using the customer search option.
Choose the sales related customer information. Click New Invoice on the bottom of the screen.
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General

Cost Center

Normally, you will not need to enter the Cost Center as EVE will set it for you
when you add the first item to the Shopping Basket.
Since a Cost Center is a company, once a Cost Center has been set for the
invoice, you will only be able to add other items that are linked to that same
Cost Center – i.e. you cannot sell items on one invoice from different Cost
Centers.

Type

Select the Invoice Type from the pop up list box. If you identified a Default
Invoice Type when defining Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales
Options), it will be automatically applied to the invoice for. There are six
primary types of invoices:
❖ Sales Receipts are the most commonly used invoice type in EVE. It
represents the case where the customer purchases items and pays for them
straight away (or puts the price on their account). When Sales Receipt is
chosen, EVE will insist that the amount tendered is equal to the sum of the
items in the shopping basket when the invoice is saved.
❖ Invoices are used to sell an item to a customer where payment is required
at some future date. For example, you may use an invoice when you sell an
item to a commercial vendor, where payment is due in 30 days. Or
alternatively, if you have a mail order business where invoices are sent with
the product for payment on receipt, an invoice can be used. No payments
can be added to an Invoice. Instead, when the customer sends payment,
the invoice should be opened and converted to a sales receipt so payment
line(s) can be added. By default, Invoices are not exported to QuickBooks
but you can change this behavior if you wish using the Invoice Type section
in the Data module.
❖ Ongoing Invoices will be most used by dive resorts that allow customers to
run a tab. With an ongoing invoice, customers can keep a tab open adding
items over the duration of their stay in the resort. An ongoing invoice can
be used multiple times and items added/removed each time without the
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requirement that the ongoing invoice be balanced. At the end of the
customers stay, the ongoing invoice will need to be converted into a Sales
Receipt and final payment taken to balance the total. By default, Ongoing
Invoices are not exported to QuickBooks but you can change this behavior if
you wish using the Invoice Type section in the Data module.
❖ Layaways are used when a customer purchases an item and then makes
payment installments over a period of time. Layaway invoices can be
closed without the total tendered needing to match the total amount
received. The Balance will show you the total amount of the layaway less
the amount the customer has paid so far. When final payment is made, the
balance will be zero and the layaway invoice should be converted into a
Sales Receipt. By default, layaways are not exported to QuickBooks but you
can change this behavior if you wish using the Invoice Type section in the
Data module.
❖ Expenses are used when money is taken out of the cash drawer as petty
cash to purchase supply items for the store or when you “sell” inventory to
the store for internal use on a course or a trip. You can associate expenses
with a course or a trip and automatically create an expenses invoice.
❖ Bank Deposits are used when money is taken out of the cash drawer to
deposit at the bank allowing for accurate tracking of cash amounts in your
till.
Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when defining Data Entry
Options, the name of the currently logged on employee will be added
automatically here. Otherwise, no employee will be added and you will need to
choose the employee responsible for this transaction from the pop up list box.
The pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Customer

If you are going to identify a customer for this transaction, enter his or her
name here.
If you have selected Search by Typing First Name First when you set Customer
Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), you would enter the customer’s
first name. Otherwise, enter the customer’s last name. As soon as you begin
typing, the Customer Search box will open allowing you to filter your data and
search more effectively for the customer making the purchase.
If this is a new customer making a purchase, click the New button on the Search
form and you will be able to Create a New Customer.
If the selected customer owes (or is owed) money, the amount in question is
displayed to the right of the customer’s name. The amount is shown in red if
the customer owes money (i.e. they have bought goods on account), and in
green if they have a positive credit (i.e. they have made account payment(s) in
excess of the amount owed). In addition, the customer field will turn red if the
customer has a balance owing or light green if the customer has a credit
amount.
If the customer has any Popup Notes associated with them (e.g. you may have
added a note for John Smith to indicate he left his wallet in the store last
weekend) they will be displayed when his/her name is added to the invoice.
See section 4.3.3 to learn how to configure which popup notes are shown.

Invoice #

The invoice number is generated by EVE. It will display as ‘New #XX’ (where XX
is the number of invoices created in this session of EVE) until you save the
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invoice, at which point EVE will assign a permanent invoice number.
Created

You do not need to enter a value for the ‘Created’ date since, when the invoice
is saved, EVE will enter a time stamp for you. However, for those occasions
when you need to back-date an invoice, you can click on the padlock next to
the field to unlock it so you can type a different date (provided you are
authorized). Leave the padlock open when you save the Invoice.

Payment Due

If you choose ‘Invoice’ as the Invoice Type, the Payment Due field will become
visible so you can indicate the payment due date.

Source

If you have a tick in the “Show ‘Source’ on Invoice form” box on the Sales tab of
the Options form (see section 4.3.2), you can choose the reason that the
customer entered your store today. E.g. Passed the Shop or Yellow Pages, etc.
The value you choose is saved to the Invoice (not the customer). This should
not be confused with the Enquiry Source field on the Customer form which is
where you can log how the customer first learnt of your store.

Notes

Use Notes to enter any free-text comments that you wish. The Notes are
printed onto the invoice. At the top of the Notes text box are some icons .
You can set these to hold text that you commonly add to a transaction. You can
then click on the icon to add the text to the Notes field.
To define the text for an icon, right click on it and click Edit. A prompt is shown
so you can enter text up to a maximum of 255 characters. When creating a
transaction next time, click on the Notes icon and the previously defined text is
added to the Notes text box

6.1.1 Selling Stock Items
Shopping Basket
Use the shopping basket to add items to the customer’s purchase. For fastest data entry, you can enter items
using the pale blue Barcode #, Stock # or Description field on the main invoice form. For any of these fields, you
can search using EVE’s field matching capabilities. Use the matching option beside the field to set the match
criteria (change which type of match is performed by clicking on the A symbol):
❖ A* – Match start of field
❖ *A – Match end of field
❖ *A* – Match any part of field
❖ A – Exact Match
Usually, you will want to search barcodes based on an exact match (A), while stock # and description may be on
a partial match to the start of the field (A*)
Barcode #

The barcode # field is used in conjunction with a barcode reader to quickly add
Stock Items to the shopping basket.
Only barcode readers that send information to the computer as if you had typed
it are currently supported. Most barcode scanners work this way.
To select stock items within EVE, position the cursor into the Barcode # field (by
pressing F9 or by holding down the ALT key while pressing B or by left clicking in
the field) and swipe the barcode. EVE automatically searches for the matching
Stock Item and adds it to the shopping basket.
Note: when the barcode is swiped, data is written to whichever field is active.
Make the Barcode # field active before swiping the barcode to allow the
functionality described above to be successful. Most barcode readers can be
programmed to send additional characters before and/or after the barcode
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data. Programming your reader to send an F9 key before the barcode data will
automatically set focus to the barcode # field immediately prior to the barcode
data being sent.
Note: you can use the Barcode # field without a barcode reader. Type the
barcode number (this is usually displayed beneath the barcode on the label)
directly into the barcode # field and press the Enter key.
Stock #

If you know the stock number (SKU) of the item, type it into the Stock # field
and press the Enter key. EVE searches for the matching Stock Item and adds it
to the shopping basket automatically.

Description

If you know the description of the item, type it into the Stock # field and press
the Enter key. EVE searches for the matching Stock Item and adds it to the
shopping basket automatically.

If you do not know the Barcode #, Stock # or Description of the specific item you are selling, you can search for
it using the Stock Item search box by first clicking on the Search button in the Stock Items section on the Coolbar
on the right of the form. See Searching for Data for more information. There are a few special comments on
Stock Item searches below.
Stock Type

This pop up list box on the Stock Item Search form holds a list of all Stock Types
that are marked for sale. If you select one, Stock Items are filtered to show
only those items that have that Stock Type.

Retail Price tab

This tab is only important if you have more than one Cost Center defined. You
can set up EVE so the same stock item has a different Retail Price in each Cost
Center. You could do this, for example, so that if you sell the item through the
store, one price is used and if you sell the item as a mail-order, a different
price is used. Use the Retail price tab to indicate which price you want to see
for stock items that match your search criteria.

Customer Order
Prompts

When adding an item to the shopping basket you may find that you are
temporarily out of stock and need to order in more units. To prevent the newly
ordered items from being sold to other customers when they arrive, you can set
up a special customer order. The item is marked as being reserved for a
particular customer on the Purchase Order. To use customer orders (also known
as a Special Orders), check the Show Customer Orders Prompt checkbox when
Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options).

Coolbar: Items
Awaiting Payment

If the customer has rental or service bookings that have not yet been paid for,
click the “Items Awaiting Payment” button in the Stock Items section of the
Coolbar on the right hand side of the Invoice form. Those bookings will be
listed and you can add them straight into the Shopping Basket.

Coolbar:Import from
CSV

You can use barcode devices with EVE that store barcodes on them which can
then be uploaded into EVE. You could use one of these, for instance, when
walking around the store with the customer, scanning barcodes on those items
the customer is interested in. Then, at the end, upload the barcodes into EVE
so EVE can add those items to the Shopping Basket for you. Any barcode device
that can create a CSV file (Comma Separated Values) is supported. The CSV file
must have at least 2 columns; the first holds barcode numbers; the second holds
quantities of each item required.
Contact EVE Diving if you would like us to recommend a make and model.

Once you find the item you wish to sell on the Stock Item Search form, double-click on it to add it to the
customer’s shopping basket.
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By default, if an item is already in the shopping basket and you add it again, the quantity in the shopping basket
is increased. If instead, you want to create a second line item in the shopping basket, hold down the Shift key
on your keyboard when you double-click on the item in the stock grid. You might want to do this if you wish to
give different discounts on the same item (for example, buy one, get one free). In addition, some items require
a Serial Number to be assigned when they are sold (e.g. Regulators, etc). These items are classed as ‘One of a
Kind’ and will always appear on their own line in the Shopping Basket since the Serial Number is written to the
line item.
If you always want each item to appear on its own line (and you don’t want to hold the Shift key down every
time), put a tick in the “Each item appears on its own Row in Shopping Basket” box on the Sales tab of the
Options form.
If an item is added in error select the row (by clicking in the leftmost grey column) and press the Delete key on
the keyboard or right click on the row and click Delete in the popup menu.
The following fields will be completed when you select a Stock Item.
Quantity

The number of units of the Stock Item in the shopping basket. When an item is
added, this defaults to 1. You can type in another amount if you choose. Each
time you double-click on the Stock Item in the Search box the quantity will be
incremented. If using a barcode reader the quantity is incremented during
multiple swipes.

Stock #

Indicates the unique stock number. The text is not editable.

Unit Price

The price before tax of one unit of the Stock Item. When an item is first added
to the shopping basket the unit price shown is the retail price before tax that
you defined in Stock Items. If you have the requisite privilege, you can change
the value by typing directly into the grid. Changing the value only affects the
value of the item on this invoice – it does not affect the retail price of the Stock
Item.

Price

The price before tax of all units being purchased of the item. EVE calculates
the price based on quantity * unit price. This figure is reduced if a discount is
being applied. If you have the requisite privilege, you can override the value by
typing directly into the grid – EVE will automatically recalculates the tax.
If you have identified this customer as having a customer type when Creating a
New Customer and if you have assigned that customer type special pricing in
Stock Items, then the price will display the special pricing as appropriate for
this customer. If the customer has multiple Customer Types identified, the best
discount will be applied. For example, if the customer is both a club member
and an employee, EVE will apply the better discount for the customer.
If you have a Store Sale in effect which results in a discount on an item, (See
Section 4.3.2.Sales Options), EVE will apply the appropriate discount for the
sale. Again, EVE will apply the best discount available to the customer whether
it is the customer type discount or the store sale discount. EVE does not apply
discounts on discounts (i.e. the store sale is not applied on top of the customer
pricing), rather the best discount applies.

Tax

The amount of tax. EVE automatically calculates this based on the Price value
and the tax band of the item’s Stock Type. You cannot change the amount of
Tax directly, but you can choose a different Tax Band (see later in this section)
if you are authorized and EVE will then recalculate the tax for you.
Some customers may be tax exempt, which you would have defined when
Creating a New Customer. In this case the tax is calculated with a value
reflecting the tax exemption. If multiple taxes apply (for example
state/provincial tax and federal tax), the customer may be made exempt from
one or all of them.
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Total

The sum of price and tax for the item. EVE automatically calculates this. If you
have the requisite privilege, you can override the value by typing directly into
the grid. If you change the value, EVE recalculates the Price and Tax
accordingly.

Stock Item

A description of the Stock Item. Corresponds to the invoice description defined
in the Stock Items. You can change the text in this field. You may want to do
this, for example, if you have a generic stock item called, e.g. Expenses, that
you use for PayOuts and you want to change the wording to e.g. Drinks for Staff,
etc.

Discount Band

If the customer has been identified with a customer type which attracts a
discount, (set when Creating a New Customer – see section 7.1) then the
Discount Band will be defaulted to the appropriate value for you. You can
override this value if you have the requisite privilege.
If you have defined Discount Bands that are marked for ‘Manual Use’ (see
section 5.1.2), you can choose one of them from the pop up list box. If you
select a value, the price, tax and total figures are adjusted accordingly.
If you override the price, tax or total value manually, EVE sets the Discount
Band to ‘Special’.
If you have set a Discount Band to apply during store sale in Stock Items and if
you have checked the Use Sale Prices checkbox when Setting Sales Options (See
Section 4.3.2.Sales Options), then EVE will apply the appropriate Discount Band
for the sale.
EVE will apply the best discount available to the customer whether it is the
customer type discount or the store sale discount. EVE does not apply discounts
on discounts (i.e. the store sale is not applied on top of the customer pricing);
rather the best discount applies.
You can also quickly apply a Discount Band to several stock items together by
first selecting the stock items (right click on the grid and click Select All if the
discount applies to the whole invoice) then right clicking on the selected area
and clicking “Apply Discount to Selected Item(s)”. EVE will show a list of
discount bands and you can choose the appropriate one. In this way, you could
select all items in the grid and apply, for example, a 5% discount to all items.

Tax Band

When a Stock Item is added to an invoice, the tax band is defaulted to the value
as defined for the item’s Stock Type.
Some customers may be tax exempt, which you would have defined when
Creating a New Customer. In this case the pre-defined tax band is overridden
with a value reflecting the tax exemption. If multiple taxes apply (for example
state/provincial tax and federal tax), the customer may be made exempt from
one or all.
If you have the requisite privilege, you can override the value by selecting a
new tax band from the pop up list box in the grid.

Tax Rate

This value is not editable. It indicates the actual rate of tax for the tax band
chosen – e.g. 5%

Quantity Awaiting
Pick Up

Use this field if the customer has temporarily left the item at the store and will
pick it up later. For example, a customer may purchase items and then wish to
return at the end of the day to pick them up. You can indicate that the items
are awaiting pick up here. When the customer picks up the item, you should
change this value to 0(zero)

Notes

Any time a discount is offered, EVE enters a note reflecting the type of
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discount. The text is editable so you can enter your own notes relating to the
item.
Stock Type

Indicates the category of the Stock Item, for example, Wetsuit, Snorkel, etc.
The text is not editable.

Manufacturer

Indicates the manufacturer of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Size

Indicates the size of the Stock Item if applicable. The text is not editable.

Primary Color

Indicates the primary color of the Stock Item if applicable. The text is not
editable.

Secondary Color

Indicates the secondary color of the Stock Item if applicable. The text is not
editable.

Ref

Not used currently.

Creation Date

Indicates the date/time that the item was added to the shopping basket.

Sub Total

These boxes (at the bottom right of the Invoice form) show the amount (pretax) and tax due on the transaction. They are not editable. The sub-total is the
sum of all prices in the shopping basket grid. The tax is the sum of all taxes in
the shopping basket grid. The total is the sum of the sub total and tax.

Tax
Total

If you have checked the Show Tax Components on Invoice when Setting Sale
Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options) and if you have multiple taxes as part
of your tax band, the individual tax components will be shown on the printed
receipt while the combined tax components will be shown on the form. For
example, in Canada you might see two tax lines on the printed receipt showing
the amount of GST and PST incurred. In America, you might see City Tax and
State Tax.

The sale of some Stock Items may have additional data entry requirements; these are outlined below:
Serial Numbers

If you select a Stock Item that requires a serial number (as defined in Stock
Items), you will be prompted to identify the serial number of the product by
selecting it from the Select Serial Number pop up list box.

If the serial number for the Stock Item is not shown, you may add one using the
New Serial Number button.
The Stock Item description in the shopping basket will be modified to reflect
the serial number of the item you have sold.
Note: if you make a special order for a customer, you probably do not know the
serial number of the item when it is added to the shopping basket. You can
enter a made-up serial number, for example, “N/A” and save the invoice.
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When the item arrives in the store you can open the original invoice, click on
the stock item in the shopping basket, click the Options button at the bottom
left of the invoice and click Change Serial Number to add the real number.
Documents

If you have linked Documents to Stock Items, you will be presented with a Print
Documents form after you save an invoice on which these Stock Items are sold.
This is useful when there is documentation that a customer needs related to the
purchase of a particular Stock Item. For instance, you might want to create a
Standard Liability Release document in Microsoft Word and link this to Stock
Items relating to courses or create a Care and Maintenance of your Purchase
document and link it to the sale of items that you provide service on.

Change the number of Copies if necessary (type 0 if you don’t want to print a
particular document on this occasion) and click the Print button to print any
selected forms, so that the customer can complete / sign all documentation
immediately. Alternatively, you can email the documents to the customer from
this form.
In the Documents section (section 4.4.14) you may have listed a number of
documents that are not currently linked to the stock item(s) you are selling. If
the document you are interested in is not listed, click the Show All check box to
list all documents that EVE knows about.

6.1.2 Selling Gift Certificates
When Selling Gift Certificates there are a few additional steps required to complete the sale. Unless otherwise
noted, follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the
steps highlighted below.
A customer may purchase gift certificates for themselves or for a friend or family member. At a later date the
owner of the certificate may use it to purchase goods of the same value (i.e. it can be used as the payment
method on an invoice).
Customer is a required field on the Invoice form when Selling Gift Certificates.
Choose Gift Certificate as the Stock Type. EVE comes preloaded with this stock type and stock item. Doubleclick on the Gift Certificate stock item and the following pop up list box will appear:
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Gift Certificate

Gift Certificate #

By default, EVE is set up to automatically generate gift certificate numbers for
you. If you issue pre-printed gift certificates, with numbers already assigned,
you can change this behavior so that you type the certificate number yourself
by un-checking the Auto-Generate Gift-Certificate Numbers checkbox when
Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options).
Be careful not to use the same certificate number more than once or duplicate
key errors will result.

Employee

Employee will automatically default to the employee selected on the Invoice.
You can change the employee by selecting another from the pop up list box if
you choose.

Purchased By

Purchased By will automatically default to the customer you selected on the
Invoice.
You can change the purchaser by entering another customer if you choose. In
the Customer Search box type the name of the customer who the certificate is
being bought by. Just as on the main sales form, EVE will perform a search
through existing customer records.
If the customer is not already on the database, click New on the Customer
Search box and enter the new customer details.

Recipient

You can choose the recipient by searching for another customer if you choose.
In the Customer Search box type the name of the customer for whom the
certificate is being bought. Just as on the main sales form, EVE will perform a
search through existing customer records.
If the customer is not already on the database, click New on the Customer
Search box and enter the new customer details.
If the customer is buying the gift certificate for themselves you can click “Copy
Purchased By to Recipient”

Amount

The Amount will default to the amount you set up for the Gift Certificate stock
item’s retail price. You can change the amount here if you choose.

Expiry Date

The expiry date defaults to today’s date plus the number of months you
identified for the Gift Certificate Duration when Setting Sales Options (See
Section 4.3.2.Sales Options).

Notes

Enter any Notes that you want printed on the gift certificate.
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6.1.3 Selling Gift Cards
Gift Card – New
When Selling Gift Cards there are a few additional steps required to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below. Customer is a required field on the Invoice form when Selling Gift Cards.
A customer may purchase gift cards for themselves or for a friend or family member. At a later date the card
may be used as a payment method when purchasing goods. As the value of a gift card is decremented,
additional funds may be placed on the card. For information on purchasing pre-printed plastic gift cards that you
can sell to your customers, contact EVE Diving.
Choose Gift Card as the Stock Type in the stock item search box. EVE comes preloaded with this Stock Type and
two different gift cards Stock Items (one valued at $50 and one valued at $100). You can add additional Gift
Card Stock Items if you wish. Double-click on the gift card stock item you wish to use and the following pop up
list box will appear:

Choose the option which best represents this transaction.

Gift Card - New

Gift Card ID

EVE will auto-generate this number for you when you click OK.

Gift Card #

Gift Card Number will default based on the gift card # option which is selected:
❖ Use Gift Card ID: if this option is chosen, EVE will automatically generate
an incremental gift card number for you when you click OK.
❖ Use Club Membership #: if this option is chosen, EVE will use the customer’s
club membership number as the gift card number. This option lets you issue
club membership cards that also act as gift cards. If the customer is not a
member of a club, EVE will issue an error message.
❖ Use Customer ID: if this option is chosen, EVE will use the customer ID as
the gift card number.
❖ Manually Type #: if this option is chosen, you will be able to manually type
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the gift card number.
Be careful not to use the same gift card number more than once or duplicate
key errors will result.
Employee

Employee will automatically default to the employee selected on the Invoice.
You can change the employee by selecting another from the pop up list box if
you choose.

Purchased By

Purchased By will automatically default to the customer selected on the
Invoice.
You can change the purchaser by entering another customer if you choose. In
the Customer Search box, type the name of the customer who is buying the
card. Just as on the main sales form, EVE will perform a search through existing
customer records.
If the customer is not already on the database, click New on the Customer
Search box and enter the new customer details.

Owned By

You can choose the recipient by entering another customer if you choose. In the
Customer Search box type the name of the customer for whom the card is being
bought. Just as on the main sales form, EVE will perform a search through
existing customer records.
If the customer is not already on the database, click New on the Customer
Search box and enter the new customer details.
If the customer is buying the gift card for themselves, click ‘Copy Purchased By
to Owned By’

Amount

The Amount will default to the amount you set up for the Gift Card stock item’s
retail price. You can change the amount here if you choose.

Type

Two Types of Gift Cards are currently supported: ‘Standard’ and ‘Loyalty
Program’. When selling Gift Cards you will usually use the Standard type. EVE
will use the Loyalty Program type internally when credit is being applied to
cards as part of the loyalty program.

Status

A new gift card will have a status of Valid. Other statuses are discussed fully in
Receiving Payments (See Section 6.2.1.Receiving Payments).

Cost Center

Cost Center will automatically default to the Cost Center identified on the
Invoice.

Notes

Enter any Notes that you want associated with the gift card.

Gift Card – Existing
Select the Swipe Card tab if you have the technology in place to swipe gift cards.
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Swipe
Gift Card #

If you have an MSR (Magnetic Stripe Reader), you can swipe the gift card into
your point of sale system and the gift card information will be displayed.

Gift Card ID
Owned By
Credit On Card
Amount Of Credit To
Add

Enter the amount of credit you wish to add to the card. The current card value
will be incremented by the amount you indicate.

Use the Select Card tab if you do not have swipe technology for your gift cards.

Gift Card #
Credit On Card

A list of gift cards, owned by the customer you selected on the Invoice will be
shown along with the current credit amount and any Notes. Highlight the card
you wish to add credit to.

Notes
Different Customer

If this customer (purchaser) is adding a credit to another customer’s (recipient)
gift card, click Different Customer button to bring up the Customer Search
box. That customer’s cards will then be listed.

Amount Of Credit To
Add

Enter the amount you wish to add to the card. The current card value will be
incremented by the amount you indicate.

You are now ready to Receive Payment.
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6.1.4 Selling Courses
When Selling Courses there are a few additional steps required to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below.
You will use this process when you are Selling Courses for the first time to a customer or if the customer is
already enrolled on a course and you are collecting the balance of payment (if they only made a down-payment
for the course up-front).

Stock Item Search

When you select Courses in the Stock Items search box, the search results show all of the stock items you have
set up to sell courses taught at your dive center. When you add one of them to the shopping basket, the Booking
Wizard form is shown with the Select Course tab open so you can enroll the customer on a particular course
session. Note: if the Booking Wizard form is not shown, the course stock item is not correctly linked to a
course type on the Links tab of the Stock Item form.
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Select Course

Course Type

The Course Type you selected will display here. Below the course type a list of
incomplete courses of the type selected will be displayed.

Include Complete

Put a check mark in the box if you want to see courses that have already been
completed in the list. This might be useful if you are taking payment for the
course after it finished.

Show Calendar?

If checked, a Calendar will be shown and courses(s) that can be sold using the
stock item chosen will be shown as colored boxes on the calendar. If not
checked, a list of courses will be shown.

Available Courses
list

The following information is shown in the Available Courses list:
Course #: The unique course number.
If the specific course you wish to enroll the customer on is not shown, you may
create a new course by clicking the New Course button. You can Create a New
Course by entering the course details.
If the customer is already enrolled in a course of this type, a “
be displayed next to the course number.

” symbol will

If the course is full, it will be displayed with a shaded red bar over the course
row.
Start Date: The start date of the courses is displayed.
Max Places: The maximum number of customers allowed in the course.
Customers may be enrolled in courses, even when the maximum number will be
exceeded if you have the Can Exceed Max Number of Customers on a Course
privilege. When selling places on the course, EVE will prompt you if the
maximum # is exceeded.
Places Available: Next to each course is an indication of the number of places
available (based on the maximum number of customers you set in the Courses
Module and the number of customers already registered).
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Enrolled: The number of customers currently enrolled in the course.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Waiting List: The number of customers who have been wait-listed for this
course. You may wish to waitlist a customer on a course for a number of
reasons, for example, when a course is full but there is the potential for a
cancellation or if you are considering extending the maximum number of the
course if you can secure additional staffing.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Provisional: The number of customers who have provisionally enrolled in a
course. You may wish to enroll customers provisionally for a number of reasons,
for example, if there is a potential medical issue or if the customer is unable to
commit to the schedule.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Course Notes: Any course Notes that were set up when this course was created
are displayed. These notes will appear on the printed receipt by default.
Private Course Notes: some notes about the course that need not be shown to
the customer.
Language: the language that the course will be taught in.
Store: the name of the Store the course was created in.

Once you have identified which Course the customer wants to enroll on, double click on it (or select it and then
click the + button) to add it to the ‘Assigned Courses’ list. You can add multiple courses to the Assigned List if
the customer wishes to enroll on more than one. If you add a course to the Assigned list by mistake, select it
and then click Remove.
Right click on a Course to show a popup menu that has the following options.
Open

You can Open a specific course to look at additional details about the course
including the names of the customers enrolled on it, the options that have been
purchased or the full schedule.

Documents

Click the Documents option to open a form showing pre-defined Documents
relating to the course, for example, disclaimers or waivers. You can define
which Documents relate to which course in Course Types or Stock Items.
Click the Print button to print any selected forms, so that the customer can
complete / sign all documentation immediately.

Timetable
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Click Timetable to print a document describing details of the selected course,
including module dates, locations and instructor. You could print this out to
give to the customer.

Select Customers

You can identify all of the customers this customer is purchasing the course for on the Select Customer(s) tab.
For example, if a family is registering in a course, you may create only one invoice but have multiple customers
enrolled. The customer you selected on the invoice will be automatically displayed in the list box. You can:
Add Customer(s)

Use the Add Customer button to add additional customers to the course and to
list them all on this invoice. The Customer Search form will be displayed.

Add Group

Use the Add Group button to add additional customers that are members of the
same Group.

Remove Customer

Highlight one or more customers and click the Remove Customer(s) button to
remove customer(s) if you added them in error.

Open Customer

Highlight a customer and click the Open Customer button to review the
customer details. You could use this form to confirm contact details for the
customer, check for prerequisite certifications or check whether or not you
have the customer’s image for PIC processing.

Create a Group

Click this button if you have added multiple customers to the booking and you
want to group them together so you can quickly add them to future
courses/trips.

The Customer Is
Block Booking The
Course

Choose this option if the customer is booking multiple spots on the course for
customers who will be identified at a later date. For example, if you are
running a school program and the school is committing to 6 customers but does
not yet have the names of the individuals, they can block book a course to hold
the places.

Places

Choose the number of places the customer is block booking. You can click the
Increase and/or Decrease button to change the number or type a value directly
into the field.

Group Name

When you have finished entering information on this page and click Next to
move to the next page, you will be asked to confirm customer creation.
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EVE will create one customer for each place you have block-booked using the
invoice customer’s name as a place marker. You can change the customer
names using the Change Name button if you are not satisfied with the default.
It will change the name of all the new customers you are creating.

Options
If you have packaged items together with the course (section 5.1.5), the package items will be presented on the
Options form. This way you can easily ask the customer if they would like to purchase the additional items
required for the course. You may also want to package any materials that you include in the course costs (for
example, if you provide an Open Water crew pack at no charge in your course, you would add it to the course
package and apply a 100% discount).
The Selling Packages process outlines the steps you would take to create and sell a package.

Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form. If you have created a group, each member of
the group will be listed here.

Rentals

You can use the rentals option to quickly Create a New Rental Booking for each
customer.

Course Name

The course name is displayed here confirming the customer’s enrolment in the
course. To un-enroll a customer, do not uncheck the course name here, you
must go back to the Select Customers tab and remove the customer.

Other Options

Any other options you have selected as part of the package will be displayed
here as a series of columns containing check boxes. Put a tick in the checkbox
for each option you wish to sell to the customer. When you set up the package
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in Stock Items, if you ticked the Checked? box, the option will be ticked by
default.
Course Notes

Any course Notes that were created when you were Creating a New Course (See
Section 9.1.1.Creating a New Course) are displayed here. These course Notes
are not editable on this form.

Show On Invoice

If you do not want the course Notes to print on the invoice, uncheck the Show
on Invoice checkbox.

Requirements

You can use the Requirements tab to identify any equipment requirements the customer has for this specific
course. For example, if the customer needs to rent a piece of equipment, you would note the size here. Later,
when you are viewing the Course details in Courses, you will be able to see (and print) the equipment
requirements for each customer. Click on the appropriate size box next to an equipment item to highlight it in
red or click on the Any box if any size will do and/or make a specific note in the Notes field.
Note: this process does not create a rental booking. Instead, it is intended for use by those stores/resorts with
bulk equipment requirements that are not interested in booking specific items to customers but rather in making
sure the correct sized items are assigned to the course. However, you can use selected profile as a basis for a
rental booking if you wish. I.e. when you create a Rental Booking you can use the Profile button to aid in
selecting items, and those sizes you chose here will be indicated.

Course Price
Use this form to confirm the course pricing and deposit amounts. Highlight the customer whose pricing
information you wish to review on the left hand side of the form (if only one customer is listed you do not need
to do this). The information on the right hand side of the form will update based on the specific customer you
have selected. The information you enter here will be committed to the invoice when you click the Finish
button.
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Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form. If you have created a group, each member of
the group will be listed here. If you click on a different customer in the list, the
details on the right will change to show information for the newly selected
customer. E.g. if one customer gets cheaper courses by virtue of their customer
type (e.g. club member) then you’ll see the prices change when that customer
is selected.

Course Price

The Amount Being Paid will Default to either the full course price or the deposit
amount based on the options you set when Setting Course Options (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options). You can toggle between options by clicking on the
Course Price and Deposit field labels – shown in blue.

Course Price PreTax

The Course Price before tax is displayed. The course price is the amount of the
course and any options that you have packaged with the course. For example,
if you are selling an Equipment Specialty course for $149 and have packaged an
Encyclopedia of Recreational Diving for $49.95 together with the course, the
course price will be $198.95. The cost of any rentals is not included in the
course price.
If you want to charge the customer a different amount, mouse over to the field
and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the Enter key or Tab key).
The following form will appear allowing you to change the price of individual
line items.
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You can edit either the price field (unit price before tax) or the total price field
on this form. Changing one price field will automatically adjust the other. All
other fields are shown for your information. This will only change the amount
this customer is due to pay, it will not affect the amount other customers pay
for the course.
Tax

The amount of tax on the course and all options is displayed. EVE automatically
calculates this (based on the tax band of the items’ Stock Type). Tax cannot be
overridden here. If you need to edit the tax amount, you will be able to do this
in the shopping basket once you have completed the course enrolment form.

Total

The total course price based on the sum of the course price and the tax.
If you want to charge the customer a different total amount, mouse over to the
field and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the enter key or tab key).
The Event Price form will be shown as described in Course Price Pre-Tax above.

Amount Being Paid

If you choose the Set Default Amount Being Paid to the Full Price of the Course
when Selling Courses option when Setting Course Options (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options), then this amount will be set to the total course price.
If you choose the Set Default Amount Being Paid to the Deposit Amount when
Selling Courses option when Setting Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses
Options), this amount is set to the deposit amount that you identified when
creating the stock item.
If you have already enrolled the customer in this course and have collected
either the deposit or a partial payment for the course, the amount being paid
will default to the balance remaining on the course.

Deposit

Already
Tax

The Amount Being Paid will default to either the full price or the deposit
amount based on the options you set when Setting Course Options (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options). You can toggle between options by clicking on the
Course Price and Deposit field labels.
Paid

Pre-

If you have already enrolled the customer in this course and have collected
either the deposit or a partial payment for the course, the amount of the pretax amount paid would be displayed here.

Already Paid Tax

If you have already enrolled the customer in this course and have collected
either the deposit or a partial payment for the course, the tax portion of the
amount already paid would be displayed here.

Already Paid Total

If you have already enrolled the customer in this course and have collected
either the deposit or a partial payment for the course, the total amount (pretax and tax) paid would be displayed here.

Owes

This is the total course price less any amount already paid. It does not reflect
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any payments being made on this invoice.
Note: this is not any debit balance a customer may have on his or her account
for previous purchases. The Owes field refers specifically to the amount owing
on this particular course.
You can use this combination of price fields to offer course discounts and accept installment payments for
courses. For example:
Example: a customer enters the store and wants to enroll on an Advanced Open Water course that usually costs
$350 and has a deposit of $50. You choose to charge him a reduced fee of $250. He is going to make a down
payment of $50 now and pay the balance of $200 later. You should take the following steps:
❖ Enroll the customer: search for the customer in the Customer Search box section and follow the steps for
Selling Courses outlined above; enter customer details, select the course type in Stock Items, choose a
specific course date and highlight the options you want to sell. Course Price will read $350, Deposit will
read $50, Already Paid will read $0, Owes will read $350, and Amount Being Paid will read $50 or $350
depending on the course options you have set.
❖ Change the Course Price to $250 and click on the Deposit field label. Amount Being Paid will now read $50.
❖ Click Finish and finish off the invoice in the usual way by entering payment details and clicking Save
Invoice. The customer is now enrolled on the course and marked as having paid $50. You can view the
course in the Courses Module and the customer’s name and amount paid will appear on the Customers tab.
When the customer is ready to pay the balance, you need to take the following steps:
❖ Follow the steps to enroll the customer. When the Select Courses tab is shown, the course that the
customer is already registered on will have a
symbol next to it. Select the customer’s course. Course
Price will read $250 (i.e. the reduced amount you decided to charge this customer), Deposit will read $50,
Already Paid will read $50, Owes will read $200 (=$250 - $50), Amount Being Paid will read $200 (=Owes).
❖ Click Finish and finish off the invoice in the usual way by entering payment details and clicking Save
Invoice. The customer is now marked as having paid the full amount ($250) for the course.
❖ The name of the customer enrolled on the course appears along with the course description in the shopping
basket.
Note: if several customers are to be added to one invoice (for example, a family, where a parent will be paying),
perform the same steps, but before you click Finish on the Course Price tab, select each customer individually
and repeat the above steps.

Enrolment
Status

EVE comes preloaded with several options for Enrolment Status. Generally you
will want to use the Enrolled status to register a customer in a course, however,
you may choose to waitlist a customer for a number of reasons, for example,
when a course is full but there is the potential for a cancellation or if you are
considering extending the maximum number of the course if you can secure
additional staffing. You may also have the customer provisionally enrolled in a
course. You may wish to enroll customers provisionally for a number of reasons,
for example, if there is a potential medical issue or if the customer is unable to
commit to the schedule.

Pre-Registration?

If the customer has pre-registered for the course with PADI you can check the
Pre-Registration box.

Referred?

If the customer was referred from another dive center you can put a checkmark
and enter the PADI number of the referring center.

From Center #
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Certification Type

Choose the type of certification. At time of writing this is one of Standard, eLearner and Touch. The value chosen is important since it tells EVE whether to
expect a Registration code to be present before a PIC is submitted for the
student when they complete their course. i.e. if Standard is chosen, EVE will
not expect a Registration code to be present. If e-Learner or Touch is chosen,
EVE will expect a Registration code to be present. You can enter the
Registration code on the PIC Online tab of the Certification form.

Customer Notes

Enter Customer Notes relating to the customer on the course. The text is
specific to this customer and this course. The text you enter can be viewed
later in the Customers section of the Courses Module and will print out on the
Course and Customer Details report.

Show On Invoice

Check the Show on Invoice box if you want the Customer Notes you entered
about the course, to be copied to the customer’s invoice. You may have
entered details of any special arrangements for the customer, etc.

When you are satisfied with the information you have entered on the Booking Wizard form you can click the
Finish button. You will be taken back to the invoice and the customer will be registered in the course with the
options you have selected. The shopping basket will have one item for the course the customer is registered in
and one item for each option the customer has purchased. If you set up a rental contract, an item for the rental
will also be shown in the shopping basket.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.5 Selling Trips
There are two primary types of trips in EVE – Vacations and Day Trips. Typically a vacation will be a multi-day
holiday that may include transportation, accommodation, meal packages, and/or excursions. Trips are set up to
Destinations within EVE. A Day Trip (or Charter) is typically a one-day adventure that is focused on the dive
excursion. Day trips may be sold on Boats (if you are selling a spot on a specific charter operator or using your
own boat) and/or to Destinations (where you may use one of several charter operators or boats but the
destination remains the same).
When Selling Trips, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted, follow the
steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps highlighted
below.
You will use this process when you are Selling Trips for the first time to a customer or if the customer is already
enrolled on a trip and you are collecting the balance of payment (if they only paid a deposit for the trip).
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Stock Item Search

When you select trips in the Stock Items search box, the search results show all of the Stock Items associated
with trips run at your dive center. These may be trips on a specific boat, to a specific destination or where a
specific Day Trip or Vacation Trip has been created. When you add one of them to the shopping basket, the
Booking Wizard form is shown with the Select Trips tab open so you can enroll the customer on one or more
trips. Note: if the Booking Wizard form is not shown, the trip stock item is not correctly linked to a Boat,
Destination or specific Trip on the Links tab of the Stock Item form.

Select Trip – Vacation
If you have selected a vacation trip, the following form will appear.

Event Type
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This is read-only and indicates whether you are selling a Trip, Day-Trip or
Course

Destination

The Destination that the stock item you chose is linked to will display here.
E.g. if you created a Stock Item and indicated it will be used to sell places on
trips to Papua New Guinea, Papua New Guinea will be shown.

Include Complete

Put a check mark in the box if you want to see trips that have already been
completed in the list. This might be useful if you are taking payment for the
trip after it happened.

Show Calendar?

If checked, a Calendar will be shown and trip(s) (that can be sold using the
stock item being sold) will be shown as colored boxes on the calendar. If not
checked, a list of trips will be shown.

Trips List

The following information will be shown in the Trips list:
Trip #: unique identifier for the trip.
If the specific trip you wish to enroll the customer on is not shown, you may
create a new trip by clicking the New Trip button. You can Create a New Trip
by entering the trip details.
If the customer is already enrolled on a trip of this type, a “
displayed next to the trip number.

” symbol will be

If the trip is full, it will be displayed with a shaded red bar over the trip.
Start Date: The start date of the trip is displayed.
Max Places: The maximum number of customers allowed on the trip. Customers
may be enrolled on a trip, even when the maximum number will be exceeded if
you have the Can Exceed Max Number of People on Trips privilege. When selling
places on a trip, EVE will prompt you if the maximum # is exceeded.
Places Available: Next to each trip # is an indication of the number of places
available (based on the maximum number of customers you set in the Trips
Module and the number of customers already enrolled).
Enrolled: The number of customers enrolled on the trip.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Waiting List: The number of customers who have been waitlisted for this trip.
You may wish to waitlist a customer on a trip for a number of reasons, for
example, when a trip is full but there is the potential for a cancellation or if
you are considering extending the maximum number for the trip if you can
secure additional staffing.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Provisional: The number of customers who have provisionally enrolled on a trip.
You may wish to enroll customers provisionally for a number of reasons, for
example, if there is a dependency on securing rental gear prior to the trip.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken (section 4.4.18) and will therefore affect the places
available.
Trip Notes: Any Trip Notes that were set up when this trip was created are
displayed.
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Once you have identified which Trip the customer wants to enroll on, double click on it (or select it and then
click the + button) to add it to the ‘Assigned Trips’ list. You can add multiple trips to the Assigned List if you
wish. If you add a trip to the Assigned list by mistake, select it and then click Remove.
Right click on a Trip to show a popup menu that has the following options.
Open

You can Open a specific trip to look at additional details about the trip
including the names of the customers enrolled on it, the options that have been
purchased or the full schedule.

Documents

Click the Documents option to open a form showing pre-defined Documents
relating to the trip, for example, disclaimers or waivers. You can define which
Documents relate to which trip in Destinations or Stock Items.
Click the Print button to print any selected forms, so that the customer can
complete / sign all documentation immediately.

Select Trip(s) – Day Trip
If you have selected a Day Trip the following form will appear.

The Select Day Trips tab on the Booking Wizard form has three primary sections – information at the top about
the destination and/or boat along with the trips this customer is signing up for, a calendar at the left of the form
and specific trip information on the right of the form.
Destination

If the stock item you chose is linked to a Destination it will be shown here.

Boat

If the stock item you chose is linked to a Boat it will be shown here.

Calendar

Days where there is at least one trip will be shown in blue. Days where there
are no trips will be shown in gray. If you click on a date, a list of trips on that
date will be displayed on the right of the form.
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Available Day Trips
list

The following information will be shown in the Available Day Trips list:
Trip #: The trip number of all incomplete trips for the destination and/or boat
on the calendar date selected will be displayed.
If the specific trip you wish to enroll the customer on is not shown, you may
create a new trip by clicking the New Trip button.
If the customer is already enrolled in a trip on the date selected, a “
will be displayed next to the trip #.

” symbol

If the trip is full, it will be displayed with a shaded red bar over the trip details.
Start Date: The start date of the trip is displayed
Max Places: The maximum number of customers allowed on the trip. Customers
may be enrolled on a trip, even when the maximum number will be exceeded if
you have the Can Exceed Max Number of People on Trips privilege. When selling
places on a trip, EVE will prompt you if the maximum # is exceeded.
Places Available: Next to each trip # is an indication of the number of places
available (based on the maximum number of customers you set in the Trips
Module and the number of customers already enrolled).
Enrolled: The number of customers enrolled on the trip.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken and will therefore affect the places available.
Waiting List: The number of customers who have been waitlisted for this trip.
You may wish to waitlist a customer on a course for a number of reasons, for
example, when a trip is full but there is the potential for a cancellation or if
you are considering extending the maximum number for the trip if you can
secure additional staffing.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken and will therefore affect the places available.
Provisional: The number of customers who have provisionally enrolled on a trip.
You may wish to enroll customers provisionally for a number of reasons, for
example, if there is a dependency on securing rental gear prior to the trip.
For each Enrolment Status, you can determine whether or not the status Counts
Towards Places Taken and will therefore affect the places available.
Trip Notes: Any trip Notes that were set up when this trip was created are
displayed.

Once you have identified which Trip the customer wants to enroll on, double click on it (or select it and then
click the + button) to add it to the ‘Assigned Day Trips’ list. You can add multiple trips to the Assigned List if
you wish. If you add a trip to the Assigned list by mistake, select it and then click Remove.
Right click on a Trip to show a popup menu that has the following options.
Open

You can Open a specific trip to look at additional details about the trip
including the names of the customers enrolled on it, the options that have been
purchased or the full schedule.
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Documents

Click the Documents option to open a form showing pre-defined Documents
relating to the trip, for example, disclaimers or waivers. You can define which
Documents relate to which trip in Destinations or Stock Items.
Click the Print button to print any selected forms, so that the customer can
complete / sign all documentation immediately.

Select Customers

You can identify all of the customers this customer is purchasing the trip for on the Select Customers tab. For
example, if a family is registering on a trip, you may create only one invoice but have multiple customers
enrolled. The customer you selected on the invoice will be automatically displayed in the list box and will be
highlighted in red. You can:
Add Customer

Use the Add Customer button to add additional customers to the trip and to list
them all on this invoice. The Customer Search form will be displayed.

Remove Customer

Highlight a customer and click the Remove Customer button to remove a
customer from the trip and from the invoice if they were added in error.

Open Customer

Highlight a customer and click the Open Customer button to review the
customer details. You could use this form to confirm contact details for the
customer or check for prerequisite certifications.

The Customer Is
Block Booking The
Trip

Choose the ‘Customer is Block Booking…’ option if the customer is booking
multiple spots on the trip for other customers who will be identified at a later
date. For example, if you are running a corporate program and the business is
committing to fill the boat with 12 customers but does not yet have the names
of the individuals, they can block book a trip to hold the places.

Places

Choose the number of places the customer is block booking. You can click the
Increase and/or Decrease button to change the number or type a value directly
into the field.

Group Name

When you have finished entering information on this page and click Next to
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move to the next page, you will be asked to confirm customer creation.

EVE will create one customer for each place you have block-booked using the
invoice customer’s name as a place marker. You can change the customer
names using the Change Name button if you are not satisfied with the default.
It will change the name of all the new customers you are creating.

Options
If you have packaged items together with the trip (section 0), the package items will be presented on the
options form. This way you can easily ask the customer if they would like to purchase the additional items
required for the trip.
The Selling Packages process outlines the steps you would take to create and sell a package.

Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form. If you have created a group, each member of
the group will be listed here.

Rentals

You can use the rentals option to quickly Create a New Rental Booking for each
customer.

Trip Name

The trip name is displayed here confirming the customer’s enrolment in the
trip. To un-enroll a customer, do not uncheck the trip name here, you must go
back to the Select Customers tab and remove the customer.

Other Options

Any other options you have selected as part of the package will be displayed
here as a series of columns containing check boxes. Check the checkbox for
each option you wish to sell to the customer. When you set up the package in
Stock Items, if you selected the Checked? checkbox, the default will be that the
checkbox is checked and ready for the customer to purchase.
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Trip Notes

Any trip Notes that were created when you were Creating a New Trip are
displayed here. These comments are not editable from this form.

Show On Invoice

If you do not want the Trip Notes to print on the invoice, uncheck the Show on
Invoice checkbox.

Requirements

You can use the Requirements tab to identify any equipment requirements the customer has for this specific
trip. For example, if the customer needs to rent a specific piece of equipment, you would note the size here.
Later, when you are viewing the Trip details in Trips, you will be able to see (and print) the equipment
requirements for each customer. Click on the appropriate size box next to an equipment item to highlight it in
red or click on the Any box if any size will do and/or make a specific note in the Notes field.
Note: this process does not create a rental booking. Instead, it is intended for use by those stores/resorts with
bulk equipment requirements that are not interested in booking specific items to customers but rather in making
sure the correct sized items are assigned to the trip. However, you can use selected profile as a basis for a
rental booking if you wish. I.e. when you create a Rental Booking you can use the Profile button to aid in
selecting items, and those sizes you chose here will be indicated.

Trip Price
Use this form to confirm the trip pricing and deposit amounts. Highlight the customer whose pricing information
you wish to review on the left hand side of the form (if only one customer is listed you do not need to do this).
The information on the right hand side of the form will update based on the specific customer you have
selected. The information you enter here will be committed to the invoice when you click the Finish button.
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Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form. If you have created a group, each member of
the group will be listed here.

Trip Price

The Amount Being Paid will Default to either the full trip price or the deposit
amount based on the options you set when Setting Trip Options (See Section
4.3.6.Trips Options). You can toggle between options by clicking on the Trip
Price and Deposit field labels – shown in blue.

Trip Price Pre-Tax

The Trip Price before tax is displayed. The trip price is the amount of the trip
and any options that you have packaged with the trip. For example, if you are
selling a boat trip for $100 and have packaged an optional nitrox air fill for $15
together with the trip, the trip price will be $115. The cost of any rentals is not
included in the trip price.
If you want to charge the customer a different amount, mouse over to the field
and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the Enter key or Tab key).
The following form will appear allowing you to change the price of individual
line items.

You can edit either the price field (unit price before tax) or the total price field
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on this form. Changing one price field will automatically adjust the other. All
other fields are shown for your information. This will only change the amount
this customer is due to pay, it will not affect the amount other customers pay
for the trip.
Tax

The amount of tax on the trip and all options is displayed. EVE automatically
calculates this (based on the tax band of the items’ Stock Type). Tax cannot be
overridden here. If you need to edit the tax amount, you will be able to do this
in the shopping basket once you have completed the trip enrolment form.

Total

The total trip price based on the sum of the trip price and the tax.
If you want to charge the customer a different total amount, mouse over to the
field and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the enter key or tab key).
The following form will appear allowing you to change the price of individual
line items.

You can edit either the price field (unit price before tax) or the total price field
this form. Changing one price field will automatically adjust the other. All
other fields are shown for your information. This will only change the amount
this customer is due to pay, it will not affect the amount other customers pay
for the trip
Amount Being Paid

If you choose the Set Default Amount Being Paid to the Full Price of the Trip
When Selling Trips option when Setting Trip Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips
Options), then this amount will be set to the total trip price.
If you choose the Set Default Amount Being Paid to the Deposit Amount When
Selling Trips option when Setting Trip Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips Options),
this amount is set to the deposit amount that you identified when creating the
stock item.
If you have already enrolled the customer in this trip and have collected either
the deposit or a partial payment for the trip, the amount being paid will default
to the balance remaining on the trip.

Deposit

Already
Tax
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The amount being paid will default to either the full price or the deposit
amount based on the options you set when Setting Trip Options (See Section
4.3.6.Trips Options). You can toggle between options by clicking on the Trip
Price and Deposit field labels.
Paid

Pre-

If you have already enrolled the customer in this trip and have collected either
the deposit or a partial payment for the trip, the amount of the pre-tax amount
paid would be displayed here.

Already Paid Tax

If you have already enrolled the customer in this trip and have collected either
the deposit or a partial payment for the trip, the tax portion of the amount paid
would be displayed here.

Already Paid Total

If you have already enrolled the customer in this trip and have collected either
the deposit or a partial payment for the trip, the total amount (pre-tax and tax)
paid would be displayed here.

Owes

This is the total trip price less any amount already paid. It does not reflect any
payments being made on this invoice.
Note: this is not any debit balance a customer may have on his or her account
for previous purchases. The Owes field refers specifically to the amount owing
on this particular trip.

You can use this combination of price fields to offer trip discounts and accept installment payments for trips.
For example:
Example: a customer enters the store and wants to enroll on a Vacation trip that usually costs $350 and has a
deposit of $50. You choose to charge him a reduced fee of $250. He is going to make a down payment of $50
now and pay the balance of $200 later. You should take the following steps:
❖ Enroll the customer: search for the customer in the Customer Search box section and follow the steps for
Selling Trips outlined above; enter customer details, select the Trip type in Stock Items, choose a specific
trip date and highlight the options you want to sell. Trip Price will read $350, Deposit will read $50, Already
Paid will read $0, Owes will read $350, and Amount Being Paid will read $50 or $350 depending on the trip
options you have set.
❖ Change the Trip Price to $250 and click on the Deposit field label. Amount Being Paid will now read $50.
❖ Click Finish and finish off the invoice in the usual way by entering payment details and clicking Save
Invoice. The customer is now enrolled on the trip and marked as having paid $50. You can view the trip in
the Trips Module and the customers name and amount paid will appear on the Customers tab.
When the customer is ready to pay the balance, you need to take the following steps:
❖ Follow the steps to enroll the customer. When the select trips tab is shown, the trip that the customer is
already registered on will have a
symbol next to it. Select the customer’s trip. Trip Price will read $250,
Deposit will read $50, Already Paid will read $50, Owes will read $200 (=$250 - $50), Amount Being Paid will
read $200 (=Owes).
❖ Click Finish and finish off the invoice in the usual way by entering payment details and clicking Save
Invoice. The customer is now marked as having paid the full amount ($250) for the trip.
❖ The name of the customer enrolled on the trip appears along with the trip description in the shopping
basket.
Note: if several customers are to be added to one invoice (for example, a family, where a parent will be paying),
perform the same steps, but before you click Finish on the trip price tab, select each customer individually and
repeat the above steps.

Enrolment
Status

EVE comes preloaded with several alternatives for Enrolment Status. Generally
you will want to use the Enrolled status to register a customer in a trip,
however, you may choose to waitlist a customer for a number of reasons, for
example, when a trip is full but there is the potential for a cancellation or if
you are considering extending the maximum number of the trip if you can
secure additional staffing. You may also have the customer provisionally
enrolled in a trip.

Waiver Signed?

Use this checkbox to indicate if the customer has signed a waiver for this trip.
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Customer Notes

Enter Customer Notes relating to the customer on the trip. The text is specific
to this customer and this trip. The text you enter can be viewed later in the
Customers section of the Trips Module and will print out on the Trip and
Customer Details report.

Show On Invoice

Check the Show on Invoice box if you want the Customer Notes you entered
about the trip when it was set up, to be copied to the customers invoice. You
may have entered details of start times, locations, etc.

When you are satisfied with the information you have entered on the Confirm Trip Purchase forms you can click
the Finish button. You will be taken back to the invoice and the customer will be registered in the trip with the
options you have selected. The shopping basket will have one item for the trip the customer is registered in and
one item for each option the customer has purchased. If you set up a rental contract, an item for the rental will
also be shown in the shopping basket.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.6 Selling Rental Bookings
When Selling Rental Bookings, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below.
You will use this process when you are selling either a new Rental Booking or one that has already been set up
when you created a New Rental Booking.

Stock Item Search

When you select Equipment Rental in the Stock Items search box, the search result shows all of the existing
unpaid Rental Bookings for the customer specified on the Invoice. There is also an option to create a New Rental
Booking. Double click on this to open the Rental Booking form so you can create a new rental booking from
scratch. When you save that booking, it will be added to the list on the Stock Item Search form.
If the rental booking has already been created, select it in the list and click Add or double click on it to add it to
the invoice just like any other stock item.
If you have selected the Show Checkout Prompt when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options),
EVE will check to see if the rental gear has been checked out to the customer. If any of the items are not yet
checked out, EVE will prompt you to check them out.
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Depending on the Printing Method you have selected when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals
Options), you may be prompted to print the rental booking, it may print automatically or no action will be
taken.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.7 Selling Rental Equipment
Periodically you may want to sell off items of rental equipment. When Selling Rental Equipment, there are a
few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted, follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See
Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps highlighted below.
In advance, you will have used the Equipment form to enter all equipment in your rental department. For each
piece of rental gear that is also for sale, you will create a stock item and assign it the Stock Type you identified
when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options). That Stock Type may be called e.g. “Rental
Sell-Off”

Stock Item Search

When you select the stock type you identified when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options),
the search result shows all of the rental equipment that is for sale. Select the piece(s) of gear you wish to sell
and process the invoice like any other stock item.
Once sold, you will need to adjust your Equipment list in order to reflect the piece of gear is no longer part of
your rental fleet. To do that, find the Equipment Item in the Data Module.
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Equipment Search

Double click on the item you just sold and put a tick in the “Unavailable” checkbox.

You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.8 Selling Service Bookings
When Selling Service Bookings, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below.
You will use this process when you are selling either a new Service Booking or one that has already been set up
when you Created a New Service Booking.
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Stock Item Search

When you select Equipment Servicing in the Stock Items search box, the search result shows all of the existing
unpaid Service Bookings for this specific customer. There is also an option to create a New Service Booking.
Double click on this to open the Service Booking form so you can create a new service booking from scratch.
When you save that booking, it will be added to the list on the Stock Item Search form.
If the service booking has already been created, select it in the list and click Add or double click on it to add it
to the invoice just like any other stock item.
When a service booking is added to the shopping basket, one row is created for the booking itself, one for the
Labor charge (if one was set in the Services Module) and one for the Handling charge (if one was set in the
Services Module). In addition, each service part defined on the booking is added. You therefore get a complete
record of the charges incurred for the service on the invoice. You can change the values of the price, tax, total,
etc. in the shopping basket. If a warranty number was added to a service part on the original service booking, a
discount of 100% will be applied to that service part on the invoice.
If you selected the Automatically Apply Next Service Date and Pick Up Date when Setting Service Options (See
Section 4.3.8.Services Options), EVE will set the next service date for all items on the service booking based on
the Service Period you set in Stock Types (usually a year from today) and will set the customer pick up date to
today’s date.
Depending on the Printing Method you have selected when Setting Service Options (See Section 4.3.8.Services
Options), you may be prompted to print the service booking, it may print automatically or no action will be
taken.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.9 Selling Multi-Sale Items
Stock Items can be marked as multi-sale (and have a quantity associated with them). For example, you may
want to set up a multi-sale item that can be used as a virtual air-fill card. When one of these items is sold, EVE
automatically creates the card with a number of fills allocated equal to the quantity specified. As the customer
uses each air fill you can mark off each one on the virtual card. You can use multi-sale items in other cases as
well – e.g. you could sell 5 boat dives on the store’s boat, etc.
When Selling Multi-Sale Items, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below.
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Stock Item Search

Select the Stock Type and Stock Item that represents your multi-sale item from the Stock Item search box. A
multi-sale form will be presented.

Item

A Description of the item will default to the description of the Stock Item. You
can edit this description if you choose.

Purchased By

Purchased By and Recipient will both default to the customer you selected on
the Invoice. You can select another customer from the Customer search box if
you wish.

Recipient
Qty

The Quantity defaults to the Multi-Sale Qty value you set when creating this
Stock Item.

Purchased on
Invoice

The Purchased on Invoice field will be completed by EVE when you save the
Invoice.
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Typically the customer may want to use one of the Air Fills immediately. In this case, switch to the Items tab. A
number of rows will be shown equal to the Quantity of the Multi-Sale item purchased. Set focus to the top row
and press F8 to set today’s date or type in a different date and click OK.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

Multi-Sale Reminder
Each time you assign a customer to a new invoice, new quote, new rental booking or a new service booking, a
reminder will pop up that This Customer owns a Multi-Sale item. This is done from a customer service
perspective so you can ask the customer if (s)he wants to use their air fill card next time they get an air fill,
rather than the store double charging if the employee forgets the customer has a card.

The pop up list box holds a list of all the multi-sale items owned by the customer. Select the one in which you
are interested and click the Open button to open the item.
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The same form is shown as when you sold the card so you can tick off fills used by entering today’s date using
the F8 key. Once the card is completely full, you can mark it Unavailable on the General tab. The multi-sale
reminder will no longer be displayed.

6.1.10

Selling Packages

When Selling Packages, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted, follow
the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps highlighted
below.
Select the Stock Item you wish to sell in the Stock Items search box. If the item is a package, the following
Package form is shown.

Checked?

If you used the Checked? checkbox on the Stock Item to automatically add items
to the invoice when this package was selected, the item will be pre-selected
here. You can put a checkmark in the Checked field to select only those items
you want to add to the invoice.
You can click the Select All and Deselect All buttons to quickly change your
selections.

Stock #

The Stock # of all items in the package is listed.

Stock Item

The Stock Item Description is listed.

Discount Band

The discount band, if any, you identified in Stock Items is listed. You can edit
this on the invoice if you wish once the package items have been added to the
Shopping Basket.

Stock Type

The Stock Type of the item is listed.
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Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the item is listed.

If you specified Package Groups when you created the package stock item (see section 5.1.5), EVE will show tabs
at the top of the form, one tab for each group. This can make your selection easier. You can put a check mark
against item(s) on more than one tab.
Click the OK button when you are happy with your selections. If you have nested a package within a package,
another Package Selection form will appear. Otherwise, the items will be added to the invoice. A line item will
be included for the package itself along with a line item for each package item. You can edit items on the
invoice.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.11

Selling Club Memberships

When Selling Club Memberships, there are a few additional steps to complete the sale. Unless otherwise noted,
follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow with the steps
highlighted below.

Stock Item Search

Select the Stock Type and Stock Item that represents your club membership item from the Stock Item search
box. The Confirm Club Membership form will be shown.
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Customer

This will default to the customer you selected on the Invoice. You can select
another customer from the Customer search box if you wish.

Club

The Club defaults to the Club the stock item is linked to (on the Links page of
the Stock Item form)

M/Ship Type

The Membership Type defaults to the membership type the stock item is
linked to (on the Links page of the Stock Item form)

M/Ship #

Type the membership number or click on the button marked with the
exclamation point to have EVE assign a number for you.

Renewal Date

Choose the date that the membership will be up for renewal.

You are now ready to Receive Payment.

6.1.12

Selling Resort Reservations

When Selling Resort Reservations there are a few additional steps required to complete the sale. Unless
otherwise noted, follow the steps in Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items) and then follow
with the steps highlighted below. Customer is a required field when Selling Resort Reservations.
Choose Resort Reservation as the Stock Type in the stock item search box and then choose the Stock Item for
your resort reservation. When setting up Stock Items, you should be sure to have the This Stock Item is used to
Book Rooms checkbox selected and the Hotel and Room Type identified. Otherwise, you will not be able to add
the booking to an invoice properly.
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When you select Resort Reservations in the Stock Items search box, the search result shows all of the types of
rooms booked at your dive center. When you add one of them to the shopping basket, the Confirm Resort
Reservation form is shown.

You can choose whether to create a new resort reservation or take the balance for an existing booking. If you
are creating a New Resort Reservation, click Next to open the Select Hotel/Room tab open so you can book the
customer into a particular room.

Select Hotel/Room

All rooms that match the hotel and room type associated with the chosen stock item are displayed. Availability
for the current month is displayed. In the diagram above, there is one prior booking for Mr. Eastman in room A5
from Monday 2nd to Wednesday 3rd October.
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You can select the Check In and Check Out date by clicking on the appropriate room and date. In the diagram
above, the user has indicated the new booking will commence on 1 st and end on 3rd October in room A6. Use the
scroll bar at the bottom of the screen to see additional dates within the current month. Click the Forward and
Backward buttons at the top right of the screen to move the calendar to future (or past) months. Alternatively,
you can select the Year and the Month you wish to view from the drop down list boxes.

Select Customer

You can identify all of the customers this customer is purchasing the resort reservation for on the Select
Customers tab. For example, if a family is coming to the hotel, you may create only one invoice but have
multiple customers booking into one room. The invoice customer will be automatically displayed in the list box.
You can:
Add Customer

Use the Add Customer button to add additional customers to the resort
reservation and to list them all on this invoice. The Customer Search box will
be displayed.

Remove Customer

Highlight a customer and click the Remove Customer button to remove a
customer if you added them in error.

Open Customer

Highlight a customer and click the Open Customer button to review the
customer details. You could use this form to confirm contact details for the
customer or note any special requirements the customer may have.

Options
If you have packaged items together with the resort reservation then the package items will be presented on the
Options form. This way you can easily ask the customer if they would like to purchase the additional items
available. You may also want to package any materials that you include in the room (for example, if you provide
a free breakfast, you would add it to the resort reservation and apply a 100% discount).
The Selling Packages process outlines the steps you would take to create and sell a package.
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Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form.

Hotel Name

The hotel name is displayed here confirming the customer’s booking in a room.
To cancel the booking, do not uncheck the hotel name here, you must go back
to the Select Customers tab and remove the customer.

Other Options

Any other options you have selected as part of the package will be displayed
here. Check the checkbox for each option you wish to sell to the customer.
When you set up the package in Stock Items, if you selected the Checked?
checkbox, the default will be that the checkbox is checked and ready for the
customer to purchase.

Events Notes
Event Notes

Any event notes that were created when you were Creating a New Resort
Reservation are displayed here. These Notes are not editable from this form.

Show On Invoice

If you do not want the Notes to print on the invoice, uncheck the Show on
Invoice checkbox.

Event Price
Use this form to confirm the resort reservation pricing. Highlight the customer whose pricing information you
wish to review on the left hand side of the form (you do not need to do this if there is only person in the list).
The information on the right hand side of the form will update based on the specific customer you have
selected. The information you enter here will be committed to the invoice when you click on the Finish button.
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Customer

Each of the customers you identified on the Select Customers tab will be listed
on the left hand side of the form.

Event Price

The amount being paid will default to the full price.

Event Price Pre-Tax

The resort reservation price before tax is displayed. The resort reservation
price is the amount of the resort reservation and any options that you have
packaged with the resort reservation. For example, if you are selling a resort
reservation for $63.53 and have packaged an Air Conditioning Upgrade for $5.08
together with the resort reservation, the resort reservation price will be $68.61.
If you want to charge the customer a different amount, mouse over to the field
and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the Enter key or Tab key).
The following form will appear allowing you to change the price of individual
line items.

You can edit either the price field (unit price before tax) or the total price field
this form. Changing one price field will automatically adjust the other. All
other fields are shown for your information. This will only change the amount
this customer is due to pay, it will not affect the amount other customers pay
for the resort reservation.
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Tax

The amount of tax on the resort reservation and all options is displayed. EVE
automatically calculates this (based on the tax band of the items Stock Type).
Tax cannot be overridden. If you need to edit the tax amount, you will be able
to do this once you have completed the resort reservation enrolment form.

Total

The total resort reservation price based on the sum of the resort reservation
price and the tax.
If you want to charge the customer a different total amount, mouse over to the
field and press the Space Bar (or any key other than the enter key or tab key).
The Event Price form will be shown as described in Event Price Pre-Tax above.

Amount Being Paid

This amount will be set to the total resort reservation price.

Deposit

This field is disabled on this form.

Already
Tax

Paid

Pre-

If you have already invoiced the customer for this resort reservation and have
collected a partial payment for the resort reservation, the amount of the pretax amount paid would be displayed here.

Already Paid Tax

If you have already invoiced the customer for this resort reservation and have
collected a partial payment for the resort reservation, the tax portion of the
amount paid would be displayed here.

Already Paid Total

If you have already invoiced the customer for this resort reservation and have
collected a partial payment for the resort reservation, the total amount (pretax and tax) paid would be displayed here.

Owes

This is the total resort reservation price less any amount already paid. It does
not reflect any payments being made on this invoice.
Note: this is not any debit balance a customer may have on his or her account
for previous purchases. The Owes field refers specifically to the amount owing
on this particular resort reservation.

Note: if several customers are to be added to one invoice (for example, a family, where a parent will be paying),
perform the same steps, but before you click Finish on the resort reservation price tab, select each customer
individually and repeat the above steps.

Enrolment
Customer Notes

Enter Customer Notes relating to the customer’s resort reservation. The text
is specific to this customer and this resort reservation.

Show On Invoice

Check the Show on Invoice box if you want the Customer Notes you entered
about the resort reservation when it was set up, to be copied to the
customers invoice.

When you are satisfied with the information you have entered on the Confirm Resort reservation forms you can
click the Finish button. You will be taken back to the invoice and the customer will be booked into the room
with the options you have selected. The shopping basket will have one item for the resort reservation and one
item for each option the customer has purchased.
You are now ready to Receive Payment.
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6.2 Payments
6.2.1 Receiving Payments
Use the Payments tab to accept payment for the goods and services being purchased on the invoice.

Payment Method

Pick the payment method from the pop up list box or from the Cool Bar at the
right of the screen. A list of Payment Methods is shown.
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be
shown. You can choose how each payment method behaves by setting its
properties in the Payment Methods section of the Data Module (section 4.4.26).
The defaults, as delivered with EVE, are described in the next section.
For each payment method, a line item is created on the invoice. You can edit
the tendered amount for each payment method by typing into the grid.
Multiple payment methods can be accepted for each invoice – e.g. if $120 of
goods are being purchased, you could add a Gift Certificate payment for $100
and a Cash payment for $20.

Show Details

Use the Show Details checkbox to show additional details about each individual
payment line. Payment Method, Type and Tendered are always shown. With
Show Details selected, columns for Account #, Payment Date, Payment #, Card
#, Exp. Date, Auth #, Gift Cert #, Gift Card #, Voucher ID, TroutD, Reference
and Ticket # are shown.

Payment Method

Defaults to the payment method chosen above.

Type

Currently this will always read Regular Payment and cannot be changed.

Tendered

The amount tendered will automatically default to the total amount due (or
remaining on the invoice). You can edit this amount if the customer will be
making payments using multiple payment methods or if they are paying using a
large denomination bill where change is due, etc.

Account Number

If the customer is making a payment On Account, the account number being
used is displayed.
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Payment Date

The system date is automatically set as the Payment Date.

Payment Number

If payment is being made by check, the check number is displayed in Payment
#.

Card Number

If payment is being made by credit card, only the last 4 digits of the credit card
number are shown – the other digits are replaced by asterisks.

Exp Date

If payment is being made by Credit card, the expiry date of the card is shown.

Authorization
Number

If payment is being made by credit card and an authorization number has been
entered, it is displayed.

Gift
Number

If payment is being made by gift certificate, the gift certificate number is
displayed.

Certificate

Gift Card Number

If payment is being made by gift card, the gift card number is displayed.

Voucher ID

If payment is being made by Voucher, the voucher ID is displayed. No longer
supported

TroutD

If you are using X-Charge or Trasport.web in conjunction with EVE to perform
automatic credit card processing, these numbers are auto-generated by that
software to uniquely identify the payment. They are not editable.

Reference
Ticket Number

If you are using X-Charge or Trasport.web in conjunction with EVE to perform
automatic credit card processing, EVE generates the Ticket Number for you and
is an EVE specific number that uniquely identifies the payment.

Total

The total amount of the invoice including all taxes is displayed.

Tendered

The total amount of money being paid by the customer or refunded to the
customer. This is set by EVE to the sum of the amounts in the Payments grid

Change/Balance

If the Tendered figure is less than the Total, the text will read Balance and will
be highlighted in red. Sales receipts cannot be saved unless the amount
tendered is equal to or greater than the total.
If the Tendered figure is larger than the Total, the text will read Change and
will be displayed in green. EVE will treat all change as having been made in
cash.

6.2.2 Receiving Payment by Cash or Check
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be shown. You can choose how each
payment method behaves by setting its properties in the Payment Methods section of the Data Module (section
4.4.26). The defaults, as delivered with EVE, for Cash or Check are:

Cash Payment
No customer is required when payments are made by Cash. No prompts will be given. The cash drawer, if
attached, will open automatically when the invoice is saved.

Check Payment
No customer is required when payments are made by Check. The Check Number prompt is displayed. Check
numbers are mandatory. The cash drawer, if attached, will open automatically when the invoice is saved.
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Once the amount Tendered is equal to the Total, you can click the Save button on the invoice and you are ready
to Print the Invoice.

6.2.3 Receiving Payment by Credit Card
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be shown. You can choose how each
payment method behaves by setting its properties in the payment methods section of the Data Module. The
defaults, as delivered with EVE, for Credit Cards are:
A customer is required when payments are made by Credit Card. The Credit Card prompt is displayed. The cash
drawer, if attached, will open automatically when the invoice is saved. EVE comes configured to accept credit
card transmissions if the software/hardware is attached and correctly configured using software from 2 third
party vendors: OpenEdge and Cayan. You will need to have an account with one of those companies. At time of
writing contact details are:
OpenEdge
Darrin Brown
darrin.brown@acceleratedpay.com
www.acceleratedpay.com

Phone: 801-769-6742
Fax: 702-446-8143
2436 West 700 SouthPleasant Grove, UT 84062
Cayan
Kevin O’Brien

kobrien@cayan.com
www.cayan.com
Direct 617-896-5528
One Federal Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
If you don’t want to use integrated credit card processing (i.e. you’re happy with your existing merchant account
and you swipe credit cards through an external reader), you can turn off all credit card prompts in EVE using the
Payment Methods form in Data so you can just enter the fact that e.g. payment of $50 was made with Visa
without having to enter credit card details.

General

When you choose to pay with a payment method that has the ‘Show Card Details Prompt’ option ticked, the form
above will be displayed.
Amount
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The Amount will be defaulted to the total amount outstanding on the invoice
but, if the customer wants to split payments between credit card and e.g. cash,

you can change the amount to the amount (s)he wants to put on the card.
Credit / Continue

The Continue (sometimes this will read “Credit”) button will be visible if the
payment method has the ‘Allow Credit Card Transmission’ option ticked. Click
it to initiate a credit transaction. What happens next depends on whether you
use Transport, Transport WEB, Genius or XCharge. You’ll either be presented
with a form where you can swipe or type the credit card information or you’ll
ask your customer to swipe/insert their card into the credit card device.

Debit

If you use Transport you’ll see a Debit button if the payment method has the
‘Allow Debit Card Transmission’ option ticked. Click it to initiate a debit
transaction. A form will be displayed where you can swipe the debit card. You
will need a supported pin-pad installed. If you use XCharge, Transport WEB or
Genius you’ll just see a Continue button

Repeat Sale

Both XCharge and Genius return a “token” (i.e. a long number) to EVE when a
credit card transaction is approved. The token is a number that represents the
credit card details that were received by OpenEdge/Cayan when the transaction
was submitted. The token does not contain any card details (card number,
expiry date, etc.) but it acts like a pointer to the associated card details at
OpenEdge/Cayan.
EVE stores the token to the customer record on the
database. This lets you do repeat sales (provided you have the appropriate EVE
privilege) for the customer without the card being present. E.g. if you run
swim lessons you could do repeat sales when each new swimming term starts.

…

If you use Genius, there may be times (e.g. when someone spills coffee on the
device) that you want to manually enter credit card details on the computer
rather than having the customer swipe/insert their card. You can switch
between Genius and Transport WEB using the … buton at the top left of the
credit card form in EVE. Money will end up in the same account regardless of
whether Genius or Transport WEB is used.

The sum of all payments needs to equal amount tendered, otherwise you will receive an error message when you
try to save the invoice. Once the amount Tendered is equal to the Total, you can click the Save button on the
invoice and you are ready to Print the Invoice. If you are using automatic credit card processing, EVE will
automatically save the invoice for you when you OK the credit card form provided the amount charged to the
card matches the invoice total.

6.2.4 Receiving Payment by Gift Certificate
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be shown. You can choose how each
payment method behaves by setting its properties in the payment methods section of the Data Module. The
defaults, as delivered with EVE, for Gift Certificates are:
A Customer is required when payments are made by Gift Certificate. The Gift Certificate prompt is displayed.
The cash drawer, if attached, will open automatically when the invoice is saved.
Gift certificates must have been issued at the Cost Center where the purchase is being made in order to be used
as payment unless the Gift Certificates/Cards Can Be Redeemed At Any Cost Center option was checked when
Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options).
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When you choose the Gift Certificates payment method, a form will be shown where you can type the Gift
Certificate number if you know it. When you pause in your typing, EVE will search to see if the number exists
and show the details in the gray fields. If it’s the correct certificate, click OK to accept it.
Alternatively, you can click on the Select Certificate tab and that lists all gift certificates held by the selected
customer. You can choose an existing, outstanding (i.e. unused) gift certificate owned by the customer.

Gift Cert. #

The gift certificate # will be displayed

Gift Cert. ID

The gift certificate ID will be displayed

Amount

The value of the gift certificate will be displayed. This value will automatically
be transferred to the tendered amount on the invoice when this payment
method is selected.

Expiry Date

The expiry date of the gift certificate will be displayed.
certificates whose expiry date has not passed are shown.

Notes

Any notes that were created when the gift certificate was created are shown.

Include those where
Expiry
Date
has
passed

By default, only certificates whose expiry date has not passed are shown. Put a
check-mark in the Include those where Expiry Date has Passed box to show all
unused certificates.

By default, only

If the expiry date passes before the gift certificate is redeemed, the gift
certificate will still have a status of Valid, however, it will no longer be
displayed unless the check box is checked.
Gift certificates whose expiry date has passed are still valid for use at the
store’s discretion. Once a gift certificate has been marked Expired by the
store, it will no longer be available for use. Use the gift certificate search form
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to look at gift certificates and click the Mark as Expired button to finally expire
a gift certificate. After this, it cannot be used as payment on an invoice.
Different Customer

If you have the Can Accept Gift Certificates, Gift Cards, Vouchers From NonOwner privilege, you can show all outstanding gift certificates, regardless of the
owner.

The sum of all payments needs to equal amount tendered, otherwise you will receive an error message when you
save the invoice. Once the amount Tendered is equal to the Total, you can click the Save button on the invoice
and you are ready to Print the Invoice.

6.2.5 Receiving Payment by Gift Card
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be shown. You can choose how each
payment method behaves by setting its properties in the payment methods section of the Data Module. The
defaults, as delivered with EVE, for Gift Cards are:
Customer is required when payments are made by Gift Card. The Gift Card prompt is displayed.
Gift Cards must have been issued at the Cost Center where the purchase is being made in order to be used unless
the Gift Certificates/Cards Can Be Redeemed At Any Cost Center option was checked when Setting Sales Options
(See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options).

Swipe Card

Swipe

If you have an MSR (Magnetic Stripe Reader) attached and your gift cards
contain a magnetic stripe, you can swipe the card. Alternatively, you could use
a barcode on the card. EVE will extract information about the card from the
information contained in the stripe/barcode and the information below will be
shown for you.

Gift Card #

The gift card # will be displayed

Gift Card ID

The gift card ID will be displayed

Owned By

The owner (recipient of the gift card) will be displayed.

Credit on Card

The current balance on the card will be displayed.

Amount
Card

The amount to charge to the card will be displayed. This automatically defaults
to the total from the invoice. If the card has insufficient funds to cover the full
value of the invoice, a message will be displayed:

to charge
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Change the amount to be charge to the card to an amount no more than the
maximum on the card and, later, choose an additional payment method on the
invoice to cover the balance.

Select Card
Use the Select Card tab if you will be manually selecting the gift card to use as a payment method.

All gift cards held by the selected customer will be displayed. You can choose an existing, outstanding (i.e.
unused) gift card owned by the customer.
Gift Card #

The gift card # will be displayed.

Credit on Card

The current amount of credit on the card will be displayed.

Notes

Any notes that were created when the gift card was created are shown.

Different Customer

If you have the Can Accept Gift Certificates, Gift Cards, Vouchers From NonOwner privilege, you can show all outstanding gift cards, regardless of the
owner.

If you use all of the funds available on a gift card, you will be prompted to mark the card as Used (i.e. it will be
returned to the store so you can re-sell it to another customer) or to allow the customer to hold on to the card
so he/she can recharge it with more credit at a later date.

The sum of all payments needs to equal amount tendered, otherwise you will receive an error message when you
save the Invoice. Once the amount Tendered is equal to the Total, you can click the Save button on the invoice
and you are ready to Print the Invoice.
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6.2.6 Receiving Payments by Account
You may allow customers to make purchases On Account whereby no money changes hands at the time of the
purchase.
When a payment method is chosen, a number of different prompts may be shown. You can choose how each
payment method behaves by setting its properties in the payment methods section of the Data Module. The
defaults, as delivered with EVE, for Customer Accounts are:
A Customer is required when items are placed On Account. Authorization is also required. Only employees with
the Can Use Payment Methods Where Authorization Required privilege will be able to provide authorization. In
addition, employees who can use accounts should have the Can Add Account Payments and Can Close Accounts
privileges.
When you choose the On Account payment method, the Account Prompt is displayed.

All Accounts held by this customer will be displayed. Each customer may have multiple accounts although
usually they will only have one. If the customer does not have an account, click the New Account button to
create an Account. You can right mouse click on an account name and click Open, to show the details of an
existing account.

New Account

Account Owner

The name of the customer making the purchase will be automatically defaulted.
You can select a different customer from the Customer search box if you wish.

Account Name

This is the name that you give to the account. When creating a new account
EVE assigns a default account name, consisting of the customer’s name and an
incremental number (i.e. 1 for their first account, 2 for their second account,
etc.). You can change this if you wish.

Credit Limit

The customer is not allowed to accrue sales greater than this value on the
account. Enter a positive value, with or without the currency symbol. If you
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attempt to make a sale where the credit limit will be exceeded, EVE will show
an error message.
Cost Center

Each account is associated with a Cost Center. When you choose an account the
Cost Center to which it relates is shown. It cannot be changed. Only accounts
valid at the cost center at which the customer is making the purchase can be
used.

Account Type

In this version of EVE, the account type defaults to General. You can create
accounts for different purposes, for example, trip account, course account, etc.

Balance

The current balance of this account will be displayed. If the customer has
multiple accounts, this may not equal the total amount owing by or owed to the
customer.

Other
Customers
that can use the
Account

You can click the Add button or Remove button to add/remove other Customers
that can use the Account. When these customers are making purchases on
account, this account will be displayed as an available option. It is the account
owner who will receive the account statement and all transactions made by any
of the customers allowed to use the account will appear on the statement.

Close This Account

Only Employees that have the Can Close Accounts privilege will be able to click
the Close Account button.
When Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options), you can choose
what action will be taken When the Account Balance Reaches Zero. You can
automatically close the account, have a prompt show asking if the account
should be closed or do nothing.

History

You can view all of the transactions on a particular account on the History tab.
Invoice #

This is the transaction that the original purchase or payment was made on.

Original Amount

The amount of the original transaction.

Amount Outstanding

The amount outstanding on the Invoice identified.

Date

The transaction date of the original Invoice.

Invoice Owned By

The invoice owner (will usually be the account holder but may be any of the
customers that can use the account.)

Paid on Invoice #

The Invoice #(s) that were used to pay off the original invoice. Partial payments
can be made when paying off an account, so you may see more than one invoice
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number in this column.
The sum of all payments needs to equal amount tendered, otherwise you will receive an error message when you
save the Invoice. Once the amount Tendered is equal to the Total, you can click the Save button on the invoice
and you are ready to Print the Invoice.

6.2.7 Making Payments on Accounts
Use the Unpaid Invoices tab on the Invoice form to take payment on account. As customers make purchases on
account, EVE tracks which specific invoices are outstanding and which have been fully paid. When customer’s
pay off their account, you can indicate which invoice(s) they are paying the balance for and issue partial
payments against individual invoices, if necessary.

Unpaid Invoices
All invoices with any unpaid balance are listed on the Unpaid Invoices tab. Select the invoice(s) that you want to
make payment against.

You can use the Cool Bar to quickly set the amount being paid against each outstanding invoice.
Click Pay All to indicate that all outstanding invoices are to be paid in full.
Select one or more outstanding invoices in the grid and click Pay Selected to pay off just those invoices.
Click Pay Specified Amount if the customer is going to pay a specified amount. In this case, EVE will choose
which invoice(s) will be paid by starting with the oldest and assigning an amount to each one until the full
amount being paid has been exhausted.
Click Pay None to zero out the payments so you can start again if you made a mistake.
Click Include Alternative Customers if the customer is going to pay for somebody else’s outstanding invoices.
EVE will show the Customer Search form so you can choose the alternative customer and will then list that
person’s outstanding invoices.
Select one or more outstanding invoices in the grid and click Open Invoice(s) to view details of those invoices.
Pay Amount

Indicate the amount you will be paying against each invoice. You can make a
payment against one invoice or multiple invoices. EVE will fill in this column for
you if you use the Cool Bar buttons described above.

Owed on Invoice

The total amount Owed on the Invoice will be displayed.

Invoice #

The original Invoice # will be displayed.
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Date

The original Invoice Date will be displayed.

Invoice Owned By

The original owner of the Invoice (i.e. The customer that made the purchase)
will be displayed.

Account ID

The account that was used for the original invoice is identified along with its
name.

Account Name
Cost Center

The cost center that the original invoice belonged to is displayed.

6.2.8 Printing the Invoice
The print dialog is shown when a transaction is saved or when you select the Print Icon
the Invoice form.

at the bottom left of

You can choose to send your invoice to print on a Printer, Screen, Microsoft Word, Email or File.

Printer

‘Printer’ is the most common print destination. Click the Print button to send the transaction details to the
printer shown in the pop up list box. The pop up list box holds a list of all printers installed on your computer
using a standard Windows printer driver (whether they be local printers attached to the serial, parallel or USB
port, or network printers attached to another PC on the network). Invoice prints, refund prints, gift certificate
prints, etc. are all considered to be different reports. You might, therefore, always send invoices to the receipt
printer, and refunds to the desktop printer. You can indicate (on the Printers tab of the Options form) which
printer will be used by default for each report type.
Layout

Select the layout you want to use for your invoice. You may have different
print layouts for different printers. For example, you may have one for printing
receipts on paper rolls and a different one for printing larger receipts on
A4/Letter sized paper.
You can create and edit layouts in Reporting.

Printer

Choose the printer to send your invoice to.

Landscape

If you want the invoice to print in landscape format (i.e. the width is greater
than the height), choose Landscape. Otherwise the invoice will print in portrait
(i.e. the height is greater than the width).

Copies

You can choose to print multiple copies by typing the number of copies to print
or by using the Up button or Down button.

If a Package is
present, show item
prices as included

If you have sold the customer a package, you can choose to print the value of
each individual package item, or you can print the total for the package and
show each line item as ‘included’.
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Screen

You will not typically send the print to the screen. This acts like a print preview and shows the general layout of
the transaction.
Layout

Select the layout you want to use for your invoice. All documents within EVE
have default print layouts. You can edit the layout in Reporting.

Landscape

If you want the invoice to print in landscape format, choose Landscape.
Otherwise the invoice will print in portrait.

If a Package is
present, show item
prices as included

If you have sold the customer a package, you can choose to print the value of
each individual package item, or you can print the total for the package and
show each line item as ‘included’.

Microsoft Word

Choose this if you want to keep a saved version of the transaction on disk in Microsoft Word format. When you
click the OK button, Microsoft Word will start and a document will created showing the transaction details.
Document Template

Choose the Microsoft Word template to use for this report. You can edit
document templates in by clicking Tools then Word Templates on the main EVE
form.

If a Package is
present, show item
prices as included

If you have sold the customer a package, you can choose to print the value of
each individual package item, or you can print the total for the package and
show each line item as ‘included’.
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Email

In some cases you may want to email the invoice to the customer. If you choose this option, EVE will save the
invoice as a PDF or JPEG image and automatically attach it to the email. In the case of JPEG, if the invoice
covers more than one page, there will be multiple attachments.
Recipient

If the customer you selected on the invoice has an email address on file, it will
be shown in the Recipient list. You can click the Add button or the Remove
button to change recipients.

If a Package is
present, show item
prices as included

If you have sold the customer a package, you can choose to print the value of
each individual package item, or you can print the total for the package and
show each line item as ‘included’.

File

In some cases you may want to save the invoice to a file. EVE will create a PDF or JPEG image file in the folder
you indicate.
Folder

You can send the document to a file folder. Use the Change button to change
to location.

If a Package is
present, show item
prices as included

If you have sold the customer a package, you can choose to print the value of
each individual package item, or you can print the total for the package and
show each line item as ‘included’.

6.3 Refunds
Occasionally customers may wish to return an item they purchased at your store. This may be an exchange for
an alternative item, a refund for store credit or a full refund in the form that the original payment was made.
Select the Sales Module from the Hierarchy or the Module buttons. Select Find invoice from the Button Bar at
the top of the form.
You may also begin a refund through the Customers Module. Select the Customers Module from the Hierarchy or
the Module buttons. Find the customer you wish to sell to by using the customer search option. Choose the
Sales Related customer information and find the invoice you wish to make a refund on and open it.
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6.3.1 Issuing a Refund
Once the Invoice form is open, click the Refund button at the bottom of the invoice. Each item that was
purchased on the original invoice will be shown on the New Refund form.

Select the items you want to refund by putting a check mark in the Refund column. You can click the Select All
button or Deselect All button to quickly make your selections. If you want to Increase Stock Levels as a result of
the refund, check the checkbox. You will want to do this if the item being returned is in good working order and
can be put back into inventory for resale. You will not want to do this if the item is damaged.
EVE creates a new invoice containing details of the new refund.

The shopping basket grid shows those Stock Items you selected. The sub-total and total will be displayed as a
negative amount to indicate the customer will be returned their money. A note is added to the invoice
indicating that this is a refund against the original invoice number.
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Use the Payments tab to refund the customer. You can choose the payment method you will use for the refund.
If you are giving the customer back their money, you will usually want to use the same payment method that was
used on the original invoice. If you do not want to give the customer back their money you can choose the On
Account payment method to credit their in-store account.
Alternatively, you can issue a Gift Certificate for the amount of the refund. If you want to do this, add a new
Gift Certificate to the Shopping Basket for the same amount.
If the refund is for a Course or a Trip, EVE will prompt you to remove the customer from the trip or course
provided a full refund is being issued.

6.4 Quotes
A Quote can be used to give a customer an estimate of the price of certain goods. The Quote can be printed and
saved to the database. If, at a later date, the customer decides to purchase the items, you can create an
invoice based on the original quote and using the prices quoted.
Select the Sales Module from the Hierarchy or the Module buttons. Select New Quote from the Button Array.
You can tab through the fields on the Quote form or use the Cool Bar at the right of the form to speed your data
entry.
You may also begin a Quote through the Customers Module. Select the Customers Module from the Hierarchy or
the Module buttons. Find the customer you wish to create a quote for by using the customer search option.
Choose the sales related customer information. Select New Quote.

6.4.1 Creating a Quote
Creating a Quote follows the same process as the Sales Process. Only those steps, which differ, are noted below.

General

Cost Center
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If you have only one cost center, you do not need to add or change the
information in this field. The Cost Center is set for you when you add the first
stock item to the Quote.

Employee

Enter the employee who is processing the Quote. This will default to the
employee who is logged on provided the ‘Default employee on new Records’
option is set on the Data Entry page of the Options form.

Customer

Customers must be identified on a Quote. Enter the Customer’s name on the
Quote.
If this is a new customer, click the New button on the Customer Search form
and you will be able to Create a New Customer.

Quote #

The Quote number is auto-generated by EVE. It will display as New #XX (where
XX is the number of transactions created in this session of EVE) until you save
the Quote at which point EVE will assign a permanent quote number.

Created

You do not need to enter a value for the ‘Created’ date since, when the Quote
is saved, EVE will enter a time stamp for you. However, for those occasions
when you need to backdate a Quote, you can click on the padlock next to the
field to unlock it so you can type a different date (provided you are authorized).

Expiry Date

The Expiry Date will default based on the Quote Duration you selected when
Setting Sales Options (See Section 4.3.2.Sales Options) but you can change that
date if necessary.

Notes

Use Notes to enter any free-text comments that you wish.
printed onto the quote.

The Notes are

Shopping Basket
Enter items the same way that you would for Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items), Courses,
Trips, etc. The Unpaid Invoices and Payment Methods tabs are not shown as they are not relevant for Quotes.

6.4.2 Converting a Quote to a Sale
Select the Sales Module from the Hierarchy or the Module buttons. Select Find Quote from the Button Array.
Search for the Quote you want to convert and then double-click on it or select it and click Open to open the
Quote form.

If you selected the Can Edit Existing Line Items on Saved Quotes when Setting Sales Options (See Section
4.3.2.Sales Options), you will be able to edit the details of each line item. Otherwise you can add new items to
the Quote, but will not be able to edit existing items.
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Click Send to New Invoice. A form will be shown listing the items on the Quote.

Select those items that you want to add to the invoice by making sure there is a checkmark in the Include
column.

You can add or remove items to the invoice. You can edit discount bands or pricing. You are now ready to
Receive Payment.
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7 CUSTOMERS
The Customers Module allows you to keep track of all your existing and potential customers’ details along with
all related data – for example, customer invoices, certifications, specialties and interest in con-ed courses and
trips attended, etc. All of this information makes customer tracking and contacts available at the touch of a few
buttons.
In addition, EVE holds dive club/dive society details and allows the center to embrace new divers (whatever the
reason they visit the store) into their schedule of activities. Dive club members can be e-mailed and text
messaged straight from EVE, allowing the dive center to keep customers hot with all the latest offers and
opportunities.
A digital image of the customer (captured using a scanner, digital camera, etc.) can be inserted into the image
file for future club card administration. The image feature eradicates the need to repeatedly ask for passport
photos and allows rapid verification of identity. If you have an Internet connection you can upload PIC details of
certified customers directly to PADI and print the temporary card straight from EVE.
Use the customer details section to enter details of new customers and find details of existing customers.

7.1 New Customer
Select the Customers Module from the Hierarchy or the Module buttons. Click New Customer to capture a new
customer’s details or Find Customer to edit/review an existing customer’s data.

General
Use the General section to capture name and contact information about a customer. Only the First and Last
Name fields are mandatory.

If you are planning to upload PIC details from EVE to PADI via the internet you also need to enter the Middle
Initial, Date of Birth, Sex, Address and Contact Information.
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First Name

Enter the customer’s First Name, Middle Initial and Last Name.

Middle Initial

Enter the customer’s nickname in the Known As field. You may want to use
this when creating mail merge letters/emails in the Dear <XX> line.

Last Name
Known As
CustID

EVE will automatically generate a unique Customer ID for each customer. This
is a system-generated field and cannot be edited.

Owes/Credit

If the customer owes money, the amount owing will be displayed in red. If the
customer has a credit on account, the amount of the credit will be displayed
in green.

Date of Birth

Personal details for the customer are recorded. You can collect Sex, Marital
Status and Enquiry Source from the pop up list boxes.

Sex
Marital Status
Enquiry Source

Account Manager

You can use this to assign a Staff member to the customer. You could use this
in various ways. For example:
ii) You could use the Update Multi Rows feature to assign a third of your
customers to employee 1, another third to employee 2 and the
final third to employee 3. In the slow season, employees can then
be assigned the task of phoning/emailing their customers to solicit
business. Employees can search for all of their customers using
the Account Manager pick-list on the Details page of the Customer
Search Wizard.
ii) In resorts, customers are often referred by agents. Those agents may be
paid commission based on sales or trips attended, etc. You can enter those
agents as staff members into EVE and then assign them to customers they
referred. You can then use the Sales Search wizard to establish the value of
sales resulting from a particular agent’s referrals. To do this, click on the
Customers tab of the Sales Search Wizard and select the agent in the Account
Manager pick-list.

Email

Contact details for the customer are tracked.

Phone (H)

If you capture the customer’s Email Address you can automatically generate

Phone (W)
Phone (M)
Fax
Pager
Country
Line 1
Line 2
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an email to the customer by clicking the

icon.

If you capture a Mobile Phone number for the customer you can send an SMS
message using TextAnywhere services by clicking the
icon.
If you are a Skype user (i.e. Internet phones), click the
phone number.

icon to dial the

You can track multiple addresses for each customer by entering details on
each of the Home, Local and Work Address tabs.
Enter the address details for the person.

City
State
Postcode
Reservation tab

If you operate a resort where customers visit for a period, you can record
when they’re due to arrive/leave and where they’re staying (hotel and room
number).

Linked
tab

Sometimes you may want to link customers together. E.g. if you run a swim
school, you could enter the mom and 2 children as customers and then link the
2 children to the mom using the Linked Customers tab.

Customers

Mailing List

Select the Mailing List(s) you would like this customer to receive. You can
create new Mailing Lists in the Data Module (See Section 4.4.24.Mailing Lists).
You may want to keep track of mailing lists applicable for each person. If a
family joins your club you may want to send only one newsletter to the
household even though there are several members of the family on the
database. Put a checkmark against Newsletter for one member of the family
and leave it unchecked for everyone else. When you do a mail merge in
preparation for distribution of the newsletter, search on those people with
newsletter checked.

Customer Type

Select the Customer Type(s) relevant to this customer. You can create new
Customer Types in the Data Module (See Section 4.4.10.Customer Types).
Customer Types drive which discounts are applicable for customers in the
Sales Module and allow you to do searches for all people of a particular type –
e.g. all Club Members, etc.

7.2 Customer Details
The full power of EVE can only be achieved if you capture additional information for your customers. Use the
General, Club and Image sections to maintain additional customer data.

7.2.1 Adding General Customer Details
Details
Use the Details section to capture additional information on your customers and their next of kin/emergency
contact. You will use this section to identify if the customer is commissionable and/or exempt from any taxes.
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Next of Kin /
Emergency Contact
- Name

Enter contact information for the Next of Kin or Emergency Contact person. If
applicable, you can quickly copy the customer’s address by using the Copy
Address From Customer button.

Relationship
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City
State
Postcode
Telephone

Company

Pick the name of the company for which the customer works. You’ll only
probably do this if the company regularly sends customers your way.

First Language

You can select the customer’s preferred Language from a pop up list box. In
multi-lingual locations, you can also indicate which language each Course is
taught in so you can match customers to the appropriate course.

Occupation

Enter unique identifying information for the customer.

SSN/Driv. #
Freq. Flyer #
Passport #
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# of Dives

Enter the number of dives the customer has made

Height

Enter physical characteristics for the customer. This information can be
helpful in selecting rental gear. You will need to decide which units to enter
each value in for example, meters as opposed to feet, etc. and then stick with
those units.

Weight
Shoe Size
Commissionable

If employees will receive commission when sales are made to this customer,
leave the Commissionable box checked (as defaulted). If this box is checked,
employee commissions as set in Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees) and
the commission on specific Stock Items will be calculated and applied on sales
to this customer.
Sales to some customers should not contribute towards the commission for the
employee responsible. For example, you might remove the check from the
Commissionable checkbox, for all employees if you do not want to give
commission when they sell items to themselves.

Credit Risk

Put a tick in the box if the customer is a credit risk – i.e. they have proven
unreliable at repaying monies owed. When a credit risk customer is added to
a new invoice, EVE will show a popup message to inform you (if you have
turned that feature on using the Customers tab on the Options form).

Receive PADI
Marketing emails

Put a tick in the box if the customer wants to receive marketing emails from
PADI.

Receive PADI
Partner mailings

Put a tick in the box if the customer wants to receive marketing emails from
PADI Partners.

Unavailable

If the customer is no longer to be used, for example, in the event of a death,
you can mark the customer as Unavailable. The customer is not deleted from
the database but will no longer be displayed in the Customer search box unless
you specifically choose to Show All.

EVE OnLine

If you use EVE’s companion produce EVE OnLine (which lets you sell your
products, courses and trips on-line) you can enter the customer’s EVE OnLine
username and password here.

Username
Password
Insurance Co.
Ins. No.

Enter the Insurance company, insurance number and the date the insurance
expires for the customer.

Expires
Doctors Report
Required
Doctors Report
Received

You can track whether a Doctor’s Report is Required and whether it has been
Received. If it has been received you can enter the date on which it was
received.

On
Notes

Enter any Notes that are relevant to this customer specifically. Be careful of
data protection laws in your location – in some locations you are required by
law to pass on to customers all information you hold about them on request.

Tax Exemptions

Enter any Tax Exemptions this customer is eligible for by checking the Tax
Bands that do not apply. You can enter new Tax Bands in the Data Module
(See Section 5.1.8.Tax Bands)
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User Defined #1
User Defined #2

You can capture information in three User Defined Data Fields. You can right
click on the label next to these fields and then click Translate to indicate what
the field is used for. E.g. you could call User Defined 1 “Spouse Name”, etc.

User Defined #3
Last Purchase Date

The date of the last purchase by the customer will be displayed. This field is
not editable.

Created

The date the customer was originally entered into the system will be
displayed. This field is not editable.

Last Updated

The date of the last change to the customer data file will be displayed. This
field is not editable.

7.2.2 Adding Club Memberships
Club Membership
Use the Club Memberships section to capture information about any clubs this customer is a member of. For
example, if you run a dive club through your store, you can record membership of that. Or you may choose to
track membership in the PADI dive society or DAN. You can set up new Dive Clubs in the Data Module (See
Section 4.4.3.Clubs).
Note: usually, you will sell club memberships (see section 6.1.11) and, in that case, EVE will automatically add
details of the membership here for you.

Highlight the customer and click the Remove From Club button to remove the customer from the club. Click
the Print Club Card button to print cards for dive club members. Click the Add to Club button to add this
customer to a dive club. Note: adding this way will add the customer directly to the club without charging.
Club

Any Clubs that this customer is a member of are displayed here.

Membership #

The customer’s Membership Number in the club will be displayed. If you have
selected the Automatically Set Club Membership Number when setting
Customer Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), club membership
numbers will be automatically generated. You can edit the club membership
number or use the
icon when the membership # column has focus to
automatically generate another number.

Membership Type

The Club Membership Type is displayed. You can pick the membership type
from the pop up list box. You can create new Membership Types in the Data
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module – (See Section 4.4.4.Club Membership Types)
Membership Start
Date
Membership End
Date

The club membership Start Date and End Dates are displayed.
If you have selected the Automatically Set Club Membership Card Dates when
Setting Customer Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), club
membership renewal dates will be automatically set based on the options you
selected.

7.2.3 Adding an Image
If you plan to print membership cards or upload PIC details using EVE’s interface to PADI’s PIC OnLine you need
to capture a bitmap image of each person. You can do this with a digital camera and/or scanner.
Save the bitmap image (e.g. BMP, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, PNG) into the image file folder on your computer. You can
then tell EVE of the location of the image by typing the filename into the text box or by clicking the Browse for
Image button and selecting the file. You can also drag/drop files from Windows Explorer onto the image display.
If you plan to use EVE’s interface to PADI’s On-Line PICs, make sure that images sizes are 300kb or smaller as
that is the maximum size that PADI allow to be uploaded (at time of writing).
Note: if you have a network and want to view the images on more than one workstation, you should set up the
image file folder on each workstation to reference the same folder on the network. For example, you could
store all images in a C:\CustomerImages folder on PC#1. Two other PCs may be on the network, one using an H:
drive mapping to reference the C: drive on PC#1 and the other using an M: drive mapping. The image file folder
on PC#2 will be H:\CustomerImages and on PC#3 will be M:\CustomerImages. Both PCs will access the same
images provided images are stored in that folder or a sub-folder of it and the filename specified is of the format
<ImageDir>\filename. If you hard-code the folder part of the filename (i.e. you do not use <ImageDir>, but
instead specifically use the folder name, for example, H:\customerimages) then only PCs that have an identical
H: drive mapping can access the images.

Image
View the customer image in the Image section.
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Enter the full pathname to set a pointer to the Image.
Customer Image
File

You can set a pointer to the customer’s image by entering the file path to the
image file. Use the
button to browse your hard drive for the image file.

Scale to Fit

If you want to scale the picture to fit in the screen, select the Scale to Fit
checkbox. The original file will not be affected.

Auto-Show Image

If your image files are not stored on your computer (e.g. they’re stored on a
different computer on your network or on the internet) they may be slow to
load. Since you don’t what the customer form to be slow to load just because
the image is slow, you can remove the tick from Auto-Show Image. In this
case, EVE will not load the image each time the customer form is opened.
Instead, EVE will show a link “Click Here to Show Image” where the image
would be and you can click that link to show the image should you need to.

Acquire

Some scanners and digital cameras have software you can install on your PC.
If you have such a device, click the Acquire button to communicate directly
with it – i.e. you will be able to capture an image directly from the
scanner/camera for insertion into EVE.
EVE supports 2 methods of doing this and you can choose which method to use
by clicking the Options button at the bottom right of the Customer form and
then Configure Image Acquisition:

1/Microsoft Expression Encoder (recommended). Most modern laptops and
tablets that have an in-built webcam will support this option and you can click
the button to the right of the Device Name field to select the pre-installed
driver. If nothing shows in the list you’ll need to install a suitable driver first.
Note: before using this feature you may need to install the Microsoft
Expression Encoder component. EVE will prompt you if you need to do this
and you can follow the on-screen instructions.
2/Microsoft’s WIA (Windows Image Acquisition). You should check your camera
or scanner has a WIA interface. IPhones are supported.
Click the left of these buttons to rotate the image 90degrees to the left. Click
the right of these images to rotate the image 90degrees to the right.

7.2.4 Managing Sales Related Data
Sales history for your customers is displayed in the Sales section. It holds a list of all previous sales transactions
(invoices, refunds, gift certificates, etc.) made by the customer. Click on a transaction to show associated
details (for example, item(s) purchased, payment method(s) used, employee responsible for the sale, etc.
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All Items Purchased
A list of all items purchased by the customer is shown with the most recent at the top of the list.

Invoices
All of the invoices that have been created for a customer are displayed in reverse date order in the Invoices
section. Invoices are further classified by type (Bank Deposit, Expenses, Invoice, Lay Away, Ongoing Invoice and
Sales Receipts). You can review the line items (i.e. items purchased on an invoice) or the payments (i.e.
payment methods and amounts on each invoice). If you have multiple cost centers, invoices are also sorted by
Cost Center.
Invoices that have been voided will be shown crossed out.
Select the New Invoice button to create a new invoice for a customer as discussed in Selling Stock Items (See
Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).

Double click on an invoice to review/edit the specific details on the invoice.
Invoice #

The Invoice # of all invoices is displayed.

Total

The Total amount of the invoice (after taxes) is displayed.

Date/Time

The Date/Time that the invoice was committed to the system is displayed. By
default, invoices are displayed in reverse date order (i.e. most recent first).
You can change the sort order by clicking on any column header.

Employee

The Employee who originally created the invoice is displayed.

Type

The Type of invoice is displayed. Invoices are automatically categorized by
type for easier reviewing.

Cost Center

The Cost Center that the invoice was processed under is displayed. Invoices
are automatically categorized by cost center for easier reviewing.

Quotes
All of the quotes that have been created for a customer are displayed in reverse date order in the Quotes
section. Quotes that have been voided will be shown crossed out.
Select the New Quote button to create a new quote for a customer as discussed in Creating a Quote (See
Section 6.4.1.Creating a Quote).
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Double click on a quote to review/edit the specific details of the quote. If you want to sell the items on the
quote, you will be able to convert the quote to an invoice as discussed in Creating a Quote (See Section
6.4.1.Creating a Quote).
Quote #

The Quote # of all quotes is displayed.

Creation Date

The Date/Time that the quote was committed to the system is displayed. By
default, quotes are displayed in reverse date order (i.e. most recent first).
You can change the sort order by clicking on any column header.

Employee

The Employee who originally created the quote is displayed.

Gift Certificates
All of the gift certificates that have been created for a customer are displayed in the Gift Certificates section.
Gift Certificates are further classified by Outstanding, Used and Expired to make it easier to find the specific gift
certificate you wish to review. Gift Certificates that have been voided will be shown crossed out.
You cannot create/edit new gift certificates here. This must be done through the Sales Module as described in
Selling Gift Certificates (See Section 6.1.2.Selling Gift Certificates).
Double click on a gift certificate to review/edit the specific details on the gift certificate.
Gift Certificate #

The Gift Certificate # is displayed.

Value

The original Value of the gift certificate is displayed.

Expiry Date

The Expiry Date of the gift certificate is displayed.

Gift Cards
All of the gift cards that have been created for a customer are displayed in the Gift Cards section. Cards that
have been voided will be shown crossed out.
You cannot create/edit new gift certificates here. This must be done through the Sales Module as described in
Selling Gift Cards (See Section 6.1.3.Selling Gift Cards).
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Double click on a gift card to review/edit the specific details on the gift card.
Gift Card #

The Gift Card # is displayed.

Credit

The current Value of the card is displayed. This is the amount that is available
to be used for purchases.

Status

The Status of the card (i.e. Expired, Used, Valid, Void) is displayed.

Accounts
A history of customer accounts is displayed here. Accounts that have been closed are marked as crossed out.
Select the New Account button to create a new account for a customer as described in Receiving Payment by
Account (See Section 6.2.6.Receiving Payments by Account).

Double click on an account to review/edit the specific details of the account.
Account #

The Account Number (as created by EVE) is displayed.

Account Name

The Account Name is displayed.

The default name of the account is the
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customer name with a number as the suffix – e.g. ”John Smith 1”
Type

You can create accounts for different purposes, for example, trip account,
course account, etc. The account Type is displayed here.

Balance

The current Balance of this account will be displayed. If the customer has
multiple accounts, the sum of their balances will equal the total amount owing
by or owed to the customer.

Credit Limit

The customer is not allowed to accrue sales greater than the Credit Limit
value on the account. The total credit limit of the account is displayed.

Closed Date

If this account is no longer active, the Closed Date is displayed here.

Special Orders
When adding an item to the shopping basket you may find that you are temporarily out of stock of a particular
stock item and need to order more units. To prevent the newly ordered items from being sold to another
customer when they are received, you can set up a customer order (i.e. special order). This reserves the item
and marks it as being linked to the customer on the Purchase Order.
You can view the items a customer has on order in the Special Orders section. Special orders are further
classified by the following statuses: Not Yet Added to Purchase Order, Purchase Order Not Yet Sent, Purchase
Order Sent, Received but not Picked Up. All items that the customer has ordered and that he/she has not yet
received are shown. The Purchase Order # column indicates whether the item has been added to a Purchase
Order already.
You cannot create/edit new special orders here. This must be done through the Sales Module as described in
Selling Stock Items (See Section 6.1.1.Selling Stock Items).

Double click on a special order to review/edit the specific details on the order.
Stock #

The Stock # of the item the customer has ordered is displayed.

Description

The Description of the stock item is displayed.

Stock Type

The Stock Type of the stock item is displayed.

Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the stock item is displayed.

Order Date

The original Order Date of the stock item is displayed. This is the date the
customer ordered the item, not necessarily the date the item was added to a
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Purchase Order.
Qty

The Quantity the customer has requested of this stock item is displayed.

Purchase Order#

If this item has already been ordered from a supplier for the customer, the
Purchase Order # used to order the item is displayed.

Multi-Sale Items
All of the multi-sale items that have been created for a customer are displayed in the Multi-Sale Items section.
Select the New Multi-Sale Item to create a new item for a customer as described in Selling Multi-Sale Items (See
Section 6.1.9.Selling Multi-Sale Items).

Double click on an item to review/edit the specific details on the item
Item

The description of the Multi-Sale Item is displayed here.

Awaiting Payment
All rental and service bookings which are currently awaiting payment (i.e. have not been added to an invoice)
are displayed.
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Double click on an item to review/edit the specific details on the item or to send the booking to an invoice and
collect payment.
Description

The Rental or Service Booking number is displayed.

Amount

The amount awaiting payment is displayed.

Purchase Trend
The Purchase Trend section gives you a quick view of the purchases associated with this particular customer for
the last 10 years (or from the date of the earliest invoice if you imported your data). You can view as a barchart
or a pie chart.

7.2.5 Adding Certifications
The Certifications section of the Customers Module shows details of courses that the currently selected person
has attended and is attending. EVE automatically adds a row when a course is sold in the Sales Module or a
person is manually added to a course in the Courses Module.
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Certifications
EVE automatically adds a row to the grid for the person when you register him/her on a course (usually done in
the Sales Module). Rows that represent a completed certification (i.e. qualified) are marked with a
symbol.
Rows that represent a failed certification are marked with a
symbol. Rows that represent ongoing training
are marked with a
symbol. Rows that represent a customer that has been referred to another store are
marked with a
symbol. Rows that represent a customer that has moved to another course within your store
are marked with a

symbol.

The highest certification core level (DSD, Open Water Diver, Advanced Diver , Rescue Diver, Divemaster,
Instructor, IDC Staff Instructor, Course Director) for which the customer is certified will be highlighted in yellow.
Other certifications (for example, Boat Diver, etc) are not highlighted. You can choose which course types are
appropriate for this highlighting and which course types supercede others by assigning a Certification Priority
value on the Course Type form – see section 4.4.8.
The customer must be qualified in order for the highlighting to occur (for example, if they are certified in
AOW and are taking a Rescue course, the AOW will be in yellow.)

Double click on a Certification line to review/edit the specific details.
Course Type

The Course Type for the specific certification is displayed.

Course #

The Course # for the course the customer took to achieve the certification is
displayed.

Cert #

The customer’s Certification # for the certification level is displayed.

Instructor

The certifying Instructor is displayed.

Qualification Date

The date the customer was Qualified (i.e. the certification date) is displayed.

Enrollment Status

The Enrolment Status of the customer in the certification course is displayed –
this is most useful while the course is still ongoing and indicates whether the
customer is enrolled, provisionally enrolled or on the waiting list.

Completion Status

The completion Status of the customer in the course is displayed – i.e. one of
Ongoing, Qualified, Failed, Referred, Moved Course.

PIC Status

The status of the PIC processing is displayed. This can be one of Pending (i.e.
not yet submitted to the PIC), Notified by On-Line PICs, Notified by Post, Do
Not Upload. Only certifications where the customer successfully completed
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the course and that are marked as Pending will be uploadable onto On-Line
PICs.
Delete a certification by highlighting the row and pressing the Delete key on your keyboard.

New Certification
You can add a row manually for the selected person by using the New Certification button. You will probably
only want to do this to record certifications obtained by the person prior to your purchase of EVE or for those
that obtained their certification at a different store since EVE will automatically add certifications for you during
the Course process.

Enter the basic information about customer certifications on the General tab.
Customer

The Customer you have selected is defaulted. You can change the customer
by using the Customer Search box.

Course Type

The Course Type for the specific certification is entered.
course types from the pop up list box.

Certification #

The customer’s Certification Number for the specific certification level is
entered / displayed here.

Certification Date

Enter the Date that the customer qualified. When a new record is added, this
defaults to today’s date. When you mark a course as complete, if the
customer successfully completed the course, today’s date is used for the Cert
Date.

Instructor

Pick the name of the certifying Instructor from the pop up list box.

Status

Enter the Completion Status for the customer. If a customer has been
enrolled in the course through the Sales Module and the course is not yet
marked as complete, the status will default to Ongoing. If you are entering a
New Certification, the status will default to Certified.

Notes

Enter any Notes relevant to the customer’s certification.

Enrollment tab
You can enter extended information on the Enrollment tab
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You can select

Enrollment Status

Select the Enrollment Status for the course from the pop up list box.

Course #

When you register a person on a course by selling it in the Sales Module, EVE
puts the Course # in for you. Otherwise, enter the course number here.

E-Learner

Put a tick in the box if the customer is taking the course on-line

Pre-Registration

Put a check mark in this box if the customer was Pre-Registered for
certification with PADI.

Took the
Here?

Check this checkbox if the customer completed their training with you.

Course

Referral?
From Store #
Referring Instructor
#

If the customer was referred from another store, check the Referral checkbox
and enter the store number that (s)he was referred from and the Referring
instructor number. You can also enter the name of the referring store and its
email address.

Store Name
Store Email

PIC OnLine tab
PIC Status

Enter the PIC Processing Status from the pop up list box. PIC Status will
default to whatever value you have chosen as the default status on the
Courses tab of the Options form – see section 4.3.5. Other alternatives
include:
❖ Notified by Post: You have already notified PADI about the customer
certification by post
❖ Notified On-Line: You have already notified PADI about the certification
by uploading data directly over the internet using EVE’s interface to PADI’s
On-Line PICs.
❖ No Notification: PADI are not to be notified about the certification. If you
wish, you can choose this option temporarily and then change it to one of
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the other options at a later date.
❖ Pending: PADI have not yet been notified about the certification. i.e. it is
available to be submitted.
PIC Card

Choose the type of certification card type the customer wants to receive.

Return Card To

Choose where PADI should return the certification card to.
Instructor, Store, Student.

PIC Sent By

Choose which staff member was responsible for processing the PIC. If you
submitted the certification using EVE’s interface to PIC Online, EVE will set
this to the employee who is logged in.

Date PIC Sent

Enter the Date the PIC was sent to PADI. This date will automatically default
when you use EVE’s interface to PICs OnLine.

Date Cert Card
Rec’d

If certification cards are returned to the store enter the date the card was
received by your store.

Picked up by
Student

If the card was picked up from the store by the student, enter the date that
happened.

Options are :

Pick-Up Method
Touch ID

If the student is taking the course using PADI’s Touch app, enter their Touch ID
here.

Father’s Name

It is a requirement in Greece that the Father’s name is entered on all PICs
sent to PADI. If your store is in Greece a tab called ‘Father’ will be displayed
in the PIC OnLine section and you can enter the Father’s name there.

Money tab
Course Price
Tax

Pre-

Course Price Tax
Course Price Total

When you enroll a customer in a course through the Sales Module, information
about the price you charged for the course is displayed here. The full price
charged for the course (pre-tax, tax only and total price) is displayed along
with any payments the customer has made against the course price. The total
Amount Owing is the Total Course Price less the Total Paid.

Paid Pre-Tax
Paid Tax
Paid Total
Amount Owed
Show Invoices

Click this button to see a list of invoice(s) that the enrollment was purchased
on. Multiple invoices will be shown if the customer paid in installments.

All of the above fields are optional except the certification level itself. However, if you are planning to upload
PIC details from EVE to PADI using PIC Online you need to add at least the certification date and instructor.

Attendance Record
You can use this section to track individual attendance details on a course. Use the Attendance Record button
to access this form. You can also track attendance in the Courses Module by selecting the specific course and
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using the Attendance Record on the Customers tab. When a course is completed, EVE will check to see if the
customer has attended all modules and will warn you if module(s) are outstanding..

The Course and the Customer will be displayed at the top of the form.
Module Type

All of the Modules related to this course are displayed.

Attended?

Use the Attended? checkbox to track customer attendance at a particular
module. You can click the Select All button and Deselect All button to
quickly make your selections.

Test Score

Enter the Test Scores associated with any modules that have exams or quizzes.

Notes

Enter any Notes associated with the specific module.

7.2.6 Reviewing Trip Details
The trips section of the Customers Module shows details of trips that the currently selected person is enrolled on
or has attended. EVE automatically adds a row when a trip is sold in the Sales Module or a person is manually
added to a trip in the Trips Module.
New trip enrollments cannot be added here but must be added in the Trips Module as described in Creating a
New Trip.

Trips
EVE automatically adds a row to the grid for the person when you register him/her on a trip (usually done in the
Sales Module).
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By double clicking on a row, you are taken to the Trip where you can edit trip details.
Destination

The Destination associated with the trip you selected will display here.

Trip #

The Trip Number of the specific trip is displayed.

Price Paid
Tax Paid

The Price Paid (pre-tax) and Tax Paid will be displayed. This is the amount for
the trip that has currently been charged to the customer’s account and may
not be the full trip price (for example, if the customer is making payments by
deposit or installment)

Special
Arrangements

Any Special Arrangements that have been identified for the customer are
displayed, for example, vegetarian diet, etc.

Trip Price

The Total Price (pre-tax) and Total Tax for the trip will be displayed.

Trip Tax
Start Date

The Start Date & Time and End Date & Time for the trip are displayed.

End Date

7.2.7 Tracking Customer Enquires
Use the Enquiries section to track customer interest in courses, trips, stock items, or other areas. You can use
this information to analyze your customer’s interest areas and offer products and services to meet their needs.
In addition, you can track follow-up activities, schedule reminders and track the results of customer contacts.

Enquiries
Enquiries are further sub categorized into Course Enquiries, Trip Enquiries, Special Interest Enquiries, Stock Item
Enquiries, and Other Enquiries.
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Double click on any of the enquiries folders to view information about the customer’s interest in that area.

Course Enquiries
Use this section if a customer enquires about a particular course. You can enter new enquiry details and view
existing enquiries made by the customer.
If you checked the Add Interest on Course Completion checkbox when Setting Course Options (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options), each time you set a course status to Complete you will be given the option to Add
Interest to con-ed courses to the Customer. Any you specify will be listed here.

Course Type

The Course Type for the specific enquiry is displayed.

Status

The Status of the enquiry is displayed. For example, the customer may be still
interested, no longer interested or the enquiry may be resolved.

Notes

Notes regarding the enquiry are displayed.

Interested After

If the customer has a time frame in which their enquiry is valid, the Interested
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Interested Before

After and Interested Before dates will be displayed. For example, a customer
may be interested in enrolling their child in a Junior Open Water course during
summer holidays. You would enter the first date of the holiday in Interested
After and the last date of the holiday in Interested Before.

Employee

The Employee who originally captured the enquiry is displayed.

Trip Enquiries

Destination

If the customer has identified a specific Destination on their enquiry, it will be
displayed here.

Status

The Status of the enquiry is displayed. For example, the customer may be still
interested, no longer interested or the enquiry may be resolved.

Notes

Notes regarding the enquiry are displayed.

Interested After
Interested Before

If the customer has a time frame in which their enquiry is valid, the Interested
After and Interested Before dates will display. For example, a customer may
be interested in taking a trip during the month of September. You would
enter the first of September in Interested After and the last day of September
in Interested Before.

Employee

The Employee who originally captured the enquiry is displayed.

Special Interest Enquiries
You can track special interests of customers if you want to offer activities outside of diving to your customers –
for instance you may organize a golf day or a ski holiday, etc.
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Special Interest

The specific Special Interest area the customer is interested in is displayed.

Status

The Status of the enquiry is displayed. For example, the customer may be still
interested, no longer interested or the enquiry may be resolved.

Notes

Notes regarding the enquiry are displayed.

Interested After
Interested Before

If the customer has a time frame in which their enquiry is valid, the Interested
After and Interested Before dates will be displayed. For example, a customer
may be interested in joining you on a golfing/diving adventure but only during
the summer months. You would enter the first date of summer in Interested
After and the last date of summer in Interested Before.

Employee

The Employee who originally captured the enquiry is displayed.

Stock Item Enquiries
You can use the Stock Item Enquiries section to track stock items in which the customer has expressed an
interest. You can think of this as a Gift Registry area.
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Stock Item

The specific Stock Item the customer has enquired about is displayed.

Stock #

The store Stock # associated with the stock item is displayed.

Stock Type

The Stock Type associated with the stock item is displayed.

Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the stock item is displayed

Status

The Status of the enquiry is displayed. For example, the customer may be still
interested, no longer interested or the enquiry may be resolved.

Notes

Notes regarding the enquiry are displayed.

Employee

The Employee who originally captured the enquiry is displayed.

Other Enquiries
Use this section to keep track of any other enquiries the customer has made about your goods or services.
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Status

The Status of the enquiry is displayed. For example, the customer may be still
interested, no longer interested or the enquiry may be resolved.

Notes

Notes regarding the enquiry are displayed.

Employee

The Employee who originally captured the enquiry is displayed.

New Enquiry – General
New Enquiries can be added clicking the New Enquiry button.

Employee

Enter the name of the Employee entering the customer interest. If you
selected the Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the employee
who is logged on will default. You can select a different employee from the
pop up list box.

Customer

Enter the name of the Customer making the enquiry. The name of the
selected customer will default. You can choose a new customer from the
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Customer Search box.
Contact Method

Enter the method that the customer used to contact you to make the enquiry.
You can select Contact Methods from the pop up list box. If the contact
method used is not listed, you can add a new one using the New Contact
Method button on the pop up list box.

Status

Enter the Status of the enquiry. The status will default to Still Interested on a
new enquiry. As you follow up with the customer on this enquiry, change the
status to reflect the contact activities.

Enquiry Type

Choose the Enquiry Type. This will be used to categorize enquiries on the
summary screen. As you select different enquiry types, additional selection
fields may become available.
❖ Courses: Course Type selection box becomes active. Select the Course
Type from the pop up list box.
❖ Trip: Destination selection box becomes active. Select the Destination
from the pop up list box.
❖ Special: Special Interest selection box becomes active. Select the Special
Interest from the pop up list box.
❖ Stock Item: Stock Item selection box becomes active. Select the Stock
Item from the Stock Search box. Stock Item Description, Stock #, Stock
Type and Manufacturer are displayed.
❖ Other: there are no additional fields for this enquiry type

Notes
Interest
Only
After/Before

Add any Notes regarding the enquiry. Usually you will enter the specific
question or information the customer is requesting here.
If

The person may only be interested in taking a course or joining a trip if it is
run before or after certain dates. Both fields can be left blank if the person
has no date restrictions on their enquiry.

New Enquiry – Follow Up
You will usually want to schedule a follow-up call to update the customer with details about their enquiry. Click
on the Follow-Ups tab to view details of contact calls that have already been scheduled and click on the
Schedule Follow-Up Call/Email button to create a new one.

Employee

The name of the Employee responsible for the follow-up will be displayed.

Proposed Date

The Proposed Date of the contact is displayed.
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Actual Date

The Actual Date of the contact (if completed) is displayed.

Action

The Action to be taken (for example, Send Information, Call Back, etc) is
displayed.

Notes

Any Notes regarding the follow up with the customer are displayed.

7.2.8 Adding Rental Data
Rental Bookings
A list of all rental bookings associated with this customer is displayed. To help you manage sorting through
Rental Bookings, they are further categorized as
❖ Assigned to Invoice
❖ Not yet Assigned to Invoice
❖ Checked Out Items
❖ Un-Checked Out Items
Bookings that have been voided are shown crossed out.
You can click New Rental Booking to create a new rental booking for the customer as described in Rental
Bookings (See Section 11.1.Rental Bookings).

You can double-click on any rental booking to view the specific details about the booking and to make any
additions or changes required.
Booking #

The Booking # of the rental booking is displayed.

Invoice #

If the booking has been processed on an invoice, the Invoice # is displayed.

Due Start Date

The Planned Start and End Date of the booking (not necessarily the actual
start and end of the rental) are displayed.

Due End Date
Creation Date

The date that the rental booking was created is displayed.

Employee

The Employee who originally created the rental booking is displayed.
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Favorite Items
A list of all of the Favorite Rental items associated with this customer is displayed. You can use Favorites to
quickly populate a rental booking with the customer’s favorite gear in the Rentals Module.

You can double-click on any item to view the specific details about the item and to make any additions or
changes required.
Type

The Stock Type of the equipment item is displayed.

Descriptions

The Description of the stock item is displayed.

Ref #

The specific Reference Number (the unique identifier) is displayed.

Serial #

The Serial Number of the equipment item (if any) is displayed.

Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the equipment item is displayed.

Size

The Size of the favorite equipment item is displayed.

Primary Colors

The Primary Color of the equipment item is displayed.

Secondary Colors

The Secondary Color of the equipment item is displayed.

New Favorite Item
You can create a new Favorite Item using the New Favorite button.
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Enter information about the customer’s favorite rental gear.
Customer

The Customer you previously selected is displayed.

Stock Type

Select the Stock Type from the pop up list box. Only Stock Types that have
been marked For Rent will be displayed here.

Manufacturer

Use the Selection button to select the specific piece of rental gear that is the
customer’s favorite. Details about the equipment item will be displayed
including the Manufacturer, Serial Number, Reference Number, Description,
Size and ID number.

Serial #
Ref #
Description
Size

Profile
Use the Profile to create a standard rental profile for the customer. You will list information about the typical
gear the customer rents and which size. This can then be used in the Rentals Module to quickly populate a
rental booking with the customer’s required equipment and in the Courses and Trips module when creating
Requirements.
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Equipment Types that have been marked For Profile when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals
Options) will be shown in the profile along with the appropriate sizes for each type of gear (from Stock Types).
Highlight the size of the gear that the customer needs by clicking on a specific size box. If the customer does
not require a specific size (for example with a regulator) click on the Any button. You can make notes in the
note box regarding the customer’s requirements.

Equipment Types Rented
View the Equipment Types Rented section to see the number of times a customer has rented different types of
equipment. You can use this, for example, in your sales pitch to encourage customers to invest in their own
gear.

You can double click on any equipment type to edit/update the information associated with that Stock Type.
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Type

The various equipment Types are listed. Only those stock types that have
been marked For Rent are listed here.

Count

The number of times the customer has rented this type of equipment is
displayed.

Total Spent

The Total Amount Spent (including tax) on each equipment type is displayed.

7.2.9 Adding Service Data
Service Bookings
A list of all service bookings associated with this customer is displayed. To help you manage sorting through
Service Bookings, they are further categorized as
❖ Assigned to Invoice
❖ Not yet Assigned to Invoice
You can select New Service to create a new service booking for the customer as described in Service Bookings.

You can double-click on any service booking to view the specific details about the booking and to make any
additions or changes required.
Booking #

The Booking # of the service booking is displayed.

Invoice #

If the booking has been processed on an invoice, the Invoice # is displayed.

Creation Date

The date that the service booking was Created is displayed.

Employee

The Employee who originally created the service booking is displayed.

Equipment
A list of all of the Equipment items owned by this customer is displayed. You can use Equipment to quickly
populate a service booking with the customer’s gear in the Services Module. When you sell an item to a customer
that is marked For Service, it will automatically appear in this list.
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You can double-click on any piece of equipment to view the specific details about the equipment and to make
any additions or change required.
Stock Type

The Stock Type of the equipment item is listed. Only those Stock Types
marked For Service are available to be added to the Customer’s equipment
list.

Manufacturer

The Manufacturer of the customer’s equipment item is displayed.

Description

A Description of the customer’s equipment item is displayed.

Serial #

If the equipment item has a Serial #, it is displayed here.

Next Service

The Next Service Date for the piece of equipment is displayed here. When you
add a piece of equipment, you will identify the next service date. Each time
that piece of equipment is brought in for service, you will have the option to
set the next service date when you invoice the service booking. If you
checked the Automatically Apply Next Service Date And Pickup Date checkbox
when Setting Service Options (See Section 4.3.8.Services Options), the next
service date will be automatically set based on the service period you
identified in Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types).

New Equipment Item
You can create a new Equipment Item using the New Equipment button. Note: you would usually create new
items of customer equipment as part of the Service Booking process (see section 12.1.1) but you can do it here
also if you wish.
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Stock Type

Choose the Stock Type of the piece of equipment from the pop up list box. Only
types marked as For Service in Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types) are
shown in the list.

Manufacturer

Choose the Manufacturer of the equipment item from the pop up list box.

Description

You will probably want to give a Description for the customer’s gear. Enter text
to identify the item, if appropriate.

Serial #

Enter the item’s Serial Number, if applicable

Primary Color

Choose the Primary Color from the pop up list box.

Secondary Color

Choose the Secondary Color from the pop up list box.

Size

Choose the Size from the pop up list box. Only sizes appropriate to the stock
type identified above will be listed.

Owner

The Owner will be identified as the Customer you had previously selected. It
cannot be changed here.

Date Purchased

Enter the date the equipment item was purchased

Date Sold

If the customer no longer owns the piece of equipment, you can enter a Date
Sold.

Next Service

The date the equipment item next needs to be serviced. By booking Customer
Equipment in the Services Module, the Next Service date will be set
automatically based on the service period you set in Stock Types.

Net Worth

The resale value (before tax) of the item.

Bypass
Double
Booking Check?

This field is not relevant to customer owned equipment and should be left
unchecked.
This same form is used to create Rental Equipment as well as Customer
Equipment. For Rental Equipment, most items should have the box unchecked
to indicate a check will be made when adding it to a new rental or service
booking that it is not already booked out in the same period. For some items
this check is not relevant, for example, if you have an item called ‘Any’ to
indicate for example, that Any 2lb weight will do for customer X.
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Equipment History

This page will populate over time as the piece of equipment is booked for service and is not editable. You can
view customer equipment history.

7.2.10

Resort Reservations

Resort Reservations
A list of all resort reservations associated with this customer is displayed.
You can add a new resort reservation using the New Booking button as described in Resort Reservations (See
Section 13.1.Resort Reservations). Normally, however, you would sell a Resort Reservation (see section 6.1.12)

You can double-click on any resort reservation to view the specific details about the booking and to make any
additions or changes required.
Arrival Date

The date and time the customer is expected to Arrive & Depart is displayed.

Departure Date
Checked In

The actual Check In / Check Out date and time is displayed.

Checked out
Hotel
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The Hotel that the customer is staying at is displayed.

Room #

The specific Room Number the customer is staying in and the nightly rate they
are paying is displayed.

Nightly Rate
Flight # In

Flight Details for the customer are displayed.

Flight # Out
Flight Arrival Date
Flight
Date

Departure

You can click New Resort Reservation to create a new resort reservation for the customer.

7.2.11

Grouping Customers

If the customer is part of a group you can link all members of the group with a common Group name. You could
use the name of the group leader as the group’s name.

Groups

All of the groups a customer is a member of are displayed.

New Group
You can add new Groups by clicking the New Group button.
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Group Name

Enter the Group Name. This will Default to the format that you identified
when Setting Group Options (See Section 4.3.10.Groups Options).

Start Date

If the group has a fixed Start and End Date, enter the dates here. For
instance, at a resort a group leader may bring a different group of customers
each year so the group is only appropriate within a small date range.

End Date
Members
Customer
Tel (H)

You can add Customer’s to the group here by clicking the Add button.
Highlight a customer and click the Remove button to remove a customer from
the group. The Open Member(s) button will open a specific group member’s
customer file.

Tel (W)

Contact Details for the member are automatically displayed.

Tel (M)

Highlight one or more group members and click the:

Email

–

icon to create a New Email to the selected customer(s)
icon to send a New Text message to the selected customer(s)
icon to Export information on the selected customer(s)
icon to create new Invoice(s) for the selected customer(s)
icon to create new Rental Bookings(s) for the selected customer(s)
icon to create new Service Bookings(s) for the selected customer(s)
icon to copy information about the selected customer(s) so you can paste it
elsewhere – for example, onto the Invoice Cool bar

You can add the current customer to a Group by clicking the Options button at the bottom left of the Customer
form and then clicking “Add to Group” in the popup menu. The Group Search form is displayed so you can
choose which Group to add the customer to.

7.2.12

Adding Dive Details

The Dive Details section of the Customers Module allows you to enter dive profiles and/or incidents relating to
the specific customer.
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You can double-click on any dive to view the specific details about the dive profile and to make any additions or
changes required.
Date/Time In
Date/Time Out

The dive profile information for each dive entered related to the specific
customer will be displayed.

Air In
Air out
Max Depth
Notes
Employee

The Employee who captured the dive profile information will be displayed.

New Dive Profile
Use the New Dive Profile button to capture information about a specific dive.

Employee

Enter the Employee who captured the information about the dive. This will
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default to the logged on employee if you checked the Default Employee on
New Records checkbox when Setting Data Entry Options (See Section
4.3.9.Data Entry Options).
Customer

The Customer you selected is defaulted. You can choose a new customer from
the Customer Search box.

Dive Site

Pick the Dive Site from the list of Destinations you have setup.

Date

Enter the specific details for this customer about the dive. This information
can be used for quality assurance and/or liability management or to assist your
customer’s with logging their dives.

Time In
Air In
Well as Start
Duration
Time Out
Air Out
Well at End
Max Depth
Computer
Notes

7.2.13

Scheduling Contact Calls

EVE offers a powerful feature to help you connect with your customers. You can schedule contact calls or emails
that will be made to customers. For example, a call could be scheduled to follow up on a continuing education
interest expressed by the client. The proposed date/time, actual date/time and employee responsible can be
logged.

Scheduled Contact Calls
Details of scheduled customer contacts will be displayed.
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You can double-click on any contact to view the specific details about the contact and to make any additions or
changes required.
Proposed Date

The originally planned date of the contact will be displayed.

Actual Date

The Actual Date of the contact is displayed. You can use these dates to
monitor employee effectiveness in contacting customers.

Employee

The Employee responsible for the contact is displayed.

Contact Method

The Method to be used (i.e. Phone, email, mail) is displayed.

Action

Any follow up Action as a result of the contact is displayed.

Notes

Any Notes regarding the contact are displayed.

Related Interest

If this contact was initiated because of a customer enquiry, the Related
enquiry ID is displayed.

New Contact Call
You can create a new contact by clicking on the New Contact Call button.

Employee

Enter the name of the Employee responsible for the contact call. The name of
the logged on employee will default.

Customer

Enter the name of the Customer to contact.
previously selected will default.

Action

Enter the Follow Up Action to be taken from the pop up list box.

Contact Method

Enter the Contact Method to be used for the customer contact.

Notes

Enter any Notes related to the contact. This could include the response to the
enquiry that the customer made earlier.

Proposed Date

Enter the Date and Time that the call should be made.

The name of the customer

Proposed Time
Actual Date

Enter the Date and Time that the call is actually made. This indicates the
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Actual Time

employee has completed the contact.

Reminder Date

Enter the Date and Time to send a reminder for the employee. You set a
period for EVE 5 to Check for Reminders when Setting EVE Options (See
Section 4.3.1.EVE Options).

Reminder Time
PCs where
Reminder should be
Shown

Select the PC Where the Reminder Should be Shown. If the employee works at
multiple locations or if you have multiple PCs at your location, you may choose
to Add All. Otherwise you can click the Add button and Remove buttons to
select one or more PCs. For example, you may not want reminders to pop up
on the main Point of Sale PC in case this interrupts invoice creation.

Related Enquiry ID

This field indicates the link to the Original Enquiry. If you click the Open File
button, the original Enquiry will open.

EVE will check for reminders on a periodic basis. When the reminder time comes up, you will get an alarm clock
sound - if you Enabled Sounds when Setting EVE Options (See Section 4.3.1.EVE Options) and a visual reminder at
the PCs you selected earlier.

When you click on the Reminder screen, a list of all Reminders is displayed.
Reminder screen – the alarm will sound again every minute.

Employee

The Employee responsible for the contact is displayed.

Reminder
Date/Time

The Date and Time of the reminder is displayed.

Type

The Type of contact to be made is displayed.

Description

The follow up action required is displayed.

Notes

Any Notes associated with the contact are displayed.

If you do not click on the

You can click the Snooze button to have the Reminder pop up again at a later time. Use the Dismiss button to
close the reminder permanently.
If you Double-click on the reminder the Contact Call screen will open. You can use the Related Enquiry ID to
open the original enquiry and track the follow up results on the general screen. You can view all Follow-Ups to a
customer on the Follow-Ups tab.

7.2.14

Adding Popup Notes

Pop-up notes are a powerful mechanism to allow you to remind employees to give specific customers specific
messages. For example, you could use a pop up note to enter a customer’s birth date and have the note display
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each time the customer is brought up on a new invoice, rental booking, service booking, etc. for one month prior
to his or her birthday. Alternatively, if a customer left behind their wallet last time they were in the store you
could add a note that will popup to remind you next time they are in.
When you sell a multi-sale item, a pop up note is automatically added so that each time you create an invoice
for that customer, you are reminded that the customer has a multi-sale item outstanding.

Pop up Notes
A list of pop up notes for a specific customer is displayed.

You can double-click on any contact to view the specific details about the contact and to make any additions or
changes required.
Notes

The Note content is displayed.

Start Date

The Dates you want the pop-up note to be displayed from and to are
displayed.

End Date

New Popup Note
Click the New Popup Note button to create new pop up notes.

Enter the information you wish to remind employees of in the pop up form.
Customer

The Customer you have selected is displayed. You can select a new customer
from the Customer Search box.
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Notes

Enter the specific pop up Note you wish to be displayed. For example, ‘Happy
Birthday on March 29’ or ‘Remind Derek about this summer’s Wreck Diving
trip’

Date

Enter the start Date and Time along with the end date and time for this
specific message. Each time you access the customer file (in any module)
during the date range, the pop up note will be displayed.

Time
Date
Time

7.2.15

Reviewing Audit Log

EVE maintains an audit log so privileged users can review activity in EVE. This can be useful when tracking data
changes if unexpected results are found – for instance, if an invoice was deleted, you can use the Audit Log to
see when it happened and which Employee was logged on at the time.

Action

Indicates the type of activity that occurred – for example, record Created,
Deleted, etc

Text

Gives a description of the audit log entry

ID

Identifies the record that was updated/deleted/etc

DataTypeID

Identifies the type of record – for example, Invoice, Customer, Purchase
Order, etc

Logged
Employee

On

Identifies the user that was logged on when the change was made

Selected Employee

In some cases, the employee specified on a record may be different from the
one that is logged on – for example, on an Invoice a different Employee may
have been chosen. This indicates the name of the Employee on the record if
applicable.

Date

The date the audit log entry was created.
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7.3 Duplicate Customers
You may find that during day-to-day data input the same customer and/or employee is entered onto EVE more
than once by mistake.

Customer Search Box
Highlight the customers you wish to merge in the Customer Search Grid. Right mouse click on the grid and select
Merge Customers.

Merge Customer
The merge customer form will be shown. Select the Master Record and choose merge. All customer details will
be merged into the Master including all invoices, rental bookings, service bookings, etc. This process cannot be
undone, so proceed carefully.
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7.4 Customer Emails
There are a number of ways to email a customer.

To email a single customer, find the customer in the

Customers Module and click on the
icon next to the customer’s email in the General section. A new message
will be initiated in your computer’s default email client.
Alternatively, you can use the Email form to generate an email to one or more customers wherever a list of
customers is shown, including the Customer Search form, the Customers page of the Course and Trips forms, the
Groups form and, most importantly, the Customer Search Wizard (See Section 18.4.1.Customer Search Wizard).
Find the customer(s) you want to email, select them and right mouse click. Click Email and the Email form will
open.

7.4.1 Email

Select New Email if you want to compose a new email to the selected customers.
Select Existing Email if you want to send an email you prepared earlier and saved into Microsoft Outlook. For
instance, you could pre-prepare a ‘Congratulations’ email and then re-use it each time a course completes
inviting customers to a con-ed course. Alternatively, you could pre-prepare your monthly newsletter and then
use the Customer Search Wizard to find all those customers on the mailing list that have an email address, etc.
In the following discussion, all tabs are applicable if you are sending an existing email, but only the Email Type,
Address Line and Recipients tabs are applicable if you are creating a new email.

Existing Email
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For an existing email, you will need to identify where the existing email is held. Find your draft message in the
hierarchy shown which lists all folders that you have set up in Microsoft Outlook.
Click the Open button to open your message and review the content if required.

Email Count

You can choose to Send one email to multiple recipients – i.e. the To, CC or BCC address line on the email will
contain a list of the recipients.
More commonly, you will probably choose to send an individual email to each recipient. In this case the same
email is sent once to each recipient. This reduces the likelihood of your email being tagged as SPAM and also
makes your email appear customized and personally directed. To customize your email even further, you can
include Merge Fields in your email content. These Merge Fields will be populated with the appropriate
information from EVE for the selected customer(s). Merge Fields must be included in your email in exactly the
format shown (i.e. [FirstName] not [firstname] or [first name]). If you enter the [FirstName] text in your email,
(for example, you enter “Hi [FirstName]”) and then send the email to 2 people called John Smith and Mary
Jones, EVE will replace the merge field text with the customer names – for example, Dear John and Dear Mary
respectively.
A list of applicable Merge Fields is shown in the list on the Email Count page.

Address Line

Address Line is only available when you are sending a New Email (from Email Type tab) or if you choose to Send
one email to multiple recipients (from Address Line tab).
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You can choose to add email addresses in the ‘To’ list (in which case each recipient will be able to see who else
received the email), the ‘CC’ list (in which case all recipients will be copied on the email and will still be able to
see who else received the email) or the ‘BCC’ list (in which case the recipients cannot see who else received the
email). BCC is recommended so you do not distribute email addresses to all recipients without the consent of
each recipient.
This option should only be used to email a small number of people at a time.

Recipients

The customer(s) you selected when initiating this email are displayed. You can click the Add button to add
additional customers. Highlight a customer and click the Remove button to remove a customer from this email
distribution. If you need to edit a customer, click the Edit button to access their customer file.
If you are creating a New email, when you click the Finish button, an email will be opened up with the
customer(s) addresses you identified. Type in the subject line and body content as you normally would.
If you are using an existing email as a template, when you click the Finish button, the email(s), will be sent
directly to your Outlook Outbox.

7.4.2 MailChimp
Another powerful way to email customers is using EVE’s integration with MailChimp (www.mailchimp.com).
MailChimp has a number of features that make it an ideal partner for EVE for the sending of marketing emails, eNewsletters and other emails. MailChimp helps you design email newsletters, share them on social networks and
track the results. It's like your own personal publishing platform.
MailChimp is a service that lets you create one or more lists of people to which you want to send emails. Each
list will hold the customer’s name and email address and other information that you choose. It then lets you
create multiple ‘Campaigns’ (emails) based on those lists. When you send a Campaign from EVE, EVE will export
the list of customers that you found by performing a customer search and add them to the MailChimp list.
MailChimp will then track all activity associated with the Campaign once it’s sent. For instance, you can view
who it was sent to, who opened it, who didn’t open it, who clicked on which links in the email, who
unsubscribed, which email clients were used to open the email, where in the world customers were when they
opened the email, etc.
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To send emails using MailChimp, first perform a search using either the Customer Search form or the Customer
Search Wizard. On the results page, select those customers you want to email, right click on the selected area
and click Export.
On the ‘Export Type’ tab of the Export form, choose the MailChimp option and click Next.
On the ‘Data’ tab you’ll be presented with a list of columns that can be exported. Each exported column
contains data that can be used as “Merge Fields” in the email. E.g. if you include FirstName, you can put some
text such as “Hi [FirstName]” in your email and MailChimp will substitute [FirstName] with the customer name.
Be careful to choose as few columns as possible – in most cases you should include only CustID, FirstName,
LastName and Email. You will typically only have a single, or small number, of MailChimp lists. Each time you
perform an export and include a column that has not previously been exported, that column will be added to the
MailChimp list. MailChimp allows only a finite number of columns on each list (30 at time of writing), so
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eventually if you’re not careful, the column limit will be reached. At that point you’ll need to either delete
redundant columns or create a new list.
Click Next. At this point EVE will communicate with your MailChimp account. If this is the first time you have
exported to MailChimp, EVE will prompt you for an “API Key”. You can generate the key by creating an account
at www.mailchimp.com and then clicking “API Keys and Authorized Apps” on the Account menu. Click the “Add
a Key” button to generate the key. You can copy and paste that into the prompt in EVE. The key uniquely
identifies your MailChimp account so EVE knows which account to communicate with.
Once the key has been entered, EVE will show the MailChimp tab where you’ll see a list of all of your unsent
MailChimp campaigns. MailChimp campaigns can only be sent once so EVE only shows the unsent ones. You can
choose a Campaign and then click “Send Customers to MailChimp”. EVE knows which list the selected Campaign
is based on so it adds your selected customers to that list. Any columns that exist in the data being exported but
do not exist on the MailChimp list are added to the list. Once the customers have been added EVE creates a
“Static Segment” in MailChimp that tells MailChimp which customers were just added. When you click “Send
Campaign” in EVE, the Campaign is sent to only those people in the Static Segment – i.e. only to those that were
just exported. Static Segments let you have one list in MailChimp that is reused each time you send a Campaign.
Having only one list is useful for a number of reasons:
1/ MailChimp charges either by the number of emails being sent per month or by the number of customers you
have registered in your account. If the same customer is on e.g. 3 lists, (s)he counts as 3 customers and
therefore MailChimp may charge you more.
2/ if a customer unsubscribes, they probably want to unsubscribe from all of your marketing emails. Having only
one list makes it easier to manage unsubscribers.
Note: MailChimp should be used for marketing emails rather than ‘transactional’ emails. See this page for more
information: https://apidocs.mailchimp.com/api/how-to/transactional-campaigns.php
That page mentions a MailChimp add-on product called Mandrill that is one way to send transactional emails. If
you need help with Mandrill, please contact Integrated Scuba Systems.

7.5 Address Labels or Mail Merges
EVE data can be exported to several formats:
❖ Standard ASCII text file
❖ Microsoft Word in the form of a Mail-Merge
❖ Microsoft Excel
❖ Email using Mail-Merge
Mail Merge allows you to create standard Word documents that can be merged with data to provide personalized
Emails, letters, mailing labels, etc. You create the main template document using Microsoft Word and then
download data from EVE to it. The data may provide, for example, the name and address of the recipients.
In this way you could compose a standard template email to invite customers to your next Advanced Open Water
course. Using the Customer Search Wizard (See Section 18.4.1.Customer Search Wizard), you could find all those
customers interested in taking the course and, using Mail Merge, let EVE turn the standard template into an
email or letter addressed personally to each one. Alternatively, you could find all those customers interested in
going on the next club trip and print out a letter addressed to each one. You can also use Mail Merge to print the
address labels to stick on each envelope. Once a template has been created you can use it as often as you like –
just export data from EVE to it.
You can create a mail merge for customers wherever a list of customers is shown, including the Customer Search
form, the Customers page of the Course and Trips forms, the Groups form and, most importantly, the Customer
Search Wizard (See Section 18.4.1.Customer Search Wizard). Find the customer(s) you want to email, select
them and right mouse click. Click Export and the Export form will open. See Exporting Data for more
information (See Section 18.5.Exports).
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7.6 Reservation Form
The Reservation Form provides an easy way to move through the key data fields you need to capture about a
new customer. Open a New or existing Customer file and press the F9 key (or click the Options button
and
then ‘Reservation Form’) to bring up the reservation form. The form below will be displayed on the left hand
side of the screen.

Each time you press the F9 key, you will be taken directly to the next required field on the reservation form.
Once you have completed your data entry, save the Customer file.
You can add items to the Reservation form list as follows:
1/ open the Reservation form
2/ on the Customer form, click on a field that you want to appear in the Reservation form. You will see the
name of that field shown in the box in the status bar at the bottom of the Customer form. In the graphic below,
we clicked on the Last Name field on the Customer form:

3/ using your mouse, drag the box from the status bar and drop it on the Reservation form. The name will be
added to the list.
To remove entries from the Reservation form, right click on them and click Delete.
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7.7 Loyalty Program
If you wish, you can run a loyalty program using EVE. Under this scheme you can assign credit to favored
customers based on their activities at your store/resort. For instance, customers may gain credit for the amount
of goods and services they purchased last year, or for the number of trips they attended, etc.
Members of the loyalty program will receive a loyalty card and credit will be assigned to that card. Customers
can use their loyalty card as payment for goods and services in the future. Loyalty programs are a good way to
encourage customers to return to your store rather than visit a competitor or use the Internet for their
purchases.

7.7.1 Adding a Customer to the Loyalty Program
You can choose whether all customers are part of the loyalty program or only those that are members of a
particular Club or members of a particular Group. You can choose on the Customers tab of the Options form –
see section 4.3.3.
If you choose the Club/Group option, you can add a customer to the loyalty program in most places where
customers are displayed. For instance, on the Customer Search form, you can select one or more customers,
right click on the selected area and choose the ‘Add to Loyalty Program’ menu. Alternatively, if a customer
record is open, you can click on the Options icon at the bottom left and click ‘Add to Loyalty Program’. When
you do this, EVE will add the customer(s) to the Group or Club you specified on the Options form.

7.7.2 Assigning Credit to Loyalty Cards
Case 1/ If you have a tick in the “Automatically Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice Saved” box on the Customers
tab of the Options form (section 4.3.3), EVE will add credit to the customer’s loyalty gift card whenever an
invoice of theirs is saved provided the Invoice Type has a tick in the “Assign Loyalty Credit” box (see section
4.4.21). EVE calculates the credit by looking at each item in the shopping basket and multiplying the Price on
the line by the Loyalty Percentage value defined on the stock item and dividing by 100:
Price * Loyalty% / 100
If you want, you can show the total amount of loyalty credit owned by the customer on their printed receipt. To
do that make the fields on the receipt print layout called “LoyaltyCredit” (this represents the credit earned on
the current invoice) and “TotalLoyaltyCredit” (this represents the total credit earned by the customer across all
invoices) visible.
Case 2/ If however, you do not have a tick in the “Automatically Assign Loyalty Credit when Invoice Saved” box
on the Customers tab of the Options form (section 4.3.3), EVE will only add credit to the customer’s loyalty gift
card when you specifically tell it to do so. You can assign credit to loyalty cards whenever you want, but you
may want to do it on a regular basis – e.g. at the end of the week, or month, etc.
To assign credit, first change the User Interface to Administrator by clicking on the UI button on the toolbar on
the main EVE form. Then, expand the Customer section by clicking on the + sign next to Customer in the
hierarchy on the left. Then, expand the Loyalty Program entry. You will see 3 entries called ‘Total Spending in
Period’, ‘Course Count in Period’ and ‘Trip Count in Period’. When you click on one of these, EVE will show a
Specify Date Range form so you can choose which dates to search between for customer activity that deserves
credit. When you click OK, EVE will display a list of those loyalty program members that have accrued credit in
the period. For instance, if you used the Total Spending in Period option, all those members that have spent
money in the period will be listed along with the Net and Gross spent. In addition, a Loyalty Credit column will
be shown that indicates how much credit is due based on their spending. By default, $1 will be due for each
$100 spent. If you want to change this ratio, please contact EVE Diving.
Next, select those customers to whom you want to assign credit (press Ctrl A to select all of them), right click on
the selected area and choose the ‘Add Loyalty Credit’ menu. EVE will add the credit amount from the Loyalty
Credit column to each customer’s loyalty card. A loyalty card is a special type of Gift Card. I.e. it is a Gift Card
with a Type of ‘Loyalty Program’ rather than ‘Standard’. If the customer does not currently own a loyalty card,
EVE will automatically create one as part of this process.
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7.7.3 Loyalty Program Options
In case 2/ above, when assigning credit to each loyalty card EVE, behind the scenes, creates an invoice for each
customer. The invoice has a special invoice type of ‘Loyalty Program’ and has 2 line items on it. The first
assigns credit to the card and the second keeps track of the loss your store is making by giving the bonus credit
to the customer. The two line items cancel each other out so no balance is due – i.e. if a credit of $100 is being
applied, the first line item has a positive value of $100 and the second line item has a negative value of $100.
You can choose which actual stock items are used for these tasks on the Customer page of the Options form – see
section 4.3.3 Customers Options. You are advised to use stock items whose stock types are in different Profit
Centers – for instance, the first stock item could be called ‘Loyalty Card’ and its stock type could be in the ‘Gift
Certificates’ Profit Center. The second stock item could be called ‘Loyalty Account’ and its stock type could be
in the ‘Loyalty Program’ Profit Center. In this way, your Profit Center Breakdown report will make it obvious
how the credit has been assigned.
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8 PURCHASE ORDERS
The Purchases Module is used to monitor and maintain stock levels. Top-up orders can be easily produced and
printed or e-mailed to the supplier. In this way you need never be out of stock of the faster moving items or over
stocked with items temporarily less popular. Using EVE’s powerful search engine you can view Suppliers orders
and list the items that sold in selected time periods. This allows you to keep track of company spending and
negotiate discounts on high volume items.
Typically your Purchase Orders will follow a three-step process.
Purchasing

You identify the need to order inventory and create a Purchase Order. At this
point, store stock requirements are reviewed and stock items are added to the
Purchase Order. The Purchase Order will be assigned a status of Unsent until
you are satisfied that all goods have been added, at which point you will send
the invoice to the Supplier and change the status of the Purchase Order to
Sent.

Deliveries /
Backorders

Goods are received from the Supplier and you accept Delivery of the goods
against the Purchase Order. If you only receive a partial delivery, you will set
the Purchase Order status to Awaiting Backorders. If you receive all goods on
the Purchase Order, you will set the Purchase Order status to All Received.

Invoicing

Invoices are received for the goods that were delivered earlier. You match
the invoices against the Purchase Order and when all invoices for a Purchase
Order have been received, you will set the Purchase Order status to Complete.

8.1 Purchasing
Select the Purchases Module from the Hierarchy and click New Purchase Order. You can tab through the fields
on the form or use the Cool Bar at the right of the form to speed your data entry.
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General

Purchase Order#

The Purchase Order Number is generated by EVE. It will display as (new #XX)
where XX is the number of Purchase Orders created in this session of EVE until
you save the Purchase Order at which point EVE will assign a permanent
Purchase Order number.

Cost Center

You do not usually need to do anything with the Cost Center field. EVE will
assign it based on the items you add to the Purchase Order. However, if an
item is appropriate at more than one Cost Center, EVE will ask you which one
you want to use. All items added to the Purchase Order must be valid at the
same Cost Center. Most locations will only have one Cost Center anyway in
which case you will not need to do anything with this field.

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted and you will need to choose one.
Choose the employee creating this transaction from the pop up list box. The
pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Supplier

When creating a new Purchase Order, you will need to select the Supplier.
EVE distinguishes between Manufacturers and Suppliers. You may purchase
some items directly from the manufacturer, in which case the manufacturer
and the supplier for those Stock Items are the same. However, if you purchase
some items from a distributor then the manufacturer and the supplier
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(distributor) for those Stock Items are different.
When the Supplier is chosen, only Stock Items that can be purchased from that
Supplier are listed in the Stock Items.
The supplier for each item is
identified on the Suppliers tab of the Stock Item form (See Section 5.1.5.Stock
Items).
Ship to Store

If you have multiple stores, you will select the store you wish the goods to be
delivered to here.

Status

Choose the Status of the Purchase Order. A new Purchase Order will have the
default status of Unsent. When you are happy with the details of the Purchase
Order, you can change the status to Sent. Purchase Orders must have the
status of Sent in order to have deliveries received.
Once you have begun to receive goods, you can change the status to Awaiting
Backorders or All Received.
Once all goods have been received and invoices are matched to the deliveries,
you can change the status to Complete.

Created Date

When this Purchase Order is saved, EVE will enter a time stamp into this field.

Sent Date

When you change the status of the Purchase Order to Saved, EVE will enter a
time stamp into this field.

Completed Date

When you change the status of the Purchase Order to Complete, EVE will enter
a time stamp into this field.

Last Updated Date

Each time you make a change to the Purchase Order (i.e. change the status,
add or remove stock items, accept delivery of goods, add an invoice), the Last
Updated Date field is updated.

8.1.1 Adding Items to a Purchase Order
Stock Items
Use the Barcode, Manufacturer Stock # or Store Stock # to add items to the Purchase Order.
Barcode #

The Barcode # field is used in conjunction with a barcode reader to quickly
add Stock Items to the Purchase Order.
Only barcode readers that simulate key stokes when a barcode is swiped are
supported.
To select stock items within EVE, position the cursor into the Barcode # field
(by pressing F9 or by holding down the CTRL key while pressing B or by left
clicking in the field) and swipe the barcode. EVE searches for the matching
Stock Item and adds it to the Purchase Order.
Note: when the barcode is swiped, data is written to whichever field is active.
Make the barcode # field active before swiping the barcode to allow the
functionality described above to be successful. Most barcode readers can be
programmed to send additional characters before and/or after the barcode
data. Programming your reader to send an F9 key before the barcode data
will automatically set focus to the barcode # field immediately prior to the
barcode data being sent.
Note: you can use the barcode # field without a barcode reader. Type the
barcode number (this is usually displayed beneath the barcode on the label)
directly into the barcode # field and press the Enter key.
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Store Stock #
Manuf. Stock #

If you know the Store Stock Number (SKU) or Manufacturer Stock Number of
the item, type it into the appropriate Stock # field and press the Enter key.
EVE searches for the matching Stock Item and adds it to the Purchase Order.

Searching for Stock Items
If you do not know the exact Barcode or Stock Number, use the Stock Search function to find the required items.
The Search box is displayed

If you use the search function, you can use EVE’s field matching capabilities. Use the matching option beside
the field to set the match criteria:
❖ A* – Match start of field
❖ *A – Match end of field
❖ A – Match any part of field
❖ A – Exact Match
Usually, you will want to search bar codes based on an exact match (A), while stock numbers may be on a partial
match to the start of the field (A*)
Only those items that have been marked as ‘Can be Added to Purchase Orders’ on the Stock Levels tab of Stock
Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items) are displayed. Items are shown in red if their Number in Stock value has
fallen to 0 (or below). All other items are shown in black.
Once you find the item you wish to purchase, double-click on it to add it to the Purchase Order. By default, if
an item is already on the Purchase Order and you add it again, the quantity on the Purchase Order is increased.
You can override that so that all entries appear on their own line by holding down the Shift key on your keyboard
when you add the item.
If an item is added in error select the row (by clicking in the leftmost grey column) and press the Delete key on
your keyboard.
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Top-Up
Click this button to add those Stock Items to a Purchase Order whose number in stock is below the Ideal Level as
defined in Stock Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items). As the name suggests, this performs a top-up order by
ordering sufficient supplies to take you up to the ideal level for each item (i.e. the number of units ordered is #
in stock subtracted from the ideal #).

Restock
Click the Restock button to replace those Stock Items which have been sold within a date range.

Store

The Store you previously selected is displayed. This is not editable.

Supplier

The Supplier you previously selected is displayed. This is not editable.

From Start of Date

Enter the beginning and end (inclusive) of the date range you want to restock
for.

To End of Date

Click the Search button to display the results of your restock search. Highlight those items in the grid that you
want to add to your Purchase Order and click the Add button.

Special Orders
If a customer has an item on Special Order, as described in Selling a Stock Item (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items),
the Special Order button on the Cool bar will be highlighted with red print. Click on it to add the outstanding
Special Order items.

Use the Add button to add items to the Stock Item grid. These items will be marked with a Special Order
Number on the Purchase Order so you can identify them later when the delivery is made.
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Stock Item Grid
The following fields will be completed when you add a Stock Item.
Qty Ordered

Qty Ordered is the number of units of the stock item that you want delivered
By default, when an item is added to the grid, the quantity shown is one.
However, you can overwrite this quantity if you want to stock a different
number of units. As items are added to the order grid the totals at the bottom
right of the form are updated.
If you are returning an inventory item to a vendor, enter a negative number.

Qty Outstanding

This indicates the number of units not yet received from the supplier. When
the Purchase Order is first created this value is the same as quantity. As
deliveries are made EVE will update the number for you.

No. In Stock

The current number of units in stock.

Stock #

Indicates the Store Stock Number that you have defined to uniquely identify
the item. The text is not editable.

Manufacturer’s
Stock #

Indicates the Manufacturers Stock Number. This is usually the same as the
Store Stock number. The text is not editable.

Unit Price

The purchase/cost price before tax of one unit of the Stock Item. When an
item is first added to the shopping basket the Unit Price shown is the cost
price at your Cost Price Level from this supplier that you defined in Stock
Items. You can change the value by typing directly into the grid. Changing the
value only affects the cost of the item on this Purchase Order – it does not
affect the Cost Prices (i.e. the purchase price of these items in the future) of
the Stock Item.
When this item is received (delivered), it will be added to inventory at the
cost you identify on the Purchase Order unless you amend the cost on the
Delivery.

Price

The Price before tax of all units being purchased of the item. This figure is
reduced if a discount is being applied. EVE calculates the price based on
quantity * unit price but you can override the value by typing directly into the
grid – EVE will automatically recalculate the tax.

Tax

The amount of Tax. EVE automatically calculates this (based on the purchase
tax band of the item). The value is not editable but you can affect its value
by choosing a different Tax Band in the grid if necessary.

Total

The sum of price and tax. EVE automatically calculates this but you can
override the value by typing directly into the grid. If you change the value,
EVE recalculates the price and tax accordingly.

Stock Item

A description of the Stock Item. This corresponds to the Purchase Order
description defined on the Suppliers tab in the Stock Items (See Section
5.1.5.Stock Items).

Tax Band

When a Stock Item is added to an invoice, the tax band is defaulted to the
Purchase Tax Band as defined in Stock Items. You can change this by picking
an item from the popup list.

Tax Rate

This value is not editable. It indicates the rate of tax for the tax band chosen.

Notes

You may enter a Note that is relevant to the purchase of this specific Stock
Item.
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Stock Type

Indicates the category of the Stock Item, for example, Wetsuit, snorkel, etc.
The text is not editable.

Manufacturer

Indicates the Manufacturer of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Size

Indicates the Size of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Primary Color

Indicates the Primary Color of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Secondary Color

Indicates the Secondary Color of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Special Order #

If this item has been added to the Purchase Order in response to a Special
Order from a customer, the Special Order Number is displayed. Special Orders
are described below.

Last Updated

Indicates the date/time that the entry was last modified. This will usually be
the time that the item was added to the Purchase Order.

Subtotal

These boxes show the amount (pre-tax) and tax due on the transaction as a
whole. They are not editable. The Sub-total is the sum of all prices in the
Purchase Order. The Tax is the sum of all taxes in the Purchase Order. The
Total is the sum of the sub-total and tax.

Tax
Total

If you checked the Perform Rounding of Line Items checkbox when Setting
Purchase Options (See Section 4.3.4.Inventory Options), EVE will round the tax
and total on every individual line item on Purchase Orders. For example, if
the net price of an item is $97.50 and the tax rate is 17.5% then:
If the option is checked, $17.06 will be written to the Tax column and $114.56
will be written to the line item Total column.
If the option is not checked, no rounding will take place and $17.0625 will be
written to the Tax column and $114.5625 will be written to the Total column.
(EVE will round the figures on display so it will still show $17.06 and $114.56
on form, but on the database it will save the additional decimal places.)
Rounding does not occur when using this option until everything on the invoice
has been totaled.
If the checkbox is unchecked, EVE calculates the total invoice tax using
unrounded figures and so will not over/under charge. The drawback is that
using unrounded tax, it can look as if EVE miscalculates the totals, (if line item
tax is shown on the printed receipt, the total tax may differ from the sum of
the line items by a penny or two.)
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Details

Shipping
Instructions

Use Shipping Instructions to enter any free-text instructions regarding shipping
that you wish. The Shipping Instructions are printed onto the Purchase Order.
At the top of the Shipping Instructions text box are 5 icons . You can set
these to hold text that you commonly add to a transaction. You can then click
on the icon to add the text to the Shipping Instructions field.
To define the text for an icon, right click on it. A prompt is shown so you can
enter text up to a maximum of two hundred fifty five characters. When
creating a transaction next time, click on the text icon and the previously
defined text is added to the Shipping Instructions text box.

Payment Terms

Use Payment Terms to enter any free-text instructions regarding payment that
you wish. The Payment Terms are printed onto the Purchase Order. At the
top of the Payment Terms text box are 5 icons . You can set these to hold
text that you commonly add to a transaction. You can then click on the icon
to add the text to the Payment Terms field.

Notes
(will
not
appear on Purchase
Order)

You can add Notes to the Purchase Order that are for your store use only.
These notes will not be displayed on the Purchase Order.

When you are happy that you have added all items to the Purchase Order, click the Save button to commit the
order to the database.

8.1.2 Printing the Purchase Order
The print dialog is shown when the Purchase Order is saved or when you select the Print Icon
Navigation buttons.

from the

You can choose to send your invoice to print on a Printer, Screen, Microsoft Word, Email or File.
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Printer

Click the OK button to send the transaction details to the printer shown in the pop up list box. The pop up list
box holds a list of all printers installed on your computer with a standard Windows printer driver (whether they
be local printers attached to the serial, parallel or USB port, or network printers attached to another PC on the
network).
Layout

Select the Layout you want to use for your Purchase Order. All documents
within EVE have default print layouts. You can edit the layout using the Print
Layouts form (See Section 18.1.Print Layouts).

Printer

Choose the Printer to send your Purchase Order to.

Landscape

If you want the Purchase Order to print in landscape format (i.e. wider than it is
tall), choose Landscape. Otherwise the Purchase Order will print in portrait
format (taller than it is wide).

Copies

You can choose to print multiple copies by entering the number of copies to
print or by using the Up button or Down button.

Screen

You will not typically send the print to the screen. This acts like a print preview and shows the general layout of
the transaction.
Layout

Select the layout you want to use for your Purchase Order.

Landscape

If you want the Purchase Order to print in landscape format, put a check mark
in the Landscape box. Otherwise the Purchase Order will print in portrait.
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Microsoft Word

Choose this (not recommended) if you want to keep a saved version of the transaction on disk in Microsoft Word
format. When you click the OK button, Microsoft Word is started and a document is created showing the
Purchase Order details.
Document Template

Choose the Microsoft Word template to use for this report.

Email
Use the Email option to send the Purchase Order by email to the supplier. The Purchase Order is automatically
added as an email attachment in PDF or JPEG image format.

Recipient

Any email addresses for the selected supplier on the Purchase Order will be
shown. You can click the Add button or the Remove button to change
recipients.

File
If you simply want to save a PDF or JPEG image of the Purchase Order, choose the File tab.

Folder

You can send the document to a file folder.
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8.1.3 Deliveries/Back Orders
Use the Deliveries tab to update your stock levels when you receive items from your supplier.

The Deliveries tab displays all of the information regarding previous deliveries (if any) against this Purchase
Order. You can click the Open Delivery button to review the details of a previous delivery. If a delivery has
been entered in error, highlight the delivery and select the Delete Delivery button.

New Delivery
Click on the New Delivery button to display the Purchase Order Delivery form.

Delivery #
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The Delivery Number is generated by EVE. It will display as (New #XX) where XX
is the number of Deliveries created in this session of EVE until you save the

Delivery at which point EVE will assign a permanent Delivery number.
Received By

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted and you need to choose one from the pop up list.
The pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Date/Time

When this Delivery is saved, EVE will enter a time stamp into this field.

Notes

Enter any Notes associated with the Delivery.

Purchase Order#

The Purchase Order # you are matching this delivery to is displayed here.

Purchase Order Cost
Center

The Cost Center associated with the related Purchase Order is displayed here.

Barcode

Swipe a barcode on one of the delivered items to quickly set focus to that line
in the Delivery grid.

Qty Received

Enter the Quantity Received to indicate how many units were received. The
quantity outstanding (how many units are still awaiting delivery) is
automatically updated.
Qty Outstanding is equal to Qty Ordered less Qty
Received.
If all items were delivered, present and correct, click the All Received button.
The quantity outstanding value for each item will be updated to zero. EVE
automatically updates the stock level when you click Save.
Note: When you receive a stock item where serial numbers apply, you will get a
pop up message to enter the serial numbers.
If you are returning an item to the vendor, enter a negative number received.
You stock will be decremented.

Label Qty

You can print labels to stick on received items containing the part number,
price and barcode, etc. EVE defaults the number of labels to be printed to be
the same as the Qty Received. You can override this value is you wish to print
more or fewer labels.

Qty Outstanding

As you update Qty Received, Qty Outstanding is automatically updated. Qty
Outstanding is equal to Qty Ordered less Qty Received. If all units are received
the quantity outstanding is zero.
EVE automatically updates the Number on Order.
When you save the delivery, EVE will check Qty Outstanding for each row in the
grid and prompt you to change the status of the Purchase Order as follows: if
Quantity outstanding is not set to 0, for each row in the grid, you will get a pop
up message asking if you want to change the status to Awaiting Backorders. If
all rows are set to 0, you will be prompted to choose either a status of
Complete or All Received (but invoices are still outstanding).

Qty Ordered

The original Quantity Ordered on the Purchase Order is displayed.

Cost Price

If the price or tax charged by the supplier is different than the values you
defined on the original Purchase Order you can keep track of the new prices by
overwriting the price and/or tax values in the grid. Other columns of the grid
are not editable. The cost of these specific Stock Items will be maintained and
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used for inventory valuation in Stock Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items).
Stock Item

A description of the Stock Item. Corresponds to the Purchase Order Description
on the Suppliers tab of the Stock Items form (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items).

Stock #

Indicates the unique Store Stock Number. The text is not editable.

Manufacturer Stock
#

Indicates the Manufacturer Stock Number. The text is not editable.

Stock Type

Indicates the category of the Stock Item, for example, Wetsuit, snorkel, etc.
The text is not editable.

Manufacturer

Indicates the Manufacturer of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Size

Indicates the Size of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Primary Color

Indicates the Primary Color of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Secondary Color

Indicates the Secondary Color of the Stock Item. The text is not editable.

Special Orders
If there are special order items on the Purchase Order, the Special Order button flashes when you open the
Delivery form. Click it to show a list of items and the customer(s) who reserved them. Choose the Open button
to open a special order item.

Employee

The Employee who originally created the special order is displayed.

Customer

The Customer who made the special order is displayed.

Store

The Store where the special order was placed is displayed.

Stock Item

A description of the Stock Item.

Customer
Notification Date

Since you have now received the customer’s item(s), you can notify them of the
arrival and enter the Date the customer was notified and the Contact Method
used to notify them.

Contact Method
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Location

Enter the Location of the item(s) (for example, behind the cash drawer, in
service department, etc.) so you can locate it when the customer arrives to pick
it up.

Invoice #

The Invoice # of the invoice on which the special order item was sold is
displayed.

Purchase Order #

The Purchase Order # on which the special order was purchased is displayed.

Date Picked Up

When the customer picks up their item(s) you can enter the Date they picked
up. This is the final action you need to take in the special order process.

Notes on Purchase
Order

Any Notes from the Purchase Order will be displayed here.

Notes
Not
Purchase Order

on

You can click the Email Notification of Delivery to automatically generate an email to the customer to let them
know their product has arrived.

8.1.4 Printing Labels
You can print Labels for each of the stock items you have received. The labels will be printed based on the
options you selected when Setting Label Options. (See Section 0.
If you choose Genius, there are additional options.
Merchant Name,
Merchant Key,
Merchant Site ID

All of these will be assigned to you when you sign up for an account with Cayan.

Genius Device IP

You can find the IP address of the Genius device as follows:
1/ press the 0 button 3 times on the device.
2/ at the prompt, enter the admin password (supplied to you by Cayan).
The IP Address is shown at the top of the display.

Display Items on
Genius device

Put a tick in the box if you want items added to the shopping basket in EVE to
show on the Genius device so the customer can see the price and item
description.

Labels Options). By default, labels will be added to a print queue so they can all be printed together in a batch
later. Click the Add to Label Queue button to add labels for all of the items received on this delivery. The
Label Qty you defined above will be used to determine the number of labels to be printed for each stock item.
Click Print Label Queue to print all labels in the queue.

Choose your print alternative. You can send labels to the Printer, EPL Printer (i.e. Zebra label printer), Screen
or Microsoft Word for Windows. All labels in the queue will be printed. If you are running EVE on a network and
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labels have been added to the print queue on various PCs, EVE will prompt you to ask if you want to print labels
entered on your PC only or for all PCs.
If you print to any destination other than EPL Printer, you will need to have a Barcode Font installed if you want
to print a barcode on the label. EVE comes pre-installed with a several barcode fonts called “IDAutomationNNN”
where NNN is different for each font and identifies the font size and whether the Human Readable text will be
printed underneath the barcode. If you don’t want to use any of these fonts, there are plenty of websites where
you can purchase fonts on-line.
EVE has special support for EPL (Eltron Programming Language) printers and will print best quality barcodes that
the printer can print. EPL printers have the necessary barcode information programmed into them so you need
no external barcode font. EVE Diving recommends using the Zebra GK 420d or and Zebra printer that supports
EPL. You can read about these at www.zebra.com. Note: Zebra printers that have a Z suffix in their name do
not use the EPL language and therefore will not work using the EPL Printer tab (you can use them to print using
the Printer tab but you won’t then get the best quality barcodes).
If you choose to print using Microsoft Word for Windows, you will need to have Word and a barcode font
installed. Using this method, you can print onto sheets of Avery (or equivalent) labels.
If you changed the default configuration, so that labels are printed immediately without adding them to a
queue, click the Print Labels button to print labels for those items in the grid with a value set for the Label Qty.
This is only recommended if you have a dedicated label printer.

Label Queue

The label queue will display all labels that are waiting to be printed. You can delete items from the queue by
selecting them and pressing the Delete key on your keyboard or using the Delete from Queue button.

8.1.5 Supplier Invoices
Use the Supplier Invoices tab to enter information about invoices from your suppliers for the goods received and
associated payments you have made for those goods.
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The Supplier Invoices tab displays all of the information regarding previous invoices (if any) against this Purchase
Order. You can click the Open Invoice button to review the details of a previous invoice. If an invoice has been
entered in error, highlight the invoice and click the Delete Invoice button.

New Invoice
If your supplier issues you with an invoice, you can enter details of it and any payments you make against it by
clicking on the New Invoice button.

Enter details of the supplier invoice(s) in the top part of the form. You may find that suppliers do not always
ship all items to you in one go. If there are multiple shipments for one Purchase Order, they may invoice you
multiple times. You can enter as many invoices as you like relating to the Purchase Order.
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Invoice ID

The Invoice ID is generated by EVE. It will display as (new #XX) where XX is the
number of Purchase Order Invoices created in this session of EVE until you save
the Purchase Order Invoice at which time EVE will assign a permanent Invoice
ID.

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted and you will need to choose one. Choose the employee completing
this transaction from the pop up list box. The pop up list box holds a list of all
individuals that have been identified in Employees (See Section
4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Invoice #

Enter the Suppliers Invoice Number here.

Invoice Date

Enter the Date the Invoice was received and processed or if you prefer, you can
track the due date of the invoice.

Sub Total

Enter the Sub-Total of the invoice.

Tax

Enter the Tax on the invoice.

Freight

Enter the Freight on the invoice.

Total

EVE will automatically Total the Sub-Total, Tax and Freight.

Purchase Order#

The Purchase Order# that this invoice relates to is displayed.

Notes

Enter any Notes regarding the invoice.

To record details of payments you make relating to the Supplier Invoice(s), type them into the lower half of the
form. You can make multiple payments against a single invoice and/or against multiple invoices.
Payment Date

Enter the Date the payment was made. This will default to today’s date.

Amount

Enter the Amount of the payment.

Payment Method

Choose the Payment Method from the pop up list box.

Payment Number

Enter in the Payment Number (for example, the check number or other unique
identifier).

8.2 Special Orders
Special orders are described in the above processes; however a summary of the process is included here.
1. A customer indicates they want to reserve a stock item because you do not have any in stock so you create a
new Special Order in the Sales Module to start the process. At this point the item is marked as reserved but it is
not yet added to a Purchase Order.
2. In the Purchases Module, when the supplier of the stock item is selected from the supplier pop up list box,
the Customer Orders button flashes, to indicate that there are outstanding items reserved. When you click the
button a form is displayed which lists all items currently reserved (but not yet added to a Purchase Order) for
the supplier.
Select an item and click Add Item to Purchase Order to add that item to a Purchase Order (if no Purchase Order
is currently selected, a new order is created).
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3. During the Delivery process which occurs when items are received from your supplier, if items were reserved
for a customer the Customer Items button flashes on the Delivery form to show you that you must contact the
customer to inform them their item(s) have arrived. Click the button to show a form listing all reserved items.
You can indicate the date and notification method for each item.
4. When the customer picks up their item(s) you can update the date picked up to complete the process.

8.3 Purchasing Wizards
8.3.1 PO Top-Up/Restock Wizard
The Purchase Order Top-Up/Restock Wizard provides you a quick and easy mechanism to generate one or
multiple Purchase Orders. It can be used in ‘Top-Up’ mode to bring your inventory levels back to ideal
quantities or in ‘Restock’ mode to replenish items sold in a particular date range (e.g. last week). Access the
Wizard by clicking File then Wizards then Purchase Order Top-Up/Restock Wizard on the main EVE screen.

Introduction
The Introduction Screen explains the purpose of the Wizard and lets you choose whether you want to use it in
Top-Up mode or Restock mode. If you choose Restock, you need to choose the date range you are interested in.
The Wizard will default to show dates that would restock your inventory based on sales made in the last 7 days,
but you can choose whichever date range you wish. You also need to choose a Cost Center. Only items
appropriate at that Cost Center will be included.

Suppliers
All of those Suppliers are listed that:
1/ in Top-Up mode: have at least one item below ideal stock level.
2/ in Restock mode: items have been sold for in the date range supplied.
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Select those Suppliers that you want to generate Purchase Orders for by checking the appropriate check box.
You can click the Select All button and Deselect All button to quickly modify your choices.

Stock Types
If you only want to order items of a particular Stock Type, choose that stock type in the popup list. Otherwise
leave the box blank.
In Restock mode, a check box is visible. Put a check mark in it if you do not want items already ordered in the
date range to be ordered again. For instance, if you sold 10 units of a particular item and 4 have already been
added to a different Purchase Order, you will only get 6 items added to this Purchase Order. If the box is not
checked, 10 will be added.

Details
Use the Details tab to set shipping instructions and payment terms.
Purchase Order you create on this Wizard.

Cost Center
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These details will be written to each

Choose the Cost Center you want the new Purchase Order to relate to.

Ship to Store

If you have multiple stores, you will select the store you wish the goods to be
delivered to here.

Status

Choose the Status of the Purchase Order. If you plan to send the Purchase
Orders immediately, choose a Status of Sent. Otherwise, if you just want to
create the POs now without sending them (for example, if you need to get
them checked by an authorized employee or add items over the next few
days) choose a Status of Unsent.

Shipping
Instructions

Use Shipping Instructions to enter any free-text instructions regarding shipping
that you wish. The Shipping Instructions are printed onto the Purchase Order.
At the top of the Shipping Instructions text box are 5 icons . You can set
these to hold text that you commonly add to a Purchase Order. You can then
click on the icon to add the text to the Shipping Instructions field.
To define the text for an icon, right click on it. A prompt is shown so you can
enter text up to a maximum of two hundred fifty five characters. When
creating a Purchase Order next time, click on the text icon and the previously
defined text is added to the Shipping Instructions text box.

Payment Terms

Use Payment Terms to enter any free-text instructions regarding payment that
you wish. The Payment Terms are printed onto the Purchase Orders. At the
top of the Payment Terms text box are 5 icons . You can set these to hold
text that you commonly add to a transaction. You can then click on the icon
to add the text to the Payment Terms field.

Notes
(will
not
appear on Purchase
Order)

You can add Notes to the Purchase Order that are for your store use only.
These notes will not be displayed on the Purchase Orders.

When you click the Finish button, multiple Purchase Orders will be generated within the Purchases Module. You
can edit each Purchase Order as described above.

8.3.2 Pricing Wizard
The Pricing Wizard provides a quick and easy way to generate Retail Prices across a large number of Stock Items.
Access the Wizard by clicking File then Wizards then Pricing Wizard on the main EVE screen.

Introduction
The Introduction tab describes the purpose of the Pricing Wizard.
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Task
Use the Task tab to identify if you will Copy Retail Prices from one Cost Center to another or if you will be
Generating Retail Prices based on a Percentage Mark-up of Cost Price.

Depending on the option you choose, the final tab will change.

Copy Prices
If you chose Copy Retail Prices from one Cost Center to Another on the Task tab, the Copy Prices tab will be
displayed.

Identify the Cost Center you wish to copy prices FROM and the Cost Center(s) you wish to copy prices TO. When
you click the Finish button, you will be asked to confirm your decision as ALL Retail prices will be recalculated.
Any discounts you applied to Retail prices in Stock Items will be automatically applied.

Type YES and EVE will automatically copy the prices. This process may take a few minutes to compete.

Formula
If you chose Generate Retail Prices on the Task Tab, the Formula tab will be displayed.
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Select the Cost Center for which you want to update Retail Prices. You can choose to update Retail Prices based
on:
❖ Cost Price plus a Percentage: For example, suppose you have a Stock Item where the cost price is $10 and
the current Retail Price is $15. If you choose to change the Retail Price to Cost Price + 72%, then the new
Retail Price will be $17.20.
❖ Retail Price plus a Percentage: For example, suppose you have a Stock Item where the cost price is $10 and
the current Retail Price is $15. If you choose to change the Retail Price to Retail Price + 10%, then the new
Retail Price will be $16.50.
❖ Retail Price is a fixed value
❖ You can choose to set a particular Pricing Type to be a percentage of another Pricing Type. In the example
in the screenshot above, we’re setting the Store Sale price to be the Student Price + 10%
When you click the Finish button, you will be asked to confirm your decision as ALL Retail prices will be
recalculated. Any discounts you applied to Retail prices in Stock Items will be automatically applied.

Type YES and EVE will automatically copy the prices. This process may take a few minutes to compete.
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9 COURSES
The Courses Module helps you to keep track of all your past, present and planned courses. To each course you
can assign modules with specific dates & times, instructors, locations and customers. You can use different
instructors for each module and also produce training invoices for each course.
You can view customers on courses including amounts paid and owed and see both completed and uncompleted
training schedules. When you mark the course as complete, EVE will even prompt you about customers that did
not attend all the composite modules before marking them as certified. Use EVE’s interface to PADI’s PIC OnLine to submit certification data as soon as the course is completed.
You can also track options purchased and expenses associated with the course to ensure your courses are fully
profitable. A complete breakdown of the costs incurred for each course can be viewed (instructor salary, pool
hire, van hire, fuel costs, etc.). The overall profit is automatically calculated.

9.1 Courses
Select the Courses Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Course from the Button
Array. The New Course form will be shown. The courses that you set up here will be available when you are
Selling Courses (See Section 6.1.4.Selling Courses).

9.1.1 Creating a New Course
General
Use the General tab to enter the most basic information about your course.

Course Type

Select the Course Type from the pop up list box.
If the Course Type you need is not listed, click the New Course Type button in
the pop up list box and add a new Course Type.

Start / End Date
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Set the Start and the End Date for the course.

Course #

The Course # will Default based on the parameters you defined when Setting
Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses Options).

Min # / Max #

The Minimum # and the Maximum # will default based on the parameters you
defined in Course Types (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types). When selling places
on the course, EVE will prompt you if the maximum # is going to be exceeded.

Status

The default Status is Incomplete, which you should not change during the course
creation process.
When the course is finished, you will change the Status to Complete and you
will be prompted to confirm if participating customers are now qualified. You
will also be able to start the PIC On Line process.
Courses may also be Cancelled, for example if you do not have enough
customers enrolled to run the course.

Language

If your store is in a multi-lingual location you may want to choose the Language
in which this course will be taught. You can then add customers that speak that
language.

More Info

If you use EVE OnLine (the companion product to EVE that lets you sell your
products, courses and trips on-line) you can put an email address in the More
Info box. Then a link will appear in the Activities widget on your website next
to the course and your customers can click it to send an email to you asking for
more information.

Notes: Will print on
Invoice

Add any Notes that are pertinent to this specific course. These notes will be
displayed on the Invoice when Selling Courses (See Section 6.1.4.Selling
Courses).

Notes: Will NOT
print on Invoice

Add any internal notes that are pertinent to this course. These notes will NOT
be displayed on the Invoice – they are for internal use only.

Staff

You can add staff members to the teaching staff for this course by clicking the
Add button and selecting them from the pop up list box.
If you have checked the Only Staff Allowed to Teach the Course Type can be
Added checkbox when Setting Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses
Options), only those staff members authorized to teach this specific course in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees) will be listed.
Otherwise, only those staff members who have been identified as an instructor
or dive master will be displayed. Add all of the staff members who will be
involved in teaching any element of the course.
Along with the staff member’s name, you should pick the Role that they’ll play
on the course – e.g. Instructor, DiveMaster, etc.
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The list of potential roles is taken from the Task Types you have defined that
have the “Course Role” box ticked – see section 4.4.33. You can associate a
stock item with each Task Type and then run reports to see how much you need
to pay each staff member for the courses they have taken (among other things).
To remove a staff member, select them and click the Remove button.

9.1.2 Adding Additional Course Data
Modules
If you choose, you can use the Modules tab to identify the modules (for example, each Classroom session, Pool
Dive and Ocean Dive may be considered a module), that will be offered for this specific course. Using this
functionality will allow you to use the full power of the Calendar and to track customer attendance at each step
of the course.

The full list of module types you pre-defined (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types) for the Course Type chosen on the
General tab is shown in the All Module Types list. If you checked the Auto Add to New Course checkbox for a
specific module type in Course Types, it will be automatically added to the assigned list. You can add additional
modules by highlighting them in the All Module Types list and clicking the
Add button.
To remove a module, select the module in the assigned list and click the

Remove button.

You will not use the Attendance Record when setting up a new course. This functionality is used later to record
customer attendance at particular modules in order to track customer progress towards course completion.
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Dates
If you wish, you can use the Dates tab to enter the date of each module associated with the course.

The Date tab displays both the calendar for the full course and the individual modules. The Start Date and End
Date (set on the general tab) for the entire course will be marked on the calendar with blue boxes around the
two dates.
If you defined a Default Day of the Week for a module in Course Types, the start date of the module will be
defaulted here based on the Start Date plus the number of days identified. You can edit this date or add a date
as follows:
Module Type

Highlight the Module Type on the right hand side of the form and then click on
the appropriate date on the calendar to set the date of the module.

Start Date

As you add each module, it will be displayed on the calendar and the Start Date
will be filled in.
If you checked the Insist on at Least One Module Being on the Course Start Date
checkbox when Setting Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses Options), you
will receive a message if you try to save this course without this condition being
met.
If you checked the Insist on at Least One Module Being on the Course End Date
checkbox when Setting Course Options (See Section 4.3.5.Courses Options), you
will receive a message if you try to save this course without this condition being
met.

If more modules are assigned to a single date than can be displayed on the calendar, scrolling arrows will appear
on the date. You can scroll through the calendar years and months by using the scrolling arrows at the bottom
of the calendar or by selecting a specific year or month from the drop-down lists.

Times
If you wish, you can use the Times tab to enter the specific start and end time of each module associated with
the course.
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If you defined a Default Start Time in Course Types, the start time will be defaulted here.
If you defined a Default Duration (Mins) in Course Types the end time will be defaulted here based on the start
time plus the duration. You can edit these times or add a time as follows:
Module Type

Highlight the module type(s) on the right hand side of the form.

Start Time

Enter the start time and end time. You can type in the time using either the
24-hour clock or by indicating am or pm.

End Time

Alternatively, you can select a module (or multiple modules) and type the time
into the clock section on the left hand side of the form. If the same start or
end time applies to all modules, type it into the clock section and click the
Apply to All Modules button. The clock will display the start or end time you
have identified.

Staff
If you wish, you can use the Staff tab to assign staff to each module associated with the course.

The staff members that you have identified on the General tab will be listed on the left hand side of the form.
The modules that you have identified on the Modules tab will be listed on the right hand side of the form.
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If you defined a Default Instructor in Course Types that staff member will be defaulted. You can assign other
staff as follows:
Module Type

Highlight the Module Type(s) on the right hand side of the form.

Staff Members

Check the staff member and click the Apply button. You may select multiple
modules and/or multiple staff members. You may also apply the staff members
to all modules by clicking the Apply to All button.

Locations
If you wish, you can use the Locations tab to enter the specific Locations of each module associated with the
course.

All Locations that you have created in Locations will be listed on the left hand side of the form.
that you have identified on the modules tab will be listed on the right hand side of the form.

The modules

If you defined a Default Location in Course Types the location for each module will be defaulted. You can edit
these locations or add a location as follows:
Module Type

Highlight the Module Type on the right hand side of the form.

Location

Check the Location. If one location applies to all modules, select the location
and then click on the Apply to All button.

Summary
The Summary tab provides a convenient place to check or edit your course set up.
associated with your course is displayed here.

The top part of the form provides information specific to the modules.
discussed, you will see:

All of the information

In addition to the fields already
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Display Order

Most modules need to occur in a fixed order (for example, Classroom Session
One must be run before Classroom Session Two). By default, modules are
sorted in ascending Display Order. The Display Order is not editable here since
it will be the same for each course of the same type. It is defined in Course
Types (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types).

Module Notes

Make any Notes that are pertinent to this specific module.

Dive Profile

Enter any details specific to the Dive Profile, for example, you may wish to note
the maximum depth for a dive or a specific piece of equipment that may be
required by all divers.
You may also use this field after the course to record specific details about the
dive profile that applies to all customers/staff on the dive. Individual dive
details are entered in the Customer Module.

Last Updated

This indicates the date/time the record was last modified. It is not editable.

The bottom part of the form provides information specific to the Employees who will teach this course. As you
highlight a module at the top of the form, the Employees associated with that specific module will be displayed.
In addition to the fields already discussed, you will see:
Employee Notes

Make any notes that are pertinent to this specific employee for the module
chosen.

Pay For Module

If you have already defined specific module rates for an employee in Employees
(See Section 4.4.15.Employees), the amount will be defaulted here.
Otherwise, enter the amount before tax that you will pay the instructor for
teaching the module.

Tax

EVE will calculate the Tax based on the tax band you defined for the Instruction
Stock Type record in Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types).

Total

EVE will calculate the Total based on the pay for module plus the tax amount.
If you prefer, you can enter in the total amount and EVE will calculate the pay
for module and the tax.

Last Updated

This indicates the date/time the record was last modified. It is not editable.

Customers
You will not usually use the Customers tab when setting up a new course – instead customers will be
automatically enrolled when places on this course are sold in the Sales Module. Having said that, you can click
the “Add” button to add customers directly onto the course. The way the Add button works depends on whether
you have ticked the “Show Booking Prompt when Customers Added on Course form” box on the Courses tab of
the Options form – see section 4.3.5. If that box is ticked, EVE will show the Course Booking Wizard so you can
sell a place on the course to the customer. If the box is not ticked, EVE will simply show the Customer Search
form so you can add a customer directly without selling it. Regardless of whether the box is ticked or not, you
can click the down arrow button to the right of the Add button. EVE will show the 2 options described above on
a popup menu so you can choose how the customer should be added.

Options Purchased
You will not use the Options Purchased tab when setting up a new course – instead, you will sell a customer a
place on the course and also sell them options associated with the course (additional material, upgrades,
equipment, etc.) in the Sales Module. You can use this form to track the specific course options purchased. This
section is used later to review and manage purchases associated with a specific course and to manage
profitability.
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Expenses
You will not use the Expenses tab when setting up a new course. This section is used later to review and manage
expenses associated with a specific course and to manage profitability. E.g. you could enter the fuel costs to
take students to the dive site and dive-site entry fees, etc.

Stock Items
The Stock Items tab lists any Stock Items that can be used to sell places on the Course. For instance, you could
create stock items for Regular Price, Executive Price, etc. You must have at least one stock item listed here or
you can’t sell places on the Course.
Note: you can set up Stock Item ‘Rules’ for Courses – see Stock Item Links on page 163. Whenever a new Course
is saved (or if you click on the Stock Items tab before saving), EVE runs all stock item rules to determine if any
stock items can/should be automatically linked to the Course. E.g. you could have a Stock Item called
‘Executive Open Water’ and set up the rules so that whenever a new OW Exec course is created, the ‘Executive
Open Water’ item is automatically linked to it.
If you save the new Course and there are no stock items linked to it, EVE shows a prompt asking if you want to
create a stock item. EVE comes pre-populated with Stock Items for all PADI course types so you will only see this
prompt if you have created your own Course Types – e.g. for Distinctive Specialties.

If the Course is a ‘one-off’ (unlikely since you probably run multiple courses of the same type), choose the ‘It
will be used to sell this Course only’ option.
If you will run multiple courses of this type at the same price, choose the ‘It will be used to sell all Courses that
match the following’ option and then choose the appropriate options in the lower half of the form.

Requirements
You will not use the Requirements tab when setting up a new course – instead, you will sell a customer a place
on the course and also identify their gear requirements for the course in the Sales Module. You can use this form
to track the equipment each customer requires for a specific course and use it as a prompt to rent gear or
alternatively to assist the customer in making additional gear purchases.
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Creating a Recurring Course
You may run courses on a regular basis and find that you can use one course that exactly or closely matches your
ongoing needs to create a recurring course and speed up your data entry. For example, you may run an
advanced class on the third weekend of every month or you may offer an ice diving certification on the second
weekend in March every year.

9.1.3 Creating a Recurring Course

Once you have set up a course that closely or exactly matches your ongoing needs, click the Recurrence button
to generate multiple identical courses. You can create a recurring course on a Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly
basis. Select the option that most closely matches your recurrence, select a starting on and ending on date.
The course and all of the data you have attached to it will be duplicated using the dates you defined.
When you click OK, a summary page will be displayed that shows a Calendar view of the courses that will be
created. Confirm that the dates look as you intended before continuing.
Another way of duplicating courses is by copying and pasting them on the Calendar – see chapter 15
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9.2 Customer Enrolment
9.2.1 Enrolling Customers
Generally, you will enroll a customer on a course by Selling Courses (See Section 6.1.4.Selling Courses) to them
in the Sales Module. As part of that process, you select the specific course that the customer wants to register
on, collect a deposit or full course payment and the customer is automatically enrolled.

Customers
Occasionally you may want to manually add a customer to a course directly on the Courses form by accessing the
Customers tab.

Click the Add button to bring up the Customer Search box so you can find the customer(s) to add to the course.
Select a customer in the grid and click the Remove button to remove him/her from the course. If you need to
edit customer details, highlight the customer and click the Edit Customer(s) button to bring up the Customer
file.
The following information about the customer is displayed.
Customer

The Customer name is displayed. This field is not editable.

Date Confirmed

You can enter the Date you contacted the customer to confirm their
course enrollment. Use the F8 key to enter the current date and time.

Enrollment Status

Select or change the Enrolment Status of the customer from the pop up
list box. Usually you will leave this set to Enrolled.

Completion Status

You can edit the Completion Status by selecting a new status from the
pop up list box. If you use the Course Completion process (See Section
9.2.3.Completing a Course), the status for each customer will be
updated by EVE and you will not usually need to change this column
manually.

Tel (Home)

Phone and email details for the customer are displayed.

Tel (Work)

Select one or more customers and click the
email them.

Tel (Mobile)

Email button to send an
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Email

Select one or more customers and click the
SMS button to send an
SMS text message to them. The Mobile phone number displayed here
will be used.

Course Price

Details about the course price and amounts paid/owing by the customer
are displayed (pre and post tax). The course price includes any options
that have been packaged together with the course in Stock Items.

Course Tax
Course Total
Paid (Pre-Tax)
Paid (Tax)
Total Paid
Amount Owed
Certifying
Instructor
Certification Date
Date PADI Notified
Date Cert Received
Cert #
PIC Status
Referral?
Referral Store
Pre-Registration?
Notes
Last Updated
A/R Balance
Certification Type

At time of writing this is one of Standard, e-Learner and Touch. The
value defines whether a Registration Code should be provided before PIC
submission. i.e. EVE will expect a Registration code to be present for an
e-Learner and a Touch PIC but not for a standard PIC.

9.2.2 Tracking Attendance
Attendance Record
You can track individual customer attendance for each module of the course by clicking on the Attendance
Record button on the Modules tab. You can also track customer attendance for a course in the Certifications
section of the Customers Module (See Section 7.2.5.Adding Certifications).
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You can click the Select All button and the Deselect All button to rapidly change your selections.
Course

The specific Course you are tracking attendance for is displayed.

Customer

The Customer whose attendance you are tracking is displayed.

Module Type

Each of the Modules that form a part of this course is displayed.

Attended

Check the Attended box to indicate that the customer completed the
requirements associated with the module.

Test Score

You can track specific Test Scores for each module. Text or numeric data may
be entered.

Notes

Enter any Notes specific to the module for the customer.

9.2.3 Completing a Course
When a course is complete, you can edit individual information for each customer on the course or edit the
information for the course as a whole (recommended).
Change the status of the course on the General tab to Complete. EVE will show a form that lets you review the
Attendance and Completion data for each customer on the course in turn. Customers who have not attended all
modules on the course have a note in red on the Attendance record. Customers who have attended all modules
on the course have a note in green on the Attendance record.
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Student

The Customer Name is displayed. As you complete the information for this
customer and Apply the data, the next Customer Name from the course will be
displayed.

Attendance Record

The Attendance Record indicates whether or not the customer attended all
modules. Customers are highlighted in red if they did not attend all sessions.
Customers are highlighted in green if they did attend all sessions. Use the
Attendance Record button to make changes as required.
Customers can only be certified if they have met the attendance
requirements.

Certifying
instructor

The Certifying Instructor field is available only if the customer is marked as
Certified.

Certification Date

The Certification Date is available only if the customer is marked as Certified.
Today’s date is defaulted. You can change or edit the date as required.

Mark Student As

You can mark the customer as Certified, Referred to Another Store, Moved
Course or Failed. Customers marked as Certified will be moved into the PIC
process.

Add
Interest
in
Following
Con-Ed
Courses

Before clicking the Apply button you can choose to put checkmarks against
one or more of the follow-on courses to mark the customer as being interested
in them. Courses shown in the list are those that are marked (in the Course
Types section of the Data Module – See Section 4.4.8.Course Types) as having
the course just completed as a prerequisite.

Once you have applied completion details for each of the customers you can return to the Summary Tab in
Courses and review the following fields:
Certifying Instructor

The Certifying Instructor is displayed.

Certification Date

The Certification Date is displayed.

Date PADI Notified

You can track the date that you sent the PIC to PADI. If you use EVE’s
interface to the automated PIC On-Line process, this field will be defaulted to
the PIC processing Date.

Date Cert. Received

Enter the Date the certification card was received at your dive center.

Cert #

Enter the customer’s Certification Number.

PIC Status

When a customer is enrolled on a course, their PIC Status is defaulted to
Pending.
If you use EVE’s interface to On-Line PICs, you will not usually need to change
the PIC Status since EVE will update it to Notified On-Line for you when a PIC
is uploaded.
In some cases, you may want to update the status to No Notification
temporarily while you get information from the customer. EVE will not add
the certification to the PIC in this state.
If you send PICs through the post to PADI, you may want to update the PIC
Status to Notified by Post.

Referral
Referral Store
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If you referred this customer to another store, the Referral checkbox will be
checked and you can enter your Store number here.

Pre-Registration

If the customer has Pre-registered for the course with PADI you can check the
pre-registration box.

Notes

Enter any Notes associated with the customer on this course.

Last Updated Date

The Date this information was last updated is displayed. It is not editable

CustID

The Customer’s unique ID is displayed.

CustCourseID

This is a system field and cannot be edited.

9.2.4 PIC Online
You can use EVE’s interface to the PIC Online process found on the PADI menu at any time to submit any
outstanding PICs. As customers are processed on courses, EVE checks whether details of the customer
certifications are suitable for upload to PADI. The following factors are checked by EVE to determine whether a
certification is suitable:
❖ The customer is marked as Certified on the course in question
❖ The PIC status on the certification is Pending
❖ The Course Type of the course in question is marked as Uploadable to PIC (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types)
❖ The Course Type of the course in question has a valid PIC Key value set (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types).
System Requirements
Use EVE’s On-Line PICs feature to upload details of customer certifications to PADI across the Internet. To use
the On-Line PICs you need to have a means of accessing the Internet via an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Processing PICs
Click the PADI globe or the PADI menu and choose the PIC Online option.

A form will be shown that lists all Pending PICs – including DSDs and EFRs.
The Status column lists any missing information that you need to add to the Customer and/or Certification
record before uploading to PADI. Select one or more rows in the grid and click the Open Certification Records
button to open the selected certifications so you can make changes (e.g. add a Certifying Instructor or
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Certification Date, etc.) or click the Open Customer Records button to make changes to the customer (e.g. add
a Date of Birth, etc).
Above the grid are 2 picklists that let you filter the grid to only show certifications of a particular course type or
certifications for a particular instructor. At the top right of the form are shown the number of PIC Credits and
EFR Credits that you have available at the active Store.
When you’re ready, select the certifications that you want to upload (you can use the red notepad icon at the
bottom left to Select All or press Ctrl A) and then click the Send to PIC Online button. The PIC Online Policies
and Procedures page will be shown and you will have to click ‘I Agree’ to continue. At this point, the
certifications will be uploaded over the Internet to PADI. In a difference to previous versions of EVE, the PADI
PIC Online web page is no longer shown – i.e. there is nothing else you need to do at this point.
If a certification is successfully processed, the Student’s Certification number will be returned by PADI and will
be automatically saved onto the customer’s Certification record in EVE. If there is a processing error (e.g. age
requirements not met or invalid student image submitted, etc.) the error will be shown in the Status column for
that record. You can correct the error and resubmit.
If record(s) are successfully processed, a Print prompt will be shown so you can print temporary card(s). You can
print two copies – one for the student and one for yourself. By default, one temporary card will be printed per
page. If you want to print 2 per page (and cut the sheet in half) to save paper, please contact EVE Diving. The
format of the temporary card layout is not editable.
If, when you use PIC Online for the first time, you find there are certifications listed that you do not want to
upload (e.g. because you have already submitted them to PADI by post using the paper PIC form) you can select
them, right click on the selected area and then click Update PIC Status. Choose ‘Notified by Post’ and click OK.
click on the Pending PIC Certification link (See Section 9.2.4.PIC) and update them in one go to a different PIC
status of your choice.
When uploading PICs for the first time, you may see a PIC Credentials form where you are required to enter your
PADI Pros Username and Password. If you choose, you can put a tick in the ‘Save Credentials to Store record in
EVE’ box to save the details onto the EVE database so you do not need to enter them again in future.
You can click on the Upload History tab to see details of certifications previously uploaded to PADI. Use the
Course Type, Instructor and/or Date filters to find the certifications you are interested in. You can select one or
more rows in the results grid and click the Print button to reprint temporary cards. This is only permitted within
3 months of the upload date.

9.3 Course Expenses and Profits
Tracking course profits and expenses is critical to ensuring your education department is run as a profitable
profit centre. Course costs and expenses can be found on four key screens.

Summary
The Summary tab holds information on Instructor costs for all modules. You can enter Instructor module costs to
calculate the amount you have paid for staffing.
Pay For Module

If you have already defined specific module rates for an employee in Employees
(See Section 4.4.15.Employees), the amount will be defaulted here.
Enter the amount before tax that you will pay the instructor for teaching the
module.

Tax

EVE will calculate the Tax based on the tax band you defined for the Instruction
Stock Type record in Stock Types (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types).

Total

EVE will calculate the Total based on the pay for module plus the tax amount.
If you prefer, you can enter in the total amount and EVE will calculate the pay
for module and the tax.
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If you set the costs up for each module in the Module Costs section of Employees (See Section
4.4.15.Employees), you can use the Calculate Staff Module Costs item on the Options menu (See Section
4.3.5.Courses Options) to automatically calculate costs.

Module costs are automatically added to the Summary tab. One row is shown in the list for every instructor +
module combination. The amount the store owner needs to pay each instructor for each module is shown.

9.3.1 Tracking Course Revenue
Customers
You can track the amount that customer’s have paid for the course on the Customers tab.
Course Price
Course Tax
Course Total

Details about the course price and amounts paid/owing by the customer are
displayed (pre and post tax). The course price includes any options that have
been packaged together with the course in Stock Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock
Items).

Paid (Pre-Tax)
Paid (Tax)
Total Paid
Amount Owed
Deposit Paid

Options Purchased
You can track the amount of course costs spent on options purchased. These are items that were packaged
together with the course in Stock Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items). When Selling Courses (See Section
6.1.4.Selling Courses) you will be able to sell the options.
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Customer

Each of the customers on the course is displayed.

Options

Each of the options packaged with the course stock item is displayed. The
amount paid for the option (pre tax) is displayed.

9.3.2 Tracking Course Expenses
Expenses
You can enter expenses associated with the course on the Expenses tab.

When you Add an expense item, you will select a Stock Item to add.
Item

The description of the Stock item is displayed.

Amount

Enter the Amount of the item. This may be the cost price if you removed this
item from inventory or another amount if you purchased the item outside of
your establishment.
Note: entering a stock item as an expense does NOT remove the item from
inventory / stock amounts at this point. If you to remove the item from
inventory you must send the Expenses to an Invoice – see the Invoice #
description below.
Amounts are sub-totaled and displayed at the bottom of the form.

Tax

The Tax is calculated based on the tax band associated with this Stock Item.
Tax is sub-totaled and displayed at the bottom of the form.

Total

The Total is based on the amount plus the tax. If you prefer, you can enter
the Total and EVE will calculate the amount.
A grand Total is displayed at the bottom of the form.

Tax Band

The Tax Band associated with the item is displayed.

Tax Rate

The Tax Rate associated with the tax band is displayed.

Expenses Date

Enter the Date the expense was incurred.
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Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options, the name of the currently logged on employee will default here.
Otherwise, no employee will be defaulted.
Choose the employee completing this transaction from the pop up list box.
The pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Notes

Enter any Notes associated with this expense.

Invoice #

Once you have identified all of the Expenses on the course, you can send them
to an invoice. To do this first select those expenses in the grid that you want
to send. Then right click on the selected area and click Send To then New
Invoice. A new Invoice will be created with an Expenses Invoice Type. Once
you have saved the invoice, inventory levels will be updated (if appropriate)
and the Invoice number will be shown in the Invoice # column in the Expenses
grid.

Created

The date this expense line was created is displayed.

Last Updated

The date the last time this expense line was edited is displayed.
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10 TRIPS
The Trips Module helps you to keep track of all your past, present and planned trips. To each trip you can assign
dates, notes, employees and customers. The Trips Module is where you will set up trips, record details about
them, and also link them to Stock Items, so that they can be found and sold within the Sales Module. You can
use the module to set up vacations where you take a number of divers for several days (Vacation Trip) and/or it
can be used to set up daily dive boat trips or charters (Day Trip).

10.1 Vacation Trips
Select the Trips Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Trip (as opposed to New Day
Trip) from the Module Buttons. The New Trip entry form will become active. The trips that you set up here will
be available when you are Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips).

10.1.1

Creating a New Vacation Trip

General
Use the General tab to enter the basic information about your vacation trip.

Destination

Select the Destination from the pop up list box.
If the Destination you need is not listed, click the New Destination button in
the pop up list box and add a new Destination.

Start Date
Time
End Date
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Set the Start and the End Date and Time for the trip.

Time
Trip #

The Trip # will Default based on the parameters you defined when Setting Trip
Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips Options).

Status

The default Status is Incomplete, which you should not change during the trip
creation process.
When the trip is finished, you will change the Status to Complete.
Trips may also be Cancelled, for example if you do not have enough Customers
registered to run the trip.

Min No.
Max No.

The Minimum # and the Maximum # will default based on the parameters you
defined in Destinations (See Section 4.4.13.Destinations). When selling places
on the trip, EVE will prompt you if the maximum # is exceeded.

More Info

If you use EVE OnLine (the companion product to EVE that lets you sell your
products, courses and trips on-line) you can put an email address in the More
Info box. Then a link will appear in the Activities widget on your website next
to the trip and your customers can click it to send an email to you for more
information.

Staff

You can add staff members to the trip staff for this trip by clicking the Add
button and selecting them from the pop up list box. Along with the staff
member’s name, you should pick the Role that they’ll play on the trip – e.g.
Instructor, etc.

The list of potential roles is taken from the Task Types you have defined that
have the “Trip Role” box ticked – see section 4.4.33. You can associate a
stock item with each Task Type and then run reports to see how much you
need to pay each staff member for the trips they have been on (among other
things).
To remove staff members, select them and click the Remove button.
Notes: Will print on
Invoice

Enter some notes, for example, departure times, etc. These notes will be
displayed on the Invoice when the trip is sold.

Notes: Will NOT
print on Invoice

Add any internal notes that are pertinent to this trip. These notes will NOT be
displayed on the Invoice – they are for internal use only.

Passport Required

If a passport is required for this trip, check the Passport Required checkbox.

Waiver Required

If a waiver is required for this trip, check the Waiver Required checkbox. It is
useful to identify the documents required for each Destination when creating
new Destinations.
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10.1.2

Adding Additional Trip Data

Customers
You will not usually use the Customers tab when setting up a new trip – instead customers will be automatically
registered when places on this trip are sold in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips). Having said
that, you can click the “Add” button to add customers directly onto the trip. The way the Add button works
depends on whether you have ticked the “Show Booking Prompt when Customers Added on Trip form” box on the
Trips tab of the Options form – see section 4.3.6. If that box is ticked, EVE will show the Trip Booking Wizard so
you can sell a place on the trip to the customer. If the box is not ticked, EVE will simply show the Customer
Search form so you can add a customer directly without selling it. Regardless of whether the box is ticked or
not, you can click the down arrow button to the right of the Add button. EVE will show the 2 options described
above on a popup menu so you can choose how the customer should be added.

Options Purchases
You will not use the Options Purchased tab when setting up a new trip – instead, you will sell a customer a place
on the trip and also sell them options associated with the trip (additional material, upgrades, equipment) in the
Sales Module. You can use this form to track the specific trip options purchased. This section is used later to
review and manage purchases associated with a specific trip and to manage profitability.

Requirements
You will not use the Requirements tab when setting up a new trip – instead, you will sell a customer a place on
the trip and also identify their gear requirements for the trip in the Sales Module. You can use this form to track
the gear each customer requires for a specific trip and use it as a prompt to rent gear or alternatively to assist
the customer in making additional gear purchases.

Expenses
You will not usually use the expenses tab when setting up a new trip. This section is used later to review and
manage expenses associated with a specific trip and to manage profitability.
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Sub-Trips

You can use the Sub-Trips tab to create a hierarchy among your trips. This is useful, for example, when you are
offering a Vacation that has a number of individual trips built into it. For example, you may offer a week long
dive trip to Cancun. Within that vacation, you may have a two-day sub-trip to the Caves and another day subtrip to Cozumel. You can use the sub-trip tab to identify the hierarchy among the trips.
Click the New Sub-trip button to add a new sub-trip. Highlight a trip and click the Delete Sub-Trip button to
remove the trip from the list. If you want to review or edit the trip details, click the Edit Sub-Trip button.

Stock Items

The Stock Items tab lists any Stock Items that may be used to sell places on the trip. For instance, you could
create one stock item for Adult Price and another for Child Price. You must have at least one stock item listed
here or you can’t sell places on the trip.
Note: you can set up Stock Item ‘Rules’ for Trips – see Stock Item Links on page 163. Whenever a new Trip is
saved (or if you click on the Stock Items tab before saving), EVE runs all stock item rules to determine if any
stock items can/should be automatically linked to the trip. E.g. you could have a Stock Item called ‘Cozumel
Adult Price’ and set up the rules so that whenever a new Cozumel Trip is created the ‘Cozumel Adult Price’ is
automatically linked to it. This is only appropriate if you run trips to Cozumel frequently for the same price. If
the trip is a ‘one-off’ there is no need to create stock item rules – just create a regular stock item and link it to
the trip.
If you save the new Trip and there are no stock items linked to it, EVE shows a prompt asking if you want to
create a stock item.
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If the trip is a ‘one-off’, choose the ‘It will be used to sell this Trip only’ option.
If you will run multiple trips to the same destination at the same price, choose the ‘It will be used to sell all
Trips that match the following’ option and then choose the appropriate options in the lower half of the form.

10.2 Day Trip / Charter
Select the Trips Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Day Trip (as opposed to New
Vacation Trip) from the Button Bar at the top of the form. The New Day Trip entry form will become active.
The trips that you set up here will be available when you are Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips).

10.2.1

Creating a New Day Trip/Charter

General
Use the General tab to enter the basic information about your vacation trip.
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Boat

Select the Boat from the pop up list box.
If the Boat you need is not listed, click the New Boat button in the pop up list
box and add a new Boat.

Destination

Select the Destination from the pop up list box.
If the Destination you need is not listed, click the New Destination button in
the pop up list box and add a new Destination.

Start Date

Set the Start and the End Date and Time for the trip.

Time
End Date
Time
Arrive __ Minutes
before Departure

Use this field to identify how early you want customers to arrive at the boat.
For example, you may want the customers to arrive at the dock, 45 minutes
prior to the boat departure to allow for registration, waiver signing and gear
set up.

Trip #

The Trip # will Default based on the parameters you defined when Setting Trip
Options (See Section 4.3.6.Trips Options).

Status

The default Status is Incomplete, which you should not change during the trip
creation process.
When the trip is finished, you will change the Status to Complete.
Trips may also be Cancelled, for example if you do not have enough Customers
registered to run the trip.

Meeting Point

Enter a description of the meeting point for customers.

More Info

If you use EVE OnLine (the companion product to EVE that lets you sell your
products, courses and trips on-line) you can put an email address in the More
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Info box. Then a link will appear in the Activities widget on your website next
to the trip and your customers can click it to send an email to you for more
information.
The Minimum # and the Maximum # will default based on the parameters you
defined in Boats (See Section 4.4.1.Boats). If no boat is specified, the values
will default based on the parameters you defined in Destinations (See Section
4.4.13.Destinations). When selling places on the trip, EVE will prompt you if
the maximum # is exceeded.

Min No.
Max No.

You can add staff members to the day-trip by clicking the Add button and
selecting them from the pop up list box. Along with the staff member’s name,
you should pick the Role that they’ll play on the trip – e.g. Boat Caption,
Instructor, etc.

Staff

The list of potential roles is taken from the Task Types you have defined that
have the “Trip Role” box ticked – see section 4.4.33. You can associate a
stock item with each Task Type and then run reports to see how much you
need to pay each staff member for the trips they have been on (among other
things).
To remove staff members, select them and click the Remove button.
Notes

Enter some notes, for example, departure times, etc. The three notepad
symbols by the side of the notes box can be configured to hold standard text
that you need to add to multiple trips. For example, you could define some
text that lists important information customers need to know about all trips.
To add the standard text to the new trip, click on the notepad symbol - the
text will be copied to the notes text box. To define the standard text, right
click on the notepad. A prompt pops up so you can enter the text.

Passport Required

If a passport is required for this trip, check the Passport Required checkbox.

Waiver Required

If a waiver is required for this trip, check the Waiver Required checkbox. It is
useful to identify the documents required for each Destination when creating
new Destinations.

10.2.2

Adding Additional Day Trip/Charter Data

Customers
You will not use the Customers tab when setting up a new trip – instead customers will be automatically
registered when places on this trip are sold in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips). You can use
this form to review all of the customers registered in this trip.
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You will not usually use the Customers tab when setting up a new day-trip – instead customers will be
automatically registered when places on this day-trip are sold in the Sales Module (See Section 6.1.5.Selling
Trips). Having said that, you can click the “Add” button to add customers directly onto the day-trip. The way
the Add button works depends on whether you have ticked the “Show Booking Prompt when Customers Added on
Trip form” box on the Trips tab of the Options form – see section 4.3.6. If that box is ticked, EVE will show the
Trip Booking Wizard so you can sell a place on the day-trip to the customer. If the box is not ticked, EVE will
simply show the Customer Search form so you can add a customer directly without selling it. Regardless of
whether the box is ticked or not, you can click the down arrow button to the right of the Add button. EVE will
show the 2 options described above on a popup menu so you can choose how the customer should be added.

Options Purchases
You will not use the Options Purchased tab when setting up a new trip – instead, you will sell a customer a place
on the trip and also sell them options associated with the trip (additional material, upgrades, equipment) in the
Sales Module. You can use this form to track the specific trip options purchased. This section is used later to
review and manage purchases associated with a specific trip and to manage profitability.

Requirements
You will not use the Requirements tab when setting up a new trip – instead, you will sell a customer a place on
the trip and also identify their gear requirements for the trip in the Sales Module. You can use this form to track
the gear each customer requires for a specific trip and use it as a prompt to rent gear or alternatively to assist
the customer in making additional gear purchases.

Expenses
You will not usually se the Expenses tab when setting up a new trip. This section is used later to review and
manage expenses associated with a specific trip and to manage profitability.
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Sub-Trips

You can use the Sub-Trips tab to create a hierarchy among your trips. This is useful, for example, when you are
offering a Day Trip with individual trips built into it. For example, you may offer a day trip to Molokai Island.
Within that trip, you may offer a single dive in the Cathedral. You can use the Sub-Trip tab to identify the
hierarchy among the trips.
Click the New Sub-trip button to add a new sub-trip. Highlight a trip and click the Delete Sub-Trip button to
remove the trip from the list. If you want to review or edit the trip details, click the Edit Sub-Trip button.

Stock Items

The Stock Items tab lists any Stock Items that can be used to sell places on the Day Trip. For instance, you could
create stock items for 2 Tank Dive, 1 Tank Dive, Snorkeller, etc. You must have at least one stock item listed
here or you can’t sell places on the Day Trip.
Note: you can set up Stock Item ‘Rules’ for Day Trip – see Stock Item Links on page 163. Whenever a new Day
Trip is saved (or if you click on the Stock Items tab before saving), EVE runs all stock item rules to determine if
any stock items can/should be automatically linked to the Day Trip. E.g. you could have a Stock Item called ‘2
Tank Dive’ and set up the rules so that whenever a new Day Trip is created for the Sun-Surfer dive boat the ‘2
Tank Dive’ item is automatically linked to it.
If you save the new Trip and there are no stock items linked to it, EVE shows a prompt asking if you want to
create a stock item.
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If the Day Trip is a ‘one-off’ (unlikely since you probably run day trips at the same price every day), choose the
‘It will be used to sell this Day Trip only’ option.
If you will run multiple day trips to the same destination/on the same boat at the same price, choose the ‘It will
be used to sell all Day Trips that match the following’ option and then choose the appropriate options in the
lower half of the form.

Pick Ups
You will not use the Pick Ups tab when setting up a new trip – instead customers will be automatically listed
when places on this trip are sold in the Sales Module. You can use this form to indicate which customers need a
pick up and which vehicle you will use to organize transportation.

10.3 Recurring Trips
You may run trips on a regular basis and find that you can use one trip that exactly or closely matches your
ongoing needs to create a recurring trip and speed up your data entry. For example, you may offer a week in
Mexico every March or a daily boat trip on one of your resort’s boats. The process for setting up a recurring trip
is the same for Vacation Trips and for Day Trips.
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Recurrence

Once you have set up a trip that closely or exactly matches your ongoing needs, click the Recurrence button to
generate multiple trips. You can create a recurring trip on a Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly basis. Select the
option that most closely matches your recurrence; select a Starting On and Ending On date. The trip and all of
the data you have attached to it will be duplicated using the dates you defined.
When you click OK, a summary page will be displayed that shows a Calendar view of the trips that will be
created. Confirm the dates look as you intended before continuing.

10.4 Customer Registration
Generally, you will register a customer on a trip by Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips) to them in the
Sales Module. During the sales process EVE prompts you to select the specific trip that the customer wants to
register on, you can collect a deposit or full trip payment and the customer is automatically registered.

Customers
You can manually add a customer to a trip directly on the Trips form by accessing the Customers tab.
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Use the Add button to bring up the Customer Search box and add a customer to the trip. Select a customer in
the grid and click Remove button to remove him/her from the trip. If you need to edit customer details,
highlight the customer and click the Edit Customer(s) button to bring up the Customer file.
The following information about the customer is displayed.
Customer

The Customer name is displayed. This field is not editable.

Date Confirmed

You can enter the Date you confirmed the trip with the customer. Click the F8
key on your keyboard to enter the current date and time.

Enrollment Status

Select or change the Enrolment Status of the customer from the pop up list box.

Tel (H)

Phone and email details for the customer are displayed.

Tel (W)

Click the

Tel (M)

Click the
customer(s).

Email
Trip Price
Trip Tax

Email button to send an email to the selected customer(s).
SMS button to send an SMS text message to the selected

Details about the trip price and amounts paid/owing by the customer are
displayed (pre and post tax). The trip price includes any options that have been
packaged together with the trip in Stock Items.

Trip Total
Paid (Pre-Tax)
Paid (Tax)
Total Paid
Amount Owed
Deposit Paid
Special
Arrangements

Enter a free text description of arrangements relating to the selected customer.
Here you could enter, for example, the customer’s hotel name and address,
flight times, etc.

Requirements
Customers may have specific gear requirements for a vacation or a day trip. Use the Requirements tab to keep
track of which item(s) are required by which customer. The Requirements tab here shows the same information
as that entered in the Sales Module if you used the Requirements tab when registering the customer on the trip
(See Section 10.4.Customer Registration).
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A list is shown of all Stock Types that have the Trip Requirement option checked. You can enter free text or
click on a specific size or [Any] size item. In the text box, for instance, you could enter the quantity of those
items the customer will need or you could enter reference number(s).

Pick-Ups
If you provide pickups for your customers, you can choose between 2 ways of tracking them in EVE.
Option 1. On the Trips tab of the Options form, put a tick in the Use “Classic” Style Pickups box. Then, on the
Pick Ups tab of the Day-Trips form you can identify the specific pick up and transportation arrangements
required by each customer. You can later look at each Van/Bus to review the pick-up arrangements by vehicle
by date.

Customer

The name of each customer registered on the trip is displayed.

Pick Up Required

Check the Pick Up Required check box to indicate that the customer requires
transportation.

Van

Choose a Van/Bus from the pop up list box.
If the Van/Bus you require is not displayed, you can add another Van using the
Add Van button on the pop up list box.

Pick Up Location
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Choose a Hotel from the pop up list box.

If the Hotel you require is not displayed, you can add another Hotel using the
Add Hotel button.
Pick Up Time

Enter the time of the pick up.

Option 2. On the Trips tab of the Options form, remove the tick from the Use “Classic” Style Pickups box. Now
you can create Pickup records to keep track of the pickup information. Pickup records are much like Day-Trips
in that you can create a pickup, assign a driver and other staff (if appropriate) and then add customers to the
pickup. If you don’t see the Pickups button in your Button Array, you can add it by modifying your User Interface
(see section 4.4.34). Pickups are most useful if you run multiple vans/buses and especially if you use EVE’s
Event Planner feature that lets you drag and drop customers onto Trips/Day-Trips and Courses. You can quickly
drag customers from the day-trip they’re already registered on to the appropriate Pickup. See section 10.6

10.5 Trip Expenses and Profits
Tracking trip profits and expenses is critical to ensuring your travel department is run as a profitable profit
center. Trip costs and expenses can be found on three key screens.

10.5.1

Tracking Revenue

Customers
You can track the amount that customer’s have paid for the trip on the Customers tab.
Trip Price
Trip Tax

Details about the trip price and amounts paid/owing by the customer are
displayed (pre and post tax). The trip price includes any options that have been
packaged together with the trip in Stock Items.

Trip Total
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Paid (Pre-Tax)
Paid (Tax)
Total Paid
Amount Owed
Deposit Paid

Options Purchased
You can track the amount of trip costs spent on options purchased. These are items that were packaged
together with the trip in Stock Items. When Selling Trips (See Section 6.1.5.Selling Trips) you will be able to sell
the options.

Customer

Each of the customers on the trip is displayed.

Options

Each of the options packaged with the trip stock item is displayed.
amount paid for the option (pre tax) is displayed.

10.5.2

Tracking Expenses

Expenses
You can enter expenses associated with the trip on the Expenses tab.
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The

When you Add an expense item, you will select a Stock Item to add.
Item

The description of the Stock item is displayed.

Amount

Enter the Amount of the item. This may be the cost price if you removed this
item from inventory or another amount if you purchased the item outside of
your establishment.
Note: Entering a stock item as an expense does NOT decrement the item in
your inventory / stock amounts. If you want to remove the item from
inventory, you must send the Expenses to an Invoice.
Amounts are sub-totaled and displayed at the bottom of the form.

Tax

The Tax is calculated based on the tax band associated with the Stock Item.
Tax is sub-totaled and displayed at the bottom of the form.

Total

The Total is based on the amount plus the tax. If you prefer, you can enter
the Total and EVE will calculate the amount.
A grand Total is displayed at the bottom of the form.

Tax Band

The Tax Band associated with the item is displayed.

Tax Rate

The Tax Rate associated with the tax band is displayed.

Expenses Date

Enter the Date the expense was incurred.

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted.
Choose the employee completing this transaction from the pop up list box.
The pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Notes

Enter any Notes associated with this expense.
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Invoice #

Once you have identified all of the Expenses on the trip, you can send them to
an invoice. To do this first select those expenses in the grid that you want to
send. Then right click on the selected area and click Send To then New
Invoice. A new Invoice will be created with an Expenses Invoice Type. Once
you have saved the invoice, inventory levels will be updated (if appropriate)
and the Invoice number will be shown in the Invoice # column in the Expenses
grid.

Created

The Date this expense line was created is displayed.

Last Updated

The Date the last time this expense line was edited is displayed.

10.6 Event Planner
The Event Planner is a helpful tool to quickly sell places on courses, trips and pickups, assign seats to customers
and to move customers from one course or trip or pickup to another. Note: the Event Planner will only let you
work with Pickups if you have removed the tick from the “Use ‘Classic’ style pickups” box on the Trips tab of the
Options form – see section 4.3.6
To access the Event Planner, select Event Planner from the View menu on the main screen or click the Event
Planner button on the top toolbar or right click on a day in the Calendar that contains a trip or course and then
click Event Planner or click Event Planner in the Hierarchy window on the main EVE form. The form will open
showing courses and/or trips and/or pickups scheduled for the date shown at the bottom left.

In the above example two Day-Trips are scheduled for the 7th March. 7 customers are already registered on the
Beamer trip (3 signed up for the 2 tank dive, 2 for the 1 tank dive and 2 for snorkeling) and 3 customers are
already registered on the Thrust trip. On the right hand side is a list of customers that are currently in the
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‘resort’ – i.e. that have a Resort Reservation on the 7th March. You can select one or more customers in that list
and drag them onto the ’activity’ (e.g. Snorkellers) that they want to purchase on the trip.
Each of the ‘activities’ shown on the trip is a Stock Item. EVE will display all the stock items that you have
linked to the trip as a colored box that customers can be drag-dropped onto. When you drop a customer onto an
activity EVE will open the standard Booking Wizard (see section 6.1.4 and 6.1.5) so you can define options for
the booking – e.g. assign trip requirements, sell add-ons, etc. Alternatively, you can configure EVE using the
Settings button (see below) so the Booking Wizard is not shown. In this case, the Booking Wizard is opened
‘invisibly’ and EVE chooses the default settings from each page of the Wizard. This is very powerful as all addons, requirements, etc. will be added in the background while the booking happens quickly and easily.
You can click on the down arrow on any activity box to show the customers that signed up for that activity and,
you can click on the down arrow on one of those customers to show contact details of that customer.

Sometimes it may be useful to show the events of more than one day in the planner. This could be useful, for
instance, so you can view the customers of the trip from yesterday and drag them onto tomorrow’s trip. To view
more than one day, use your mouse to drag the planner upwards from just above the bottom status bar.
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The planner will show 2 days split horizontally – see screenshot below. Click on the background of either split to
make it active (the active split is shown in light gray and the inactive split in dark gray) and then use the date
section at the bottom to change the date of that split.

By default, when you drag a customer from one trip to another, the customer will be moved between trips.
During the drag process, the cursor will appear like this that indicates a Move operation is taking place:
Sometimes you may want to Copy customers from one trip to another. To do this, hold down the Ctrl key on
your keyboard while you drag. The cursor will now show a + symbol on the bottom to indicate a Copy operation
is being performed.
The cursor will always show the + symbol when you drag from the customer list on the right since in that case a
Move makes no sense – the customer is always Copied onto the trip.
Drag customer(s) from a course or trip or pickup onto the Trash can icon at the bottom to remove them from the
course/trip.
Right click on an Activity to show a popup menu with the following options:
Open Stock Item

Open the Stock Item record

Change ForeColor

Change the color of the displayed Text. This will change the text color
whenever the stock item is displayed in the Event Planner (i.e. on all
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courses/trips/pickups)
Change BackColor

Change the color of the background. This will change the background color
whenever the stock item is displayed in the Event Planner (i.e. on all
courses/trips/pickups)

Select All

Highlight all of the customers enrolled on the activity. This may be useful so
you can print all of those customers’ invoices or to make an add-on sale to all
of them.

Deselect All

De-highlight all of the customers enrolled on the activity

Paste

If you have copied customers from elsewhere – e.g. from another course, trip
or pickup or from the Customer Search form, you can paste them onto the
course/trip

Right click on a Customer to show a popup menu with the following options:
Open Customer(s)

If no customers are selected, this will open the customer record of the
customer you right clicked on. If multiple customers are selected, this will
open the customer records of all them.

Open Ongoing
Invoice(s)

If no customers are selected, this will open the Ongoing Invoice(s) of the
customer you right clicked on. If multiple customers are selected, this will
open the Ongoing Invoice(s) of them all.

Print Ongoing
Invoice(s)

If no customers are selected, this will print the Ongoing Invoice(s) of the
customer you right clicked on. If multiple customers are selected, this will
print the Ongoing Invoice(s) of them all. You could use this when the boat
captain has called the store to let you know the boat will arrive back at the
dock shortly so you have all invoices printed out ready.

Merge Ongoing
Invoice(s)

The will merge the ongoing invoices of the selected customers. You could use
this, e.g. if a family were booked on a trip and each one had their own
Ongoing Invoice to handle their purchases. At payment time you could merge
them on so a parent can pay for everyone.

Right click on the background of the Planner to show a popup menu with the following options:
Add Course
Add Trip

Click this to show the Course/Trip/DayTrip Search form so you can add one of
those to the planner. You could do this if you wanted to drag and drop
customers from a Course/Trip/DayTrip scheduled on a different day.

Add Day Trip
Add Group

Click this to show the Group Search form so you can find a Group to add to the
planner. You could then drag and drop multiple members of the group onto a
Course/Trip/DayTrip

Paste

If you had already copied a Course/Trip/DayTrip onto the clipboard – e.g. from
the Calendar or from a Search form, you could paste them onto the planner.

Refresh

Reload the day’s events. If you’re running in a store with multiple computers
doing bookings you’ll need to Refresh regularly so you can see changes made
on other PCs.
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Click on the Seating Planner tab at the top to change the way that courses and trips and pickups are displayed in
the planner.
You’ll see each course, trip and pickup displayed with a number of seats that matches the Maximum number of
places you set on the course/trip/pickup. On day-trips, if you have assigned a graphic to the boat in question
(see section 4.4.1) then the graphic will be displayed on the day-trip. In Seating Planner view, you can assign
seats to each customer by dragging and dropping them. If you drag a customer from one seat to another on the
course/trip/pickup, all that will happen is their seat number will be reassigned. If you drag a customer from the
customer list on the right onto a seat, the customer will be enrolled and assigned the seat. Whether an item is
added to an invoice as well depends on the option you have chosen on the Settings form – see later in this
section.

The Customers section on the right hand side has a number of tabs. Each tab lists people that can be dragdropped onto a course/trip/pickup. You can configure EVE so that only one person can be dragged at a time or
so that multiple people can be dragged at once – change that option on the General tab of the Settings form –
see below.
Resort Customers
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This lists all customers in the resort on the date showing at the bottom left of
the Planner – i.e. those people that have a Resort Reservation covering that

day.
Alphabetical

This lists all customers in the database alphabetically. You can choose to list
them alphabetically by First Name or Last Name using the option buttons
above the list. Click on one of the buttons to the left of the list that is
marked with a letter to show customers whose FirstName/LastName starts
with that letter.

Activity Customers

The lists all customers who are enrolled on a course or trip on the date shown.
This makes it easy to drag customers onto trips on the boat for their open
water components or to drag customers onto a pickup from the trip on which
they’re registered.

Search

Using the Search tab you can search on First Name or Last Name for customers
to show.

Staff

This lists all staff at the store. You can use this tab to assign crew members to
a trip.

On the far right of the Customers section are 2 vertically aligned tabs called Customers and Add-On Sales. If you
click on Add-On Sales you’ll see 2 more tabs at the top called Add-Ons and Search. You can use these to find
stock items that you might want to sell to customers while they’re on the trip or course. You can drag stock
items from the list onto the appropriate customer(s). EVE will add those items to the customers’ Ongoing
Invoices.

Settings
Click the Settings button at the bottom of the Planner to show the form in the screenshot below. You can use
this to define how the Planner works.
10.6.1.1.1 General Tab
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Items to Show

Put a tick in Courses and/or Trips or Pickups to indicate which types of event
you want to be automatically displayed when you load the planner. All
courses and/or trips and/or pickups on the date specified at the bottom of the
planner will be shown. The Pickups option will only be present if you have
removed the tick from the “Use ‘Classic’ style pickups” option on the Trips tab
of the Options form – see section 4.3.6

Default Planner tab

Indicate whether you want the Event Planner or the Seating Planner to be
shown when you first view the planner. You can switch between the views at
any time.

Color Coding

Indicate how you want each customer box to be colored. If you choose ‘By
Gender’, male customers will be shown in blue and female in pink. If you
choose ‘By Activity Type’, each customer will be colored the same as the
activity they enrolled on. You can change that color by right clicking on the
activity on a course or trip and clicking Change ForeColor and/or Change
BackColor. If you choose ‘By Group’, each customer that is a member of a
Group will be shown in the color specified in the Calendar Colors section on
the Group.

Default Customer
tab

Indicate which Customer tab you want to be the active one when the planner
is shown. Choose from Resort, Activity Customers, Alphabetical and Search.

Allow Multi-Select
on Customer list

Put a tick in the box if you want to be able to select multiple customers in the
Customers section. This may be useful so you can select e.g. 5 customers and
drag them all together onto a course or trip. You can select multiple
customers by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while you left click with your
mouse. Note: when dragging multiple customers, you must drag from a
customer name, not from white space next to the customer in the list.
Leave the box unticked if you want single-selection on the customer list.

Allow Multi-Select
on Stock Item list
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Put a tick in the box if you want to be able to select multiple stock items in
the Add-Ons section. This may be useful so you can select e.g. 5 stock items
and drag them all together onto a customer. You can select multiple stock
items by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key while you left click with your
mouse. Note: when dragging multiple stock items, you must drag from a stock
item name, not from white space next to the stock item in the list.

Leave the box unticked if you want single-selection on the stock item list.
Invoice Type

Choose which type of invoice you want to be created by the planner when you
drag a customer onto a course or trip. The default is Ongoing Invoice. This is
the best invoice type to use as, if you sell add-ons to the customer, all will be
added to the same Ongoing Invoice.

10.6.1.1.2 Event Planner tab

Show Booking
Wizard

Put a tick in the box if you want the Booking Wizard to be displayed when you
drag a customer onto a course or trip. You can use the Booking Wizard to
define options about the booking – such as choosing package items and
defining equipment requirements for the customer on the course/trip. Leave
the box unticked if you want EVE to keep the Booking Wizard hidden during
the booking. In this case EVE will use the default options from the Booking
Wizard.

Show Invoice Form

Put a tick in the box if you want the Invoice form to be shown each time you
drag a customer onto a course or trip. You might want this to happen if you
charge for the trip up-front so you can take the payment. If you charge when
then trip is complete (so you can include add-on sales or you are in a resort
where the customer pays for everything at the end of their stay) you may want
to leave the box unticked. EVE will then add items to the invoice but not
show the invoice form each time.

Include ‘No Stock
Item’ items

In some cases you may not want to charge customers when you enroll them on
the course or trip. E.g. you may want to enroll course customers onto a boat
for their open water dives and the boat trip is included in their course price.
In this case, you can either link a Stock Item to the trip called e.g. Course
Customers (this will cause a Course Customers activity box to be added to the
trip in the planner) and leave the price at zero, or you could put a tick in the
“Include ‘No Stock Item’ items”. This latter, will add a colored activity box to
the trip called No Stock Item. This will hold all customers who enrolled on the
trip without paying.
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Allow Dragging of
Customers to ‘No
Stock Item’

If the “Include ‘No Stock Item’ items” box is ticked, you can use the “Allow
Dragging of Customers to ‘No Stock Item’” box to determine if customers can
be dragged onto the No Stock Item box to enroll them at no charge. If not
ticked, you can just see who enrolled without paying. If ticked you can enroll
people by dragging them onto the activity.

Expand Stock Item
lists when Events
are loaded

By default, when the planner is loaded, all of the Activity boxes are not
expanded – i.e. the customer(s) already enrolled on the activities are not
displayed (and you must click on the down arrow on the Activity to show the
customers). Put a tick in the box if you want each Activity to be automatically
expanded to show its customers when the planner is loaded.

Expand Customer
Lists when Events
are loaded

If the box above is ticked, you can decide whether you want each customer to
be expanded when the planner is loaded to show customer details.

Customer Detail

Choose what information you want to be displayed about each customer on
the course/trip. Put a tick in “(Show Certification Level)” to show the current
certification level of the customer. Put a tick in <Show Course Enrollments>
to show any course(s) the customer is currently enrolled on.
Note:
enrollments are shown in round brackets () and course enrollments are shown
in angled brackets <> to distinguish between the 2 if you have both options
turned on. Put a tick in [Show First Language] if you want that to appear.

Documents

Indicate how you want Document(s) (e.g. releases, waivers, etc.) to be
handled if any are linked to the stock item that you’re enrolling customer(s)
on. Choose Auto-Print if you want EVE to automatically print them. Choose
Show Prompt if you want EVE to show the standard Printer dialog box each
time so you can choose at the time if you want to print the documents or not.
Choose Do Nothing if you want EVE to ignore all documents.

10.6.1.1.3 Seat Planner tab

Action when
Customer Added

On the Seating Planner (as opposed to the Event Planner), indicate what you
want to happen when a customer is dragged onto a Seat.

10.6.1.1.4 Add-On Sales Items tab
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Add-On Sale Items
tab

Use the Add-On Sale Items tab to add items that are commonly sold to
customers when they’re on a course or trip. These will appear on the Add-Ons
tab on the planner so you can quickly drag and drop them onto a customer on
the planner to sell them the item(s).
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11 RENTALS
A large outlay for most dive centers is the purchase of school diving equipment. The Rentals Module allows you
to keep track of your investment and reduce the possibility of lost or non-returned items.
Equipment available in the storeroom can be booked for a fixed period to a diver, either for immediate or future
use. The selected items are automatically removed from the available list for the period specified. A checklist of
items can be printed to ensure all items are collected and returned. Book customer equipment required for each
module on a course and copy a previous customers booking to a future date. Any items unavailable for the new
date will be highlighted and alternative items suggested.
Busy dive centers may want to add barcodes to individual items so that single swipe bookings can be performed.
Details of overdue items can be shown and offenders e-mailed directly from EVE.
For regular customers, a record of their size profiles and any preferred items can be stored. The available grid
will only show those items that match the diver’s profile. All favorite items can be booked with a single mouseclick.

11.1 Rental Bookings
There are a number of different ways your dive centre may handle the equipment rental process - some book
specific items up-front, some take payment up-front and want to indicate types of equipment required but
assign specific items later, some don’t assign specific items at all. Some of the more common ways of handling
rental bookings are described below.
Select the Rentals Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Rental Booking from the
Button Bar at the top of the form. The New Rental Booking entry form will become active. The bookings that
you set up here will be available when you are Selling Rental Bookings.

General

Booking #

The booking number is generated by EVE. It will display as (New #XX) where XX
is the number of bookings created in this session of EVE until you save the
booking at which point EVE will assign a permanent booking number.

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when defining Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted.
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Choose the employee completing this transaction from the pop up list box. The
pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.
Customer

If you have selected Search by Typing First Name First when you defined
Customer Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), you would enter the
customer’s first name. Otherwise, enter the customer’s last name. As soon as
you begin typing, the Customer Search box will open allowing you to filter your
data and search more effectively for the customer making the purchase.
If this is a new customer making a purchase, click the New button and you will
be able to Create a New Customer.

Start Date
Start Time
End Date
End Time

Enter the booking start and end dates and times. When the Rental Booking form
loads, today’s date and time is shown for both the start and end dates.
Alternatively, you can click the Start Date and Booking Period buttons on the
Cool Bar to set the Start/End Date/Time. From the Cool Bar, you can start
bookings Now (used when a customer walks into the dive center to rent gear) or
on any date in the next six days. When you select the date from the Cool Bar,
the start time will automatically default to the Rental Start Time you identified
for the Store (See Section 4.4.32.Stores) within which you are making the
booking.
From the Cool Bar, you can set the booking period to the End of Day. The end
time will be automatically defaulted to the Rental End Time you identified for
the Store (See Section 4.4.32.Stores) within which you are making the booking.
Alternatively you can select a booking period of 1 through 7, 14, 21 or 28 days
and the end time will be based on a 24 hour rental for the number of days
selected.
Note: EVE does not allow overlapping bookings of the same item of rental
equipment. If you attempt to double-book an item EVE asks you whether it
should search for an equivalent item (i.e. of the same type and size, and
preferably from the same manufacturer).

Booking period
(days)
Payment Period
(days)

When dates and/or times are changed, EVE recalculates the booking period to
the nearest half-day. You can override EVE’s value, either by just typing the
number of days, or by clicking on one of the day items on the Cool bar.
Whenever the booking period changes, EVE keeps the payment period in step.
The payment period is used to calculate the rental cost. You can override EVE’s
value.
You might want to do this, for example, if you rent equipment for the weekend.
A customer may rent the equipment from Friday evening to Monday morning but
you only want to charge for two days use. In this case override EVE’s default
value by typing 2 into the payment period box.
Note: if you charge for rentals when customers return the equipment based on
how long they had it for you can select all items in the grid, right click on the
selected area and then click Recalculate Rental Prices.

Status

EVE defaults the Status to Valid on new rental bookings. You will not usually
want to change this.

Bag #

If you track your rental bookings by bag #, enter the Bag # that will contain the
booking items here.

Invoice

When you sell this rental booking on an invoice, EVE will automatically link the
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invoice to the rental booking and display the Invoice # here. You can use the
icon to open the related invoice.
Notes

Use Notes to enter any free-text comments that you wish. The Notes are
printed onto the invoice. At the top of the Notes text box are 5 icons . You
can set these to hold text that you commonly add to a transaction. You can
then click on the icon to add the text to the Notes field.
To define the text for an icon, right click on it. A prompt is shown so you can
enter text up to a maximum of 255 characters. When creating a booking next
time, click on the Notes icon and the previously defined text is added to the
Notes text box.

11.1.1

Adding Gear to the Dive Bag

Specific Fields
Use the dive bag to add items to the customer’s rental. You can enter items using the Bar Code, Ref # or Serial
#. For any of these fields, you can search using EVE’s field matching capabilities. Use the matching option
beside the field to set the match criteria:
❖ A* – Match start of field
❖ *A – Match end of field
❖ A – Match any part of field
❖ A – Exact Match
Barcode #

The Barcode # field is used in conjunction with a barcode reader to quickly add
Stock Items to the dive bag.
Only barcode readers with a keyboard wedge interface are supported. A
keyboard wedge interface implies that the barcode reader attaches to the
keyboard of your computer and simulates key stokes when a barcode is swiped.
To select equipment items within EVE, position the cursor into the Barcode #
field (by pressing F9 or by holding down the CTRL key while pressing B or by left
clicking in the field and swipe the barcode. EVE searches for the matching Item
and adds it to the dive bag.
Note: when the barcode is swiped, data is written to whichever field is active.
Make the barcode # field active before swiping the barcode to allow the
functionality described above to be successful. Most barcode readers can be
programmed to send additional characters before and/or after the barcode
data. Programming your reader to send an F9 key before the barcode data will
automatically set focus to the barcode # field immediately prior to the barcode
data being sent.
Note: you can use the barcode # field without a barcode reader. Type the
barcode number (this is usually displayed beneath the barcode on the label)
directly into the barcode # field and press the Enter key.

Ref #

If you know the reference number of the item, type it into the Ref # field and
press the Enter key. EVE searches for the matching item and adds it to the dive
bag automatically.

Serial #

If you know the serial number of the item, type it into the Serial # field and
press the Enter key. EVE searches for the matching item and adds it to the dive
bag automatically.
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Search for Equipment
If you do not know the bar code #, ref # or serial # of the specific item you are selling, you can search for it
using the Equipment search located on the Cool Bar. See Searching for Data for more information. There are a
few special comments on Rental Equipment searches below.
Stock Type

On the General Tab, you can identify Stock Type. This pop up list box holds a
list of all Stock Types that are marked For Rent (See Section 5.1.6.Stock Types).
If you select one, Equipment Items are filtered to show only those items that
relate to that Stock Type.

Equipment Owner

On the Detail Tab, you can identify the Equipment Owner. Only those
equipment items that have the owner ‘.Rental. .Equipment.’ are displayed.
When you add new Equipment items to EVE, EVE automatically assigns this
owner for all rental pieces. Do not change this value for rental bookings.

Only Show Rental
Items Not Booked

On the Detail Tab, you can choose to show only those items not booked between
the rental dates you set on the rental booking. If you uncheck this checkbox,
all equipment items, whether they are booked or not, will be displayed.
Note: Any Equipment items that have the Bypass Double Booking Check
checkbox checked will be displayed regardless of if the item is already booked.

Match Profile

If you have set up a Profile (See Section 7.2.8.Adding Rental Data) for the
customer (i.e. indicated which size he/she uses for different stock types), you
can put a check mark in the Match Profile box to instruct EVE to only show
items of the size that matches the profile size when the equipment search is
performed.

Once you find the item you wish to book, double-click on it to add it to the customer’s dive bag. The item is
automatically marked as booked and will not be available for future bookings during this time period (unless the
item has the Bypass Double Booking Check checkbox checked). The following information is displayed in the
grid.
Stock Type

The category of item (for example, Wet Suit, Snorkel, etc.) is displayed.

Ref #

Your store’s reference number for the item is displayed. You can use your own
numbering system, for example, BCD1, BCD2, etc.

Serial #

The serial number of the item if there is one.

Manufacturer

The manufacturer of the equipment item.

Description

A description of the item.

Size

The size of the specific piece of equipment is displayed.

Primary Color

The primary color of the piece of equipment is displayed.

Secondary Color

The secondary color of the piece of equipment is displayed.

Price

The amount before tax owed by the renter for the rent of the equipment item
for the period specified is displayed.

Tax

For rentals, EVE calculates the tax based on the tax band you have assigned to
the Equipment Rental Stock Type.
The tax value cannot be changed in the Rentals Module. Instead, you can
update it when you add the booking to an invoice in the Sales Module.

Total

Total due to be paid for the rental of the equipment item. Again, this can be
changed in the Sales Module.
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Actual Start Date

Date/time the item was checked out to the customer. If you are booking items
to be taken away immediately this will be the same as the due date start

Actual End Date

Date/time the item was checked back in.

Sub Total

These boxes show the amount (pre-tax) and tax due on the booking. They are
not editable. The sub-total is the sum of all prices in the dive bag grid. The tax
is the sum of all taxes in the dive bag grid. The total is the sum of the sub total
and tax.

Tax
Total

Equipment Profile
On the Rental Booking Cool bar, click the Profile button to load the Profile form.

The profile identifies the equipment a customer needs to rent on an ongoing basis. You can pre-define the
profile on the Customer form (See Section 7.2.8.Adding Rental Data) or you can click on sizes here on the Profile
form, both to book equipment for this booking and to set up the Profile for future reference. You can identify
specific sizes of gear or alternatively indicate that any size of a gear type will do. Only gear that has been
marked For Profile when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options) will be shown.
Beneath the profile items are some options that identify what will happen when you click on a Size button
Show a List of
Matching Items

The Equipment Search box is displayed and filters are put in place by EVE that
match the stock type and size clicked. For example, if you click on the
highlighted Small box in the BCD line – only Small BCDs will be displayed in the
Equipment Search. If you click on Any – all items matching the Equipment Type
will be displayed.

Choose a Matching
Item for Me

EVE will automatically add an item to the customer’s dive bag that matches the
selection you make. For example, if you click on the highlighted Small box in
the Gloves line, a small set of gloves will be automatically added to the Dive
bag. If no matching items are found, the Equipment Search box is opened so
you can choose different criteria to find an alternative item.

Indicate Any Item of
this Type and Size is
Required

This option adds a ‘generic’ item to your rental booking with the Stock Type and
Size indicated. For example, with this option selected, if you click on the
highlighted Small Medium Long box in the Semi Dry Suit line, a line indicating
that any size Small Medium Long Semi Drysuit is required is added to the rental
booking. This is useful for dive centers that do not track the specific item that
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customer’s rent. Larger stores may want to sell rentals up-front and at that
time, with the customer present, just create a rental booking to indicate that
for example, John Smith needs Any Large BCD and Any Extra Large Wet Suit,
etc. Later, the rental department can bring up the rental booking that was
created and assign a particular Large BCD and a particular Extra Large Wet Suit,
etc.
Only include Items
Available
in
the
Booking Dates

Use this checkbox to limit the search on Equipment items to those that are
available during the required booking period. You will usually want to keep this
box checked.

Note: As you select items in the profile, the selected box is changed from red to blue. This does not necessarily
indicate an item has been added to the booking, but rather that you have processed this item already. It is
highly recommended that you review the rental booking to ensure each item you require has been added.
If you make changes to the items on the customer profile, you will be given the option to save the changes to
the Customer file so the size information is loaded next time the customer wants a rental.

Favorites

Renters may have particular items of rental equipment that they favor (for example, a wetsuit that fits well, or
a computer with a large display). You can assign these as favorite items by adding them to the Customer file.
Then, when making a rental booking for that person, book all favorite items with one click of the mouse. Only
one favorite can be assigned per equipment type per customer.
When a renter with previously defined favorite equipment, makes a booking, click the Favorites option on the
Cool Bar menu. EVE cycles through each favored item and adds them to the booking. In this way, all favored
items may be quickly booked to the selected person between the required dates, if available.
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Copy from Booking

You may also choose to use a previous rental booking as the basis for this rental booking. Select Copy from
Booking from the Cool Bar and a list of existing rental bookings will be displayed for the customer. When you
highlight a booking, the specific items listed on the booking are displayed. You can click the Select All and
Deselect All buttons to quickly add or remove Equipment Items from your booking. Click the Add Items button
to add your selections to the new rental booking.

Import from CSV

EVE supports barcode devices that can scan and store barcodes. If your rental equipment has barcodes attached
to it, you can create a rental booking by scanning each item the customer requires and then docking the device
to your computer and using the Import from CSV button to load the items onto a new rental booking. Please
contact EVE DIVING for information about the barcode devices that are supported.

11.1.2

Checking Out Rental Equipment

Once you have created a rental booking for a customer, you are ready to check the gear out. The check-out
procedure marks the gear as having left the dive center. It will not be available for use on other bookings and if
you try to book the equipment you will get a warning message that the equipment has been checked out to
another customer and has not yet been returned.
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Select a booking and click the Check-Out button to check-out all equipment items on the booking. EVE sets the
actual start date for each item to be the current date/time. If you prefer, you can check out each piece of
equipment individually by entering a date in the Actual Start Date field.
Alternatively, you may check out rental equipment when you are Selling Rental Bookings (See Section
6.1.6.Selling Rental Bookings). When you add the Rental Booking to an invoice, EVE will check to see if you
have selected the Show Checkout Prompt when Setting Rental Options (See Section 4.3.7.Rentals Options), and,
if so, will ask if you want to check out the items now. If the items have already been checked out, no action will
be taken.

By selecting Yes, all items on the rental booking will be marked with an Actual Start Date.

11.1.3

Selling Rental Bookings

See Selling Rental Bookings (See Section 6.1.6.Selling Rental Bookings). You can initiate a rental booking sale
from the Sales Module or alternatively by creating a rental booking and clicking the Send to New Invoice button
on the rental booking form.
You can use the Awaiting Payment section (See Section 7.2.8.Adding Rental Data) on the Customer file to view
all Rental bookings which have been checked out but not yet sent to an Invoice.

11.1.4

Returning Rental Equipment

When a customer returns the rental gear, you will want to mark it as returned using the Check-In procedure.
Open the booking and click the Check-In button to check-in equipment items on the booking.

The Check-In form shows all equipment items on the booking that have not yet been checked in. To check an
item back in, select it and click the Check-In button. To check in all items click the Select All button and click
the Check-In button.
If the item is overdue, it will be shown in red. Use the Penalty Charge checkbox to indicate whether or not you
wish to charge a fee for the overdue item. Penalty fines for rental equipment are defined in the Late Return
Penalty Price when creating new pieces of Equipment (See Section 4.4.16.Equipment Items). The number next
to the Penalty Charge checkbox indicates the penalty charge amount. You can override the default penalty if
you wish on the Rental Booking.
The penalty payment (if there is one) is added to the Sub-Total on the Rental Booking. Use the Send to New
Invoice button to create a new invoice to collect the penalty charges.
If you have a busy rental department, you may want to check in all items across several different bookings. To
do this use the Check In report: on the main EVE form, click File then Reports then Rentals then Checked Out
Items. All items that are currently checked out are listed and you can check them in as described above.
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12 SERVICES
The Services Module handles all equipment servicing. Both rental equipment and customer equipment can be
booked in for service. Fault symptoms can be logged along with details of repair parts required and actions taken
to repair the fault, name of the staff member dealing with the repair, etc. When the equipment is returned, the
details of repair are listed along with the technician details prior to placing the item back into service.

12.1 Service Booking
Select the Services Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Service Booking from the
Button Bar at the top of the form. The New Service Booking entry form will become active. The bookings that
you set up here will be available when you are Selling a Service Booking (See Section 6.1.8.Selling Service
Bookings).

General

Booking #

The booking number is generated by EVE. It will display as (New #XX) where XX
is the number of bookings created in this session of EVE until you save the
booking at which point EVE will assign a permanent booking number.

Cost Center

This will be set by EVE to be the Cost Center associated with the Equipment
Servicing Stock Type.

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when defining Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted.
Choose the employee completing this booking from the pop up list box. The
pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees.
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If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.
Customer

If you have selected Search by Typing First Name First when you defined
Customer Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), you would enter the
customer’s first name. Otherwise, enter the customer’s last name. As soon as
you begin typing, the Customer Search box will open allowing you to filter your
data and search more effectively for the customer making the purchase.
If this is a new customer making a purchase, click the New button and you will
be able to Create a New Customer.

Status

EVE defaults the Status to Valid on new service bookings. You will not usually
want to change this.

Invoice #

When you sell this service booking on an invoice, EVE will automatically link the
invoice to the service booking and display the Invoice # here. You can use the
icon to open the related invoice.

Receiving Item
Service bookings will usually be processed in 2 parts. Initially, when the customer requests the service, the
service booking will be created by the sales employee and the items that need to be serviced/repaired will be
‘received’ and added to the booking along with a description of the work required. Later, a technician will open
the booking, enter details about the work performed and add any parts they used to the booking.
When the sales person adds an item to the service booking, it appears in the Equipment grid and a tab is created
for it in the tab control. The following information may be added when the item(s) are received:
Due Start Date

Enter the date the service is expected to start and when it will be finished.

Due End Date
Booking Notes

Use Notes to enter any free-text comments that you wish. The Notes are
printed onto the service booking. At the top of the Notes text box are 5 icons
. You can set these to hold text that you commonly add to a service booking.
You can then click on the icon to add the text to the Notes field.
To define the text for an icon, right click on it. A prompt is shown so you can
enter text up to a maximum of two hundred fifty five characters. When
creating a booking next time, click on the Notes icon and the previously defined
text is added to the Notes text box.

12.1.1

Adding Gear to the Service Booking

Search for Equipment
You can search for the customer’s equipment, using the Equipment search located on the Cool bar. See
Searching for Data for more information. There are a few special comments on customer Equipment searches
below.
Stock Type

On the General Tab, you can identify Stock Type. This pop up list box holds a
list of all Stock Types that are marked For Service (See Section 5.1.6.Stock
Types). If you select one, Stock Items are filtered to show only those items that
relate to that Stock Type.

Equipment Owner

On the Detail Tab, the Equipment Owner is automatically defaulted to the
selected customer. Only those equipment items that are owned by the selected
customer are displayed.
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If the equipment item is not displayed, you can add a new equipment item using the New Item button. Use the
Remove button to remove an item from the service booking that has been added in error (the item is not
deleted – just removed from the current booking). To review/edit information about an item, click the Open
Item(s) button.

Equipment Booked for Service/Repair
Stock Type

The category of item (for example, Wet Suit, Snorkel, etc.) is displayed.

Ref #

Your store’s reference number for the item is displayed. You can use your own
numbering system, for example, BCD1, BCD2, etc.

Serial #

The serial number of the item if there is one.

Manufacturer

The manufacturer of the equipment item.

Description

A description of the item.

Size

The size of the specific piece of equipment is displayed.

Primary Color

The primary color of the piece of equipment is displayed.

Secondary Color

The secondary color of the piece of equipment is displayed.

12.1.2

Tracking Service Details & Parts

Equipment Details
As each piece of gear is added to the service booking, a new tab for the equipment is created. Use this tab to
track specific service information for the piece of equipment.
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Technician

Select the Technician from the pop up list box. Only those employees who have
been marked as Technicians (See Section 4.4.15.Employees) will be shown.

Work Started

Enter the date and time that the service actually started and when it actually
finished. If the equipment is an item of rental equipment it will be available for
rent again immediately after the completion date/time.

Work Ended
Next Service

The next service date will automatically be set to the number of months after
the Work Ended date as identified when creating the Stock Type (See Section
5.1.6.Stock Types) associated with this equipment item. It can be overridden if
required.

Date Picked Up

Enter the date the customer picked up the item when work was complete

Int. Pressure Before

This applies only to regulators.

Int. Pressure After
Instructions / Fault

Enter a description of the work required. You can enter up to 255 characters

Action Taken

Enter a description of the work carried out to service/repair the equipment

Sent Repair to Name

If you need to send the equipment away to get it repaired enter the name and
address of its destination.

RMA #

Enter the return authorization or other identifying number for the item that was
sent away.

Date Sent

Enter the date it was sent
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Due Back

Enter the date it is due back

Actually Back

Enter the date it was actually received back.

Parts
Use the form to assign parts required for the service. You can search for Parts using the Search on the Cool Bar
or using the blue search fields above the Parts grid. The Stock Item Search box will be displayed. Double click
on items to add them to the parts list.
Qty

The number of units of the part in the parts list. When an item is selected, this
defaults to one. You can type in another amount if you choose. Each time you
double-click on the Stock Item in the Search box the quantity will be
incremented. If using a barcode reader the quantity is incremented during
multiple swipes.

Stock Item

A description of the Part. Corresponds to the invoice description defined in the
Stock Items (See Section 5.1.5.Stock Items).

Stock #

Indicates the unique stock number. The text is not editable.

Serial #

If you select a Part that requires a serial number as defined in Stock Items (See
Section 5.1.5.Stock Items), you will be prompted to identify the serial number
of the product by selecting it from the select serial number pop up list box.

If the serial number for the Part is not shown, you may add one using the New
Serial Number button.
The Part description in the parts list will be modified to reflect the serial
number of the item you have used.
Warranty #

If the part is under warranty, enter the warranty number. If you enter any
value here, the item will be marked with the Under Warranty Discount Band
when the service booking is added to an invoice in the Sales Module. This
makes the part free of charge to the customer.

Warranty Date

If the part is under warranty enter the warranty date

Stock Type

Indicates the category of the Part, for example, Wetsuit, Snorkel, etc. The text
is not editable.

Manufacturer

Indicates the manufacturer of the Part. The text is not editable.

Primary Color

Indicates the primary color of the Part if applicable. The text is not editable.
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Secondary Color

Indicates the secondary color of the Part if applicable. The text is not editable.

Size

Indicates the size of the Part if applicable. The text is not editable.

Unit Price

The price before tax of one unit of the Part. When an item is first added to the
shopping basket the unit price shown is the retail price before tax that you
defined in Stock Items.

Price

The price before tax of all units being purchased of the item. EVE calculates
the price based on quantity * unit price.

Tax

The amount of tax. EVE automatically calculates this based on the tax band of
the items Stock Type.

Total

The sum of price and tax for the item. EVE automatically calculates this.

Cost Price

The cost price of the item.

Tax Band

These values indicate the actual rate of tax for the tax band chosen

Tax Rate
Estimate

Enter the amount (pre tax) you expect to charge the customer

Labor

Enter the amount (pre tax) you will charge for labor

Handling

Enter the amount (pre tax) you will charge for handling

Parts

The total amount (pre-tax) of all parts used in the service booking is displayed.

Tax

The total amount of tax (from labor, handling and parts) is calculated and
displayed.

Total

The total amount of labor, handling, parts and tax is displayed. When this
Service Booking is sent to invoice, this is the amount that will be applied to the
Service Booking.

If the equipment item is a Cylinder (or more specifically, if the item’s stock type has a tick in the ‘Show Cylinder
Info’ box) then another tab will be visible called ‘Cylinder Specific Information. The information that appears on
this tab depends on your country, but the screenshot below shows the full tab. All entries are optional.
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12.1.3

Booking Rental Equipment for Service

Occasionally, you will need to book rental equipment for service, either to repair it or as part of your regular
service process. To do so, follow the same steps described in Creating a New Service Booking. You will identify
the customer as ‘.Rental. .Equipment.’ Only Equipment in your rental department will be available for booking.
As you book each piece of equipment, it will automatically be made unavailable for booking in the rental module
for the dates you set on the Service Booking. It will remain unavailable until the Work Ended date has been
reached.

12.1.4

Selling a Service Booking

See Selling Service Bookings (See Section 6.1.8.Selling Service Bookings) for information on this process. You can
initiate a service booking sale from the Sales Module (by selling an item with the stock type of Equipment
Servicing) or alternatively by creating a service booking and using the Send to New Invoice button on the service
booking form.
You can use the Awaiting Payment section on the Customer file (See Section 7.2.8.Adding Rental Data) to view
all Service bookings that have been completed and picked up but not yet sent to an Invoice. See Customers for
more information.
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13 RESORT RESERVATIONS
EVE now provides you the ability to book rooms for customers in your resort or to track resort reservations for
customers traveling to and from your location. Track customer arrival and departure dates to ensure smooth
check in and check out procedures. Book customers into specific rooms based on room availability. Sell Resort
Reservations in the Sales Module and track the profitability of your resort.

13.1 Resort Reservations
13.1.1

Creating a New Resort Reservation

Select the Resort Reservations Module in the Hierarchy or from the Module buttons. Select New Resort
Reservation from the Button Bar at the top of the form. The New Resort Reservation entry form will become
active. Note: if you don’t see the Resort Reservations module, you can turn it on as follows: click on the UI
button at the top right of the program and then click Open UI Config. Click on the EVE Form Nodes tab and put a
tick in the Resort Reservations box. Click Save.

General

Employee

If you selected Default Employee on New Records when Setting Data Entry
Options (See Section 4.3.9.Data Entry Options), the name of the currently
logged on employee will default here. Otherwise, no employee will be
defaulted.
Choose the employee completing this transaction from the pop up list box. The
pop up list box holds a list of all individuals that have been identified in
Employees (See Section 4.4.15.Employees).
If the employee you require is not shown in the pop up list box, you can add a
new Employee using the New Employee button in the pop up list box.

Customer

Enter the customer’s name here.
If you have selected Search by Typing First Name First when you defined
Customer Options (See Section 4.3.3.Customers Options), you would enter the
customer’s first name. Otherwise, enter the customer’s last name. As soon as
you begin typing, the Customer Search box will open allowing you to filter your
data and search more effectively for the customer making the purchase.
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If this is a new customer making a booking, click the New button on the Search
form and you will be able to Create a New Customer.
Invoice #

If this resort reservation was sold through an invoice, the related Invoice will be
listed here. Click on the
icon to open the invoice.

Arrival Due Date

Enter the date and time you expect the customer to arrive at your resort/hotel.

Arrival Due Time
Departure Due Date
Departure Due Time
Notes

Enter the date and time you expect the customer to depart from your
resort/hotel.
Enter any notes which you wish to track related to this customer’s resort
reservation.

Hotel Room

Hotel

Select the Hotel (See Section 4.4.20.Hotels) from the pop up list box. You may
wish to include only the hotel at your resort or all of the hotels which your
customer’s stay at.

Room #

If you defined specific rooms for the Hotel, this selection box will become
available. Select the room from the pop up list box.

Rate per Night

You will use this field to track hotel rates at resorts other than your own. This
field is for information purposes only and cannot be added to an invoice. To
charge your customers for a room, you will want to set up a Resort Reservation
stock type, specific stock items for each room type and use the Selling Resort
Reservations process.

Room Availability
To check the availability of a specific room, click the Availability button.
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All of the rooms that match the selected hotel are displayed. Availability for the current month is displayed.
Rooms that are booked will be marked with the customer’s last name. Rooms that are available are blank.
Use the scroll bar at the bottom of the screen to see additional dates within the current month. Use the
Forward and Backward buttons on the bottom right of the screen to move the calendar to future (or past)
months. Alternatively, you can select the Year and the Month you wish to view from the drop down list boxes.
You can identify the specific Room Type or change the Hotel is you choose.
Use the New Booking button to quickly add another booking.

Actual Dates

Actual Check In Date
Actual
Time

Check

Enter the date and time the customer actually arrived at your resort/hotel.

In

Actual
Date

Check

Out

Actual
Time

Check

Out

Enter the date and time the customer actually checked out of your resort/hotel.
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Flight

Flight Arrival Date

Enter the date and time of the customer’s arrival flights

Flight Arrival Time
Flight
Date

Departure

Flight
Time

Departure
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Enter the date and time of the customer’s departure flights.

14 MANAGING STAFF TASKS
EVE provides a number of tools that you can use to manage your staff members and ensure they are both
productive and effective. Use EVE to schedule staff members for work at your dive center as well as to assign
them to courses and to trips. Assign tasks to staff members and send reminders to their desktops. Schedule
follow up contact with customers and assign contacts to specific staff members.

14.1 Staff Schedules
Load the Employee Schedule Wizard in one of the following ways:
❖ Right click on a day in the Calendar and then select New Employee Schedule on the pop up menu
❖ Right click on an existing employee schedule in the Calendar and then select Properties on the pop up menu.
The form shown below is loaded so you can create a new employee schedule and assign times and locations, etc.

Staff Schedule

Staff Member

Choose the staff member from the pop up list box.

Date

Enter a date using the Calendar control.

Start Time

Enter the Start and End times.

End Time
Location

Optionally, pick the Location at which the staff member will be working.

Notes

Optionally, enter any Notes relating to the staff member’s schedule

Recurrence

Once you have set up a schedule that closely or exactly matches your ongoing
needs, click the Recurrence button to generate multiple schedules.
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You can create a recurring schedule on a Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly basis.
Select the option that most closely matches your recurrence, select a starting
on and ending on date. The schedule and all of the data you have attached to it
will be duplicated using the dates you defined.

14.2 Desktop
Each staff member is assigned their own desktop in the Desktop Module. The desktop includes today’s tasks and
contact calls. A summary of the staff member’s sales and any messages that the staff member should read is
displayed.

14.2.1

Assigning Tasks

EVE offers a powerful feature to help you manage staff member tasks. You can schedule specific tasks that need
to be completed. The proposed date/time, actual date/time and employee responsible can be logged.
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Tasks

Task Type

Select the Task Type from the pop up list box. If the task type you require is
not displayed, you can click the New button on the pop up list box to create a
new task type.

Employee

Enter the name of the Employee responsible for the contact call. The name of
the logged on employee will default.

Status

Select the Status of the task. Generally, new tasks will have a status of Not
Started. As employees progress on a task, they can change the status to
Started, Completed or Void. You can add new task statuses on the pop up list
box.

Due Date

Enter the date you want the task to be completed. You can enter a specific
start and end time if you choose.

Start Time
End Time
Actual Date
Start Time

Employees will track the actual date the task is completed along with a start
and end time if appropriate. You can use these dates to monitor employee
effectiveness.

End Time
Notes

Enter any Notes related to the task.

Reminder Date

Enter the Date and Time to send a reminder for the employee. You set a
period for EVE 5 to Check for Reminders when Setting EVE Options (See
Section 4.3.1.EVE Options).

Reminder Time
PCs
where
Reminder should be
Shown

Select the PC Where the Reminder Should be Shown. If the employee works at
multiple locations or if you have multiple PCs at your location, you may choose
to Add All. Otherwise you can click the Add button and Remove buttons to
select one or more PCs.

EVE will check for reminders on a periodic basis. When the reminder time comes up, you will get an alarm clock
sound - if you Enabled Sounds when Setting EVE Options (See Section 4.3.1.EVE Options) and a visual reminder at
the PCs you selected earlier.
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When you click on the Reminder screen, a list of all Reminders is displayed. If you do not select the Reminder
screen – the alarm will sound again every minute.

Employee

The Employee responsible for the task is displayed.

Reminder
Date/Time

The Date and Time of the reminder is displayed.

Type

The Type of task to be made is displayed.

Description

The follow up action required is displayed.

Notes

Any Notes associated with the task are displayed.

You can choose Snooze button to have the Reminder pop up again at a later time. Use the Dismiss button to
close the reminder permanently.
If you Double-click on the reminder detail form will be loaded.

Recurrence
Once you have set up a task that closely or exactly matches your ongoing needs, click the Recurrence button to
generate multiple tasks.

You can create a recurring task on a Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly basis. Select the option that most closely
matches your recurrence, select a starting on and ending on date. The task and all of the data you have
attached to it will be duplicated using the dates you defined.
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14.2.2

Assigning Contact Calls

EVE offers a powerful feature to help you connect with your customers. You can schedule contact calls or emails
that will be made to customers. For example, a call could be scheduled to follow up on a continuing education
interest expressed by the client. The proposed date/time, actual date/time and employee responsible can be
logged. Contact Calls are fully described in Customers (See Section 7.Customers).

14.2.3

Tracking Sales

The Sales section of the staff desktop provides the opportunity for employees to review their sales for a
specified period.

All sales in the period are listed along with the individual amounts of the sales. The total items sold and the
total value of the sales (including taxes) is displayed in the status bar. Set targets for employees and they can
review their sales to see how they are tracking!

14.2.4

Sending/Receiving Messages

Create a new message by using the Message option under File / New / Desktop.

Message

From

The message will be created by the logged on employee.
edited.

This cannot be

To

Select the name of the employee for whom the message is for.

Received

When the employee opens the message, EVE will automatically populate the
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Received field with the system date and time.
Message

Type the message for the employee.

Read/Unread

New messages are marked as unread. When the employee read the message,
he or she can mark it as read so it will no longer appear in the Reminders list.

14.2.5

Managing Reminders

Reminders for Contact Calls and Tasks will be automatically sent by EVE to the identified computer. Employees
may choose to review reminders at any time by selecting Reminders from the View menu.

Employee

The Employee responsible for the task is displayed.

Reminder
Date/Time

The Date and Time of the reminder is displayed.

Type

The Type of task to be made is displayed.

Description

The follow up action required is displayed.

Notes

Any Notes associated with the task are displayed.

You can choose Snooze to have the Reminder pop up again at a later time. Use the Dismiss button to close the
reminder permanently.
If you Double-click on the reminder the detail form will be shown.

14.3 Clock On/Off
You may ask your employees to clock on and off to indicate their arrival and departure time from work. This is
especially effective if you pay your employees based on hours worked. The Clock On option allows employees to
mark their arrival without actually logging on to EVE (which may change the user privileges on the system).
When an employee clock’s on or off by using the Clock On or Clock Off option under the File menu, the Clock On
screen is displayed.

Employees can clock on using their password or swipe card. The logged on user is not updated.
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The following form is created in the background and can be reviewed in the Calendar.

You can use this to examine the times that your employees clocked on and off. When a user clocks on to the
system in the morning, a new record is added specifying the user name and clock on time. The clock off time is
left blank. When the user clocks off (using the clock off menu option) the Clock Off time is entered. You can
run the Attendance report (See Section 18.2.7.Admin Reports) to see total attendance times for each employee
in the period you request.
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15 CALENDAR
Load the calendar by clicking on the Calendar icon

on the main screen or by clicking View then Calendar.

The calendar lets you view and create courses, trips, staff work schedules, hours worked, tasks, resort
reservations and contact calls using a familiar calendar month view. Each colored block on the calendar
represents one appointment. An appointment may be a course module, or one day of a trip or one block of
scheduled work for an employee.
You can move between months using the year and month pop up list boxes or by clicking on the left and right
arrows to move to the previous and next month respectively. You can return to the current month by clicking on
the This Month button.
Click on the padlock to unlock the calendar. Once unlocked, you can reschedule appointments by dragging them
to a different day using your mouse.
If you right click on an appointment box the appointments menu will pop up. If you right click on the calendar
background the calendar menu will pop up.
Print the calendar by clicking on the Print button. This will print to your default windows printer.
Once you have selected what information to show on the Calendar you can filter the information by using the
Filter buttons at the bottom of the screen.
Click on each button to show or hide
associated data from the display. Each button has a yellow background if that type of data is currently turned
on and displayed on the calendar, otherwise it has a gray background.

In addition to the main Calendar, you can turn on one or more Day Views.
information about the day selected on the main Calendar.
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These show more detailed

Different views can be set up to show different information in each view. E.g. below, EVE has been configured
to show Courses, Charters and Tasks side-by-side in different Day Views.

…and below, Day-Views have been configured for individual Staff Members.
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15.1 Calendar Settings
15.1.1

Setting up the Calendar

Click the Settings button at the bottom of the screen to change which information will appear in the Calendar
and how that information looks - for example, you could show only courses, or only appointments involving a
certain employee, or location, etc.

General
There are several sections on the General tab of the Settings form:
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Information to Show

Put a check mark in one or more of the boxes to make that information appear
in the Calendar. For example, you could put a check mark in the Show Courses
and Show Trips boxes to make courses and trips appear in the calendar but not
employee schedules, etc.

Day Views

Count: Set the Count to zero if you do not want to see the Day View control.
Otherwise, enter a value greater than zero to show that many Day View
controls. Each Day View could be configured to show different information.
E.g. you could have one showing Courses on the selected day, and one showing
Trips. Alternatively, you could have one showing information relating to
employee John Smith and another showing information for Mary Jones.
Total Width: this is the combined width of all Day Views.
Minimum Width: If you resize the main Calendar, the Day Views will resize as
well to fit the available space. The Minimum Width indicates the smallest width
that each Day View will size to.
Synch when Scrolling: If multiple Day Views are shown and this box is checked,
when you scroll one Day View, they will all scroll together – i.e. they will all
show the same time of day.
Time Period: Choose one of the time periods from 5 to 30 minutes. The day will
be broken down into slots of that period. E.g. if you need to schedule
appointments down to the nearest 15 minutes, choose 15.
Header: One row will appear in the Header section for each Day View. You can
click onto the Row and then click again to put the row into Edit mode so you
can change the text that will appear above that Day View in the Calendar. E.g.
the first header may be ‘Courses’ and the second ‘Trips’, or the first header
may be ‘John Smith’ and the second ‘Mary Jones’. If you leave the default
header name (i.e. DayView1, DayView2, etc.) the selected date will appear in
the Day View’s header when it is shown in the Calendar.

Start of the Week

By default, the Calendar will show the week starting on Sunday (i.e. Sunday will
be in the first column). You can change which day will appear in the first
column by selecting that day in the ‘Start of Week’ pop up list box.
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Calendar Height

You can set the default height of each Day in the Calendar form by choosing the
Fixed Height option and typing the new height (in pixels) into the box. If you
type a height value that results in later days of the month falling off the bottom
of the screen, you can use your mouse to drag the Calendar down to make those
days visible.
If you choose Scale to Fit, EVE will set the height of the Days so each one is on
display.

Calendar Width

You can set the default width of each Day in the Calendar form by choosing the
Fixed Width option and typing the new width (in pixels) into the box. If you
type a width value that results in days falling off the right hand side of the
screen, you can use your mouse to drag the Calendar to the right to make those
days visible.
If you choose Scale to Fit, the Days will automatically size themselves so each
one is on display.

Colored Boxes

Change the value of the Height box to change the height of each colored
appointment box in the Calendar.
An alternative (and easier way) to change the box height is, on the Calendar
itself, to drag your mouse over the lower portion of an appointment. The cursor
will change into a 2-headed arrow. Click and hold down the Left Mouse button
and then drag the mouse up or down. The box will resize accordingly. Release
the Left Mouse button when the box is the required height. All boxes in the
Calendar will resize to be the same height.
Change the value of the Font box to change the font size used on each
appointment label.
If there are too many appointments on one day to fit, a set of scroll bars will be
displayed at the top of the day box. Click on this to scroll across to see more
appointments.

Courses
Use the Courses tab to further filter which courses will be displayed in the Calendar – for example, you could set
it temporarily to only show Complete Open water courses that involved a particular employee, etc.
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There are several sections on the Courses tab of the Settings form:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Start Date Only

By default, the Calendar will show one appointment box for each module
comprising a course – for example, for an open water course you would see one
box for the Induction lecture, one for Classroom Session 1, one for Classroom
Session 2, one for Confined Water Session 1, etc. If you only want to see one
appointment box that marks the start date of the whole course, put a check
mark in the “Start Date Only” box.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want each course type to appear in a different
color so that, for example, Open Water courses appear with a red background
and Advanced Open Water courses appear with a green background.
Alternatively, you may want all course modules being taught in Classroom 1 to
appear in yellow, whilst those in Classroom 2 to appear in blue. Alternatively,
you may want courses with places (spaces) available to show in green and those
that are full in red. Choose how you want the color change to occur by
selecting the corresponding option in the Color Change section.

Completion

By default, the Calendar will show courses whether they are complete or not. If
you only want to see Complete courses, click on the Complete option in the
Completion section. If you only want to see incomplete courses, click on the
Incomplete option.

Course Type

By default, the Calendar will show courses of all types. You may want to
change this behavior so that, for example, only Open Water courses are shown,
or Open Water and Advanced courses, but no others. Put a check mark against
each Course Type that you want to appear.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show courses regardless of who the instructor is.
You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only courses being
taught by a particular instructor or group of instructors are shown. Put a check
mark against each Instructor whose courses you want to appear.
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Locations

By default, the Calendar will show courses regardless of what location they are
held at. You may want to change this behavior so that only courses being held
at a specific location(s) are shown.

One important point to Note and this relates to all types of data on the Calendar, not just Courses: if one or
more Day Views are turned on, you will see a tab for each Day View in the Filters section on the right hand side
of the Settings form. You can set different filters for each Day View on display. The Filter criteria work based
on the criteria defined on the main Filters tab. I.e. if the Filters tab is restricted to show only Open Water
Courses, then the Day Views will also only show Open Water Courses – and you may further restrict the Day Views
then e.g. so the first Day View only shows OW courses for staff member 1 and the second Day View only shows
OW courses for staff member 2.

Trips
Use the Trips tab to further filter which trips will be displayed in the Calendar – for example, you could set it
temporarily to only show incomplete trips to Aruba, etc.

There are several sections on the Trips tab of the Settings form:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want trips to each Destination to appear in a
different color so that, for example, Cayman Brac trips appear with a red
background and Cozumel trips appear with a green background. Alternatively,
you may want trips with places (spaces) available to show in green and those
that are full in red. Choose how you want the color change to occur by
selecting the corresponding option in the Color Change section.

Completion

By default, the Calendar will show trips whether they are complete or not. If
you only want to see Complete trips, click on the Complete option in the
Completion section. If you only want to see incomplete trips, click on the
Incomplete option.

Destinations

By default, the Calendar will show trips to all Destinations. You may want to
change this behavior so that, for example, only trips to Cayman Brac are shown,
or Cayman Brac and Grand Cayman trips, but no others. Put a check mark
against each Destination that you want to appear.
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Boats

By default, the Calendar will show trips on all Boats. You may want to change
this behavior so that, for example only trips on your boats are shown and not
those on any charter operator that you hire. Put a check mark against each Boat
that you want to appear.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show trips regardless of which employees are
attending. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only
trips being attended by a particular employee or group of employees are
shown. Put a check mark against each Employee whose trips you want to
appear.

Staff Schedules
Use the Staff Schedules tab to further filter which schedules (i.e. scheduled work hours) will be displayed in the
Calendar – for example, you could set it temporarily to only show those relating to a particular employee and/or
location, etc.

There are several sections:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want scheduled work periods for each
employee to appear in a different color so that, for example, Peter Smith’s
schedule appears with a red background and Mandy Jones’ schedule appears
with a green background. Alternatively, you may want all schedules occurring
in Classroom 1 to appear in yellow, whilst those in Classroom 2 to appear in
blue. Choose how you want the color change to occur by selecting the
corresponding option in the Color Change section.

Staff Members

By default, the Calendar will show all employee work schedules regardless of
who the employee is. You may want to change this behavior so that, for
example, only the schedule of a particular employee or group of employees is
shown. Put a check mark against each Employee whose schedules you want to
appear.
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Locations

By default, the Calendar will show work schedules regardless of the Location.
You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only work schedules
in Classroom 1 are shown, or Classrooms 1 and 2, but no others. Put a check
mark against each Location that you want to appear.

Hours Worked
Use the Hours Worked tab to further filter which information will be displayed in the Calendar – for example, you
could set it temporarily to only show those hours worked by a particular employee.

There are several sections:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want hours for each employee to appear in a
different color so that, for example, Peter Smith’s hours appear with a red
background and Mandy Jones’ hours appears with a green background.
Alternatively, you may want all hours worked in one store to appear in yellow,
whilst those in another store appear in blue. Choose how you want the color
change to occur by selecting the corresponding option in the Color Change
section.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show all employee hours regardless of who the
employee is. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only
the hours of a particular employee or group of employees is shown. Put a check
mark against each Employee whose hours you want to appear.

Store

By default, the Calendar will show hours worked regardless of the Store. You
may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only hours worked at
Store 1 are shown, or Store 1 and 2, but no others. Put a check mark against
each Store that you want to appear.

Tasks
Use the Tasks tab to further filter which tasks will be displayed in the Calendar – for example, you could set it
temporarily to only show Complete Inventory Count tasks that involved a particular employee, etc.
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There are several sections:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want tasks for each employee to appear in a
different color so that, for example, Peter Smith’s tasks appear with a red
background and Mandy Jones’ tasks appear with a green background.
Alternatively, you may want all tasks of one type to appear in yellow, whilst
those of another in blue. Choose how you want the color change to occur by
selecting the corresponding option in the Color Change section.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show all employee tasks regardless of who the
employee is. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only
the tasks of a particular employee or group of employees are shown. Put a
check mark against each Employee whose tasks you want to appear.

Types

By default, the Calendar will show all tasks regardless of what type of task it is.
You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only tasks
associated with the store operations are shown or those associated with
teaching and running trips are shown. Put a check mark against each Type of
task you want to appear.

States

By default, the Calendar will show all tasks regardless of what state the task is
in (i.e. Complete, Incomplete). You may want to change this behavior so that,
for example, only incomplete tasks are shown. Put a check mark against each
task State you want to appear.

Contact Calls
Use the Contact Calls tab to further filter which scheduled contact calls will be displayed in the Calendar – for
example, you could set it temporarily to only show incomplete calls scheduled for a particular employee, etc.
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There are several sections:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want contact calls for each employee to
appear in a different color so that, for example, Peter Smith’s contact calls
appear with a red background and Mandy Jones’ contact calls appears with a
green background. Alternatively, you may want all contact calls of one action
type to appear in yellow, whilst those of another in blue. Choose how you want
the color change to occur by selecting the corresponding option in the Color
Change section.

Completion

By default, the Calendar will show contact calls whether they are complete or
not. If you only want to see Complete contact calls, click on the Complete
option in the Completion section. If you only want to see incomplete contact
calls, click on the Incomplete option.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show contact calls regardless of which employees
are responsible. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example,
only contact calls associated with a particular employee or group of employees
are shown. Put a check mark against each Employee whose contact calls you
want to appear.

Actions

By default, the Calendar will show all contact calls regardless of what action is
required. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only
callbacks are shown. Put a check mark against each contact call Action you
want to appear.

Contact Methods

By default, the Calendar will show all contact calls regardless of what method is
required. You may want to change this behavior so that, for example, only
phone calls are shown. Put a check mark against each contact call Method you
want to appear.

Resort Reservations
Use the Resort Reservations tab to further filter which bookings will be displayed in the Calendar – for example,
you could set it temporarily to only show those bookings at the Hilton, etc.
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There are several sections:
Include in Caption

Put a tick in a box in this section if you want the associated data to appear in
each colored appointment box in the Calendar.

Color Change

You can decide how you want the colors to look on appointment boxes in the
Calendar. For instance, you may want resort reservations at each Hotel to
appear in a different color so that, for example, Hilton resort reservations
appear with a red background and Radisson resort reservations appear with a
green background. Alternatively, you may want resort reservations taken by
Peter Jones shown in red while those booked by Mary Smith are shown in blue.
Choose how you want the color change to occur by selecting the corresponding
option in the Color Change section.

Hotels

By default, the Calendar will show resort reservations at all Hotels. You may
want to change this behavior so that, for example, only resort reservations at
the Hilton are shown, or Hilton and Radisson resort reservations, but no others.
Put a check mark against each Hotel that you want to appear.

Employees

By default, the Calendar will show resort reservations regardless of which
employees made the booking. You may want to change this behavior so that,
for example, only resort reservations booked by a particular employee or group
of employees are shown. Put a check mark against each Employee whose resort
reservations you want to appear.

15.2 Calendar Views
15.2.1

Adding Calendar Appointments

To add information to the calendar, you can:
❖ Right mouse click on any date and select New (course, trip, day trip, etc) from the pop up option box. A
new data item will be started and the start date will default to the date you right mouse clicked on.
❖ Double-click on an item of the same type (to open the item) and select New at the bottom of the pop up
form. For example, you can select an existing course on the Calendar and click the New Course button at
the bottom of the form to create a new one.
❖ Create a new data item from the appropriate module. For example, you can open the Trips module and
create a new trip. It will automatically be added to the calendar.
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To edit information on the calendar, you can:
❖ Double-click on an item to open the item and edit the information directly in the pop up form.
❖ Find the data item from the appropriate module. For example, you can open the Trips module and find a
specific trip. Any edits you make will be automatically displayed on the calendar.
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15.2.2

Calendar Menus

Calendar Menu
Right click on the Calendar’s background to show the Calendar menu.

New …

The top 8 items are covered above.

Paste

Click on Paste after copying an existing appointment to copy it to another day.
For example, you could create a course and then right click on it in the
Calendar, click Copy, then right click on a different day in the Calendar and
click Paste. An exact copy of the course will be created starting on that day.

Export

Data from the Calendar can be exported. When you click Export, the following
form will be displayed:

Use the CSV option to create a Comma Separated file containing the calendar
information. This is in a suitable format for importing into Microsoft Outlook.
You could therefore use the Settings form to filter the calendar data to only
show information relating to a particular employee, export the information to
CSV and email the resulting file to the employee so he can import it into his
Outlook schedule.
Use the HTML option to create a file suitable for adding to your web site. For
instance, you could use the Settings form to filter the calendar data to only
show course and trip information, export it to HTML and add it to the web site
so people can see your schedule. In addition, you can export to HTML and then
use your browser’s print option to print a hard copy of the calendar.
Event Planner

Right click on a day that contains course or trip appointments and then click
Event Planner to load those appointments onto the Event Planner. For
example, if you have multiple boats at your resort, you could use this option to
quickly load all of tomorrow’s day trips/charters onto the Event Planner so you
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can assign divers to the appropriate boat.
Refresh

This option reloads all appointments for the current month onto the Calendar.
You will only usually need to use this if you use EVE on multiple PCs and a user
on a different PC has created a new course, trip, etc. while you already have
the Calendar open. Click Refresh to make that new course/trip appear. Note:
every time the Calendar is loaded and every time you display a different month
in the Calendar, an automatic refresh is performed so you will rarely need to
use this option.

Locked

Most appointments can be dragged from one day to another. For instance, if
you have created an Employee Schedule for an employee and they cannot make
it on that day, you can drag the schedule (by clicking and holding down the Left
Mouse button on the appointment and dragging it) to a different day.
Appointments can only be dragged once the Calendar has been Unlocked. Click
on this option so that no tick appears next to it to unlock. This is the same as
clicking on the Padlock icon at the bottom left of the Calendar.

Settings

This option does the same as clicking on the Settings button.

Appointment Menu
Right click on an appointment in the Calendar to show the Appointment menu.

Click Open to open the detail form for the appointment.
Click Copy and then right click on the Calendar background on a different day and Paste to
create a duplicate of the appointment on a different day.
Click Print to print the appointment using one of the print layouts.
Click Delete to delete the appointment – you will need the requisite privilege before EVE will
allow this.

15.2.3

Calendar Button Bar

At the bottom of the Calendar is a bar with useful buttons on it. Click on the House icon to
show the standard Windows menu so you can switch between open forms. Click the Options
icon to show a popup menu that lets you save the size and position of the Calendar, open the
Event Planner and Save the Store View (this is only applicable if you have multiple stores – it
lets you save whether information from all stores or just the current store should be displayed
in the Calendar). Click the padlock icon to lock/unlock the Calendar. Once unlocked, you can
drag appointments about using your mouse to reschedule them. Click the printer icon to print
the calendar. Click the Star (Defaults) icon to save or retrieve a set of Calendar settings. In
this way you could have one set of Defaults that shows a Day View for each Employee and
another set of Defaults that only shows one Day View. You can quickly switch between the
views using the Defaults button.
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16 LESSON GUIDES
16.1 Introduction
If you have purchased one or more Modular Lesson Guides from PADI you can run them using
the Lesson Guides module.

The list shows all course types that have a check mark in MLG? in the Course Types section of
the Data Module (See Section 4.4.8.Course Types). Double click on a course type or right click
on it and click Open MLG Folder.

Lesson Guides

If you identified an MLG folder in Course Types, it will be displayed here. Otherwise, you can
search for the folder by browsing your desktop.
The list box shows all MLG files in the folder. To show all files (not just MLG files) select Show
All Files instead of Show MLG Files. To play an MLG, double click it or select it and click Play.
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17 LINKS
17.1 Introduction
You can use the Links Module to get quick access to your supplier’s websites. If you have
identified a web address for a supplier (See Section 5.1.7.Suppliers), it will be displayed here.
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18 REPORTING
18.1 Print Layouts
Click Tools then Print Layouts on the main EVE form to change the formatting and contents of
your print outs throughout EVE. For example, you can change how your invoices, gift
certificates, quotes, rental bookings, etc. are printed. You can add/remove fields, change the
font, colors, positions, add graphics, lines, etc.

18.1.1

Selecting a Print Layout

Choose the Print Layout you want to change from the pop up list box. Each of these Print
Layouts come pre-defined with EVE and can be customized for your use. You can also create
your own layouts if you have a specific reporting requirement.

When you click the OK button, the Layout form is loaded showing the print layout you
selected.
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18.1.2

Modifying the Print Layout

Layout

On the right of the form is a graphical representation of the print layout. Each turquoise box
(called a ‘field’ in this description) represents a placeholder for an item of data on the report.
For example, in the Course Timetable layout shown above, the CoName field represents how
your Company Name will appear when a Course Timetable is printed. You can change the
location of the field by clicking and holding down the Left Mouse button on the CoName box
and then dragging the mouse. Release the Left Mouse button when you have reached the new
position. When you next print a Course Timetable, the company name will print at the new
location. Similarly, you can change other ‘properties’ of each field. The properties are
described below. Fields can be made ‘active’ by clicking on them with your mouse. The active
field has black squares at its extremities. In the figure above, the Title field is active. You can
resize it by using the mouse to drag the black squares. Properties of the active field are shown
in the Field Properties section on the left of the form, for example, Font Size, Alignment, etc.
There are 6 different types of field that can appear on the layout:
Label

When the report is printed, Label text appears just as it does on the layout. In
the figure above, examples of Labels are ‘Course #’ and ‘Start Date’. You can
add as many Labels to your layout as you like.

Text

Each Text field on a layout corresponds to a specific piece of information that
EVE can print to the report. In the figure above, most fields are Text fields.
When the Course Timetable described by the layout in the figure is printed, EVE
replaces the ‘Module’ field with the actual name of the Module – for example,
Classroom Session 1. The Module field describes how the module name will look
(i.e. it describes the font size, position, etc).
New Text fields cannot be added to the layout. EVE must know how to
‘translate’ each field – i.e. it needs to know what data to replace the field
with. For example, there is no point in being able to create a ‘Customer Salary’
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field, as that type of data is not captured by EVE.
Graphic

You can add as many graphic fields to the layout as you like. A graphic field
can be used to print your logo(s) or other static images. Each one can be as
large or small as you like. Each graphic field must have a corresponding graphic
file. There is one graphic field shown in the figure above displaying an image of
EVE.

ImageFile

In some report layouts, you can add image files. These will display different
images depending on which record is being printed. For example, if you print a
customer record, you could add an ImageFile so the customer’s image will be
printed.

Line

You can add as many horizontal lines to the layout as you like. These can be
used to separate different sections of the report. Lines can be 1 pixel high if
you want to underline a section, or can be resized to a fixed height to, for
example, put a border around some other text.

Ask Prompt

You can position Ask fields on the layout. When a report is printed, EVE will
prompt you and you can enter some text at that time that will appear on the
print out. The text is not saved anywhere – just printed. You could use this for
ad-hoc information that is unknown until print time.

SQL

You can position SQL fields on the layout. When a report is printed, EVE will
run the SQL and print the results at the location of the SQL box. Only one value
can be returned by the SQL. The SQL can reference other fields on the Layout,
e.g. the following SQL would print the stock type of each stock item that
appears on a Receipt.
SELECT Top 1 STStockTypeTx FROM T_STStockType INNER JOIN T_SIStockItem ON STStockTypeID =
SIStockTypeID WHERE SIStockNoTx='[StockNo]'

To set the SQL, create a SQL box and then right click on it and click Edit SQL.
The layout is broken into different ‘sections’. Each section has a name at its top in double
brackets, for example <<Report Header>>, <<Page Header>>, etc. Each section governs where
on the report, the field(s) contained on it, are printed. Commonly used sections are described
here.
Report Header

All fields that are in the <<Report Header>> section are printed at the top of
the first page of the report. If the report extends to 2 or more pages, the
report header fields only appear on page 1. You might want to put a report
title and print date in the Report Header.

Page Header

All fields that are in the ‘Page Header’ section are printed on every page of the
report. On page 1, the Page Header fields are printed beneath the Report
Header fields. On subsequent pages, the Page Header fields are printed at the
top of the page. You might want to put column titles in the Page Header
section.

Line Items

All fields that are in the ‘Line Items’ section are printed beneath the fields in
the Page Header section. This section contains the ‘detail’ of the report – for
example, the individual line items on the quote. The section will be printed
continuously (so that one line item prints beneath another) until all line items
on the quote have been printed. If the bottom of the page is reached, the
section will continue where it left off on page 2, then page 3, etc. Of course,
on subsequent pages the Page Header will first be printed, and then the Line
Items. You might want to put fields representing the Item Description,
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Quantity, etc. in the Line Items section.
Page Footer

Fields in the ‘Page Footer’ section will be printed at the bottom of every page.
You might want to put Page Number, etc. in the Page Footer section.

Report Footer

Fields in the Report Footer section will be printed beneath the Grand Total.

Other sections may be used depending on which print layout you are viewing.
Beware when dragging fields from one section to another. For instance, it would make no
sense to drag the Title Text field into the Line Items section as this would force the report title
to print once for every line item on the print-out. Usually, you would only want to move fields
between the Report Header, Page Header, Page Footer and Report Footer sections.
To the left of the layout area are the Layout and Field Properties tabs. The Layout tab shows
which print layout you are modifying and the type of report it relates to – both are read-only.
You can have multiple print layouts defined for a single report type – for instance the ‘Invoice’
report type has 2 layouts defined by default called Receipt (A4) and Receipt (Paper Roll 3”).
You can choose which layout to use when you print an invoice. The Paper Size field can be
used to indicate the type of paper the report is intended for – when you change the value you
will see the dimensions of the layout section change. Click on the button to show the pop up
list of available sizes. If the size you use is not listed, click on the New Paper Size button on
the popup list to add it. The Default Destination field indicates how the report will be printed
by default, i.e. whether the default behavior is to send it to the Printer, the Screen, Microsoft
Word or Email. Most reports will use the Printer option, but you could use the Screen option if
you usually just need to see the report on screen and don’t need a hard copy. If you need to
save the report to a file, consider using the Microsoft Word option. Some reports may be
emailed by default – for instance, if most of your account holders have an email address, you
may choose to email them the monthly account statements.
Set a value for the Default # of Copies if you wish. The default value is 1 but some reports may
work better if you increase the value. For example, when printing receipts you may want to
print one copy for the customer and one for your records.
Put a check mark in the Landscape box if you want the report to print across the page, so it is
wider than it is high. Otherwise the report will print in Portrait form, higher than it is wide.
Use the Zoom option to make the layout on the right hand side of the form smaller or larger.
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Field Properties

When you make a field active by clicking on it, all properties of the field are shown in this
frame. Different field types have different properties:
Property

Applies To

Description

Section

All Field Types

Read-Only: this indicates which section the field is
in. The value is updated by EVE if you drag a field
from one section to another.

Visible

All Field Types

Indicates whether the field will be visible when the
report is printed. You can choose to delete fields
(by making them active and then pressing the Delete
key on your keyboard – not recommended) or make
them invisible (recommended). Invisible fields still
show on the layout form (with a green background
rather than turquoise) so you can make them visible
again if you wish later.

Left

All Field Types

The horizontal offset from the left of the page where
the field will be printed. The units are measured in
hundredths of an inch. For example, if you are using
a paper size that is 4 inches wise for your receipts, a
field with a Left value of 200 will start printing in
the middle of the paper horizontally.

Top

All Field Types

The vertical offset from the top of the page where
the field will be printed. The units are measured in
hundredths of an inch, so if a field has a Top value of
100, the top will be printed an inch from the top of
your report.
Note:
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some printers do not print right up to the

edge of the paper so there may be a slight variation
in the offset.
Width

All Field Types

The width of the field in hundredths of an inch. If
the text in a Label or Text field does not fit in the
Width supplied, the text will be truncated unless the
Can Grow property is set – see below.

Height

All Field Types

The height of the field in hundredths of an inch.

Font

Label, Textbook

The font name, for example, Arial, Times New
Roman. You can choose from a list of all fonts
currently installed on your PC. Note: the print
layout is saved to the database and will be used to
print reports on all PCs on a network. You may have
a font installed on the PC where you save a new print
layout that is not installed on a different PC where
you print the report. In this case Windows will use
the nearest matching font that is installed on that
PC.

Size

Label, Textbook

The font size to use.

Format

Label, Textbook

Some text (for example, Phone numbers, and dates)
can be formatted to appear differently. For example
a date may be formatted to appear as ‘10 th January
2003’ or ‘10 Jan 03’, etc. You can specify a format
to apply to the field. Please contact EVE Diving if
you have a particular format you need to use.

Bold

Label, Textbook

Indicates whether the font will appear Bold or
Normal

Italic

Label, Textbox

Indicates whether the font will appear Italicized or
Normal.

Underlined

Label, Textbox

Indicates whether the font will be underlined

Can Grow

Label, Textbox

If this option is not checked, any text that does not
fit into the space allotted by the field width will be
truncated. If the option is checked the field will
expand in height so that all text can be shown. The
width will not be affected.

Align

Label, Textbox

This can be one of the following values:
❖ Left Aligned
❖ Right Aligned
❖ Center Aligned

Color

Label, Textbox, Line

Click on one of the color boxes to change the color
of the field.
Note: Line fields will always appear black on the
print layout form regardless of which color you click
on. However, when the report is printed the correct
color will be used
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Filename

Graphic

Indicates the filename of the graphic to show.

If you want to add a new field to the print layout, first click on the appropriate ‘tool’ in the
Toolbox and then move your mouse onto the layout to the right. Click and hold down the Left
Mouse button at the top left of the position you want the new field to appear. Drag the mouse
down and to the right and release the Left Mouse button at the bottom right position. A new
field will appear. You can then set its properties.
❖ To create a new Label field, use the
❖ To create a new Text field, use the
❖ To create a new Graphic field, use the
❖ To create a new Image field,

tool.
tool.
tool.

use the tool.

❖ To create a new Line field, use the

tool

The tool will stay active until you replace it with a different one. This means a new field will
be created each time you click on the layout area. To prevent this from happening click on the
Select tool
At the bottom of the form are 7 buttons:
Restore
Defaults

Factory

If you make a lot of changes to a layout and then realize you made a mistake
and want to start again, click this button. The default fields with default
properties will be reloaded from file.

Send to Back

If 2 or more fields overlap you can use this button to send the active field
behind all overlapping ones

Bring to Front

If 2 or more fields overlap you can use this button to bring the active field in
front of all overlapping ones

New Layout

Click this to create a new print layout. You will not usually need to do this. The
following screen will appear.

Report Type: Pick the report type from the popup list, e.g. Invoice, Rental
Booking, etc.
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Paper Size: Choose the size of paper the report will print on from the popup list
Default Destination: one of Email, Printer, Screen, Word for Windows
Default # of Copies: the default number of copies when printed
Sections: this lists the report sections that will be created when you save the
new record.
Open

Click this to open an existing print layout. EVE will prompt you to save changes
if you have made any.

Save

Click this to save any changes you have made to the print layout. The changes
are saved to the back end database and so will affect the printing of the
associated report on all PCs that use the database.

Save As

Click this to create a copy of the active layout with a different name.

Field Descriptions
CoAddress0

Report Header

Full company address. This is taken from data in
the Stores section of the Data Module

CoName

Report Header

Name of your store. This is taken from the
Stores section of the Data Module

CustAccRec

Report Header

Customer’s Accounts Receivable Balance i.e.
the amount owed by or to the customer

CustHomeAddress

Report Header

Customer’s address

CustName

Report Header

Customer name

CustTelHome

Report Header

Customer’s home phone number

Employee

Report Header

Employee responsible for the transaction

PrintDate

Report Header

Date the transaction was printed.

PrintDateTime

Report Header

Date and Time the transaction was printed

CoEMail

Page Footer

Your store’s email address. This is taken from
the Stores section of the Data Module

CoFax

Page Footer

Your stores Fax number. This is taken from the
Stores section of the Data Module

CoPhone

Page Footer

Your store’s telephone number. This is taken
from the Stores section of the Data Module

CoSlogan

Page Footer

A slogan to appear on the transaction. This can
be any text you like for example, As seen on TV
or No refunds, etc. This is taken from the Stores
section of the Data Module

CoWeb

Page Footer

Your store’s Web site address. This is taken
from the Stores section of the Data Module

Page <X>

Page Footer

Page number
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CoRegNo

Your store’s Company Registration number.
Taken from the Cost Centers section of the Data
Module

CoTaxRegNo

Your store’s Company Tax Registration number.
Taken from the Cost Centers section of the Data
Module

CoStoreNo

Your store’s PADI store number. Taken from the
Stores section of the Data Module

18.2 Reports
EVE comes pre-configured with a number of reports that you will find useful in managing your
business. These reports can be accessed from the Reports item under the File menu.

Select the report type you would like to access from the Reports list and click Show.

18.2.1

Sales Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
A/R Aging
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This report shows outstanding customer accounts receivable balances group into
time periods of 30 days (by default). You can use it to see at a glance which

customers have owed you money for an extended period of time.
Account Statements

This report shows the account history for all open accounts that have had
activity during the period you define.
Details include Purchases Made,
Payments Made, current amount due and payment due by date. You can send
this to account holders, for example, at the end of every month. The report
can be printed and sent through the post or emailed straight from EVE.

Charts

This report lets you produce Bar and Pie charts for all sales in a specified period
– i.e. not just for a particular stock type, manufacturer or stock item

Commission Detail
Report

This report shows details of the invoices that contribute to the commission
earned by an employee that you select. Details listed are date/time, invoice
number, customer, net sales, commissionable net sales (i.e. the sum of the
items on the invoice after the commission rate applicable for each stock item
has been applied).

Commission Report
(Net Sales)

This lists all employees, the net sales each has been responsible for and the
total commission due. Each employee and each stock item has a Commission
Rate assigned to them. The Net Sales Commission figure is calculated by the
following formula:
(Employee commission rate) * (Stock Item commission rate) * (Price at which the
Stock Item was sold [including any discounts applied]).
For example:
❖ Employee X has a Commission Rate of 5%
❖ Stock Item Y has a Commission Rate of 3%
❖ The Retail Price (before tax) of Stock Item Y is $100
❖ Employee X sells 2 units of Stock Item Y applying a 10% discount (i.e. the
price before tax = 2 * 90 = $180)
❖ Net Sales Commission due on the sale is (5/100 * 3/100 * 180) = $0.27
NOTE: Some customers are not ‘commissionable’. For example, if an employee
sells himself a wet suit he is probably not due any commission on the sale. See
Customers for more information (See Section 7.1.New Customer).

Commission Report
(Profit)

This report is very similar to the one above. However, instead of showing net
sales and the commission on those sales, it shows net profit and the commission
due on the profit.
You can choose which report to use when calculating
employee commission.
The Profit Commission figure is calculated by the following formula:
❖ (Employee commission rate) * (Stock Item commission rate) * (Net Profit).
Where Net Profit is calculated by the following formula:
❖ (Quantity sold) * [(Retail Price before tax) - (Cost Price before tax)]
For example:
❖ If the Cost Price of Stock Item Y is $50, the profit on the sale used in the
previous example is: (2 * [90 – 50]) = $80
❖ The Profit Commission due on the sale is (5/100 * 3/100 * 80) = $0.12

Creditors Debtors

The parameters and period section are ignored for this report. It lists all people
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Report

who owe, or who are owed, money.
Lines shown in red indicate money owed by the customer; lines in blue indicate
money owed to the customer. The Credit column indicates the amount (positive
values indicate money owed by the customer; negative values indicate money
owed to the customer).
By default, both creditors and debtors are shown. Uncheck either of the check
boxes at the bottom of the form to remove associated records from display.
Details of individual accounts are shown. Therefore, if a customer has two
accounts that both have a non-zero balance, two rows will be shown for that
customer.
Click the Export button to send the data to EVE’S standard Export module (See
Section 18.5.Exports). You might want to do this, for example, in order to
email debtors that payment is due.
Click Open to view details of the selected Account.

Excel Manufacturer
Report

Use this report to export sales data to Microsoft Excel for a fixed time period.
In Microsoft Excel you will get one worksheet for each Manufacturer whose
products you sold in the period. There will be one row for each invoice line
item. In addition, the first sheet will show a summary of the amounts on each
subsequent worksheet.

Excel Profit Center
Report

Use this report to export sales data to Microsoft Excel for a fixed time period.
In Microsoft Excel you will get one worksheet for each Profit Center in which
sales were made in the period. There will be one row for each invoice line
item. In addition, the first sheet will show a summary of the amounts on each
subsequent worksheet.

Excel Stock Type
Report

Use this report to export sales data to Microsoft Excel for a fixed time period.
In Microsoft Excel you will get one worksheet for each Stock Type in which sales
were made in the period. There will be one row for each invoice line item. In
addition, the first sheet will show a summary of the amounts on each
subsequent worksheet.

Open Invoices

Use this report to show a list of invoices put on an in-store account that are still
unpaid.

Payment Details
Report

This lists all payments made in the period, grouped by payment method. The
following information is shown: Payment Method, Number (i.e. check number,
credit card number, etc.), Invoice Number, Payment Type (always Regular
Payment in this version of EVE) and Amount.

Profit Center
Breakdown Report

This gives a summary of your sales in the period, broken down by Profit Center.
The report shows the net sales, tax, gross sales and COGS (Cost of Goods Sold)
for each Profit Center.
Profit Centers appear in the Memo section underneath the man report if they
have a checkmark in the Appear in Profit Center Breakdown Report’s Memo
Section box on the Profit Center form (See Section 5.1.4.Profit Centers).

Profit Center Detail
Report
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This report shows details of all items sold that fall within the profit center
selected in the date range selected. First select a profit center in the Profit
Center pop up list box, choose the date range you are interested in and then run
the report. Details shown are date, invoice number, stock type, stock item,
COGS (Cost of Goods Sold), price, tax and total. You can run the report without

first selecting a profit center, but be prepared for a lot of data!
Profit Center Tax
Report

This report shows taxable and non-taxable sales and tax collected for each tax
band by profit center for the time period you identify.

Sales By
Manufacturer
Report

This shows the net sales and Cost of Goods Sold in the period grouped by
Manufacturer

Sales By Stock Type
Report

This shows the net sales and Cost of Goods Sold in the period grouped by Stock
Type

Sales Summary
Report

Use this report to export sales data to Microsoft Excel for a fixed time period.
The data will include one row in Microsoft Excel for each stock item on file
(whether it was sold in the period or not). There is a column that indicates the
number of units of each stock item sold – it will be blank if none were sold.

Stock Type Tax
Report

This report shows taxable and non-taxable sales and tax collected for each tax
band by stock type for the time period you identify.

Till Reconciliation
Report

This gives a summary of the money taken in the period, broken down by
payment method. The report has 2 sections for payments (i.e. money taken on
invoices) and refunds (i.e. money paid on refunds).

Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Period

Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.
Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.
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Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

Cost Center

Choose a Cost Center from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen cost center is included in the report

Profit Center

Choose a Profit Center from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen profit center is included in the report

PC Name

Choose a PC Name from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen PC (i.e. point of sale) is included in the report

Employee

Choose an Employee from the pop up list box so that only sales created by the
chosen employee are included in the report

Show Pie Chart

Tick this option if you want to see a pie chart in addition to the raw numbers.
EVE will print the standard report first and then the pie chart.

Show Cash Drawer
Form

This is only applicable to the Till Reconciliation report. If you put a check mark
in the box and then run the Till Reconciliation report, EVE will prompt you to
enter the number of bills in the cash drawer of each denomination.

One column will be shown in the grid for each PC that has a check mark in the
Cash Drawer Attached checkbox on the PC form (See Section 4.4.27.PCs).
EVE will write these values to the report.

Customers
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This option is not available for all reports. Use the Add Customer button if you only want to
include the sales of specific customers in the report. Highlight a customer and click the
Remove Customer button to exclude a previously selected customer from the report. To
review or edit customer information, click the Open Customer button. If no customers are in
the list, sales information for all customers is included in the report.

18.2.2

Customers Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Best Customers
Certifications
Date Range

This report shows your top purchasers for a specified time period.
purchases, gross purchases, email and phone number are included.
in

Net

All customers who have participated in a course during a specified time period
are displayed along with the course type and number, the certification date,
the instructor and the status.
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Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Period

Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.
Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.

Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

Top Customers

Identify how many customers you want to appear in the report results (Available
only for Best Customers). For example, if you want to see your best 100
customers, enter the number 100.

18.2.3

Courses Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Course Details
Report

This report is similar to the Course Report below except that is also lists each
customer registered on the courses.

Course Report

This report lists all courses that are taking place between 2 dates that you
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provide. You can choose to run the report for a particular instructor or for all
instructors. You can also choose whether to run the report for a particular
course type or all course types.
Enrollments by
Month

This report shows the number of students registered on different courses in a
specified year.

Instructor Invoice
Report

Instructors can use this report as an invoice to give to the store owner. The
report shows a breakdown of all modules and costs on the courses that they
taught in the date range selected.
Instructors will use this report if, instead of being paid for each course, they are
paid per week /month for all the modules they taught. Two prompts are shown
so you can pick the instructor and enter the date range. A breakdown is shown
of all modules the instructor taught in the period, with associated costs.

Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Period

Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.
Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.

Employee

Use the employee to limit the course reports to courses run by a specific
instructor.
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Course Types

18.2.4

Use the Course type to filter the report for only those course types which you
are interested in.

Rentals Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Booked Items

Used the Booked Equipment report to load a form similar to the Checked Out
Items report below. This time, items that are booked out between the
specified dates are shown. Click on the Export button to load the standard
Export form (See Section 18.5.Exports). You could use this to send a list of all
the equipment booked for the coming weekend to Microsoft Excel, so you can
print it out.

Checked Out Items

The grid lists all rental booking items that have a Checked-Out date but no
Checked-In date. Items are shown in red if the Due End Date is in the past – i.e.
they are overdue.
You can check-in items from this screen using the Check-In button. All items
that have a checkmark next to them will be checked in. If a Penalty Charge is
shown, EVE will create a rental booking containing the penalty payment under
the name of the customer on the booking that is late. You will need to add this
to an invoice if you want to claim the payment. You can change the penalty
amount on this form by clicking once on the Penalty Charge column and then
clicking again a couple of seconds later – do not double click as this will show
the detail form instead.
Click the Import from CSV button if you have a barcode device that allows
barcodes to be stored on it. In this case, you can scan the barcode of each item
returned, dock the device to your PC and then upload the barcode information
onto the Check In form. EVE will use the barcodes to find and check in those
items. You will then be left with any outstanding items showing in the list
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Customers by Stock
Type Rented

Periodically you may want to contact people who frequently rent equipment to
see if they want to purchase it instead. You can use the ‘Customers by
Equipment Type’ option to find people who have rented particular types of
equipment and the amount they have spent on rentals.

Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Period

Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.
Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.

Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

Stock Type

Choose a Stock Type from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Stock Type is included in the report.

Manufacturer

Choose a Manufacturer from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Manufacturer is included in the report.
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18.2.5

Services Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Customers by Stock
Type Serviced

This report displays customers who have had a specific type of equipment
serviced and the amount they have spent on the service during a specified time
period.

Services Due

Use this option to get a list of equipment items that require a service within the
date range specified.
By default, both rental equipment and equipment owned by customers are
shown. Check the appropriate boxes on the parameters tab to include the
information you want.
Click Export to send the data to the standard Export form. You could then send
an email or a letter to those people whose equipment needs to be serviced.
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Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.

Period

Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.
Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

Stock Type

Choose a Stock Type from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Stock Type is included in the report.

Manufacturer

Choose a Manufacturer from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Manufacturer is included in the report.

Include
Equipment

Rental

Include
Customer
Equipment

Use the Include Rental Equipment and Include Customer Equipment boxes to
define which equipment owners you wish to include in the list. For example, on
the Services due report, you may wish to only include customer equipment and
then send an email to all customers with outstanding service requirements.
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18.2.6

Inventory Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Grouped
Manufacturer
Grouped
Type

by

by
Stock

Inventory Count
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This report displays your inventory summarized by Manufacturer.
contains a summary of the stock items for the manufacturer.

Each row

This is an inventory summary report. Each row contains a summary of the stock
items for the stock type
Use this report to assist you in counting your inventory process. Each stock item
(with stock type, manufacturer and stock number) is displayed along with the
number that EVE currently thinks are in stock. Record the new number in stock
for each item after you have counted the physical inventory in your storeroom.
To speed this process, if you have a device that allows barcodes to be scanned
and saved (contact EVE Diving for details), you can scan the barcodes of items in
stock, dock the device to your computer and use the Import from CSV button
on the Inventory Count form to upload the stock level information onto the
report. EVE will automatically calculate the difference between the existing and
new stock levels. Once you have completed your inventory count, click Save to
commit the new stock levels to the database.

Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Stock Type

Choose a Stock Type from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Stock Type is included in the report.

Manufacturer

Choose a Manufacturer from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen Manufacturer is included in the report.

Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

Cost Center

Choose a Cost Center from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the
chosen cost center is included in the report
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18.2.7

Admin Reports

Report Type

Select the Report you wish to produce from the Report Type list. A full description of reports
is found below.
Attendance Record

The hours worked of each employee are shown along with clock on and clock off
times. You can use this to calculate employee pay.

Parameters

Select the Parameters to narrow the results of your query.
Period
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Use the Period section to define the timescale, over which, data is included in
the report.

Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to view a report for a
specific date range.
Store

Choose a Store from the pop up list box so that only data relating to the chosen
store is included in the report

18.3 Word Templates

Click this to show a form that lists all Word templates that EVE uses – for example, Invoice
template, Course Timetable template, etc. These are the documents that will be used when
you print information to Microsoft Word. This is most useful if you want to save and/or email a
report to someone.
This is less important than in previous versions of EVE as, in EVE version 5 and later, you can
save print-outs to JPEG image files, which is a much faster option.
Select a template in the list and click Open to show the template in Microsoft Word. Edit is as
you see fit and save the document.
Invoice Template

This is the standard EVE invoice that includes all items in the shopping basket,
totals by item and for the full invoice and payment methods.

Quote Template

Similar to the invoice, the quote includes all stock items in the shopping basket
along with totals, however, payment information is not included.

Gift Certificate

Use this template to print gift certificates for customers.
signature and date are provided

Voucher

Use this template to print credit vouchers for your customers. Room for a staff
signature and date is provided.

Purchase Order

A Purchase Order suitable for faxing to your suppliers is provided.

Course Timetable

This template summarizes course module, start / end time, location and
instructor for a specific course. Use it to provide course details for a customer.

Rental
Agreement
Template

This template is used when a customer rents equipment from you. It should be
edited to ensure the language meets your specific dive center’s requirements.

Service Agreement
Template

Use this template to print the service agreement that the customer must sign
along with details of each item to be serviced and the work required.

Technician

This template is used to summarize the work required by technician. Use it to

Lines for staff
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Template

create a work report.

18.4 Search Wizards
A number of search wizards are available to help you mine your database and find customers,
invoices, Purchase Orders or inventory that meet specific criteria. Each wizard is described
below; however, all of the wizards have some common features.

Entering Criteria
Criteria can be entered into one or more fields on each tab within a wizard to perform a search
for the sub-set of data on the database that match the criteria. Fields are displayed in
turquoise until you enter search criteria at which time they turn to bright yellow. When you
are satisfied with your criteria, click the Search button to instruct EVE to perform the search.
The results tab displays the results of your search.
The Clear button becomes available when you are in the Wizard. Click on it to clear all
search-criteria and the results grid. The button has no effect on data in the database – it
simply clears previously entered search criteria from the screen. Click on the Search button
again after clearing the criteria to show all the data held on the database (not recommended if
you have a large database).
You can enter criteria into controls on any of the tabs, or on a combination of tabs. If more
than one criteria type is set, the data that matches all criteria will be returned.
Click the Next button to go to the next page and the Previous button to go back a page.

Wildcards
Some fields require an exact match before the data will be found. Other fields will allow you
to search on close data matches. These fields are marked as follows:
❖ A* – Match start of field
❖ *A – Match end of field
❖ A – Match any part of field
❖ A – Exact Match
The wildcard characters *, >, <, >=, <= can be used in some text boxes. If you use a wildcard
character it overrides the wildcard control described above. A wildcard can be used to match
against several records in the following way:
❖ Use * to match any combination of characters. Thus, entering Sm* as a criterion in the Last
name field will match against all people whose last name starts with ‘Sm’, for example,
Smith, Small, Smart, etc. The wildcard could be placed at the start, (for example, *son
will find all people whose name ends with ‘son’, for example, Anderson, Patterson,
Robinson, etc.) or in the middle, (for example, Cha*ell will find Chappell, Channell, etc).
If you enter * alone in a text box, all people that have any data at all in that field will be
found. You may want to do this, for example, to find those people who have an email
address specified. Conversely, if you enter “” (i.e. open and close double-quotes with
nothing in-between) in a text field then only people who have no data specified in that
field will be found. You could use this to find those people with no email address – these
people could receive a written letter while those with an email address could get an email.
❖ >, <, >=, <= can be used in text, date or numeric fields to match on data that is greater
than, less than, greater than or equal to or less than or equal to the criterion specified,
respectively. So to find all people whose name starts with the letter M or later (i.e. N, O,
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P, etc) enter >M in the Last Name field. This can be useful if you are running a large mailmerge to break the mail-merge into manageable sections.
When not in the Wizard, check boxes can take one of two values (i.e. checked or unchecked) to
represent True/False (Yes/No). In the Wizard a third state is added: Grayed. This means
‘match on either True or False’. Without this state the search would always include the value
specified in the check box, for example, it would always search for people whose Doctor’s
Report is required, or not required, as the case may be. In a grayed state the Doctor’s Report
Required check box is ignored in the search.

18.4.1

Customer Search Wizard

You may want to view a sub-set of the people on the database (for example, to Email specific
people about an upcoming course or event). You can perform searches for people using the
Customer Search Wizard, which can be opened by clicking File then Wizards then Customer
Search Wizard.

Introduction

Details of the criteria you can set on each of the tabs are described in its own section here:
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General

On the General Tab you can enter criteria into any of the fields. For instance, to find all
people with last name ‘Smith’ type ‘Smith’ into the Last name field and click Search. Only
those people whose last name starts with ‘Smith’ will now appear in the customer grid. You
can enter criteria into a combination of fields. Thus, if you wanted to find all the Smiths who
have a birthday in the next 30 days, add ‘30’ to the B/Day within Days field. The system will
find all those people whose last name starts with Smith AND whose birthday is coming up.
To find all people who are to receive the Newsletter put a check mark against that in the
Mailing Lists box. If you check more than one Mailing List entry, people who are to receive any
of the checked items are found.
A B/Day within X days field also becomes available. You can use this to search for all people
whose birthday is coming up. For example, type 7 to find all birthdays in the next week. You
could email an e-card (perhaps including a special offer to encourage them into your store) to
those that have an email address straight from EVE and print out a paper card for the others.

Details
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You can search for customers who made purchases between a specific set of dates or who were
updated between two dates. Use the User Defined fields to search on data specific to your
location. These Field Labels are created when setting Customer Options (See Section
4.3.3.Customers Options) and are displayed on the Customer Details tab.

Club

On the Club Tab you can enter criteria into any of the fields. For instance, to find all people
who are members of the ‘Ocean Floor’ club, pick that club from the pop up list box.

Certifications

On the Certifications tab in the Wizard, you can put a check mark against one or more entries
in the Certifications Obtained list to find those people who have been certified in any one of
the course-types specified. You can also put a check mark against one or more entries in the
Certifications NOT Obtained list to find those people who are not certified in any of the course
types specified. You can use both lists together, for example to find those people who are
certified in Open Water but who are not certified in Advanced Open Water.
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The Instructor pop up list box can be used to find those people who had a particular instructor
on their course.
The Status pop up list box defaults to ‘Certified’ as soon as any certification is checked to
indicate that you are only interested in finding certified people. You can override this to
search on one of the other states if you wish. You could, for example perform a search to find
all those people currently enrolled on Open Water courses (click Open Water in the
Certifications Obtained list and click ‘Registered on a Course’ in the Status pop up list box).
The Between and And dates can be used to find people who were certified between certain
dates.
The PIC Status pop up list box can be used to search for people with certifications in a
particular status. For instance, to find all those people with a certification, about which PADI
has not yet been notified, choose Pending from the pop up list box.
If a combination of criteria is set, only people who match ALL the criteria for a particular
course will be found. This means that if, for example, ‘Advanced’ is checked in the
Certifications Obtained list and ‘Pam Jones’ is picked as the instructor, a person who qualified
in ‘Advanced’ with ‘Mark Hurst’ will NOT be found. Equally, a person who qualified in ‘Open
Water’ with ‘Pam Jones’ will NOT be found. A person who qualified in ‘Advanced‘ with ‘Pam
Jones’ WILL be found.
NOTE: the search criteria on the Certifications tab are used to find people – not certifications.
For example, if you search for people that have taken a Scuba Review, those people that have
taken multiple scuba reviews will only be shown once in the results. This applies equally to the
Enquiries and Trips tabs.

Trips

The Trips tab in the Wizard behaves in a similar way to the Certifications tab. You can search
for people who visited a particular destination using the Destinations Visited list and find those
people that have not visited a particular destination using the Destinations Not Visited list.
You can find those people who went on trip(s) between certain dates.

Enquiries
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The Enquiries tab in the Wizard behaves in a similar way to the Certifications tab. You can
search for people with or without a particular interest using the Courses Interested in Taking
and Courses – No Interest Indicated lists. This is also true for Trips and Special Interests
Enquiries. You can pick an employee from the pop up list box to find those people who
registered their interest with that employee. You can choose a Contact Method to find
enquiries that originated by that method. You can find those people interested in attending
courses/trips/special events between certain dates.

Stock Items
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Use the Stock Items tab to identify the specific types of Stock Items a customer has purchased.
For example, you could highlight all of those customers who have purchased a wetsuit but not a
dry suit and contact them about a Dry suit Orientation night you are hosting.

Rentals

Use the Rentals tab to identify the specific types of equipment a customer has rented. For
example, you could highlight all of those customers who have rented a wetsuit but not a dry
suit and contact them about a Dry suit Specialty class you are hosting.

Services

Use the Services tab to identify the specific types of equipment a customer has had serviced.
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Results

The results tab lists all of the customers who meet the search criteria you have previously
identified. From this screen, you can Export results to Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Word, you
can open a specific customer to review the details of that customer, or you can email all or
some of the customers by selecting them in the list and right mouse clicking to bring up an
email option. The Results tab lists all of the customers who meet the search criteria you have
previously identified. From this screen, you can Export results to Microsoft Excel or Microsoft
Word; you can open a specific customer to review the details of that customer. Select one or
more customers and then right click on the selected area to display the popup menu shown
below which includes the powerful Email option, which you should use on a regular basis:

New

Create a new Customer record

Open…

Open the selected Customer record(s)

Export…

Opens EVE’s standard Export form (See Section 18.5.Exports) so you can create
letters, emails, Excel files, etc

Update
Rows…

Multiple

Opens EVE’s standard form for updating multiple records at a time (See Section
20.1.Update Multiple Rows).
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Print…

Prints the selected records. Depending on the report layout you choose when
you click Print, the resulting print will either be of one page for each item
selected (e.g. if you have 3 invoices selected, 3 pages will be printed with one
invoice on each), or will be one page showing all the selected items in a grid (if
the same 3 invoices were selected, 1 page would be printed showing one line
for each invoice).

Select All

Selects all records in the results grid

Deselect All

Deselects all records in the results grid

Copy

Copies records that are selected in the results grid so you can Paste them
elsewhere – e.g. onto the Invoice Cool Bar.

Customize
Columns…

Allows you to change which columns appear in the results grid

Delete

Deletes selected record(s)

Send To -> Sales
Search Wizard

Sends selected customers in the results grid to the Customers page of the Sales
Search Wizard. In this way you could, for example, do a search using the
Customer Search Wizard for all people that attended OW courses this year and
send the results to the Sales Search Wizard so you can search on the sales
generated by those people.

Add
Message…

Use this to assign a popup message that will be displayed when the customer is
added to an invoice, rental booking or service booking. For instance, you could
do a search for all people that work at a nearby company and add a popup
message so the sales staff are reminded to offer them a discounted place on
trips when they are next in the store.

Popup

Email…

You should use this option frequently to target your customers. It loads the
powerful Email wizard (See Section 7.4.Customer Emails)

Merge Customers…

If the same customer has mistakenly been added more than once, you can
select those records in the results grid and use this option to merge them into
one. This process will assign all invoices, rental bookings, course enrolments,
etc that relate to all records being merged to the ‘master’ customer record.

Text Message

Use this option to send an SMS Text Message to the cell phone of the selected
customers.

18.4.2

Sales Search Wizard

Load the Sales Search dialog clicking the File menu and then Wizards and then Sales Search
Wizard. The form allows you to perform complex searches through your existing sales
transactions. For instance, you could search to see how much profit you have made on Dive
Computers so far this year, and compare with the same period last year; you could search to
see how much revenue a particular employee has generated; you could search to see the total
value of Mares stock sold and compare with the equivalent value of Aqualung stock, etc.
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Introduction

The dialog is presented as a Wizard to help you to specify criteria for the search. You are
presented with a series of tabs of information and you can indicate whether you want to
specify search criteria based on each page’s contents. A description of each page follows:

Payments/Items

You can either perform a search for items sold or payment made. You choice will determine
whether the Invoice Line Items page or Payment Methods page is shown.
Tax Groups
Before describing the Items Sold option we will give a description of tax groups used in EVE.
You can ignore the following paragraph if you pay tax to only one tax authority.
Depending on your location, you may pay tax to more than one authority. For instance, in
some American States, City tax and State tax are both charged on the sale of a single item.
EVE caters for this by allowing you to define tax groups. For example, imagine that in your
location both City tax (2%) and State tax (4%) are charged on wet suits. A tax group called
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‘City/State’ (6%) could be defined. When a wet suit is sold, the default tax band applied would
be ‘City/State’. On the invoice the tax is calculated at 6%. In the background, EVE stores
individual tax components calculated at 2% and 4% of the net price and you can run reports to
see these values.
Items Sold
If you choose Items Sold, you must specify the level of detail that will be shown in the results.
This can be one of the following: Customers, Invoices, Invoice Items and Tax. There is an
implied ‘hierarchy’ in the search results:
❖ Customer >> Invoice >> Invoice Item >> Constituent Tax
The hierarchy implies than each customer can have several invoices; on each invoice there can
be several invoice items (i.e. items bought); each invoice item may comprise more than one
tax component.
Consider the following example:
❖ Suppose that Samantha Anderson is a regular customer and makes 3 separate purchases
(i.e. she has 3 invoice invoices). On Invoice 1 she buys a wet suit and a snorkel (i.e. there
are 2 invoice items). The wet suit has a tax group (City tax and State tax). The snorkel
does not. On Invoice 2 she buys a mask and some fins (i.e. there are 2 invoice items). On
Invoice 3 she buys a weight belt, some weights and a regulator (i.e. there are 3 invoice
items).
❖ Bill Brandt makes 1 purchase of a wet suit (i.e. there is 1 invoice item)
If you perform a search and specify ‘Customer’ as the level of detail, the results will appear as
follows:
❖ Samantha Anderson
❖ Bill Brandt
Only columns showing customer details are shown. Each customer record is only shown once.
NOTE: Although only customer details are shown in the results, you can still search using
invoice or invoice item search criteria. For example, you could search for all customers that
bought a Dive Computer last year. If your intention is to email those people, you would want
to specify Customer as the level of detail so the same customer does not appear more than
once if they bought more than one computer.
If you perform a search and specify ‘Invoice’ as the level of detail, the results appear as
follows:
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3
❖ Bill Brandt

Invoice 4

Details of customers and their invoices are shown. If a customer has more than one invoice,
their customer details are repeated for each one. Details of each invoice are shown once.
If you perform a search and specify ‘Invoice Item’ as the level of detail, the results appear as
follows:
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Wet Suit

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Snorkel

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2

Mask
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❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2

Fins

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Weight Belt

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Weights

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Regulator

❖ Bill Brandt

Wet Suit

Invoice 4

Details of customers, their invoices and each item purchased on the invoices are shown. Each
set of customer and invoice details may be shown more than once.
If items are displayed that were sold with a tax group, the tax group is shown – the constituent
bands are not shown.
If you perform a search and specify ‘Tax’ as the level of detail, the results appear as follows:
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Wet Suit

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Wet Suit

State Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Snorkel

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2

Mask

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2

Fins

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Weight Belt

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Weights

City Tax

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Regulator

City Tax

❖ Bill Brandt

Wet Suit

City Tax

Invoice 4

Details of the tax incurred on each item are shown. If you are in a location that does not have
tax groups then this level of detail is not required (as non tax group information is shown at the
Invoice Item level) and so the search option is not available.
Payments
If, instead of Items Sold, you choose Payments then another hierarchy is implied:
Customer >> Invoice >> Payments
This hierarchy implies than each customer can have several invoices; on each invoice there can
be several payments made.
Suppose that in the previous example:
❖ Samantha Anderson paid for Invoice 1 using a gift certificate and made up the balance with
cash, Invoice 2 using a credit card, Invoice 3 half on credit card and half with cash.
❖ Bill Brandt paid for Invoice 4 with a check.
If you perform a search and specify ‘Customer’ or ‘Invoice’ as the level of detail, results
appear as for the equivalent Items Sold search.
If you perform a search and specify ‘Payments’ as the level of detail, the results appear as
follows:
❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Gift Certificate

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 1

Cash

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 2

Credit Card

❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Credit Card
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❖ Samantha Anderson Invoice 3

Cash

❖ Bill Brandt

Check

Invoice 4

Details of customers, their invoices and each payment method on the invoices are shown. Each
set of customer and invoice details may be shown more than once.

Dates

If you want to narrow the search by entering a date range, choose Yes at the ‘Do you want to
set dates for the Search’ prompt. Controls at the bottom of the page become enabled so you
can choose the appropriate date range. If you choose No at the prompt, dates are ignored in
the search (i.e. details are shown irrespective of when the sale was made).
Choose ‘From the Start of the Day’ to include only data for sales that occurred today. If you
save a configuration and specify ‘From the Start of the Day’, the day in question is the day that
the search is run, not the day the configuration was saved. This is useful as you can save a
configuration and then run it at the end of every day to see the sales activity for that day.
The same applies for the alternatives ‘From the Start of the Week’, ‘From the Start of the
Month’ and ‘From the Start of the Year’.
You can compare data in previous years by choosing a year from the ‘In Year’ pop up list box.
For example, if today is 10th December 2006, and ‘From the Start of the Day’ is selected, you
can choose 2005 to see the value of sales on 10 th December 2005, choose 2004 to see the value
of sales on 10th December 2004, etc.
You can do the same thing for the week, month and year periods.
Choose ‘Specify Range’ and enter 2 dates if you want to do a search for a specific date range.
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Invoices

On the Invoices page of the Wizard, you can specify criteria relating to the Invoices.
Enter additional invoice related criteria if you wish. Choose a Cost Center from the pop up list
box if you only want to see results of sales in that Cost Center. Choose a Store from the pop up
list box if you only want to see results of sales at a particular store. Choose an Invoice Type if
you only want to see results of sales on, for example, Ongoing invoices or Bank Deposits.
Choose a computer name from the PC pop up list box if you only want to see results of sales
that were dealt with on that computer. Choose an Employee from the pop up list box if you
only want to see results of sales that were handled by that employee. Choose a Status (i.e.
one of Valid or Void) from the pop up list box to show only details where the invoices have that
status. Enter an invoice number if you only want to see data relating to that invoice. Enter a
Closing ID if you only want to show information that appeared on a particular set of closing
reports (a Closing ID is set every time you run the end of day Closing reports). Enter an
Account Period # if you only want to see data relating to that period (an account period is set
every time you run the QuickBooks export feature. The first time you run the export, all
invoices that were included in the export file are marked as being in accounting period #1, the
second time you run the export, all included invoices are marked as being in accounting period
#2, etc.) If you want to see details of invoices not yet exported to QuickBooks, put in empty
double-quotes – i.e. “”
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Invoice Line Items

The Invoice Line Items page of the Wizard is only available if you previously chose ‘Items Sold’
on the Payments/Items page.
Choose No, at the top of the page, if you are not interested in specifying invoice item related
search criteria. Choose an item from one or more of the pop up list boxes to restrict the
search results to data that matches. Enter a Stock Number (SKU) to find data relating to that
item.

Payment Methods

The Payment Methods page of the Wizard is only available if you previously chose ‘Payments’
on the Payments/Items page.
Choose No at the top of the page if you are not interested in specifying payment method
related search criteria. Otherwise choose Yes, to enable the list box. Put a check mark
against one or more payment methods that you are interested in.
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Customers

Choose No at the top of the page if you are not interested in specifying customer related
search criteria. Otherwise choose Yes, to enable the controls in the lower half of the page.
If you want to search for data relating to particular customers, click the Add Customer button
to add those customers to the list. You can enter dates into the ‘From Start Of’ and ‘To End
Of’ fields in the Last Purchase Date section to search for records where the customer last
purchased goods between those dates.
Put a check mark against one or more entries in the Mailing Lists box to find customers on
those mailing lists (an ‘OR’ search is performed if more than one mailing list is checked- i.e. all
customers on mailing list 1 OR mailing list 2 are found).

Results

Once you have entered all of your search criteria, click the Search button to see the results.
Data is displayed in the grid and the columns shown depend on the alternatives you chose on
the Payments/Items page of the Wizard.
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Below the grid is an Export button. Click this to send the search results to the standard
Export. By this method, you could send customer details to the Export form in preparation for
a mail shot, or send transaction item details to the Export form ready to export to Microsoft
Excel for further analysis of your sales figures.
Select one or more records and right click on the selected area to show further alternatives as
described in Exports (See Section 18.5.Exports).

18.4.3

Purchases Search Wizard

Use the Purchases Search Wizard to set criteria and perform searches through existing Purchase
Orders.

Introduction

The dialog is presented as a Wizard to help you to specify criteria for the search. You are
presented with a series of tabs of information and you can indicate whether you want to
specify search criteria based on each page’s contents. A description of each page follows:
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Detail

The level of detail shown in the results depends on which checkboxes are checked in the
Details section. There is an implied ‘hierarchy’ in the search results:
❖ Supplier >> Purchase Order >> Purchase Order Item
The hierarchy implies than each supplier can have several Purchase Orders; on each Purchase
Order there can be several line items.
Consider the following example:
❖ Suppose that Aqua Tec is a regular supplier and you have created 3 Purchase Orders. On
Purchase Order#1 are 5 wet suits and 8 dry suits (i.e. 2 order items). On Purchase Order#2
are 3 wet suits, 10 masks and 10 snorkels (i.e. 3 order items). On Purchase Order#3 are 3
dry suits and 4 pairs of fins (i.e. 2 order items).
❖ There is also 1 Purchase Order for Northern Diver for 7 dry suits.
If you perform a search with Purchase Orders Line Items checked in the Details of section, the
results will appear as follows:
❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#1

5 * Wet Suit

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#1

8 * Dry Suit

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#2

3 * Wet Suit

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#2

10 * Mask

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#2

10 * Snorkel

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#3

3 * Dry Suit

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#3

4 * Fins

❖ Northern

Purchase Order#4

7 * Dry Suit

Note that data in the ‘upper’ levels of the hierarchy is repeated.
If you perform the search with only Purchase Orders checked, the results will appear as
follows:
❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#1
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❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#2

❖ Aqua Tec

Purchase Order#3

❖ Northern

Purchase Order#4

Details of stock items are no longer shown and the number of rows is decreased as each
Purchase Order is only shown once now.

Purchase Order Criteria

Use the fields on the Purchase Order Criteria tab to define your search criteria. If you are only
interested in seeing data relating to a particular supplier, choose that supplier from the
Supplier pop up list box. If you are only interested in seeing data relating to a particular Store,
choose that Store from the Shipped to Store pop up list box.
Enter a Purchase Order number if you only want to see data relating to that order. Enter dates
in the Between and And Dates section to see only data on Purchase Orders between those
dates. Select one or more entries in the Status list to show data relating to orders with those
states.
Enter an invoice number to find data relating to that invoice. Pick an Employee from the pop
up list box to find details of Purchase Orders created by that employee.
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Line Item Criteria

You can search on individual stock items ordered. To do this, click the Add Stock Item(s)
button to add them to the grid.
If you are only interested in particular stock types or manufacturers, pick those from the
appropriate pop up list box.

Results
All the search fields can be used together. For example, if you choose Aqua Tec as the
Supplier and Wet Suit as the Stock Type, only data relating to Aqua Tec Wet Suits is shown in
the results grid. When you have defined all your search criteria, click the Search button.
Matching data is shown in the Search Results grid.

18.4.4

Inventory Search Wizard

The Inventory Search Wizard is used to find specific Stock Items on the database.
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Introduction

The dialog is presented as a Wizard to help you to specify criteria for the search. You are
presented with a series of tabs of information and you can indicate whether you want to
specify search criteria based on each page’s contents. A description of each page follows:
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Items

You can search for stock items at a particular store. You can limit your search to items where
you may be over or under stocked by indicating the number of items you have in stock. You
can search for stock belonging to a specific Stock Type or to a specific manufacturer.
When results are displayed, you can choose to show the current inventory value of the stock or
the Inventory value on a particular day in the past. This is useful, for example, if you
depreciate your unsold stock items or if you need to get inventory values at your tax end date
and it is now some time after that date.
EVE lets you sell the same items through multiple Cost Centers (for example, if you have a
store and a mail-order company) and the retail price may be different at each store. You can
choose which cost center price to display or choose the maximum price, minimum price or the
price.
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Results

When you have defined all of your search criteria, click the Search button. Matching data is
shown in the Search Results grid.

18.5 Exports
You can use the power of Microsoft software to enhance your business sales; for example, all
transaction histories can be exported to Microsoft Excel, where sales reports and graphs can be
produced from the information supplied.
The EVE mail merge function allows you to mail customers using Microsoft Word. For example,
if a group of Open Water customers have completed their course at the weekend, underpin
your instructor’s sales pitch by sending out a personalized invitation for them to book onto an
advanced Open Water course. Mail merge can even produce the address labels for you to stick
on the envelopes! Alternatively, send a personalized e-mail directly from the customer’s grid.
You can use the Export option from any Search box within the system by selecting the rows you
wish to export and right mouse clicking to bring up the Export option. In addition, a number of
the reports (discussed above) offer an Export option. Finally, you can export the results of any
search you complete using a search wizard.
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General

Choose the type of Export you require (Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, etc.).

Data

When the Export form opens, data in all columns that can be exported are shown in the grid. If
you do not want to export data from certain columns remove the check mark from the column
titles in the list on the left hand side of the form. The columns are made invisible and the data
for those columns will not be exported.
NOTE: there is no harm in exporting the data from columns in which you are not interested.
However, if you are exporting a lot of data the process is speeded up if you only export what is
necessary.
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18.5.1

Microsoft Word or Email Exports

A list of available Microsoft Word documents is displayed. The left button’s caption changes to
‘New Template’ and the right button’s caption changes to ‘Send Data to Existing Template’.
An Open Template button is also available.

New Template
If you click New Template, Microsoft Word is opened automatically and a new blank mail
merge document is created with the name specified. A data file is automatically created
containing the data you are exporting and attached to the new document. You can now type
your letter/document using Microsoft Word and insert merge-fields to act as placeholders that
will be replaced by data by EVE. For information on how to do this, please read the Microsoft
Word documentation. An EVE Mail Merge Helper form will be displayed to assist you in the
process.

The first page shows a list of fields that are included in the export data file. You can double
click on these (or select them and click Insert Merge Field) to add them to your Microsoft Word
document. For instance, if you are writing a letter, you could start by typing “Dear “ into the
letter and then double clicking on FirstName in the Mail Merge Helper. EVE will insert
{{FirstName}} into the letter and this will be replaced by data from EVE when you perform the
Merge later, i.e. you will get multiple letters starting for example:
❖ Dear John
❖ Dear Mary, etc.
If you are creating an email, the second page the Mail Merge Helper is where you would type
the Subject line of the email
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The final page of the Helper is where you indicate which action you want to take. The options
are:
Merge
to
Document:

New

Creates a new document in Microsoft Word containing one letter for each row
of data you exported from EVE. Each letter is separated by a Section break so
when you print it, each one will be printed on a different sheet of paper

Merge to Printer

Bypasses the new document stage and prints the document straight away.
Again, one letter will be printed for each row of data you exported

Merge to Email

Sends one email for each row of data exported. Obviously this option is only
appropriate if you exported customer data and is not appropriate if you
exported e.g. Purchase Order information

Merge to Fax

Similar to Merge to Printer, this will send pages to your Fax machine rather than
the printer.

Note: the Mail Merge Helper just helps you perform actions that can all be performed directly
in Microsoft Word. If the security settings on your computer are set to strict, Windows may
issue you with security warnings when you use the Mail Merge Helper to send emails since
Windows does not know whether the process sending the emails is malicious or not. If this
happens and you do not want to reduce the security settings on your computer, you may
choose to use Microsoft Word directly to send the emails.

Creating Mail Merge Emails
Microsoft Word can be used in conjunction with EVE to create personally addressed letters and
emails. Here is a very brief overview of some features of Microsoft Word that you may find
useful. Please read your Microsoft Word documentation for a complete description.
Type your mail-merge letter (or email) as you would any other letter.

To insert personal data (for example, the customer’s name, address, etc.) use EVE’s Mail Merge
Helper as described above or click on the Insert Merge Field toolbar button in Word. A pop up
list box appears, listing all the available data names that may be inserted. When you click on
one a ‘placeholder’ is inserted into the letter. In the image above, six placeholders have been
inserted for <<Address1>>, <<Address2>>, <<City>>, <<State>>, <<Zip>> and <<Forename>>.
To get an idea of how the final letter (or email) will appear, you can click on the Merge
button. One line of data is merged with the document – i.e. the placeholders are replaced
with real data. This button (and most other Mail Merge buttons) is disabled until at least one
merge field (placeholder) has been added to the document.
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If you are composing a letter, when you have completed formatting it, do the final merge by
clicking on the Merge to New Document button.
If you are composing an email, to send it to all people in the mail-merge data file that have a
valid email address, click on the Merge button. A form is displayed.

By default, Word inserts the text of the resulting merged document in the e-mail message. If
you want to preserve the formatting of a merged document, click Setup… and put a check
mark against Send document as an attachment check box. In this case, Word sends each
merged document as a separate Word document that is attached to the e-mail message. Click
on the Merge button to send the email(s).

Creating Mail-Merge Label Documents
In Word, click on the Tools menu and select Mail Merge… The Mail Merge Helper dialog box is
displayed. Click the Create button and select Mailing Labels from the popup menu. A message
is displayed with two buttons. Choose Change Document Type. Click on the Setup… button on
the Mail Merge Helper dialog box. Another dialog box called Label Options is displayed. A list
of available label formats is shown. Choose the appropriate one for your label paper – if Avery
produces your labels then there is probably a reference number on each label sheet that
matches an item in the list. Click OK. Another dialog box called Create Labels is displayed.
Click Insert Merge Field and select the fields that you want on your labels (probably Address1,
Address2, Address3, Address4, State and Postcode). Press the Enter key after selecting a field
so that each one appears on a different line. Click OK.
Close the Mail Merge Helper (by clicking the Close button) and the document in Word should
now show all the data ‘placeholders’ that you selected. Continue with the Mail Merge as
described above.
NOTE: this is a ‘once-only’ procedure. When you have created the labels template you can reuse it any number of times.

Existing Template
If you click Send Data to Existing Template Microsoft Word is opened automatically, the
template specified is opened and a data file is merged with the existing document.
Several example mail merge documents are supplied with EVE that allow you to print standard
letters and mailing labels. You can modify these as you wish.
Labels.doc and the AddressLabelAveryXYZ.doc documents allow you to print mailing labels. If
you use label sheets with different dimensions than those in these files, use Microsoft Word to
modify the document appropriately (i.e. add more label entries by copying and pasting existing
entries or delete entries and resize the table cells). Alternatively, create a new labels
template from scratch.
Several of the example documents contain address fields. When sending letters to addresses
overseas you will want to include the Country in the address, but you will want to omit it for
home country addresses. Labels.doc gives an example of how to achieve this. A Word Field
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has been added that compares the country in the address data with that of your dive center. If
they are the same, the country is omitted. Because EVE does not know in which country your
dive center is located you will need to modify Labels.doc by inserting your home country into
the document. Open Labels.doc in Microsoft Word and click on the Tools then Options menu.
On the View tab put a check mark in the Field Codes box and click OK. You should now see
several instances of the following text:
{IF {MERGEFIELD Country} = “HOME COUNTRY” “” {MERGEFIELD COUNTRY}}
Replace each occurrence of “HOME COUNTRY” with the name of your country exactly as it
appears in the Stores section of the Data Module, enclosed in double quotes.

Open Template
If you select Open Template, the template is opened without any data being merged. You can
review the template document and make any required changes.

18.5.2

Microsoft Excel Exports

When you are exporting data to Excel, the left button’s caption changes to ‘New Worksheet’
and the right button is labeled ‘Send Data to Worksheet’. An ‘Open Worksheet’ option is also
available.
If you click New Worksheet, Microsoft Excel is opened automatically and a new blank
worksheet is created containing your data with the name specified.
If you click Send Data to Worksheet, a form is shown so you can choose at which column and
row you want the data to be inserted. Then, Microsoft Excel is opened and the data inserted.
You might want to use this option, for example, if you have a pre-prepared spreadsheet that
contains special formatting or charts that are based on data held elsewhere in the spreadsheet.
Then, you can periodically send data to the same worksheet and see the charts adjust based on
the new data.
If you select Open Worksheet, the template is opened without any data being merged. You can
review the template document and make any required changes.
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18.5.3

Text File Exports

A list of available text files is displayed. You can select the Open File button to open an
existing file or click New File to create a new comma separated text file containing the export
data. If the file exists already, you will be asked if you are prepared to ‘Overwrite’ the
existing information and should choose Yes.
You may want to use this type of file to export information from EVE to import into another
compatible package.

18.6 Report Groups
Periodically, you may want to run a selection of reports. For instance, at the end of each day
you might want to run the Till Reconciliation report, Profit Center Breakdown report and
Commission Report. At the end of each week, you might want to run the Tax Breakdown report
and Manufacturer report, etc. Use the Report Groups form to group together a selection of
reports that can all be run off together. By default, EVE is supplied with 6 standard groups:
❖ Closing (and Test Closing)
❖ Daily Reports
❖ Weekly Reports
❖ Monthly Reports
❖ Yearly Reports
❖ Specify Range
Load the Report Groups form by selecting Report Groups from the File menu.
You can define which reports are included in each group. You can also create new groups and
delete or modify existing groups.
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18.6.1

Running Period Reports

Click the Run button to run the selected report group.

Closing
This is the report group that you will use most often – usually at the end of every day. When
this report group is run, EVE runs each constituent report and includes all data that was added
since the report group was last run. So, if you run the report group at the end of the day and
then again immediately, all reports from the first run will contain data and all reports from the
second run will contain no data.
It is strongly recommended that you have exclusive access to the database when running
closing reports.

These reports must be sent to the printer, email or text file. If you want to review the reports
before completing the closing, run Test Closing and choose to output them to the screen.

Daily
When this report group is run, EVE runs each constituent report and includes all data that was
added today.

Weekly, Monthly & Year End
When these report groups are run, EVE runs each constituent report and includes all sales data
that was added during the week, month or year respectively.

Specify Range
When this report group is run, EVE prompts you to enter a date range. It then runs each
constituent report and includes all data that was added in the range.
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18.6.2

Creating a New Report Group

New
Click New to create a new report group. You will not usually need to do this since EVE
probably contains all the report groups you will need.

EVE prompts you to enter a name for the new group and to specify a period type. If you choose
‘Specify Range’, whenever you run the new report group in future, EVE will prompt you to
enter a date range. All reports in the group will include data in that date range. If you choose
‘Start of the Day’, all reports in the group will include data entered on the day the group is
run, etc.

New Configuration
Select a report group and then click New Config to create a new report that is part of the
group.

Choose a Report Type (for example, Payment Details Report or Commission Detail Report, etc.)
and specify any parameters you choose. The Period section of the form is not shown, as the
report will inherit its period from the report group. You must specify a Config Name to identify
the report.

18.6.3

Editing Report Groups

Open
What happens when you click the Edit button depends on what type of entity is selected when
you click it.
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If a report group is selected, the above form is shown and you can edit the group name and/or
the period.

If a report is selected, the form above is shown so you can edit the report parameters.

Delete
If you click Delete when a report group is selected, the group and all of its associated reports
will be permanently deleted from the database. If you click it when a report is selected, only
that report will be deleted.
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19 QUICKBOOKS
19.1 Setting up QuickBooks
19.1.1

Introduction to QuickBooks

EVE can export sales data to the QuickBooks accounting program from Intuit.
EVE exports data by 3 categories: profit centers, payment method, and tax band. When the
export is run, EVE first groups together all sales information based on the profit centers of each
item sold in the period. It then groups together all payments in the period based on the
payment method. Finally, it groups together all tax items in the period based on the tax band.
You can link each profit center, payment method and tax band to those accounts you have predefined in QuickBooks. When data is exported, it is added as a number of general journal
entries in QuickBooks.
QuickBooks expects all sales data to be imported as a series of “transaction” lines. Each
transaction line will have one or more “distribution” lines associated with it. The sum of the
values on the distribution lines will balance the value on the associated transaction line. Each
transaction line and each distribution line will reference a (usually different) QuickBooks
account.
Note: a QuickBooks “transaction” in this case is an import record and should not be confused
with an EVE transaction (i.e. an invoice, refund, etc) – for example, a QuickBooks “transaction”
may represent the sum of all diving equipment sales on invoices in the period all grouped
together into one line for import.
For example, imagine an invoice is created for a Wetsuit and a Course. The Wetsuit costs $150
and the course costs $300. Let us assume that the Wetsuits stock type is in a Diving Equipment
profit center which is linked to a Product Sales account in QuickBooks and the Courses stock
type is in a Course Revenue profit centers in EVE which is linked to a Dive Lessons account in
QuickBooks.
Imagine the customer paid $200 on his visa card and $250 in cash. Let us assume that the Cash
payment method has been linked to a Cash account and the Visa payment method has been
linked to a Credit Card account in QuickBooks. In this case there is no way for EVE to tell how
much of the cash amount went towards paying for the Wetsuit and how much went towards
paying for the Course. The same applies to the Visa payment. The way that EVE produces its
QuickBooks transaction and distribution lines is as follows:
❖ The transaction line for all sales information credits an accounts receivable account. The
associated distribution line debits the appropriate account (governed by the Profit Centers
-> account link) by the same amount.
❖ The transaction line for all payments debits the same accounts receivable account. The
associated distribution line credits the appropriate account (governed by the payment
method -> account link) by the same amount.
In the example given above:
Transaction Type

Account

Amount

Transaction Line

General Journal

Accounts Receivable

$150

Distribution Line

General Journal

Product Sales

-$150
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Transaction Line

General Journal

Accounts Receivable

$300

Distribution Line

General Journal

Dive Lessons

-$300

Transaction Line

Deposit

Credit Card

$200

Distribution Line

Deposit

Accounts Receivable

-$200

Transaction Line

Deposit

Cash

$250

Distribution Line

Deposit

Accounts Receivable

-$250

The accounts receivable account acts as a “storage area”. In each transaction/distribution
combination one half of the equation credits or debits the accounts receivable account and the
other half credits or debits a different account by the same amount. The end balance on each
account in this example is shown below:
Account

Balance

Product Sales

-$150

Dive Lessons

-$300

Credit Card

$200

Cash

$250

Accounts Receivable

$0

19.1.2

QuickBooks Setup Wizard

Access the QuickBooks Setup Wizard in the Tools menu under QuickBooks.
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Before running the QuickBooks export feature in EVE for the first time, you must use the
QuickBooks Setup Wizard. This allows you to inform EVE of the way you want the data to
appear in QuickBooks.
The Wizard comprises a number of tabs.

Introduction
The Introduction tab gives an introduction to the way the following tabs work.

Accounts

Use the Accounts tab of the Setup Wizard to enter details of the account names you predefined in QuickBooks. EVE will export data to these accounts. You can either add account
names by typing straight into the grid (enter new records by scrolling to the first blank row at
the bottom of the grid), or by importing the names using the Import from File button
(recommended). To use this method, first export your account names from QuickBooks. Do
this as follows:
❖ Start QuickBooks and load your company file.
❖ Click File and then Utilities and then Export
❖ Click Chart of Accounts and then OK
❖ Enter a filename and save the file
❖ Switch back to EVE and load the Accounts tab of the QuickBooks Setup Wizard
❖ Click Import from File. Select the filename you used above and click Open.
Note: Sub-accounts will show in the grid with their parent account, separated by a colon. For
example, Cash:Checking or Sales:Dive Lessons, etc.
EVE does not need to know the type of each QuickBooks account – it will just export data to the
accounts you specify regardless of the type.
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Profit Centers

In EVE, each stock item (i.e. SKU) has a Stock Type and each Stock Type has a Profit Center.
Many Stock Items can be linked to one Stock Type and many Stock Types can be linked to one
Profit Center.
EVE can therefore determine which profit center each stock item relates to. Whenever a stock
item is sold in the Sales Module, EVE keeps track of which profit center was credited.
Using the Profit Center tab of the QuickBooks Setup Wizard you can assign a QuickBooks
account to each EVE profit center. When data is exported, EVE groups together all sales by
profit center and then exports one row to that Profit Centers account.
For example, sales of Stock Items that fall in the “diving equipment” profit center could be
linked to your “sales: product sales” account while sales of Stock Items that fall in the
“classes” profit center could be linked to your “sales: dive lessons” account. More than one
profit center can be linked to the same account.
For example, sales of Stock Items that fall in the “diving equipment” and “classes” profit
centers could both be linked to your “sales: product sales” account - it is your choice.
You will want to link most Profit Centers to accounts that are defined as income accounts in
QuickBooks. However, if you have a pay outs profit center in EVE or equivalent (i.e. one that is
used to hold transactions representing money leaving the cash drawer, for example, to
purchase drinks for the sales staff, etc.) You could link this to an expense account. We advise
that you link the gift certificates profit center to an account called Unredeemed Gift
Certificates, or equivalent, which has an account type of Other Current Liability.
Each EVE profit center must also be linked to a COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) account and to an
Inventory account. EVE will credit the COGS account with the sum of the amounts that you
purchased the items for from your suppliers. The inventory account will be debited by the
same amount.
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Payment Methods

When a payment is made in EVE, it must always have a payment method, for example, cash,
Visa, etc. Using the payment methods tab of QuickBooks Setup Wizard you can assign a
QuickBooks account to each EVE payment method. When data is exported, EVE groups
together all payments by payment method and then exports one row to that payment methods
account.
For example, payments made by “cash” could be linked to your “cash: checking” account.
Payments made by “Visa” could be linked to your “cash: credit cards” account. More than one
payment methods can be linked to the same account. For example, payments made by
“MasterCard” and “Visa” could both be linked to your “cash: Credit Cards” account - it is your
choice.
You will want to link most payment methods to accounts that are defined as bank accounts in
QuickBooks. One exception is the “On Account” payment method which should be linked to an
Accounts Receivable account.

Tax Bands
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Use the Tax Bands tab of the Setup Wizard to link all tax bands in EVE to a QuickBooks account.
Each tax band must also have a tax agency. You can choose the tax agency from a drop down
list that comprises all entries on the supplier file (you can add a new supplier in the suppliers
section of the Data Module (See Section 5.1.7.Suppliers)).

Options

Use the options tab of the Wizard to inform EVE of:
❖ The name of your accounts receivable account – usually this will be called “Accounts
Receivable”.
❖ The name of your accounts payable account – usually this will be called “Accounts
payable”. This is only used if you export Purchasing data
❖ The name of the account you want to receive information about unredeemed gift
certificates (this will usually be an account of type “other current liability”).
❖ The name of the account you want to receive information about unredeemed gift cards
(this will usually be an account of type “other current liability”).
❖ The name of the account you want to receive information about unredeemed vouchers (this
will usually be an account of type “other current liability”). This is only present for
backwards compatibility with EVE4 as Vouchers are not supported in EVE5.
❖ The name of the account you want to receive information about Freight on Invoices raised
against Purchase Orders – i.e. amounts entered on the PO Invoice form in the “Freight”
box.
❖ The name of the customer you want all imported Sales data to be linked to. Make sure a
customer with this name exists in QuickBooks before you do your first export from EVE.
❖ The name of the vendor you want all imported Purchase Order data to be linked to.
QuickBooks requires all imported transaction data to be linked to a vendor. You could use
the name of your store, or simply Store Closing. Make sure a vendor with this exact name
exists in QuickBooks before you do your first export from EVE.
❖ The format of dates. The format you use will depend on how your computer is set up in
the regional settings of your control panel. You will usually use either MM/dd/yy or
dd/MM/yy. If you are unsure, you can run a test export from EVE and then import the
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data into a copy of your QuickBooks company file. QuickBooks will give an error if it does
not like the Date Format used.
❖ Indicate the types of information you want to export.
Purchasing information is exported.

By default, Sales, COGs and

❖ As mentioned above, information is grouped by profit center before being exported. If you
want to, you can link multiple profit centers to the same QuickBooks account. E.g. if you
have profit centers called ‘Diving Equipment’, ‘Swimming Equipment’ and ‘Surfing
Equipment’ you could link them all to a QuickBooks account called e.g ‘Equipment Sales’.
This would result in 3 general journal entries being created in the Equipment Sales account
in QuickBooks, one for each profit center. To change this behavior so only one general
journal entry is created in this case, choose the “Simple” option in the “Amalgamation of
Values…” section. Choose the “Extended” option if you want to export the results with
only one Accounts Receivable Transaction line and multiple Distribution lines representing
the other accounts being exported.
Below is an example of a file created with the “None” option in the “Amalgamation of Values…” section.

Below is an example of a file created with the “Simple” option. Note: the Diving Equipment and Childrens
Equipment lines have been merged and so have the Cash and Check lines.

Below is an example of a file created with the “Extended” option.
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QuickBooks File(s)

The grid on the company files tab of the Setup Wizard will have one row for each Cost Center
you have defined in EVE. A Cost Center corresponds to a company – some stores have multiple
companies set up to run their store – for example, they may have one called Acme Retail to run
their shop and another called Acme Training to run their classes. Typically, each Cost Center
will correspond to an individual QuickBooks company file. Highlight a row in the grid and click
on the
button in the Company File column to link the Cost Center to the appropriate
QuickBooks company file.

19.2 Exporting Data to QuickBooks
19.2.1

Running the QuickBooks Export

When you have completed all tabs of the QuickBooks Setup Wizard, you are ready to try the
export. It is a two-stage process:
❖ Export the data from EVE to a file. This file has an IIF extension.
❖ Import the data into QuickBooks. Do this by loading your company file in QuickBooks and
then clicking File then Utilities then Import.
To perform stage one, use the Export option under QuickBooks in the Tools menu.
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QuickBooks Export

The list will have one entry for each Cost Center you have defined in EVE. If you have more
than one Cost Center you will need to run the export for each one (as each Cost Center
corresponds to a different physical company). Select the Cost Center you want to deal with.
Each time you run the export, an export file is produced. By default the file is located in
c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\User\Export and is called qb_***_yyy.iif where *** is
the name of the Cost Center and yyy is the date/time the export was performed. As mentioned
above, once the export file is created, you need to import it into QuickBooks. EVE has no way
of knowing when and if you have imported that data, and so it cannot delete the file at this
time. If you are not careful you may end up with a number of IIF files in your export folder so
be careful to import the correct one. If you check the delete old export files for this Cost
Center box, EVE will delete all existing IIF files for the Cost Center before running the new
export.
Usually, you will click Continue at this point to export all data that has not previously been
exported. As part of the export process, EVE will assign an accounting period (comprising a
unique ID and the date/time of export). Each EVE transaction included in the export file will
be updated with the accounting period ID. This allows you, at a later date, to determine
exactly which transactions were included.

Change Inclusion Dates
In some circumstances, you may want to create an export file containing data in a specified
date range. In this case, click Change Inclusion Dates.

Choose your date range and click OK to create the export file.

Re-Run Export
In some cases you may want to re-run an export for a particular accounting period. In this
case, click Re-Run Export. This lists all previous accounting periods so you can choose one.
When you then click Continue to start the export, data that is part of the selected accounting
period will be exported.
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20 OTHER BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
20.1 Update Multiple Rows
Sometimes you need to update multiple rows of data at once. For instance, maybe you have
decided to split your boot inventory into Tropical boots and Cold Water boots.
You can use the Update Multiple Rows option. First, select the type of data you want to
update. You will be able to access the Update Multiple Rows option in any Search box within
the system. For example, if you have decided to split your boot inventory into Tropical boots
and Cold Water boots, you would open Stock Items from within the Inventory Module and use
the Find option to bring up the Stock Item Search box. From there you would set the Stock
Type filter to Boots.

If you want to update all rows of a particular data type, set focus to the search box and press
CTRL+A to highlight all rows. Otherwise, use the mouse and click on the items while holding
down the CTRL or Shift keys to highlight a subset of the rows. Once you have selected the rows
you wish to update, right mouse click on the selected area to bring up an Options pop up box
and choose Update Multiple Rows.
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The list at the top shows one entry for each column in the search results grid. Put a check
mark against each that you want to update. Next, choose the operation you want to perform
by selecting one of the options: Change Value To or Change Case To. To change the actual
data values in the column(s), use the first option. To change the case (i.e. upper case, lower
case or mixed case) choose the second option. In our example, we would select the
StockTypeID and choose the Change Value To option. At this point, we would enter in the ID
number of the Tropical Boots stock type or the Cold Water boot stock type as appropriate.
Click Update.
Be very careful when using this form as you may irreparably damage your data if you are not
careful. If you are updating a large number of rows we recommend you take a backup of your
Back-End database before using the form.
When using the Change Value To options there are certain points to bear in mind:
❖ To perform a simple update of values, type the new value into the box next to the ‘Change
Value To’ option. For example, to update the Commission Rate for all employees to be 5%,
put a tick against ‘Commission Rate’ in the list at the top, type 5 into the ‘Update Value
To’ box and click Update.
❖ In some columns, EVE uses ID values. For instance, each Stock Item has a Manufacturer.
You will notice that if you change the name of the Manufacturer in the Suppliers section of
the Data Module, the Manufacturer of each stock item that references it changes as well in
the Stock Items section. This is because EVE stores the ID value of the Manufacturer
against the Stock Item, not the name of the Manufacturer. For instance, let us assume that
PADI has an ID of 2 in the Suppliers section. Behind the scenes, all PADI stock items
reference ManufacturerID = 2. Every time EVE displays a stock item, it looks to see what
the ID of the Manufacturer is and translates it to show ‘PADI’ rather than 2. If you want to
update the Manufacturer (or any other column that uses ID values) on a number of Stock
Items you must use the ID value in the ‘Change Value To’ box rather than the name – for
example, enter 2 rather than ‘PADI’.
❖ Sometimes you may want to update the data in one column to be the same as the data in
another. For example, you may want to update the ‘Known As’ field on certain customers
to be the same as the ‘First Name’. To do this, put a check mark against Known As in the
list and click the button to the right of the Change Value To box. EVE displays a list of all
column names. Choose ‘[First Name]’: EVE inserts [First Name] into the box. When you
click the Update button, EVE cycles through each person that was selected. For each
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person, it looks to see what his or her First Name is and updates the Known As field to be
the same.
Be careful when using this form that you do not get duplicates. For instance, if you try to
update the Barcode Number on all Stock Items to be 123456, EVE will report a Duplicate Error,
because the Barcode Number on each stock item must be different.
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21 PROTECTING YOUR DATA
21.1 User Privileges
One way to protect your data is to ensure unauthorized individuals do not gain access to your
system. Setting user passwords will help protect you against this. Once you allow an individual
access to EVE, you need to further restrict their ability to make changes within EVE. The
following section describes how to limit access.
Open the Employee form for the user you are interested in. Click on the Employee item in the
list on the left of the Employee form. If this is not visible, make sure there is a tick in the
Employee entry in the Customer Type list.
Select the type of security privilege you wish to define. There are four editing types of
security that will allow you to create, edit, delete or void data. In addition, there are privilege
types for each module type.
Click on each type in turn and a set of privileges appropriate for that type appears in the
privileges list. Put a checkmark against whichever privileges you want to assign and then click
Save.
When an employee logs on to EVE the privileges associated with that employee dictate how EVE
is used. It is the privileges of the logged on user that drive how EVE will behave.
If you want to assign all of the privilege associated with a specific type, you can use the Select
All button. To clear all the privileges associate with a specific type, use the Deselect All
button. Use the Copy Privileges button to copy privileges from one employee to another.
If the user tries to perform an action that they are not authorized to perform (e.g. they try to
delete an invoice), EVE will either show an error message or show an Authorization form that
lets another user authorize the action by entering their username and password. This just
authorizes the one action – it does not log that authorized user in. So, if the same user tries to
delete another invoice, the same authorization form will be shown. Rather than authorizing a
series of actions like this, the authorized user can, of course, log in himself instead.
Below is a description of the privileges that can be set for each type.

21.1.1

Editing Privileges

Can Create New …

Choose the type of data that the user can enter into EVE. Each data element
in EVE, regardless of the module in which it is found, is listed here.

Can Find…

Choose the type of data that the user can search upon.

Can View Saved…

Choose the type of data that the user can open the Data Entry form for.

Can Edit Saved …

Choose the type of data that the user can edit. Each data element in EVE,
regardless of the module in which it is found, is listed here.

Can Delete …

Choose the type of data that the user can delete. Each data element in EVE,
regardless of the module in which it is found, is listed here.
Note: when data is deleted it is deleted permanently. You may want to deny
this privilege from all but a select few users. Records in the Data section of
EVE can be made Unavailable which means they will not be accessible
elsewhere in EVE but are still on the database – for example, if you no longer
sell a particular brand of wet suit, you can make the stock item Unavailable so
it no longer appears when you search for items to add to a new invoice. You
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may want to allow users to make items Unavailable but not to allow them to
Delete records.
EVE has strong “referential integrity”. This means that different types of data
have relationships between them. For instance there is a relationship
between Stock Types and Stock Items. If you try to delete a Stock Type that is
referenced by one or more Stock Items, EVE will disallow it. You will need to
update the Stock Item(s) first to use another Stock Type before you can delete
the Stock Type.
Can Mark As Void …

Choose the type of data that the user can mark as Void. Only those data
elements that have a void option are listed here.

Can Use Store
View…

This is only appropriate if you use EVE in a multi-store environment. At the
bottom right of each Search form in EVE is a link called Store View. By default
this is set to Compound Store which means you can see all entries on the
database regardless of which store you’re in and which store the data was
created in. If you have the ‘Can Use Store View’ privilege for the Data Type
that matches the Search form you’re using, you can click the Store View link
and change to view information at a different store – e.g. you could perform a
search for customers that were registered at the North Store.

21.1.2

Sales Privileges

Can Save
Transactions With
No Customer

This privilege allows the user to save invoices without recording the customer
details

Can Save
Transactions With
No Employee

This privilege allows the user to save transactions without specifying the
employee responsible

Can Create Refunds

This privilege allows the user to click on the Refund button at the bottom of
the invoice form to create a new Refund – i.e. Return.

Can Sell OnAccount to CreditRisk Customers

This privilege allows the user to sell items using the On Account payment
method to customers that have been marked as a credit risk – i.e. they have a
tick in the Credit Risk box on the Details page of their Customer record.

Can Create
Accounts for
Credit-Risk
Customers

This privilege allows the user to create new Accounts for customers that have
been marked as a credit risk.

Can Change The
Customer On An
Existing Invoice

If an invoice was mistakenly saved with no customer or the wrong customer,
you can assign a customer to it at a later date. This privilege allows the user
to perform the action.

Can Manually
Override Invoice
Prices

EVE calculates prices based on the quantity of items being bought, retail
price, tax band and Discount Band. This privilege allows the user to override
the calculated value. You may want to deny this privilege to most users and
instead give them the ‘Can Use Manual Discount Prices’ privilege, which lets
them choose a pre-defined Discount Band.

Can Set Line Item
Creation Date

The privilege allows the user to change the creation date of individual stock
item lines in the shopping basket on an invoice.
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Can Accept Gift
Certificates, Gift
Cards, Vouchers
From Non-Owner

By default, when a customer wishes to use a gift certificate or voucher as the
payment method, EVE provides a list of valid certificates/vouchers owned by
the customer.
This privilege allows the user to show all valid
certificates/vouchers, even those owned by other customers. This may be
useful, for example, if the spouse of the gift certificates owner wants to use
the certificate.

Can Use Payment
Methods Where
Authorization
Required

Some payment methods require the user to be authorized to use them (See
Section 4.4.26.Payment Methods). This privilege provides that authorization.

Can Use Low
Discount Bands /
Can Use Medium
Discount Bands /
Can Use High
Discount Bands

These privileges allow the user to override the default Discount Band used on
invoices. You can group discount bands into 3 levels (see section 5.1.2
Discount Bands) and then indicate which users can use discount bands in each
level. E.g. you could assign the 10% Off and 20% Off discount bands into the
‘High Discount Bands’ level and only give the store manager the ‘Can Use High
discount bands’ privilege.

Can See Invoice
Total on Search
form

If this privilege is held by the logged-in user, the Invoice Total will be
displayed at the bottom of the Invoice Search form whenever an invoice
search is performed.

Can Change
Account Owner on
Account with
Activity

This privilege is required for the user to be able to change the owner on an
account that has a history to it – i.e. invoices were put on the account and/or
account payments were made.

Can Close Accounts

You may choose to close accounts when they reach a zero balance or
alternatively if you will not collect the balance on an account. Only users
with this privilege can close accounts.

Can Add Account
Payments

This privilege allows the user to accept account payments from customers.

Can Open Cash
Drawer

This privilege allows the user to manually open the cash drawer if one is
attached to the computer by pressing F4 or by clicking File then Open Cash
Drawer.

Can Export Data

This option is required to export sales information.

Can Use Invoice
Profit Menus

If you click the Options button at the bottom left of the Invoice form, you’ll
see 2 options on the popup menu called ‘Show Invoice Profit’ and ‘Show Line
Item Profit’. Those options calculate the difference between the price the
item(s) are being sold at and the cost price of the item(s). The menu options
are only available if the user has the ‘Can Use Invoice Profit Menus’ privilege.

21.1.3

Customer Privileges

Can View Personal
Privileges

Allows the user to view his/her own privileges

Can Change
Personal UserID And
Password

Allows the user to change his/her own password
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Can Change All
UserIDs And
Passwords

Allows the user to change the password of any user

Can Change All
Privileges

Allows the user to view the privileges of any user

Can View All
Privileges

Allows the user to see the privileges of any user.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export data from this module.

21.1.4

Purchase Order Privileges

Can Modify
Completed
Purchase Orders

Once all items on a Purchase Order have been received you can mark it as
complete. This privilege allows the user to modify Purchase Orders even after
they are complete. This is probably not a privilege you will want to grant to
all users.

Can Edit Purchase
Order Deliveries

When supplies are received from the vendor you can check them in. This
updates stock levels and helps you track what is outstanding. This privilege
allows the user to use the check in functionality.

Can Edit Purchase
Order Invoices

When invoices are received from the vendor you can record them against a
Purchase Order. This privilege allows the user to use the invoice functionality.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export data from the Purchases Module

21.1.5

Calendar Privileges

Can View Calendar

This privilege allows the user to see the Calendar.

Can Unlock
Calendar

You can reschedule appointments on the Calendar by dragging them from day
to day with your mouse. Before doing this you must unlock the Calendar by
clicking the padlock at the bottom left until the padlock opens. This privilege
grants the ability to unlock the calendar.

Can Change
Settings

This privilege allows the user to change calendar settings which control the
information displayed on the calendar and the way in which it is displayed.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export data from the Calendar.

Can Use Stores Link
in Default Store
Mode

This privilege is only applicable if you use EVE in multi-store mode. At the
bottom of the Calendar is a Store View link. The user can click on that link to
change which information is shown in the Calendar based on which store it
applies to, provided they have the ‘Can Use Stores Link in Default Store mode’
privilege.

21.1.6

Courses Privileges

Can Add Students
To Courses

This privilege enables the user to add customers directly to a course from the
Courses Module. You may want to deny this privilege to users if you want to
force employees to sell the course to the customer in the Sales Module
(recommended). Allowing users to add customers to courses in the Customers
Module prevents EVE from keeping track of the amount each customer has
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paid for the course.
Can Exceed Max
Number Of
Students On a
Course

This privilege allows the user to override the parameter that restricts the
number of customers allowed on a course. A warning will be shown that the
maximum number will be exceeded but the action will still be allowed
provided this privilege is held.

Can Change
Instructor Costs

This privilege allows the user to change the amount that instructors will
charge the store for teaching a course module.

Can Modify
Certification PIC
Status

The notification status of a certification indicates whether details of the
certification have been sent to PADI, and by what method (for example, post,
internet, etc.). EVE maintains the value and you should not usually need to
change it. However, this privilege indicates whether the user is authorized to
change it.

Can Use On-Line
PIC

This privilege indicates whether the user is authorized to upload certification
details over the internet to PADI using EVE’s interface to On-Line PICs.

Can Modify
Completed Courses

This privilege allows the user to modify details of a course even after it has
been marked as complete

Can Change
Student Amounts

Allows the user to manually update the amount paid by the customer for the
course. Note: this is not to be advised as the original invoice, if there is one, is
not updated.

Can Move Students
Between Courses

If a customer is registered on the wrong course you can move them to the
correct course by adding and removing them from the courses table or by
using the Event Planner. This privilege is required to be able to do it.

Can Remove
Students From
Courses

This privilege gives the user access to the Remove button in the Courses
Module. The button removes a customer from a course. This is not
recommended. A better solution is to refund the original invoice – EVE will
prompt you to see if you want to remove the customer if the refund results in
the customer having paid you no money towards the course.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export details of customers attending a
course.

21.1.7

Trips Privileges

Can Add People To
Trips

Allows the user to add customers directly to a trip in the Trips Module. You
may want to deny this privilege to users, as you will typically sell the trip to
customers in the Sales Module. Allowing users to add customers to trips in the
Trips Module prevents EVE from automatically keeping track of the amount
each customer has paid for the trip

Can Exceed Max
Number Of People
On Trips

Allows the user to override the amount the parameter that restricts the
number of customers allowed on a trip. A warning will be shown that the
maximum number will be exceeded but the action will still be allowed
provided this privilege is held.

Can Move
Customers Between
Trips

If a customer is registered on a trip you can move them to another trip by
adding and removing them from the trips table or by using the Event Planner.
This privilege is required to be able to do it.
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Can Remove People
From Trips

Allows the user to remove customers from trips.

Can Change
Customer Amounts

Allows the user to manually update the amount paid by the customer for the
trip. Note: this is not to be advised as the original invoice, if there is one, is
not updated.

Can Modify Details
Of Completed Trips

Allows the user to update details of a trip that has been marked as complete.

Can Export Data

Allows the user to export data from the Trips Module

21.1.8

This is not recommended. A better solution is to refund the original invoice –
EVE will prompt you to see if you want to remove the customer if the refund
results in the customer having paid you no money towards the trip.

Rentals Privileges

Can Modify
Bookings After
Being Added To
Invoice

This privilege allows the user to make changes to bookings that have been
saved and added to an invoice.

Can Check-Out
Rental Items Before
Booking Is Added
To Invoice

You can reserve equipment items for a customer and then check them out to
that customer when they pick them up. This will sometimes/usually happen
at the same time – i.e. the customer will try on the equipment and then pay
for the rental and take it away with them. When this happens, EVE prompts
you whether you want to check out the items to the customer when the rental
booking is added to an invoice. Occasionally you may want to check out the
items before adding the booking to an invoice (by clicking on the Check Out
button in the Rentals module) and this privilege gives the necessary
authorization.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export data from the Rentals module

21.1.9

Services Privileges

Can Modify
Bookings After
Being Added To
Invoice

This privilege allows the user to make changes to bookings that have been
saved and added to an invoice.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows the user to export data from the Services module

Can Manually
Override Service
Part Prices

As described in section 12.1.2 Parts, you can assign parts to a Service Booking.
The Price of those parts is automatically added to the Parts grid based on the
price defined for the stock item being added. If the user has the ‘Can
Manually Override Service Part Prices’ privilege, they can change the assigned
price.

Can Assign Periodic
Number

This is only applicable in certain regions.
On the ‘Cylinder Specific
Information’ tab of the Service Booking form is a text box called ‘Periodic
Certificate Number’. The user must assign a unique number to that box when
performing a service on a cylinder by clicking on the button with an
exclamation mark. The ‘Can Assign Periodic Number’ privilege must be held
by the user clicking the button.
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21.1.10

Data Privileges

Can Use Data and
Data2 tabs on Store
form

The Data and Data2 tabs on the Stores form let you indicate at which stores
particular items are available. E.g. you may sell Surf Boards at stores 1 and 2
but not 3. This privilege must be held for you to be able to use these
sections.

Can Export Data

This privilege allows users to export information from the Data module.

Can Use Update
Multiple Rows Form

Allows the user to use the update multiple rows form. This allows him/her to
update multiple rows of data in one go. This privilege should only be given to
trusted employees.

21.1.11

Desktop Privileges

Can View All Staff
Desktops

21.1.12

This privilege allows users to view all desktops, not just their own desktop.

Inventory Privileges

Can Edit Retail
Price

This privilege allows the user to update the value of the retail price of Stock
items

Can Edit Cost Price

This privilege allows the user to update the value of the cost price of Stock
Items

Can Edit No In
Stock

Allows the user to manually change the value for the # in stock of an existing
stock item. Note: a user without this privilege can still create new Stock
Items and assign the initial value for the no in stock as long as they have the
can add/modify Stock Items privilege.
In addition, a user can still receive deliveries on Purchase Orders (which will
automatically update stock levels) without this privilege.

Can Edit No On
Order

This privilege allows the user to update the value of the # on order of Stock
Items

Can Create
Duplicate Store
Stock # and
Barcode #

EVE forces both the Store Stock # and the Barcode # to be unique i.e. no 2
stock items can have the same stock number and no 2 stock items can have
the same barcode number. This privilege allows the user to create stock
items with duplicate stock numbers and / or barcodes.

Can See Cost Price

This privilege allows the user to see the cost price information on the Stock
Item form.

Can Export Data

Allows the user to export data from the Inventory Module

Can Update Stock
Level History

Allows the user to make changes to the History on the Stock Levels tab of the
Stock Item form

21.1.13
Can Print Sales
Reports
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Report Privileges
This privilege allows the user to print the identified reports

Can Print Customer
Reports
Can Print Purchase
Reports
Can Print Course
Reports
Can Print Trip
Reports
Can Print Rental
Reports
Can Print Service
Reports
Can Print Inventory
Reports
Can Print Admin
Reports
Can Use Reports
Module

This privilege allows the user to access the Report Module.

Report Groups: Can
Create Configs

This privilege allows the user to define report configurations that can be saved
and re-run at a later date. This allows you to define a set of interesting
criteria (for example, equipment sales for a particular employee) and then rerun the same report for different time periods without having to set the same
series of search criteria each time.

Report Groups:
Can Delete Configs

This privilege allows the user to delete report configurations.

Can Create User
Defined Reports

This privilege allows the user to define reports that can be saved and re-run at
a later date and then re-run the same report for different time periods
without having to set the same series of search criteria each time.

Report Groups:
Can Print Closing
Reports

This privilege allows the user to print the identified reports

Report Groups: Can
Print Dated Report
Groups

21.1.14

Admin Privileges

Can Import Data

This privilege governs whether the user is authorized to import data into the
program.

Can View Credit
Card Numbers

For security reasons, only the last four digits of customer’s credit card
numbers are usually displayed in the program. This privilege allows an
authorized user to view the entire number (by right clicking on the credit card
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number).
Can View Clock On
Times

Allows the user to view the times that users were clocked on to EVE

Can Use Options
Form

Allows the user to change the options section in the admin module for

1/ All PCs
2/ All PCs at this
Store

1/ All PCs on the database
2/ All PCs at the store that the active PC is in
3/ Just the active PC

3/ This PC Only
Can Use EVE
Folders Form

The EVE Folders Form, accessed from the Tools menu, allows you to identify
where EVE can find key documents and applications. This privilege allows the
user access to the folder.

Can Change
Employee

This privilege allows the user to update and change employee information
including system privileges.

Can Change Print
Layouts

You may want to change the look and feel of certain EVE reports (for example,
to add your own logo). This privilege gives you access to the print layouts.

Can Use Raw Data
Form

EVE is written using SQL. This privilege gives the user access to the back end
tables and SQL commands. It should only be given to an administrator with
appropriate system experience.

Can Use
QuickBooks Setup
Wizard

This privilege gives the user access to the financial side of EVE and in
particular allows them to set up and link to QuickBooks accounts.

Can Export To
QuickBooks

This privilege gives the user the ability to export data to QuickBooks.

Can Log On
Anywhere
Regardless Of Store

EVE allows users to access the system via the internet or over a network. This
privilege allows user to log on to EVE from any location.

Can Change Store
View

This privilege allows the user to change the look and feel of EVE at the store
level (see User Configurations for more data).

Can Use Customer
Search Wizard

These privileges allow the user to access the search wizards and mine the
database for information.

Can Use Sales
Search Wizard
Can Use Purchases
Search Wizard
Can Use Inventory
Search Wizard
Can Manually Log
On at all times
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Some locations may only want to allow login using a swipe card. This privilege
lets users manually login as well by typing their username and password.

Can Change Store
View
Can Use Stores tab
on Data Entry forms

Some data entry forms have a Stores tab which indicates at which store(s) the
item being viewed is available. This privilege is required to be able to make
changes to information on the Stores tab.

Can View EVE
OnLine Sales from
Popup

If EVE OnLine (i.e. the e-Commerce product) is being used in conjunction with
EVE, a popup will be shown in EVE whenever an on-line sale is made. This
privilege allows the user who is logged on in EVE to view details of the new
sale.

Can Change User
Interface

At the top right of EVE is a UI (User Interface) button. It can be used to
change the look-and-feel of EVE. This privilege is required to change the UI.

Can Organize Links

When the UI is set to Advanced Data Entry, there is a Links button on the
toolbar at the top of EVE. When clicked a popup menu is shown that lets you
link quickly to your favorite programs and websites. You can add and remove
links from the menu provided you have the ‘Can Organize Links’ privilege.

Can View Audit Log

If you click the View menu at the top of EVE and then Audit Log, you can view
information about who made changes to data and when, provide you have the
‘Can View Audit Log’ privilege.

Can Upload Files
using FTP

If you click the EVE icon at the top right of the program and then ‘Upload File
to EVE’ you can upload a file to us – perhaps a database file or log file, etc.
You can only do that if you have the ‘Can Upload Files using FTP’ privilege.

Can Merge Records

It is sometimes useful to be able to merge multiple records into one – e.g. a
customer John Smith may have mistakenly been entered twice onto the
database. You can merge records (by selecting more than one record in the
results list on a Search form, right clicking on the selected area and then
clicking Merge) provided you have the ‘Can Merge Records’ privilege.

Can Translate Form
Text

You can translate or rename certain text on EVE forms by right clicking on
them and then clicking Translate provided you have the ‘Can Translate Form
Text’ privilege.

Can Change Field
Properties

Some information is mandatory in EVE when you create records – e.g. on the
Customer form you must enter a First and Last name before EVE will let you
save the record. You might want to make other information mandatory – e.g.
the Email field. To do that you can right click on the Email text and click the
Mandatory option on the popup menu – provided you have the ‘Can Change
Field Properties’ privilege.

Can Access Saved
EVE Website
Password when
Renewing
Can Change Store.
Can Use Web Admin

21.2 Backups
Database Backups can be made in one of two ways in EVE.
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1/ Using the EVE Client. I.e. you can configure EVE to automatically take a database backup
when EVE closes and you can manually take a backup whenever you want by clicking the EVE
icon at the top right of EVE and then clicking Backup Now. See section 4.3.18 for more
information
2/ Using the EVE Database Utilities application that is installed with the EVE Server feature
(i.e. it resides on the same PC as your database). Using this application you can schedule
backups to occur automatically at a fixed time every day. See section 21.4 for more
information.

21.3 Data Integrity
21.3.1

Database Section

Two databases are installed with EVE. The live database is called eve and this is the one you
will use on a day-to-day basis. The second database is called eveTraining and you will use this
when experimenting with EVE and for staff training purposes. The 2 databases are completely
independent so you can enter whatever data you want into the eveTraining database without
affecting your live database.
By default, the databases are saved by the setup process to: C:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba
Systems\EVEDB
Each time EVE starts it prompts you so you can choose the database to use. You can turn this
feature off so the same database is used each time using the Show Database Selector when
setting options (See Section 4.3.1.EVE Options).

21.4 EVE Database Utilities
The EVE Database Utilities application is installed with the EVE Server feature (i.e. it resides on
the same PC as your database). Using EVE Database Utilities you can perform database tasks
such as backing up and restoring the database, running scripts, adding database users, etc.
Start the program by clicking your Start button, then ISSYS then EVE Database Utilities. You
will be presented with a Connection screen. Usually you can just click OK to Connect, but if
you want to administer a database on a different server, you’ll need to change the connection
settings.

The form shown above will be displayed. Choose what action you want to perform and click
Apply.
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21.4.1

Backup

Enter the name of the database you want to backup or click the Browse button to choose the
database from a list. You can choose to have backups created in different locations for
different days of the week. For instance, the Monday backup could go to a removeable flash
drive, the Tuesday backup could go to the C: drive, the Wednesday backup could go to a
different computer on the network, etc. You can choose the locations by clicking on a day of
the week in the list and then clicking Edit. A standard Folder browser dialog box will be
displayed so you can choose the new location. Please note: backups are always saved to a
location relative to the computer where SQL Server is installed. So, if SQL Server is installed
on PC#1 and you are running EVE Database Utilities on PC#2, and you specify c:\EVE Backups as
the backup location, backups will be saved into the c:\EVE Backups folder on PC#1 NOT on
PC#2.

The EVE Database Utilities program can be run from a command line with parameters to
indicate what action to perform. One of the benefits of this is that you can create a Windows
Scheduled Task to automatically create backups for you on a fixed schedule. In fact, by
default, when you install the EVE server component, a Scheduled Task is created for you. This
will create backups at 11:00 am every day and save them into the c:\EVE Backups folder on the
server computer. You should ensure that this process is setup correctly by periodically
examining the contents of the c:\EVE Backups folder to ensure the dates on the backup files
are recent (i.e. less than a week old). FYI the command that is run by the Scheduled Task is as
follows:
"C:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVEDB\EVEDBUtils.exe" backupdb (local)\EVE * * 1
eve
The parameters to EVEDBUtils.exe are as follows:
Parameter

Description

#1:

the command to run. One of: backupdb, startsqlserver, stopsqlserver, attachdb,
detachdb

#2:

Data Source – usually this is (local)\EVE or
.\EVE
to indicate that the EVE
instance of SQL Server installed on the local PC should be used.

#3:

Username with which to connect to SQL Server. This is only applicable if you
choose to connect using SQL Server Authentication. Usually you will connect using
Integrated Security (see parameter #5) so this parameter is not required and you
can just specify an asterix (*).
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#4:

Password with which to connect to SQL Server. This is only applicable if you
choose to connect using SQL Server Authentication. Usually you will connect using
Integrated Security (see parameter #5) so this parameter is not required and you
can just specify an asterix (*).

#5:

Use Integrated Security: use the value 1 if you want to connect using Integrated
Security (i.e. using authentication based on the user that is currently logged onto
Windows). Use the value 0 if you want to connect using SQL Server authentication
– in this case you will need to enter a valid username and password in parameters
#3 and #4.

#6

The name of the database to backup.

21.4.2

Restore

Should you ever want to Restore your database from backup, use the Restore option.
Select the Database
Backup File that you
want to Restore
from

In the top box, type the name of the backup file you want to restore from or
click on the browse button to the right and select the file.

Restore as database

Enter the name that you want to call the database when it is restored. If you
enter the name of an existing database, that database will be OVERWRITTEN by
the backup, so choose your name carefully.

Backup Position

Multiple backups can be saved into one backup file. Enter the position of the
backup you want to restore from. The first backup written to the file has
position 1, the second has position 2, etc. Note: when backups are created by
EVE or by EVE Database Utilities only one backup is saved into the backup file,
so you will always use the value 1 here. However, if you are restoring from a
backup saved using another program you may need to specify a value other than
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1.
Data File
Filename

Logical

Enter a name that will be used internally by SQL Server to reference the
database data file The default value for an eve database is EVE_dat and the
default name for an eveTraining database is EVETraining_dat

Data File
Filename

Physical

SQL Server databases have 2 main files: a Data file and a Log file. For instance,
the eve database has 2 files called eve.mdf and eve.ldf or eve_log.ldf. Your
data is stored in the mdf file and the ldf file holds information relating to
database transactions that are in the process of being saved. Both files are
equally important and your database will not work unless both are present.
Enter the path of the main database file (i.e. the mdf file). This file will be
created by the Restore process and is the file that contains the bulk of your
data so please remember the location that you specify. At time of writing, the
default path specified in EVE Database Utilities is c:\Program Files\Integrated
Scuba Systems\EVEDB\eve.mdf. However, you are advised to create a folder
called EVEDB in the root of your C: drive (i.e. c:\EVEDB) and use that instead.
I.e. set the Physical Filename to c:\EVEDB\eve.mdf

Log
File
Filename

Logical

Enter a name that will be used internally by SQL Server to reference the
database log file The default value for an eve database is EVE_log and the
default name for an eveTraining database is EVETraining_log

Log File
Filename

Physical

Enter the path of the log file (i.e. the ldf file). This file will be created by the
Restore process. At time of writing, the default path specified in EVE Database
Utilities is c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVEDB\eve.ldf. However,
you are advised to use c:\EVEDB instead. I.e. set the Physical Filename to
c:\EVEDB\eve.ldf

When you are ready, click Restore Database. EVE will ask you to confirm by typing the word
‘yes’ since there is a danger of overwriting an existing database with the backup file.

21.4.3

Attach Database

You will not usually want to use the Attach Database command. However, it is present to let
you attach a database to SQL Server that was detached from this or a different instance of SQL
Server. Enter the locations of the MDF and LDF files, supply a name for the database once it is
attached and click Attach Database.
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21.4.4

Detach Database

You will not usually want to use the Detach Database command. However, it is present to let
you detach a database from SQL Server so you can perhaps attach it to another instance of SQL
Server. Enter the name of the database you want to detach and click Detach Database.
NOTE: the database will no longer be useable until you re-attach it so use this command
with caution!

21.4.5

Add Database User

You will not usually need to use this command but it lets you create a new SQL Server user.
Note: this is NOT the same as a user of EVE. You can create EVE users using the Employee form
in the Data section in EVE.

21.4.6

Remove Database User

You will not usually need to use this command. It lets you remove a database user. Note: this
is NOT the same as a user of EVE. You can delete EVE users using the Employee area in the
Data section in EVE.
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21.4.7

Run Script

Use this command to run a database script to update data and/or the database schema. Use
with extreme caution as a badly composed script could irreparably damage your database. This
command is only for use by experienced SQL Server programmers.

21.5 Audit Logs

EVE maintains an Audit Log. When you make changes to the data in EVE, an audit record is
saved. You can view the audit log to see when data changed and who changed it. For
instance, if you find an Invoice has been deleted, you can see when it was deleted and which
Employee was logged on at the time. Open the Audit Log form by clicking View then Audit
Log. At the top of the form are various popup lists that you can use to filter the information
that is shown.
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22 POINT OF SALE HARDWARE
EVE supports a variety of point of sale hardware configurations.
describes supported hardware.

The following section

22.1 Barcode Scanners
EVE supports barcode scanners that emulate keystrokes i.e. they must either:
a/ plug into the keyboard port of your computer along with the keyboard and mimic keystrokes
when you scan a barcode. The barcode scanner will come with a Y cable so both it and the
keyboard can use the same port, or
b/ plug into a USB port and mimic keystrokes when you scan a barcode.
It is recommended that one be used that allows a ‘prefix’ to be programmed into it. Then,
when a barcode is scanned, the prefix character is appended to the output from the scanner
before it is sent to EVE. In this way an F9 prefix can be used so EVE automatically sets focus to
the barcode field when a barcode is scanned. This avoids the necessity of manually clicking
into the Barcode field each time before the code is scanned.
Metrologic Voyager scanners - principally the MS9520/40 VoyagerCG - are used by many
centers. A wireless scanner that some stores use is the MS1633 FocusBT 2D Imager
Bluetooth. You can see more on these at http://www.honeywellaidc.com

22.2 Wireless Barcode Scanners
EVE supports barcode devices that allow multiple barcodes to be scanned, saved onto the
device and then uploaded into EVE. This can be useful when doing inventory counts or
checking in rental gear, etc. Devices are supported that create a CSV (Comma Separated
Values) output file containing the barcode information on the computer when the data is
uploaded. Contact EVE Diving for a list of recommended manufacturers.

22.3 Cash Drawers
EVE supports several types of cash drawer:
1) Those that have a Serial interface,
2) Those that have an OPOS (OLE for Point Of Sale) driver.
3) Those that are designed to be used with an accompanying receipt printer and will open
automatically when a receipt is printed.
4) Those that connect to a receipt printer and open when a command is sent from EVE to
the printer.

22.4 Customer Pole Displays
Customer Pole Displays must have a Serial interface or have an OPOS driver.
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22.5 Receipt Printers
Receipt printers can have a Serial, Parallel or USB interface provided it has a Windows printer
driver. More options for the receipt layout will be available if a Parallel or USB interface is
used.
Note: a receipt printer is not a requirement. Some people prefer to use a regular desktop
printer and print receipts on Letter or A4 sized paper.

22.6 Label Printer
EVE supports barcode label printers that use EPL - Eltron programming language. We usually
recommend the Zebra TLP2844 or Zebra LP2844. These are described at www.zebra.com
NOTE: Zebra also sell printers with a 'Z' suffix - i.e. Zebra TLP2844Z and Zebra LP2844Z. Do not
purchase these as they are not supported in the same way by EVE.
Other label printers are supported provided they have a Windows printer driver - however a
barcode font will be required if barcodes are to be printed (this is not required with the Zebra
printers described above). A demo barcode font is included with EVE that may be sufficient for
some users.

22.7 Magnetic Stripe Reader
Magnetic Stripe Readers must be Keyboard Wedge or have an OPOS driver (recommended).
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23 APPENDIX
23.1 Features of Microsoft Windows Useful in EVE
This section covers standard keyboard and mouse techniques used within EVE.
For the sake of brevity clicking on the left mouse button will henceforth be referred to as
clicking while clicking with the right mouse button will be termed right clicking. Two very
quick, successive clicks with the left mouse button will be termed double clicking.

23.1.1

Controls used in EVE

A control is any object appearing on the form with which you can interact using the mouse or
keyboard. Descriptions of some of the controls used in EVE are given here. Experienced users
of Windows may wish to skip this section.

Check Box

A checkbox displays a tick when selected; the tick disappears when the checkbox is cleared.
This control indicates a true/false or yes/no option. Put a check in a checkbox by either
clicking on it or by setting focus to it and pressing the space bar.

Option Button

Option buttons are used when one choice only must be made from a small number of options.
Once any of the option buttons has the focus you can change which option is selected using the
up and down arrow keys on the keyboard. Alternatively, click on the required option.
Checkboxes and option buttons function similarly but with one important difference: any
number of checkboxes in a group can be selected at the same time while only one option
button in a group can be selected.

List Box

A list box holds a list of items, usually sorted alphabetically. Click on an item to select it.
Alternatively, once the list has focus, use the up and down arrow keys to change the selection,
or press the key corresponding to the first character of an item. If there are multiple entries
with the same first letter then each will be selected in turn as the letter is pressed. Some list
boxes allow only one item to be selected at a time, others allow multiple selections (achieved
by holding down the CTRL or shift keys while clicking on multiple items).
List boxes will sometimes respond to a double click – the response depends on the particular
list box. Frequently, double-clicking will move an entry from one list to another.
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Some list boxes have a checkbox next to each item. Click on the checkboxes to check them.
With this type of list box the selection (i.e. the highlighting, as for Dry Suit shown) is irrelevant
– it is the Checkmark that indicates whether the item is selected or not.

Text Box
A text box is a rectangular area into which text can be typed. A blinking cursor indicates the
insertion point. Use the left and right arrow keys to move the insertion point within the text.
If some or all of the text is highlighted (i.e. selected) then further typing will overwrite the
selected text.

Pop Up List Box

A pop up list box is a box that pops onto the screen when you have a choice among several
alternatives, one of which must be chosen.

Frame

Frames are boxes used to group together other controls. In the diagram the frame has a
caption Choose and is being used to group together two option buttons.

Scroll Bar
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Often, there is too much information to display in a list or grid at one time. Scroll bars can be
used to navigate through the list, showing only a portion of the data at one time. Scroll bars
may be aligned horizontally or vertically depending on the direction that you will move through
the data. Click on one of the arrows to scroll the data by one notch. Click on the bar to scroll
the data by several notches. Drag the marker (by clicking and holding down the left mouse
button when the mouse pointer is over the marker and then moving the mouse) to position the
data at a point in proportion to the distance dragged.

Tab Control

A tab control behaves like an address book – click on the tab that sticks out at the top to be
taken to that page. In the diagram, tab one has been clicked to reveal an option button, a
label and a text box. Tabs 2 and 3 may contain a different set of controls.

Menu

Click on one of the items (or hold down the ALT key and press [on the keyboard] the letter that
is underlined) to show a menu containing further options. In the example shown, the File
menu has been clicked.
Most controls in EVE can be right clicked upon to show a popup menu. Much of the power in
EVE is obtained using these popup menus.

Grid
There are 2 types of grids used in EVE,
❖ Those that are editable like the Shopping Basket on the Invoice form and
❖ Those that are not editable like the results grid on Search forms.

Editable Grid
Click on a cell on an editable grid and the cell will act like a Textbox – see above. You can
type into the text box to enter data straight into the grid. Some columns are read-only (e.g.
the Tax column in the Shopping Basket). If you click on a cell in that column, the background
of the cell will appear gray and your typing will be ignored.
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To select a row in an editable grid, click on the gray column at the far left. You can select
multiple rows by selecting one row first and then by holding down the Ctrl or Shift keys while
you click on the grey column of another row.

Not Editable Grid
Highlight a single row in a non-editable grid by clicking anywhere on it – the row turns dark
blue. You can highlight more than one row. First, highlight a single row. Then hold down the
control key (usually labeled Ctrl on the keyboard) and click on another row. Both rows will
now be highlighted. If, instead, you hold down the shift key (usually marked
on the
keyboard) while clicking, all rows in-between are also highlighted.
Most grids (editable or non-editable) allow a row to be deleted by highlighting the row (or
rows) and pressing the Delete key on your keyboard.
Grids will sometimes respond to a double click– the response depends on the particular grid.
The width of grid columns can be changed by moving the mouse pointer over a column
separator in the grey title area at the top of a grid so the mouse pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow. Press and hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse; the column
separator moves as well. When the column is the desired width, release the mouse button.
Grids have a context menu – i.e. a set of options that pop-up when you right click on the grid.
With non-editable grids you can right click anywhere on them to show the context menu. With
editable grids, if you right click on a cell when it has focus you will get the standard Textbox
context menu, which gives options relating to the text in the cell. If you right click on the
grid’s gray column at the far left, or right click on a row when it is selected, you will get the
grid’s context menu, which has different options on it depending on which grid is involved.
You can sort the data in a grid by clicking on a column header. Data will be sorted by data in
that column. This does not affect data on the database – just the way the data is displayed.

23.1.2

Moving Between Controls

Set the focus to any control on the current form by clicking on it. Alternatively, move the
focus to the next control by pressing the tab key (
down the shift key (
) while pressing the tab key.

) or to the previous control by holding

If a control has a description in which one letter is underlined, hold down the ALT key and
press the appropriate key to activate that control.
This affects different controls in different ways:
❖ Text boxes, pop up list boxes, list boxes, grids and frames gain the focus,
❖ Check boxes become checked if they were unchecked, and vice-versa,
❖ Option buttons become selected,
❖ Menus and buttons perform the action associated with them (as if you clicked on them),
❖ Tab controls change to show the appropriate tab
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23.2 EVE Folders
The installation program creates several folders on your hard-disk. By default these are
created within the c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba Systems folder. The folders are described
here.

EVE is a ‘Client/Server’ application – i.e. there are 2 components: a Client (the front-end that
a user sees) and a Server (the database and associated files). You can install both components
on a single PC if you want to or you can install the Server component on one (and only one) PC,
and the Client component on one or more other PCs.
The Client component is, by default, installed into c:\Program Files\Integrated Scuba
Systems\EVE
and the Server component is, by default installed into c:\Program
Files\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVEDB.
There are three main branches to the EVE folder structure: Import, Program and User. The
Import branch is where Excel and PADI import files should be copied prior to importing the
data. The User branch holds all files that are created or modified by EVE. You can back up this
folder and all its sub-folders. The Program branch holds all system files that the program
needs to run – these will not usually change. You can get these back off the EVE CD so there is
usually not much point in backing them up on a regular basis.

Docs
In EVE you can link documents (e.g. Word for Windows or PDF files, etc) to records so the
documents can be shown and/or printed when those records are being processed – e.g. you
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could link a Waiver document to Trips so a copy can be printed for the customer to sign when
trips are sold. All documents should be stored in the Docs folder.

Graphics
This folder holds all program image files. This includes toolbar images, start-up ‘splash’ screen
graphics, etc. NOTE: it does not hold student image files as those must be backed up to
prevent loss and are therefore located in the User branch.

Help
Holds this manual and associated files.

Media
This folder holds Sound files that are played at various points in EVE – e.g. the kerching sound
when an invoice is saved.

Export
All export files created using the Export utility are saved to the Export folder by default.

GridLayouts
All grids in EVE use Grx files to provide default grid layout information, e.g. column captions,
format of data to appear in each column, etc. Each grid has one corresponding Grx file.

Images
If you create student bitmap images (e.g. for use with On-Line PICs and club membership
cards) you should save them to the Images folder. In addition, if you use stock item images
those should be saved in a StockItems sub-folder of Images

SavedPrintouts
You can choose to save JPEG images of various print-outs in EVE. For instance, you could
configure EVE so an image of each invoice saved is stored. Those images will be saved to the
PrintLayouts folder. Subfolders will be created by EVE for each data type, e.g. Invoices,
PurchaseOrders, etc.

WordTemplates
Some report types (e.g. Invoices, Purchase Orders, etc) can be printed using Word for
Windows. A template DOC file is used for each data type and these are stored in the
WordTemplates folder.

23.3 Troubleshooting
The following section describes procedures for correcting problems that may arise in EVE.

23.3.1

Setup Program Will Not Run

The Setup program uses Microsoft Windows Installer. If you are running on Windows NT4 then
service pack 3 or above is required.
You can download NT service packs from
http://www.microsoft.com/ntworkstation/downloads/default.asp
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23.3.2

Date/Time Problems

If you experience problems with dates and/or times (e.g. the day and month appear the wrong
way around, or errors are reported by EVE when you input dates and/or times, etc.), check the
formats of dates and times in your computer’s Windows Control Panel.
Double click on
Regional Settings and check that your dates and times have valid formats. You may need to
remove the AM/PM settings under the Time definition.

23.3.3

Currency Problems

If currency values are shown with the wrong currency symbol (e.g. you are located in the
United Kingdom and a Dollar symbol is shown rather than the Pound Sterling symbol) check the
date format in your Windows Control Panel in the Regional Settings section.

23.3.4

Synchronizing Dates/Times

If you are running EVE on a network, you need to ensure that the Dates and Times of each
workstation PC is the same otherwise it will be confusing if you get invoices created at the
same time on different PCs that show a different date. On each PC start the Windows Control
and double click on Date/Time. Change the date and/or time if necessary and click OK.
Alternatively, use the Synchronize Date and Time with Server option when setting EVE options
(See Section 4.3.1.EVE Options). If this option is checked, EVE will set the date and time to be
the same as that on the database server when EVE starts. This guarantees all PCs will have the
same date/time and is recommended.

23.3.5

Forms Appear Misaligned with Controls not Visible

EVE requires the DPI setting of your display to be set to Normal Size (96 DPI). Any other setting
will result in forms being misaligned and will not function properly. You can set this value as
follows: right click on your Windows Desktop and click Properties. Click Settings and then
Advanced. The DPI Setting is shown in the Display section.

23.3.6

Images and Graphics Do Not Display Correctly

EVE displays several graphics and images using many colors. If these appear ‘washed-out’ or
overly grainy, try increasing the number of colors that your monitor displays by doing the
following:
❖ Start the Windows Control Panel by clicking the Start button and then clicking Settings and
Control Panel.
❖ Double click on the Display icon and choose the Settings tab.
❖ In the Colors section choose the last item in the combo box.
❖ Click OK.

23.3.7
Stock Items are displayed in Data Module but not in Sales
or Purchases Modules
Stock items are shown in the Data module whether they are Unavailable or not. However,
Unavailable Stock items are not shown in the Sales or Purchases modules.
In addition a Stock item must have the Can be Added to Purchase Orders box (See Section
5.1.5.Stock Items) checked to appear in the Purchases module.
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23.3.8

Error on Startup

If you receive the following error when EVE starts: “An error occurred creating the form. See
Exception.InnerException for details. The error is: Root element is missing.” then the
configuration information has been lost from the following file: c:\Program Files\Integrated
Scuba Systems\EVE\EVEMain.cfg
You can either replace this file with a copy from the following location:
C:\Program
Files\Eve
5.X.X
Setup
Files\program
Systems\EVEDB\Client\program files\Integrated Scuba Systems\EVE

files\Integrated

Scuba

Where 5.X.X depends on the version of EVE you are using, e.g. it may be 5.0.1 or 5.2, etc.
This will reset your Connection details to their default values so when you see the initial
Connection screen next time you start up EVE, you will need to click Edit Settings to tell EVE
the location of your database (unless the database is on the PC you are using).
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